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ABSTRACT 

High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition (HSSJE) is a process in which metals and alloys may 
be electrodeposited at high rates and in a selective fashion without the need for masking. Ile 
method consists of directing a high velocity non-submerged jet of electrolyte at the surface to be 
plated and passing a current between the nozzle and the substrate. Due to the nature of the flow 

and the current distributioft within the jet, deposition takes place at high rates but only in the 
impingement and immediately surrounding region. This technique has seen little commercial 
exploitationand onlyasmall numberof papers onthe subject. 7bese were concerned withdeveloping 
mathematical models for the system. The purpose of this work was to examine the structural, 
morphological and metallurgical characteristics of bothgold and gold alloy electrodeposits produced 
undervaried conditionsof high electrolyte flow using small geometry (< Imm) nozzles. By relating 
factors such as electrolyte velocity, current density, temperature and metal ion concentration etc 
to the morphology of the deposits produced, an understanding of the limiting conditions for 

maximum deposition rates was ascertained. Results obtained from deposits produced by HSSJE 

were compared to those made under more conventional conditions. As well as examining the 
deposits, attempts were made to gain information on the electrochemical factors controlling 
deposition. 71ese factors, such as mass transfer characteristics, required the production of 
polarisation curves identifying the limiting current densities of the system under study. Some 

potential applications of the technique are also discussed. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A Amps 

a Lattice parameter, A 

a Constant as defined in equation (2 1) 

a,. Specific area, CM2 CM-3 

C Concentration, mol crrr3 
& Concentration in the bulk electrolyte, mol cm-3 
CO Concentration at the electrode surface, Mol Cm-3 
C Coulombs, A sec-1. 
Cf Local coeffficient of friction defined as 

-C. 
pU2X12 

d diameter of the nozzle, cm. 
d' Radial distance from centre of impingement zone, cm 
D Diffusion coefficient, mol cm-2sec-I 
Deff The effective crystallite size uncorrected for faulting, 
Dvw True crystallite size, A 

E Electrical potential, volts 
F Faraday's constant, 96,480 C 

9 Hydrodynamic constant sec-I 
H Distance of the nozzle from the substrate, cm. 

Cuff ent density, A CM-2 

Limiting current density, A Cm-2 

io Exchange current density, A Cm-2 

JD Diffusion flux, Mol CM-2sec-I 

k Local mass transfer coefficient, cm sec-I 
K Mass transfer coefficient, cm sec-I 
KL Mass transfer coefficient at the limiting current density, cm. sec-I 
I Litres 

I Order of reflection, as in hkI 
M Molar 

n Number of electrons involved in an electrochemical reaction. 
r nozzle radius, cm, 

r radius of cathode, cm, 
R Gas constant, 8.314 Joules K-1 mol-I 
R Dimensionless distance ratio, d/r 

Re Reynolds number defined as Ud/v 
Re, Local Reynolds number defined as Ud'/v 
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SC Schmidt number defined as v/D 
Sh Sherwood number defined as KdID 
Sh. Local Sherwood number defined as kd'ID 
t Time, seconds 
to Transport number 
t. Time to achieve steady state condition, seconds 
T Temperature, -Kelvin 
U Average fluid velocity at the nozzle exit, cm sec-I 
U. Average local velocity over the impinged surface, cm sec-I 
x Cartesian coordinate 
y Cartesian coordinate 
z Cartesian coordinate 

Greek letters 

a Stacking fault probability, dimensionless 

P, Twin fault probability, dimensionless 

P Symmetry factor, often taken as 0.5 

6 Diffusion layer thickness, cm 

11 Overpotential, volts 
0 Bragg angle, degrees 

1C Specific conductivity 
V Kinematic viscosity, CM2sec-1 

I-C Viscosity, g cm-1 sec 

P Density, g cm-1 
Time to the steady state during a transient current pulse, seconds 
Local wall shear stress, N CM-2 

Angular velocity, radians sec-I 

Superscripts 

b Power of Re as defined in equation (22) 

e' Power of H/d 

c Power of Sc as defined in equation (22) 

Note: In the graphs presented in this Thesis, the terms A/cm sq and kg/mm sq 
are used. This is due to limitations in the graph plotting software. The sq in 
these terms should be read as "squared" and represent, for example A 
CM-2. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND 

Selective electrodeposition is a process whereby metals are electrodeposited in discrete areas 
of a substrate, precisely where that metal is required for functional or decorative purposes. It is 
widely practised in both the electronics and engineering industries. There are many reasons why 
a metal is deposited selectively. It may be necessary to alter the surface properties of the substrate 
metal in a particular area in order to confer wear resistance, hardness, electrical conductivity, 
solderability or weldability and in some cases, to provide a local form of corrosion resistance. In 
addition, with certain expensive materials such as gold, a considerable cost saving can be achieved 
by plating the minimum quantity of metal just where it is needed. 

Examples of selectively plated metals in the engineering industry can be seen in the re-building 
of worn components such as drive shafts, bearing surfaces, crankshafts and piston sleeves. As part 
of a manufacturing process, bearings are usually plated with the bearing material on the wear 
surface only. Chromium is often plated selectively onto piston sleeves to confer wear resistance. 

The electronics industry makes great use of selective plating. The printed circuit board (PCB) 
industry uses selectively plated metals to act as etch resists. These metals are plated onto regions 
where tracks etc are required so that when the rest of the copper clad board is etched away, the 
tracks remain. Electrical connectors are usually plated with a gold alloy to confer wear resistance 
and low electrical resistance. In order to minimise costs, only the region where contact is made is 

plated with the gold. Another example is where components that cannot easily be soldered are 
given a tin or tin alloy coating to confer solderability. To minimise the spread of solder, these 

components are plated selectively. 

Many techniques are available to produce selective electrodeposition and these are detailed in 

subsequent Chapters. However, as with any process, they have their advantages and disadvantages. 
Most require the use of some form of dielectric mask to provide the edge definition which can 
lead to cost penalties. Those that do not use masking are generally of poor definition but tend to 
be lower cost processes compared with masking systems. Therefore there is a trade-off. Recently, 

a technique has been developed that offers some promise in overcoming the limitations of existing 
processes. This method will be referred to as High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition. 
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High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition (HSSJE) is an electrodeposition technique whereby 
metals are electrodeposited in a selective manner without the need for masking. The principle is 
that a non-submersed, free standing electrolyte jet impinges, at a high velocity, onto a substrate 
and with the application of a suitable potential, deposition occurs within the impingement region 
and to a minor extent, the immediately surrounding region. Due to the resistive nature of the 
electrolyte and the properties of the hydrodynamic flow surrounding the impingement region, the 
spread of the deposit is limited. Figure 1. shows a schematic view of the electrolyte jet and its 
interaction with the substrate. It is a combined schematic based on the work of two authors. 1.2. 

ZONE I Free jet 
ZONE II Impingement zone 
ZONE III Wall jet 

-NOZZLE 

JET 
III 

II 

SUBSTRATE 
HYDRAULIC JUMP 

Figure 1 

Figure 1. Schematic of the electrolyte jet interaction with a substrate 

Region I is the free jet region where flow continues in a similar fashion to that within the tube 

of the nozzle. Region II is known as the stagnation region. Close to the point of impingement, the 
flow changes speed and direction from that of the free jet to that of region III, which is known as 
the wall jet (after Glauert3. ). Finally, there occurs what is known as the hydraulic jump where the 

wall jet increases thickness and the flow momentum changes. Further description of the flow will 
be given in Chapter 6. 

Most electrochen-dcal processes benefit from agitation of the electrolyte. This is because the 

reaction rates of these processes are often governed by the rate of mass transfer of the active species 
from the bulk of the electrolyte to the surface. In the case of electrodeposition, the active species 
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is the metal ion. The maximum current density obtainable is therefore controlled by the situation 
where the concentration of metal ions at the surface approaches zero. In other words, as soon as 

a metal ion reaches the surface, it is discharged. This situation is known as the limiting current 
density, 'L. The limiting current density is given by; 

nFDcb 
ýý= b(1-t') 

(1) 

It can be seen that the thickness of the diffusion layer 6 has a strong influence on the limiting 

current density. The thinner this layer is, the higher the limiting current. Migration under the 

electric field is accounted for by (1 - t'). The magnitude of its influence is dependent on the total 

number of charge carriers. If there is an excess of indifferent charge carriers, ie a supporting 

electrolyte, then this term will be insignificant. Electrolyte agitation reduces the thickness of the 
diffusion layer, the stronger the agitation, the thinner the layer and the higher the maximum current 
density will be. By using a high electrolyte jetting rate, the interfacial agitation will be high and 

the diffusion layer thickness will be low. It is very difficult to measure the thickness of the diffusion 

layer directly but it can be measured indirectly by means of either a mass transfer coefficient, KLq 

defined as 

Kj 
nFc 

or by the Sherwood number, Sh, the dimensionless mass transfer coefficient; 

Sh - KcD 

(2) 

(3) 

In the electrodeposition of metals, the limiting current density cannot usually be achieved 
without the deposit quality deteriorating before this is reached. This deterioration takes the form 

of dendritic, nodular or powdery growth. It has been reported4.5.6.7. S. that this deterioration 

commences at a ratio of '/'L of between 0.4 and 0.9 for many of the common plating electrolytes. 
However, little is known about the effects of very high electrolyte velocities on the ratio of "'L or 
the metallurgical structure of deposits produced under these conditions. 

iý 
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1.2 SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 

The purpose of this work was to examine the structural, morphological and metallurgical 
characteristics of both gold and gold alloy deposits produced under varied conditions of high 

electrolyte flow using small geometry (< Inim) nozzles with a constant current DC supply. By 

relating factors such as electrolyte velocity, current density, temperature and metal ion concentration 
etc to the morphology of the deposits produced, an understanding of the limiting conditions for 

maximum deposition rates could be ascertained. Properties of deposits produced by HSSJE were 
compared to those from deposits produced under more conventional conditions. As well as 

examining the deposits, attempts were made to gain information on the electrochemical factors 

controlling deposition. These factors, such as mass transfer characteristics, required the production 

of polarisation curves to identify the limiting current densities of the system under study. Whilst 

such information ran be obtained using "ideal" redox couples or dilute electrolytes using conditions 

of rapid electrolyte agitation, it was necessary to establish this information for the systems under 

study to be effective. Such information is difficult to obtain for relatively concentrated and agitated 

electrolytes using even well defined measurement systems such as the rotating disc electrode. For 

this reason, more conventional techniques were modified and used in an attempt to obtain this 
information. In order to confirm the effectiveness of these modified methods, trials were additionally 

carried out using a dilute copper sulphate electrolyte. 

After optimum deposits had been produced using DC, further trials were carried out to observe 
the effectiveness of pulsed current in improving the deposition rate and/or the quality of such 
deposits. 

A number of different acid and neutral gold electrolytes were used in this study. Pure gold 
deposits were produced from acid cyanide/citrate and cyanide/phosphate electrolytes. In the case 

of the gold alloys, several commercial electrolytes were briefly examined for their effectiveness 

under jet conditions and the most promising was chosen for further study. 

Once the conditions for maximum deposition rates had been established, sample components 

were prepared for some evaluation trials. The results of these trials are reported separately in 

Chapter 9. 

Because the technique of HSSJE encompasses many different disciplines and aspects of the 

electrodeposition process, it is necessary to review a wide range of subject areas to provide a 
starting point for the current work. Therefore, Chapters 2 to 6 examine the various aspects relevant 
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to this process. Chapter 2 details gold electrodeposition, the electrolytes used and the electro- 
chemistry of the process. Chapter 3 examines the current methods of selective electrodeposition. 
Chapter 4 deals with the mass transport mechanisms as applicable to high speed deposition 

processes. Chapter 5 looks at electrocrystallisation and morphology and how the structure of the 
deposit is related to the deposition conditions. Chapter 6 revues the current knowledge of jet 
deposition theory and examines the characteristics of fluid flow within jets. Chapters 7 onward 
describe the experimental research work carried out for this thesis. 

A number of papers have already been published on work connected with this Thesis and these 
have been added as an Addendum. 
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CHAPTER 2 GOLD ELECTRODEPOSITION 

The unique properties of gold are highly desirable in many spheres of life. Its chemical and 
aesthetic properties have meant that gold has acquired a special position in society. The most 
famous of these are a function of the surface - its colour as well as its resistance to corrosion and 
tarnishing. In many respects, thin layers deposited onto base metals can function in the same way 
as if the whole article was made of gold. Applying gold onto base metals has its roots in antiquity, 
with gold leaf being applied ornamentally as far back as Egyptian times. In the 18th and 19th 

centuries, gold was deposited onto metal items by the application of a gold/mercury amalgam, the 

mercury subsequently being evaporated off. However, it did not escape the attention of those 
involved that the life of a gilder was not a long one as mercury poisoning took its toll. The first 

record of the electroplating of gold was in 1802 by Luigi V. Brugnatelli, 9. a colleague of Allisandro 
Volta. His work was not widely publicised though. Volta was invited with Brugnatelli to the French 
Academy of Sciences to discuss their work. Unfortunately, when Volta introduced him to Napoleon, 

the Academy President, as "the great Italian chemist, Brugnatelli", Napoleon insulted him by 

saying "there are no great Italian chemists". 10. With this, Brugnatelli returned to Pavia and published 
his work there, which was not widely seen. It was not until 1840 that Henry and George Richard 

Elkington patented" - the forerunner of the modem gold electroplating solution, based on gold 

potassium cyanide. From 1845 the process was commercially available and was popular up to the 

end of the Victorian period. During this time, many grand objets d'art were gold plated. In Russia 

gold plating was carried out on a very large scale. For example, the bases and capitals of the 
interior columns of St Isaac's cathedral in St Petersburg were gold plated, using 280 kg of gold. 
However, because of a poor understanding of the chemistry of the process, success depending on 
"black book" recipes known only to a few, it fell into disrepute. Thereafter, gold plating was 
largely relegated to the production of inexpensive novelties or trinkets until its re-emergence as 

part of the electronics industry in the early 1940's. 

2.1 GOLD PLATING IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 

With the advent of the electronics industry, a special interest in the technology emerged. Gold 
became popularbecause of its inert nature, its high electrical conductivityand low contact resistance. 
The modem electronics industry is one of the largest users of gold plating. In 1990 in Europe 

alone, it has been estimated'2- that 13,482 kg of gold was deposited out of a total electronics usage 
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of 18,097 kg. For the same year, the world electronics consumption of gold was 142,800 kg. 13. 
This would indicate that approximately 110,000 kg was electroplated with a value of just over $1.3 
billion. 

Within the electronics industry, the two major scale applications of gold are for electrical 
connectors and printed circuit boards. It is estimated that in 1990,6,869 kg was plated onto 
connectors whilst 2,440 kg was deposited onto printed circuit boards in Europe. The satisfactory 
performance of a connector is crucial to the overall performance of any piece of electrical equipment. 
It has to have a low contact resistance, as well as good corrosion and wear resistance. This latter 

property is necessary because connectors are frequently mated and un-mated during the course of 
the equipment lifetime. Many specifications require a connector to remain functional through up 
to 500 insertion/withdrawal cycles. In order to achieve this wear resistance, small quantities 
(approximately 0.1 - 1.0 % by weight) of a transition group metal, such as nickel or cobalt, are 
co-deposited with the gold. This increases the hardness from about 80 Hv (Vickers Pyramidal 
Hardness) for pure gold up to about 150 Hv with very little increase in the contact resistance. 

Printed circuit boards (PCB's) are plated with gold in order to suppress corrosion of the 

underlying copper and to improve solderability. Many boards still use gold plated edge connectors. 
These are areas at one end of the board that act as connecting pads that can be mated with external 
connectors. They are plated with the gold alloy to confer wear resistance. With the advent of 
microwave communications systems, gold has been the preferred metal to use for the production 

of the specialised circuit boards needed for high frequency applications. The glass reinforced plastic 
that is used for conventional PCB's has been replaced by either sintered alumina, quartz or PTFE 
based materials for these applications. These are metallised using sputtering techniques and the 
tracks are built up using a combination of photolithography and electroplated gold. The remaining 
metallisation is then removed. 

Gold plating is particularly important in space applications. The unique properties of gold, 
especially its high infra red reflectivity and tarnish resistance in terrestrial atmospheres, make it 
invaluable for thermal radiation control. In addition, gold resists sublimation in the high vacuum 
of space. This phenomenon can lead to short circuits in electronic equipment if other "electronic 

metals" are used, due to vaporisation and condensation of the metal. 

Beside these applications, gold is plated onto semiconductor lead frames for the purposes of 
bonding gold wire interconnects from the chip to the frame. Because gold is ductile, soft and when 
pure, readily forms cold welds, components can easily be joined by thermo-compression bonding. 
Die attachment is facilitated by the use of gold plating, again due to its tarnish resistance. There 
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are numerous minor electronics applications of gold plating that cannot be mentioned here which 
together ensure that electronics is the second largest fabrication consumer of gold next to the 
jewellery trade. 

2.2 ELECTROLYTE TYPES. 

Gold, being a noble metal, requires only a very small overpotential for reduction from the ionic 

to the metallic state. Therefore, in electrolytes containing free metal ions, immersion deposits 

readily form. In addition, electrodeposits from such an electrolyte are coarse grained and tend to 
form nodules and dendrites. It is therefore essential that the gold ions are complexed in order to 

reduce this effect. There are only 2 suitable complexes of gold for general commercial use. The 

cyanide complex is produced in the form of potassium gold cyanide, KAu(CN)2, In the case of the 

sulphite complex, the gold is in the form of sodium gold sulphite, NaAu(S03). However, the 

cyanide complex may be used in a number of different electrolytes over a wide pH range. 

2.2.1 Alkaline cyanide electrolytes. 

Alkaline cyanide electrolytes use the gold potassium cyanide together with excess potassium 
cyanide at a pH in excess of 12. A typical formulation is shown below; 

Au as KAu(CN)2 4-12 g 1-' 
Potassium cyanide 30 g 1-' 
Potassium orthophosphate 30 g 1-' 
Potassium carbonate 30 g 1-1 

pH > 12 
Temperature 50 - 65 oC 
Current density 1 -8 mA cm-2 

The free cyanide is usually maintained at above 15 g 1-1. Due to their alkaline nature, these 

electrolytes have rarely been used in the electronics industry particularly in the gold plating of 
PCB's. As a result of the increased requirement for such applications during the 1950's, acid to 

neutral electrolytes based on gold potassium cyanide were developed. 
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2.2.2 Acid gold electrolytes 

2.2.2.1 Pure acid golds 

In 1959, Ehrhardt14. found that potassium dicyanaurate was stable in acid media down to a pH 
of 3.0. Subsequently, a number of formulations were developed based on a carboxylic acid/car- 
boxylic salt mixtures with potassium dicyanaurate. The first electrolytes employed citric acid and 
sodium citrate and operated at a pH between 3.0 and 5.0. The citrate mixture was present to buffer 

the electrolyte. In addition, citrate was found to be capable of complexing transition metals such 
as nickel, cobalt and iron. This allowed the electrolyte to be used for both pure gold deposits as 
well as alloy deposits. Because of this ability, it is important that when depositing pure gold from 

such an electrolyte that stronger complexing agents be added so that codeposition with impurity 

transition metals is avoided. Ammonium citrates are used in modem formulations of this type of 
electrolyte thus eliminating the possibility of contaminating electronic devices with sodium, which 
could be deleterious to the device performance. 

A typical pure acid gold is shown below; 

Au as KAu(CN)2 
Citric acid 
Ammonium citrate 
EDTA 

pH 
Temperature 
Current density 

8.0 g 1-' 
40 g 1-' 
40 g 1-' 
1-2g1-' 
3.0-6.0 
25-30oC 
5- 10 mA cm-2 

With the development of transistors and integrated circuits the need for gold plating the device 

packages grew. The acid electrolytes were not very suitable for the barrel plating applications that 

these devices required and thus neutral electrolytes were developed. The acid electrolytes were 

subject to metallic contamination and were able to co-deposit the contaminants. Nobel and 
Thomson". demonstrated the superiority of neutral electrolytes in a study of the barrel plating of 
transistor headers. Subsequently, numerous proprietary formulations were developed, based on 

mixtures of phosphates and citrates, phosphate only and pyrophosphates. To reduce the danger of 

co-deposition, complexing agents such as organic phosphonic acid derivatives were used. Many 

of these electrolytes used various addition agents such as organic thio compounds as well as trivalent 
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arsenic to act as grain refiners and brighteners. Due to the wide variety of formulations for neutral 
electrolytes, there is no "typical" formulation and the reader is referred to the literature for ftirther 
information. 16-17.18. 

In the early 1970's, it was discovered that the additive free acid and neutral baths worked quite 
well when freshly made up but on use and with ageing, the deposit quality deteriorated, giving 
rise to brownish deposits. Reinheimer'9- was one of the first to discover that the reason for this 
was that freshly made electrolytes often contained small quantities of lead as a contaminant. As 
the bath was used, so the lead was removed by co-deposition. It was only when more lead was 
added that the quality of the deposit was returned. The addition of lead at a level of about 0.5 ppm 
was patented by him. At about the same time, it was found that thalliurn and arsenic were also 
effective brighteners. McIntyre and Peck2O- carried out a study on the depolarising effect of heavy 

metal ions including arsenic, lead, thallium bismuth and mercury. They demonstrated that lead 

and thallium depolarised the gold electrode. The proposed mechanism was of adsorption of the 
trace metal followed by an electrochemical displacement reaction between the adsorbed metal and 
Au(CN), 

-. 
This displacement was thought to modify the crystallisation of gold allowing well formed 

fine crystals with a strong preferred orientation. This resulted in a bright appearance. However, 

they discovered no depolarisation effects with arsenic. Eisenman2l. examined the kinetics of the 

reduction of dicyanaurate both with and without lead. He explained that the effect of lead was to 
lower the activation energy of the electron transfer which gave rise to the accelerated establishment 
of a preferred orientation. Rao and Weil22- and more recently Dinan and Cheh: 73- studied the effects 
of arsenic additions to gold electrolytes. Rao and Weil thought that arsenic adsorbed onto the gold 
and acted as nucleation sites but at the same time inhibited the lateral growth of the gold crystals. 
As a consequence, the grain size was considerably reduced and this was responsible for the 
brightening effect. Dinan and Cheh examined the effect of arsenic on the hardness of gold. They 

concluded that arsenic additions led to an increase of hardness and that this was due to the 
incorporation of the trace metal in the deposit. 

One disadvantage of using these trace metals as brightening agents has been due to their 
incorporation into the deposit and their subsequent influence on the performance of the gold. It 

was been shown24-25- that both the thermocompression and ultrasonic bondability was reduced in 

the presence of such incorporated additives, particularly when the gold was deposited at high 

current densities. These workers concluded that low additive concentrations and low current 
densities should be used for such applications. 

2.2.2.2 Alloy acid golds 

At the same time as Ehrhardt's disclosure, Rinker26- independently discovered the acid stability 
of potassium dicyanaurate. He also found that by introducing suitably complexed base metals, the 
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deposits produced were much hardeF. With as little as 0.1 % base metal incorporation, the hardness 
of the gold deposit could be doubled. As well as increasing the hardness, the wear resistance of 
the deposit was drastically improved. Complexing agents such as EDTA (ethylenediamine tetra- 
acetic acid (disodium. salt) and NTA (Nitro triacetic acid) were necessary to facilitate the slow 
release of the metal for codeposition. Without some form of additional complexing, the base metals 
are in fact more noble than the complexed gold ions and will deposit preferentially. Thus an alloy 
would be deposited with a high base metal content for very low concentrations of base metal in 

the electrolyte. Modem formulations make use of a wider range of carboxylic acid buffers and 
often, phosphates or phosphonates are used. 

A typical acid hard gold formulation is described below that uses nickel as the alloying element. 
The tetraethylene pentamine is used to complex the nickel in this case. 

Au as KAu(CN)Z 4.0 g 1-' 
Citric acid 120 g 1-' 
Tetraethylene pentamine 20 g 1-' 
Nickel (as nickel citrate) 2.5 g 1-' 

pH 4.0 
Temperature 40 °C 
Current density 20 mA cm-2 

The most widely used and studied hard gold is one that uses cobalt as an additive. In this case, 
the bath formulations are similar to the above but the cobalt is added as the EDTA complex. There 
have been many studies carried out on the mechanism of hardening and wear resistance properties 
of this electrolyte. The addition of cobalt has been shown to increase the hardness from a value 
of 80 - 100 kg nun-1 to 150 - 200 kg mm-2. It was thought that the hardness increase was brought 

about by a significant reduction in the grain size. Lo et aP7. concluded that the hardness was a 
result of the reduction in the grain size from about 2 itm down to 20 -30 nm. Eisenmann, 21. in his 

study of the kinetics of the reduction of gold concluded that the cobalt increased the activation 
energy of the electron transfer reaction and gave rise to a high nucleation rate leading to a small 
crystallite size. However, a high hardness alone does not account for the good wear resistance of 
the cobalt and nickel hardened golds. Koch et aln. developed an additive free hard gold that 

exhibiteda similarhardness to these deposits. However, itwas shownthatthe slidingwear resistance 
of the additive free deposits was not as good as those containing cobalt in the absence of a suitable 
lubricant. Munier29- found an organic material co-deposited with the cobalt gold and described it 

as a "polymer". It was thought for some time that this was responsible for both the increased wear 
resistance of these deposits as well as the slightly increased contact resistance associated with them. 
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However, there were many studies carried out subsequently and in one of them, 30. it was concluded 
that the "polymer" discovered by Munier was in fact cobalt II hexacyanocobaltate III, 
C03[Co(CN)J2. xH20. By using extraction with mercury instead of aqua regia as Munier had, it 

was found that potassium cobalticyanide, K3Co(CN)6 was co-deposited. Of this, only 25 % of the 

cobalt was in this state, the rest being in the form of metallic cobalt. In addition, only 21 % of the 

carbon and 41 % of the potassium could be attributed to the K3CO(CN)6. The rest was later found 

to be from incorporated AuCN. Later studies by Antler3l. showed that in addition to high hardness, 

good wear resistance required a low ductility. Another study by DeDoncker et aP2. showed that 

good wear resistance could only be obtained if the deposit contained at least 0.08 wt% of the cobalt 

complex together with between 0.06 - 0.2 wt% of metallic cobalt. If the complexed cobalt was 
below this value, then the wear resistance was poor. High levels of cobalt in the electrolyte tended 

to suppress the co-deposition of the complex leading to high metallic cobalt contents. This resulted 
in abrasive wear characteristics. 

The use of cobalt as an additive has a major disadvantage when used for high speed deposition. 33. 
The CoII is readily oxidised to the inert CoHI complex, Co(CN)6 3- at the anode. However, nickel 
does not suffer from this problem. 

There are many reviews of gold electrodeposition technology in the literature and further 

information can be obtained from them. 10.33.34. 

2.2.3 Structural characteristics of gold deposits. 

The structure of any metal deposit is highly dependent on the deposition conditions, the elec- 
trolyte formulation, the temperature and the substrate. The substrate exercises its influence during 

the early stages of deposition and ceases to exert a significant influence once the thickness of the 
deposit has exceeded about 5 lim. A number of studies have been carried out on the initial stages 

of deposition of gold. 35.36. It was found in these studies that the greatest influence on deposit 

structure was due to the lattice mismatch between the gold and the substrate. The current density 

was found to have little influence on the initial stages of deposition. However, additives in the 

electrolyte were found to significantly influence the structure and the coverage. Lin et aP7. examined 
the crystal structure, using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), of thicker deposits from a 

citrate electrolyte both with and without additives over a current density range of 4 to 12 mA CM-2. 
They found that the deposits grew mainly as the (I 11) planes, this trend being greater at lower 

temperatures and higher current densities. The next major plane was the (311), the growth of 

which was suppressed by increasing the current density. Certain surfactant additives were found 

to suppress the growth of the (I 11) planes allowing the emergence of a (220) and (311) structure. 
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The changes in the preferred orientation were reflected in the change of morphology. The deposits 
with a preferred (111) orientation exhibited a plate-like structure whilst those with the (220) and 
(311) orientations showed what was described as a "shell-like" morphology. ý 

Wakabayashi25 reported that the presence of lead or thallium favoured the growth of the (311) 
planes whilst the addition of arsenic leads to a (111) preferred orientation. They also reported that 
in the absence of additives, the (111) plane was predominant. 

DeBonte et a138. described the influence of current density on the structure of both the additive 
free hard gold and a cobalt hardened gold. In the case of the additive free hard gold, low current 
densities favoured a mixed (200) and (311) texture, the deposits having what they term as a 
polyhedrical morphology. With increasing current density, a (I 11) texture became predominant, 
associated with a fine grained structure. With increasing current density, the deposits adopted a 
mixed (200) and (211) texture which showed as a lenticular or plate-like morphology. Before the 
onset of burning, a slightly nodular structure was observed that exhibited a (200) texture. In the 
case of the cobalt hardened gold, the structure at low current densities was a mixed (220) and (311) 
texture. With increasing current density, this became a (I 11) preferred orientation. 

Antler39- reported a (311) major preferred orientation for a pure acid gold using XRD. In 

addition, he reported a (111) preferred orientation for a nickel hardened alloy gold. The electrolyte 
nickel content was 0.15 %. However, for cobalt hardened gold, he reported an un-oriented deposit. 

2.2.4 The influence of pulsed current on gold electrodeposition. 

It has long been known that the use of either pulsed current or pulsed voltage can influence 
deposit characteristics. Reduced porosity, smaller grain size, improved distribution and higher 
deposition rates have all been claimed as benefits to the use of pulsed deposition. The use of pulsed 
current on pure gold electrolytes was first studied by Cheh. 40- He found that although the 
instantaneous applied current, ip, could be considerably higher than under DC conditions, the 
overall plating rate was generally lower. He concluded that the main advantage to the use of pulsed 
current was not in increasing the deposition rate but the ability to increase the rate of nucleation, 
leading to a finer grain structure and a reduced porosity. Rehrig4l. confirmed this by finding that 
at high peak current densities and duty cycles less than 50%, the grain diameter was inversely 

proportional to the peak current and the duration of the pulse. This effect has been observed in 

other investigations. 42. 
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It has been pointed out42. that using very high peak current densities can lead to grain refinement 
and thus greater deposition rates than under DC conditions. However the rate can never exceed 
the DC limiting current density. Therefore, whilst peak current densities can approach the peak 
limiting current densities with no degradation of deposit quality, the average limiting current 
density cannot be surpassed without deposit deterioration. This means that for such high peak 
current densities, there has to be an appropriate off-time to allow recovery of the metal ions in the 
diffusion layer so that the average limiting current density is not exceeded. One advantage of 
using high peak current densities is that a thin, pulsating diffusion layer is produced adjacent to 
the substrate. If this layer is small compared to surface irregularities, then both the peaks and the 
troughs of the irregularity are equally accessible to diffusion. Such a situation reduces the tendency 
of peaks to be magnified by excessive growth as would be the case under DC conditions where a 
thicker diffusion layer inevitably forms. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5. As a conse- 
quence, by using very short, high peak current pulses, such a tertiary distribution is achieved and 
the micro-distribution of the deposit is improved. Such an improvement in the microthrowing 
power has been shown by Andricacos et a143. using a citrate gold electrolyte. They deposited gold 
onto a rotating disc electrode with a small groove on it. They found that the microthrowing power 
was significantly better using pulsed current of short duration than under DC conditions. The most 
important criteria for such a current regime to be successful is that the peak current density must 
be such that deposition occurs under diffusion control. Another important condition for adequate 
tertiary current distribution is that the mass transport rate should not vary across the electrode 
surface. Such a condition is rarely achieved under DC conditions but can easily be achieved with 
pulse plating. 

One disadvantage of relying on tertiary current distribution to smooth deposits lies in their 
susceptibility to hydrodynamic effects. If the pulsating difftision layer is disturbed by turbulent 
flow conditions, the microthrowing power may be affected due to an uneven accessibility to 
diffusion occurring. 

As was mentioned previously, the use of very high peak current densities does require long 

off-times. It has been shown by PUippe42. that the off-time can significantly influence the quality 
of the deposit. Working at average current densities well below the limiting current density, he 
found that increasing the off-time during pulsed gold deposition from a citrate bath led to an increase 
in the grain size. He used a peak pulse current density of 100 mA Cm-2. With an off-time of 9 

IM, a smooth deposit was obtained. Increasing the off time to 99 ms- - 
ledtoanincreasein 

surface texturing. He claimed that this was due to grain growth during the off-time. 
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CHAPTER 3 SELECTIVE PLATING TECHNIQUES 

Selective electrodeposition has been practised since the early days of electroplating in one form 

or another. There are numerous ways of depositing metals just where they are required. The main 
objective is to prevent either the electrolyte from coming into contact with areas where the plating 
is not required or to direct the electric field in such a way that plating only occurs within the field. 
Turner44- divided these techniques into 5 main categories. 

1. Dielectric masking 
2. Brush plating 
3. Jet or gelled electrolyte plating 
4. Anode placement and geometry 
5. Electroless plating 

Each of these categories will be discussed in greater depth, with the emphasis on currently 
used methods. Jet plating will be covered in Chapter 6 and will not be discussed here. Gelled 

electrolyte plating consists of placing a gelled electrolyte onto the surface to be plated where 
deposition is required. It is a rarely used technique and will not be discussed further. 

3.1 DIELECTRIC MASKING 

Dielectric masking encompasses a great range of different techniques. The principle is that 

some non-conducting material (a dielectric) is placed in intimate contact with the substrate leaving 

only those areas requiring plating exposed to the electrolyte. After plating, the dielectric is removed 
leaving the component selectively plated. There are three main sub-categories of this method, 
solvent based organic polymers, pre-formed masks and controlled depth immersion. This latter 

category makes use of the fact that the air above the level of the plating electrolyte makes a good 
dielectric. 
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3.1.1 Solvent based lacquers 

Prior to the development of solvent based systems, masking was generally carried out with 
waxes, especially bees wax. This was melted and applied whilst molten by means of dipping or 
brushing. However, it was not really suitable for high definition due to its rapidly changing viscosity 
as it cooled leading to poor flow during brushing. With more demanding needs, the industry turned 
its attention to solvent based systems. 

This category probably has the most widespread use for general selective plating. Many different 

systems have been used depending on the application. For general use on items of complex shape, 
lacquers are widely used. These consist of a resin type material, or a cellulose, either natural or 
synthesized that are dissolved in a solvent, usually a ketone, that can be applied either by dipping, 

spraying or brushing. The type of resin or polymer used is very dependent on the plating conditions 
and very often, lacquers are tailored for highly alkaline or highly acidic plating electrolytes. 

The geometry of the item dictates the method of application. Whilst dipping and spraying are 
highly effective at covering large areas, delineating the area to be exposed can be difficult. The 

use of masking tapes of various kinds which are removed after coating with the lacquer often leaves 

a weakened edge and the electrolyte can often creep under the lacquer allowing deposition or even 
corrosion to occur there. Painting by hand is often the only way to ensure a good edge but this 
does rely on operator skill and the definition is often poor. Despite these difficulties, this method, 
in combination with masking tape that remains on the item defining the edges, is still the most 
common method used in the plating industry for complex geometry items. Adhesion of the lacquers 

may be enhanced by a low temperature heat treatment but this is probably due to shrinkage of the 
film as the remains of the solvent are removed. However, despite the use of plasticisers in the 
formulations, these coatings tend to be brittle and can easily fracture or become detached if any 
stresses are introduced into the component eg. thermal cycling, flexing when jigging etc. 

Another type of solvent based material that has found increasing popularity is that based on a 
soluble rubber or latex. This material, which uses toluene or xylene as the solvent has certain 
advantages over the former products. After the solvent has dried, the coating retains a high degree 

of flexibility. This gives it a greater resistance to the thermal cycling that occurs during transfer 
from hot solutions to cold rinses. Being flexible, thin section components can readily be handled 

after the application of the film. This type of masking is frequently used for electroless nickel as 
high temperatures are used in this process. The disadvantage with this method is that the film is 

slow to dissolve in the solvents that are used to remove it after plating. 
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3.1.2 Thick film inks 

In the early days of printed circuit production, screen printed inks were used to define the 
tracks prior to etching. Originally, these inks were similar to the lacquers mentioned previously, 
being based on cellulose. The method of application, screen printing, allowed thick films of a high 
definition to be produced. As these films dried rapidly by solvent evaporation, the definition 

obtained was fairly good. However, the flammability and toxic nature of the solvents led to the 
development of resin based inks that were able to be force dried and baked to give a very tough, 

acid resistant film. They were removed using chlorinated solvents or in some cases, aqueous caustic 
solutions. However, the early types were not suitable for plating due to leaching of organic material 
into the plating electrolyte. Also, they were limited to acidic solutions. Modem formulations have 

generally overcome these problems and are often used in the PCB industry. 45. In particular, high 

viscosity, UV cured inks based on acrylic or vinyl are commonplace for many commercial 
applications. 

The screen printing method of application is a stencil printing technique which uses a circuit 
pattern defined on the woven mesh of a screen fabric. The fabric can be made from silk, polyester, 
nylon or stainless steel. The ink is forced through open areas of the screen mesh not protected by 

the stencil, onto the copper clad board by a squeegee wiped across the surface of the screen. The 

process is popular because of its relatively low cost and reasonably good definition. However, it 
has a lower limit of line spacing of about 0.3 mm. 

Thick film inks may also be used for general masking of items to be selectively plated although 
they are expensive compared to air curing lacquers. 

3.1.3 Photo-resists 

Photoresists are organic materials that can be applied to surfaces by a variety of methods to 
form a chemically resistant, polymeric layer. They have unique properties in that after application, 
the chemical resistance of the layers may be modified by ultra-violet light. By the use of light 
blocking masks, the chemical activity of the areas exposed to the UN. radiation can be altered. 
Photoresists may be classified into two main groups, namely positive and negative working. The 

positive working resist, when applied, forms a hard chemically resistant layer. When this is exposed 
to UV light, the polymer becomes soluble in the chemicals used for developing solutions. In the 

case of negative resists, polymerisation occurs when exposed to UV light, forming a more 
chemically resistant layer. Photoresists are used mainly in the PCB and microelectronics industries 

as the flat geometry of the circuit boards and silicon wafers respectively are suited to the application 

methods. 
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Photoresists may be further classified into two sub-divisions based on the methods of appli- 
cation. Liquid photoresists, as the name suggests, are supplied with the photo-polymer dissolved 
in an organic solvent. They are applied to the substrates by means of spraying, dipping, roller 
coating or spinning. After application, they are cured in an oven to remove the solvent and harden 
the film. The dried film thickness has to be low (2.5 to 8.0 Jim) for adequate penetration of the 
UV light. Negative working liquid resists are usually developed in chlorinated solvents. The main 
disadvantages of these types of resist include their sensitivity to pin-holes in the mask that is used. 
This can lead to spots of resist remaining on areas requiring plating leading to broken tracks. In 

addition, these resists tend to plug the through holes in the board and are difficult to develop and 
remove. Controlling the resist thickness is another problem with the liquid resists. Positive working 
liquid resists overcome the difficulties mentioned above with the exception of the control of the 
film thickness. 

The second sub-division is the dry-film resist. Dry film resists consist of a thick (17 to 75 jim) 
photo-polymer layer sandwiched between Mylar and polyolefin films. These films allow the resists 
to be wound into rolls in lengths of up to 300 metres without the photo-polymer sticking to itself. 
It is applied to the copper clad board by a hot roller process, the polyolefin film being removed 
automatically prior to rolling. The Mylar film remains in contact with the resist up to the developing 

stage, preventing the photo-polymer from damage. These resists can be developed in a number of 
ways. Some are designed for solvent stripping whilst others use aqueous or mixtures of aqueous 
and solvent developers. The advantages of the dry film resist include its relative ease of processing 

and being thicker than the liquid resists, they prevent the subsequent plating from "mushrooming" 

over the resist layer. 

3.1.3.1 Photoresist chemistry 

The chemistry of photoresists is a vast subject with a great number of formulations and 
mechanisms of operation. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to detail these systems. A detailed 
description of photoresist chemistry is given in the work by Allen46. and the reader is referred to 
this. However, some typical photoresist chemistry will be described to convey the general chemical 
principles at work. 

3.1.3.1.1 Positive working resists 

The photochemical reactions involved in the case of positive resists are such that the UV 

radiation produces a cleavage of the polymer so that the molecular weight (MW) of the polymer 
film is significantly reduced, in some cases down to the original monomer. Because low molecular 
weight substances possess a greater solubility than the higher MW polymer, exposed regions may 
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be removed with a suitable solvent or developer. Typical of the more modem liquid positive resist 
systems are based on the photochemistry of diazonaphthoquinone sulphonate esters (NDS) in a 
cresol-formaldehyde condensation polymer binder (novolac). With exposure to near UV radiation 
(360-440 rim), the NDS forms a ketene intermediate which reacts with residual water in the film 
to form an indene carboxylic acid with the elimination of nitrogen. However, in the absence of 
water in the film, the ketene reacts with the phenolic -OH groups on the novolac to form pendant 
ester linkages. As the resist is formulated with sufficient water in the film, the former reaction is 

the most prevalent. 
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Figure 2. The chemical reactions involved in the exposure to UV radiation on the NDS/Novolac 

photoresist system 

Figure 2 shows the reaction mechanisms involved. In the initial applied state, the NDS acts as a 
dissolution inhibitor for the novolac binder due to its hydrophobic nature. The indene carboxylic 

acid formed by the photolysis reaction is hydrophillic and therefore acts as a dissolution accelerator 
for the polymer film and thus allows the removal of exposed areas. After development, the resist 
image is normally baked at a temperature of 130 -C to "harden" it. At this temperature, the NDS 

decomposes to the ketene. As the polymer dehydrates, the ketene reacts primarily with the phenolic 
groups inducing crosslinking of the polymer, making it more chemically resistant to subsequent 

processing. 
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3.1.3.1.2 Negative working resists 

Negative working resists are based upon the fact that the dissolution rate for a polymer decreases 
as the molecular weight increases. Ultimately, a fully cross linked polymer is insoluble in any 
solvent. As a consequence, cross-linking high molecular weight linear polymers reduce the sus- 
ceptibility to dissolution. Alternatively, suitable monomers may be polymerised to create a cross 
linked network. There are three basic methods used to create insoluble resist structures. 
Photodimerization, photocrosslinking and photoinitiated polymerisation (free radical) are the 
mechanisms used to produce resistant polymeric layers. 

Photodimerization is a process by which two linearpolymer chains maybe cross linked together. 
The simplest resist using this mechanism is polyvinyl cinnamate, made by the esterification of 
polyvinyl alcohol with cinnamoyl chloride. Upon irradiation, the cinnamate groups from two chains 
can dimerize to form a truxillate as in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. The chemical reactions involved in the photodimerisation of polyvinyl cinnamate. 

A typical example of photocrosslinking can be seen in resists composed of cyclizised poly- 
isoprene (CPI). Crosslinking is achieved by incorporating a bis(azide) photoactive compound in 
the resist. Irradiation of an azide creates the highly reactive nitrene which can react with the CPI. 
As a bi-functional azide is used, two polymer chains can be linked leading ultimately to a cross 
linked network. Figure4 shows the types of reactions thatcan occur inthe crosslinking mechanism. 
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Figure 4. The chen-Lical reactions involved in the photo-crosslinking of cyclisized polyisoprene 
using a bis(azide) photoactive compound. 

Photoinitiated polymerisation works by the inclusion of a photoactive compound in a monomer 
base. Irradiation of the photoactive compound creates free radicals that can polymerise the 

monomer. A typical example of this is the polymerisation of vinyl monomers using alkyl ethers 
of benzoin. The radiation cleaves the C-C a bond of the benzoin ether creating the free radicals 
that lead to the polymerisation of the monomer. 

3.1.3.2 Outline of Printed Circuit Board Production Methods 

Detailed information on the production of PCB's is available in the literature but the most 
comprehensive treatise can be found in the work edited by Coombes. 46. However, a brief outline 
of the current production methods is given here. 

PCB production can be categorised into two processes, the subtractive and the additive. The 

subtractive method makes use of a positive resist image to protect the underlying copper whilst 
the unprotected copper is etched away. The resist image can be produced by either a positive or 
negative photoresist system. The former makes use of a positive mask (black circuit lines) whilst 
the latter requires a negative photo-mask (clear circuit lines). Whilst this is not a selective plating 
process, it constitutes a large proportion of commercial quality circuit boards produced. it is also 
the favoured choice for the production of prototype boards. 
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The additive process is further sub divided into three different classes, print, plate and etch, 
panel plating and pattern plating. Print, plate and etch consists of defining the tracks etc by means 
of a positive image mask and a negative photoresist. The unexposed resist is removed in the 
development leaving the copper exposed in the track regions. After suitable cleaning, the copper 
is plated with a appropriate metal etch resist such as tin, tin-lead, nickel or gold. After plating, 
the resist is removed and the unwanted copper is etched away leaving the tracks. 

If double sided boards with plated through hole connections are required the panel plating 
method may be used in conjunction with print, plate and etch. Through-hole-plating is a technique 
used where high component densities are required. This allows interconnections between either 
side of the board, avoiding track cross-over. It consists of drilling the appropriate holes in the 
copper clad boards prior to processing. In order to plate the non-conducting holes, it is necessary 
to sensitise the them by producing an adsorbed layer of palladium on the hole walls. The board is 

placed in an electroless copper solution and the palladium acts as a catalyst to initiate the deposition 

of copper onto the walls of the hole. A thickness of between 2 to 5 pin is applied and this is followed 
by electroplated copper to produce a plating thickness of 25tLm within the hole. This may require 
a copper thickness of up to 40jurn on the copper cladding. The print, plate and etch plating method 
as described above is then used to define the features. However, this method of panel followed by 

print, plate and etch plating has significant disadvantages. Circuit features less than 0.4 mm cannot 
be produced with this technique. This is because of the total thickness of unwanted copper to be 

etched is very high and this leads to undercutting of the tracks beneath the etch resist. This reduction 
can be as much as 0.2 nun and slivers of etch resist metal can break away leading to subsequent 
short circuits. Where tin or solder is used as the etch resist, this problem can be eliminated by 
fusing with hot oil or infra-red heating. 

The pattern plating process is the most widely used manufacturing process to produce 
plated-through-hole PCB's. It is suitable for fine feature geometries as there is less undercut 
involved. The manufacturing route is the same as that for panel plating up to the application of the 
electroless copper. However, after the electroless copper, the photoresist is applied and the image 

produced as in the print, plate and etch method. Copper is then electroplated onto the exposed 
areas and into the holes, followed by the etch resist metal. After the removal of the resist, the 
unwanted copper is etched away. With this method, there is much less copper to etch and therefore, 
less undercutting occurs to the tracks. Dry film resists are very applicable to this route as their 
thickness is of the same order as that of the plated copper and etch resist combined. 

The masks used for the production of PCBs are critical to the final product. These can be 

generated in a number of ways. For prototyping, a mask of the final size may be drawn directly 

onto a Mylar sheet but with obvious limitations to accuracy and tolerances. The artwork for 

production purposes is often produced manually using large scale layouts with master to final size 
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ratios of up to 10: 1. These are then reduced in size using specialised and expensive cameras. More 
modem techniques produce artwork automatically to the final size using precision x-y plotters from 

computer generated designs. 

The level of automation that can be applied to the large scale production of PCB's means that 
large numbers of boards can be produced at a relatively low cost. However, the costs of producing 
high precision, fine geometry (< 0.3mm) one-off boards can be very high considering the gen- 
eration of the artwork constitutes a large proportion of the overall cost. In the case of greater 
geometry lines. the use of laser printers or plotters to directly generate the artwork has now become 

the main route for the production of such prototype circuitry. 

3.1.4 Pre-formed masks 

Pre-formed masks are used mainly in the field of the continuous selective plating of strip or 
pressed strip. Most electrical connectors are produced from phosphor bronze or beryllium copper 
strip which has been punched to form the shape of the connector. These then require a nickel 
deposit followed by hard gold plating on the mating faces to provide necessary wear and contact 
resistance properties. Another type of continuous strip, the lead frame, is produced this way. 
These are manufactured from either Kovar or stainless steel. Lead frames are used to connect 
integrated circuits (IC's) from the inside of their hermetically sealed dual-in-line package (DIL) 

to the outside world, ie the circuit board. This requires soft gold to be plated at the internal ends 
of the lead to facilitate thermo-compression bonding of gold wires between the frame and the IC. 
In both cases, the gold is only required in discrete areas of the strip. By the use of selective plating, 
many tons47. of gold have been saved. One of the earliest gold reductions was brought about by 

the use of controlled depth immersion. This will be discussed in the next section. 

The use of selective plating of continuous strip became popular in the early '70s. In 1975, 
Heiestad4s. described a variety of selective strip plating equipment that he was involved in 
developing. These included anode geometry control (shielding), stationary mask striping, tip 
plating, moving mask stripe plating and mask spot plating. The anode geometry method is described 
in section 3.3. Stripe plating is a process in which a stripe of metal or metals is plated onto a 
continuous strip of metal ribbon. The stationary mask method made use of a rubber lipped 
longitudinal slot placed within the plating cell. The moving strip was passed over this slot and was 
tensioned against it to obtain a solution seal. The electrolyte was pumped at high velocity through 
the slot and onto the strip. In this way, stripes of 2mm width with a tolerance of -+ 

0.13 nun could 
be achieved. Current densities of up to 600 mA cnr2were used for the gold plating. The moving 
mask stripe plating was achieved by means of synchronising the mask and the strip as it was moved 
through the plating bath. A split ring and rubber belt combination was used for the mask. However, 
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its plating speed was limited by poor anode positioning and the use of relatively low current densities 

of between 50 and 100 rnA cnr2 were used. The process did have the advantage of allowing the 
plating of pre-punched strip lead frames. Mask spot plating was achieved by using a wheel mask 
constructed from G10 fibreglass with appropriate holes for delineating the deposit. This had 

problems with speed and registration but showed the principle of operation very well. Strip speeds 
for the various processes were described and speeds range from 2m min-I for intermittent wheel 
spot platers up to 12m, min-'. for continuous lead frames, both receiving 50 u in. of gold. 

At the same time, Texas InstrumentS49. reported the use of a spot plater for plating nickel and 

gold onto continuous contact strip. A Teflon mask incorporating a platinised tantalum mesh anode 

was used. No mention was made on whether the mask was stationary or moving or of the strip 

speed used. 

Menziesm. described reel-to-reel plating in 1978. The two techniques mentioned were controlled 
depth immersion and stripe plating, similar to that described previously. At the same time, Rehrig5l. 

described a step and repeat spot plating unit for the plating of lead frame bond pads in which the 

spot plating was carried out using a mask that opened and closed in a clarnshell manner. The mask 

was constructed from silicone rubber. 

Hain et 02- reviewed selective plating techniques. These included controlled depth immersion, 
fixed masks and moving masks as well what was termed as fluid flow masking. This was a method 
equivalent to HSSJE. They commented on the various advantages and limitations of the methods, 
noting that fixed mask systems can create problems of distortion and slow strip speeds due to 
friction between the mask and the strip. 

In 1982, Turner53- described the latest techniques for the selective plating of connectors with gold. 
He described how high agitation rates and high metal ion concentrations enabled high processing 

speeds to be achieved. Current densities in the gold bath were in the region of 250 mA Crrr2. He 

claimed that a combination of dielectric masking and fluid flow masking Oetting in air) was the 

most successful technique for high speed continuous strip plating. Details of how this was obtained 

were not given in this reference. 

A more recent review of the selective plating of precious metals for connectors has been given 
by Wingenfeld. 54. He stated that the moving mask system in conjunction withjetting of the electrolyte 
is the most widely used selective plating system. A wide range of configurations are described for 

many connector configurations. 
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3.1.5 Controlled depth immersion 

Controlled depth immersion is a relatively simple selective plating technique. The continuous 
strip is fed into a plating electrolyte vertically and at a controlled depth. The immersed region 
therefore gets plated whilst the remainder does not. The solution level is maintained by means of 
a weir at each end of the plating tank. The electrolyte is pumped into the tank from a reservoir to 

provide a rapid flow past the work allowing high current densities to be used. Hain et a152. described 

the advantages of the system as being simple and versatile but listed the disadvantages of surface 
turbulence and capillary action reducing the selectivity. As a consequence, the feed-through rates 
have to be low. Also, as many components such as connectors require plating on one face only, 
as the whole of the immersed component is plated, there is a considerable wastage of gold. 

3.2 BRUSH PLATING 

Brush plating is a generic term that covers a range of techniques used for selective deposition 
by means an anode, covered by an absorbent material soaked in a plating electrolyte and rubbed 

across the cathodic surface being plated. Its origins probably date back to the early days of 

electroplating. For many years, it was common practice, particularly in the decorative plating 
industry, to use this method for touching up defective electroplate. In those days, a piece of anode 

material wrapped in a rag was used. This was soaked in the plating electrolyte and the "tampon" 

was connected to a power supply and rubbed across the defective area. The history and development 

of brush plating has been extensively reviewed by Rubinstein. 55-56.57. The problem with using 

conventional electrolytes and anode materials is that deposition rates and deposit quality are very 

poor. Modem systems use specially developed high metal concentration electrolytes. The metals 

are usually in the form of an organo-metallic complex as this allows high metal ion concentrations 
to remain soluble. A high conductivity is also a requirement of the system. 

Special insoluble anodes are used. These are usually made from high purity graphite although 

small anodes are made from a platinum/iridiurn alloy. Soluble anodes are unacceptable as at the 
high current densities employed, polarisation rapidly occurs leading to a significant drop in current 
density. The anodes can be specially shaped to conform to the job in hand. The process usually 

generates a significant quantity of heat so the anode is modular in design. It consists of a metal 

cored, plastic handle fitted with aluminiurn cooling fins. The graphite or platinum alloy anode is 

fitted to the metal insert at the cooling fin end and electrical connection is made at the other end. 
The work-piece is connected to the negative terminal of a high voltage, high current power supply. 
The usual rating for such a supply is 30V/30A although higher power/voltage models are used for 
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certain applications. The anode is wrapped with cotton batting of a long fibre variety. To reduce' 
wear on the batting, it is sleeved with surgical tubing made from Dacron. Polypropylene wool is 

sometimes used as an alternative. 

The tampon or stylus as it is generally called, is dipped into the plating electrolyte and rubbed 
across the surface to be plated in a circular motion, with frequent replenishments of electrolyte. 
For cylindrical shaped items, these may be attached to a slowly rotating lathe or turning head and 
the stylus held in steady contact with the work-piece. In these applications, the electrolyte may be 

fed directly to the stylus by means of a small pump. In this way, the process can be made 

semi-automatic. 

Control of the thickness is based on precise amp-minute meters. Due to the varying current, 

which depends on the volume of electrolyte in the stylus, the distance of the anode from the cathode 

etc, the use of ammeters is not recommended. It is usual to apply a voltage within a range specific 
to the electrolyte and monitor the current/time integral. 

There are many advantages claimed for the brush plating technique. Refractory metals and 
difficult to plate metals such as aluminium, are easily plated with this method. It is claiMed56. that 

the adhesion is superior to conventional methods although the mechanism by which this occurs 
has not been made apparent. It is also claimed that the hydrogen embrittlement of high tensile 

steels is eliminated by the use of brush plating. In particular, the deposition of cadmium onto high 

strength steels does not require a subsequent de-embrittlement heat treatment. This is confirmed 
by the fact that U. S. Air Force has approved theprocess withoutthe de-embrittlement heat treatment. 

Rubenstein56.58. lists a very wide range of applications for the brush plating process. These 

range from aircraft engine components through to flexible waveguides, with any deposit that can 
be conventionally deposited. Some of the more common uses are in the repair of damaged or wom 

components. These can be built up with an electrodeposit by means of brush plating and then 

re-ground. In many instances, this may not even be necessary. Plating rates are very high. For 

example, gold deposits at up to 1.7 Am sec-1. whilst silver can be deposited at up to 2.5 Am sec-1. 
Deposit quality is very good because the high current densities employed produce deposits with 

a very fine grain size. 

Selectivity is achieved because only those areas that come into contact with the electrolyte are 
plated. This has many advantages. Components that are too large to fit into conventional plating 
tanks can be selectively plated in the functional areas. For engine components, the entire engine 
may not need to be stripped down to expose the wom region that needs re-plating. If an area 
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requires a sharp cut off, conventional masking methods can be applied. Because there is no 
immersion in the electrolyte, these conventional masking systems remain in place much better than 
if immersed. 

Wingenfeld54. recently reported the use of the brush technique for the selective plating of 

continuous reel electrical connectors. He described two kinds of brush, the moving brush and the 

stationary brush. The moving brush58- consists of a cylinder, wrapped in an absorbent material, 

partially dipped into the electrolyte. The cylinder, which is made from platinised titanium, is used 

as the anode. This slowly rotates and the connector strip passes along the cylinder with only the 

area requiring plating in contact with it. In this way, selective plating is achieved. Plating rates of 

up to 6 gm/min. of gold can be achieved with this method. This technique is becoming less popular 

as connector sizes become smaller and the area of contact reduces, the required degree of selectivity 

can no longer be achieved. It has been replaced by the stationary brush. 59. The brush is aV shaped 
hollow platinised titanium block covered with an absorbent material. The angle of the V is such 
that the point has a contact area of about 0.8mm. The electrolyte is pumped at low pressure into 

the block. A series of holes allows the material to become wetted by the electrolyte by capillary 

action. The components are then passed along the V of the block and where they touch, electrolyte 

gently oozes out at a slow but constant rate. The block is mounted onto an adjustment platform 

that allows the position and the angle of tilt of the block to be set. By tilting the block, larger areas 

may be plated. Plating rates of between 5-6 lim/min. are obtained with this method. 

In general, the brush plating method has many advantages compared with conventional masking 

methods. High deposition rates are obtainable, deposition can be carried out in situ and many 
difficult to plate metals present few problems with adhesion. However, there are a few disad- 

vantages. The selectivity of the process is not very good especially in the absence of additional 

masking methods. The operation is dependent on the skill of the operator, except where automation 
is used. 

3.3 ANODE PLACEMENT AND GEOMETRY 

Selective plating can be achieved by the judicious use of anode design and geometry of the 

plating cell. In order to understand how this can be achieved, it is necessary to understand how 

metal distribution and current distribution are related. In the absence of any surface overpotential 
(either activation or concentration) primary current distribution applies. During electrodeposition 
this situation can never occur although concentration polarisation can be effectively eliminated. 
There will always be some activation polarisation but in the case of certain systems that exhibit 

very fast electrode reactions ie copper sulphate this is minimal. However, if the electrolyte 

resistance is much higher than the activation resistance, primary current distribution will occur. 
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In this case, the current distribution on a cathode will depend largely on the distance between it 

and the anode as well as the electrolyte resistance. The closer the electrodes, the more even will 
be the deposit. 

Secondary current distribution occurs if the cathode experiences significant overpotentials. 
Concentration polarisation usually gives rise to secondary electrode reactions such as hydrogen 

evolution. Therefore, in regions where the concentration polarisation is highest, local high current 
density areas, the deposition rate is reduced. This causes the metal distribution to deviate from 

that expected under primary current distribution. 

Because of these factors, it can be seen that by reducing the distance between the anode and 
cathode, using an electrolyte that allows fast electrode reactions, reducing the electrolyte resistance 
and eliminating concentration polarisation, electrodeposits can be produced selectively by means 
of small, shaped anodes. Landau'O. patented such a system for the electrodeposition of precious 
metals onto plug connectors. The plating cell made use of an anode that conformed to the shape 
of the area to be plated on the connector comb. The anode was placed adjacent to the comb, with 
a narrow gap between them. In this way, the current flux was concentrated on the part of the comb 
where plating was required. To eliminate concentration polarisation, the electrolyte was pumped 

past the electrodes at a rate of several hundred cm sec-1. Current densities in the region of 200 mA 

Crn-2 were used. It was found that the metal distribution closely matched the primary current 
distribution. 

An improvement on this design was made by Bacon et al6l. who made use of a focused anode 
cell. In this method, the anode was not placed close to the cathode but at some distance from it. 
The current flux was focused on the required area by means of a dielectric slot, which was part 
of the cell. In this way, a virtual conforming anode existed at the same point as would a real 
conforming anode. This design had the advantage that the anode no longer presented an obstacle 
to the electrolyte now, thus reducing the pressure drop and the uniformity of the deposit no longer 
depended on the exact spacing between the comb and the conforming anode, which was critical 
in the former design. 

The use of close proximity anodes has been studied in conjunction with pulse plating. 62.63.64. 

Because the high instantaneous current densities produced by pulse plating favour primary current 
distribution, improvements in selectivity were obtained. 
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3.4 AUTOCATALYTIC (ELECTROLESS) DEPOSITION 

Autocatalytic or electroless plating can be made selective on non-conducting substrates such 
as PCB's or MICS if the catalyst that initiates the deposition is put onto the surface selectively. 
There have been a number of recent developments in the printed circuit industry that use this 
method. Cook65- reported a novel approach to selective metallisation of through hole PCB's. The 
drilled board is conditioned in an atmosphere of sulphur trioxide, produced from oleum. The 

conditioning process leaves functional chemical sites of S03H on the board. Subsequent to this, a 
photoresist layer is applied and exposed through a mask in the usual way. The board is then 

processed through a palladium activator and the regions exposed through the resist reduce the 

palladium. The boards are then processed through a highly stable electroless nickel bath to metallise 
the exposed regions and the board is finished in the usual way. 
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CHAPTER 4 HIGH SPEED ELECTRODEPOSITION PROCESSES 

The previous chapter described the various methods used to obtain selective deposition. Many 

of the techniques mentioned also made use of high speed plating techniques. This chapter describes 

the theory and methodology of high speed deposition for both selective and non-selective plating. 

4.1 THEORETICAL ASPECTS 

For many processes that require large volumes of components or bare metals to be plated, there 
is an obvious commercial advantage to produce these as quickly as possible. In order to do this, 
high current densities need to be applied. However, the current density cannot be raised above a 
certain limit. To understand why, we need to know the mechanisms that control the rate of deposition 

and how these mechanisms can be manipulated to the advantage of the plater. 

4.1.1 Transport mechanisms and the diffusion layer. 

For a metal to be deposited from an electrolyte, metal ions need to be present at the cathode 
surface to accept electrons and become incorporated into the growing surface. During deposition, 

metal ions are consumed at the interface. These are replaced by metal ions arriving at the surface 
by means of diffusion, migration and convection. Convection results from the movement of the 
bulk electrolyte by stiffing etc. Migration occurs as the result of the electric field on the charged 
ions. For example, CU2+ ions having a positive charge will migrate under the influence of the 
electric field to the cathode. However, a complexed anion such as the cyanoaurate anion, Au(CN)2-, 

will migrate to the anode. The influence of migration can be affected by the quantity of other 
charged species in the electrolyte that do not take part in the electrode reaction, as each charged 
species is responsible for carrying a portion of the current. In the presence of a large excess of 
charge carriers other than the electroactive species of interest, the influence of migration on each 
individual electroactive ion is minimised. Diffusion is a process that occurs by means of a random 
walk process. Diffusion of ions is a continuous process in the bulk electrolyte but the net distance 
travelled is zero. 66. However, at the interface during deposition, metal ions are being removed 
leaving a lower concentration close to the interface compared to the bulk solution. These are 
replaced by diffusion because a concentration gradient has been set up. Ions outside the interface 

region will tend to diffuse to the lower concentration region at the interface under the influence of 
the concentration gradient. 
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The region over which this directional diffusion occurs is known as the diffusion layer. The 

thickness of the diffusion layer is very dependent on the prevailing hydrodynamic conditions within 
the bulk of the electrolyte, the convection. In unstirred solutions, the diffusion layer thickness can 
reach 0.05 cm whereas under conditions of high electrolyte flow, it can be as low as 0.002 cm. 
The diffusion flux J, ) is related to the current density. It can be found using Ficks law of diffusion 

and if migration is ignored 

i dc 

nfJDs-D dx) : 'o 

This can be put in terms of the concentration at the interface by 
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On solving for i we obtain 
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If the current density is raised sufficiently, diffusion will not be able to re-supply the ions and 

the concentration at the interface will drop to zero. This represents the limit of current density 

that can be applied under any set of hydrodynamic conditions. 

nFDcn 
tý =b 

Also, the diffusion coefficient is temperature dependent as can be seen from 

(7) 
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Dµ'_ 
constant T 

(8) 

It can be seen from equation (7) that the magnitude of the limiting current density is controlled 
by the thickness of the diffusion layer, the concentration of metal ions and because the diffusion 

coefficient is related to temperature by equation (8), the temperature. The thinner the difftision 

layer and the greater the metal ion concentration, the higher the value of 'L. There is a certain limit 

to the metal ion concentration that can be used. This is dictated by the solubility of that particular 
ion. However, the thickness of the diffusion layer is dependent on the degree of agitation of the 
bulk electrolyte. 

It follows that for high speed electrodeposition, high metal ion concentrations in conjunction 

with high rates of agitation and high temperatures should be used. 

4.1.2 Realistic limiting current densities 

Despite the fact that the limiting current density is the absolute limit on the deposition rate for 

a particular set of conditions, it has been found by a number of workerS4.5.6.7.8. that the deposit 

quality begins to deteriorate at some value below 'L. This deterioration is apparent by the formation 

of either dendritic growth or nodular powdery deposits. It is, therefore, important to ascertain the 
fraction of the limiting current density at which deposits begin to deteriorate rather than the limiting 

current density itself. This deterioration is certainly related to the ý value, with high exchange 

current density systems exhibiting degradation at a lower ratio of "'L* It would seem logical that 
if the diffusion layer thickness could be reduced without affecting the critical ratio of '/'L then 
higher deposition rates could be obtained from any particular electrolyte. 

4.2 MEASUREMENT OF THE LIMITING CURRENT DENSITY 

Information on the mass transfer characteristics of any system can only be obtained if the 

magnitude of the limiting current density, 'LP is known. This can be made by direct measurement 
of the relationship between the overpotential and the current density or by measurement of the 
thickness of the diffusion layer. This latter technique is difficult to achieve although there have 
been some successful attempts. 67. 
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4.2.1 Limiting current density measurement methods. 

Measurement of 'L for any electrode reaction requires that the surface concentration of the 
reacting species at the electrode is reduced to as close to zero as possible. By plotting the relationship 
between the overpotential, tj and the log of current density, log 'LO the limiting current condition 
can be seen as a plateau where the current density remains almost constant with increasing 71 . 
These plots may be obtained by applying increments of either current or overpotential and measuring 
the resultant change in the uncontrolled variable. Figure 5 shows an ideal polarisation curve. The 
limiting current density is clearly visible. The increase in current at the end of the plateau is due 

to a consecutive electrochemical reduction process such as hydrogen evolution. However, such an 
ideal plateau is difficult to obtain in practice for a number of reasons. 68. Firstly, the surface area 
of the electrode increases during deposition due to the formation of rough deposits in the region 
Of 'L* This effectively changes the true current density. Secondly, if competing electrochemical 
reactions occur simultaneously with deposition, such as hydrogen evolution, then the partial metal 
deposition current is masked by the current due to the secondary reaction. Thirdly, at very high 

rates of mass transfer, such as is found under conditions of high electrolyte agitation, the size of 
the limiting current plateau is reduced or disappears. A similar effect is seen with high metal ion 

concentrations in the electrolyte. Both these phenomenon are due to the onset of the consecutive 
reaction at overpotentials in the region of 'L as under these circumstances, 'L occurs at a much 
higher value of Tj . Finally, the rate of change in the perturbation applied has a strong influence 

on the appearance of the plateau. Too fast an increment can lead to non-steady state effects occurring 
which do not allow a steady state diffusion layer to be established. 

Log Current Density 

Figure 5. A typical polarisation, curve showing the limiting current density. 
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In addition, it is important when measuring 'L that the effects of migration are reduced. The 

contribution to the value of 'L of migration can be seen as the (I - t) term in equation (1). This 
influence can be significantly reduced if an excess of a supporting electrolyte is added, which will 
then carry the major portion of the current. Such an electrolytic material should not influence or 
be involved in the cathodic reaction of interest. Despite these difficulties, there are a number of 
basic techniques that can used to obtain the necessary data to construct such a polarisation curve. 68. 

4.2.1.1 Galvanodynamic methods. 

The simplest approach to obtaining 'L is by applying a controlled, incrementing current and 
measuring the overpotential with a reference electrode and high impedence voltage measuring 
device. The current may be incremented in steps or continuously. The success of this method is 
dependent on the conditions of measurement as well as the species being examined. For the system 
to attain a steady state in terms of zero surface concentration, CO, a finite time is required. Hickman69. 

reported that under free convection conditions, a time of 8 minutes or more was needed in order 
to obtain reproducible values of 'L* Selman et a168. found that using the rotating disc electrode 
(RDE), steady state currents required a minimum time of 

t" - 
iL 

di/dt 
2 60Sc"'w-' (9) 

This was found to be three times as high as for the equivalent time using the potentiodynamic 

method (see below). However, despite this, it is often preferable to use the galvanodynamic method 
for metal deposition reactions as there is less roughening of the deposit close to 'L than with other 

methods. 18. 

4.2.1.2 Potentiodynamic methods. 

In the case of the potentiodynamic method, the potential of the working electrode is altered 

either step-wise or continuously with respect to a reference electrode. The potential difference 

between the working electrode and the reference electrode is maintained by means of a potentiostat. 
The current flowing through the cell is recorded and plotted as before. Once again, it is essential 
that a steady state diffusion condition is attained for each value of applied potential before the 

current is recorded. However, it has been found that the minimum times to reach steady state are 

about 1/3 of the equivalent galvanodynamic method. 68. However, as the current density initially 
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rises more rapidly during a potential ramp compared to a current ramp, this can lead to excess 
surface roughening of the electrode with the potentiodynamic method. As a result, excessively 
high limiting current densities can be measured. 

Related to the potentiodynamic method is the potential step technique. 70- This method involves 

separately establishing the approximate potential, EL, at which OS found, by a potentiodynamic 
sweep. This is followed by plotting the current-time relationship at potentials below, at and above 
this arbitrary value of EL. The value of EL used for the potential step analysis is that at which the 

smallest variation in current magnitude is observed. Then, a potential step of magnitude EL is 

applied to the electrode and the current measured over a period of time. The steady state current 
measured by this method is the value of 'L. This method is claimed to have the advantage of being 
less sensitive to surface roughness of the working electrode. 

4.2.1.3 Convective control methods. 

This method can be used if forced convection is involved. A constant current density is applied 

under high convective velocity conditions. The velocity is then reduced in controlled manner until 

a steep rise in potential is observed. This rise indicates that the limiting current density has been 

reached for the associated convective velocity. This method is particularly suited to electrolytes 

with low conductivities as the ohmic drop under the conditions of measurement is constant. 

There are several other methods which include minor variations on the aforementioned themes 
but their use is limited to specific situations. Once the limiting current density for any particular 
electrode geometry/hydrodynamic situation has been established, it is relatively easy to characterise 
the mass transfer properties of that system in terms of the Sherwood number by equations (2) and 
(3) 

When measuring limiting current densities, the problem of deposit growth can be serious. This 
is especially so in convective systems that allow the rapid deposition of metals. In order to establish 
the mass transfer characteristics of such a system in terms of the hydrodynamic flow, use is often 

made of a redox couple. A frequently used redox couple is the alkaline ferricyanide/ferrocyanide 

electrolyte. Ferricyanide is reduced to ferrocyanide, with the advantage of the system exhibiting 

a large limiting current plateau. Such systems have been used extensively in establishing the 

relationships between fluid flow and mass transfer in jet electrolysis. 
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4.3 PRODUCTION PROCESSES 

f 

Whilst there has been a large quantity of work produced through high speed deposition plants, 
relatively little has been published on the plating conditions and deposit morphology. This is 
presumably because of the commercial confidentiality of such processes. In 1982, Safranek7l. 

reviewed the latest developments in the high speed plating of chromium, copper, nickel, zinc, gold 
and silver. He reported that the first commercial uses of the technique occurred in the early 1940's 

when thin layers of tin were deposited onto continuous steel strip at current densities of up to 0.5 
A Crrr2. This was achieved by passing the steel strip at high speed (1.2 m sec-1) through the 
electrolyte. Since then the process has been used for the high speed zinc plating of steel strip and 
wire. However, the application was limited until the 1970's, when suitable pumps capable of 
continuous high speed movement of electrolytes were developed. He concluded that generally, 
high temperatures, high turbulent flow rates (in excess of 1.2 rn sec-1) and high metal ion con- 
centrations were needed to achieve high deposition rates. He reported rates of deposition as high 

as 120 itni min-1 for thin coatings of gold and 180 14m min-' for silver. For tin and zinc, rates as 
high as 140. jim min-' and 80 tLm min-1 respectively were achieved. 

Apart from the plating of steel strip and wire, the most important application of high speed 
deposition has been within the electronics industry. As mentioned in the previous section, gold is 

used extensively within this industry. The most common applications of gold are for the plating 
of electrical connectors, lead frames, PCB edge connectors and transistor headers. Other appli- 
cations include the deposition of gold spots or bumps for the bonding of gold connector wires to 
integrated circuits. Sewell72. reported the reel-to-reel selective pure gold plating of lead frames at 
high electrolyte velocity using a mechanical mask and electrolyte jetting. Current densities of up 
to 0.6 ACr1r2were used with electrolyte velocities of up to Im see-'. The current efficiencies were 
measured for differing concentrations of gold. It was found that although high deposition rates 
could be achieved with efficiencies rising to 100 %, the deposit quality deteriorated as the efficiency 
approached the maximum. This maximum occurred at current densities of around 0.12 ACM-2 
with a 24 g 1-1 metal ion concentration. Above this value, the deposit appearance changed from a 
yellow, fine crystalline to a rougher, brown colour. The later deposits showed poor eutectic die 
attach and wire welding properties. Plating rates for a 24 g 1-1 gold citrate electrolyte were reported 
to be 6 Itin. inim'. The most significant factors in the high speed deposition of gold were found to 
be the flow rate, composition and temperature. 

In contrast to the previous author, Dorey et 03. who examined gold deposits produced in a 
similar way, but using fluid flow masking (see Chapter 5), concluded that for thermocompression 
bonding, a gold with a distinctly "foxy brown" colour was optimum. Both a citrate based electrolyte 

with 22 g 1-1 Au and a proprietary electrolyte with 126 g 1-1 Au were used. The hardness of the 

optimum deposit was between 137 to 200 Knoop. Flow rates of up to 39 cm sec-1 were used although 

r 
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the optimum was found to be 13 cm/sec using a current density of between 0.58 to 0.86 A crn-2. 
Scanning Electron Micrography (SEM) revealed that the "foxy brown" appearance was due to a 
high degree of nodulation. This was not surprising considering the relatively low flow rates 
employed. 

The aforementioned work was an extension of the results of Rehrig. 51- He described the deposit 

characteristics and morphology using both DC and an asymmetric waveform using high rates of 
electrolyte flow in a spot plating unit. Unfortunately, the electrolyte velocity was not mentioned. 
Gold concentrations of between 30 and 40 g 1-1 were used. The influence of the nickel undercoat 
was also included in the assessment. He claimed that DC current was unsuitable for good bondability 

at current densities in excess of 300 mA CM72. A wide range of deposition conditions were examined 
using an asymmetric AC waveform, with a peak cathodic current density of between 1.0 A Cm-2 
and 3.0 A CM-2. The AC frequency was tested between 60 and 50OHz. Anodic peak current 
densities were examined between 0 and 0.4 A Crn-2. It was found that it was essential to use an 
anodic current for good bondability. Using an anodic current density component of 0.25 A CM-2, 
all bonds were satisfactory. The morphology of such a deposit showed a significant grain surface 
projection, whereas with no anodic cycle, smooth deposits were produced. He found that a certain 
degree of surface micro-Toughness was necessary for good bondability. The peak cathodic current 
density also influenced the grain structure and bondability. At current densities of 3.0 A Cm-2 the 

surface roughness was high but the deposit was powdery and lacked adhesion. He concluded that 
the most important factor in obtaining good bondability was the presence and magnitude anodic 

current offset and the pH of the nickel plating solution used for the undercoat. If this was too low 

then poor adhesion of the gold occurred. The frequency of the AC waveforin did not have a 

significant influence on the bondability. 

Endicott and CaseyX examined the high speed plating of gold using dilute electrolytes for the 

reel-to-reel plating of lead frames. A gold concentration of 10 g 1-1 was used. The plating cell 
employed a moving mask for selectivity. The strip speed was optimised at 18.3 m mirr'. Electrolyte 

was pumped through the mask but no details of the relative strip to electrolyte velocity was given. 
it was found that aI Itm deposit could be achieved at this strip speed using a current density of 
0.8 ACm-2. The deposits produced were relatively smooth and nodule free and were able to sustain 
a consistently high performance for thermocompression wire and die bonding. 

It is interesting to note the different performances of the systems used by the previous authors. 
Whilst a micro-rough surface was found to be optimum for some, the opposite was true for others. 
Rehrig5l. noted that for good die attach performance, a soft gold (less than 152 kg mm-2) Was 
required. Dorey73- also found that his optimum gold was also soft (< 124 Knoop). In both cases, 
the gold was considerably micro-roughened with Dorey's being brown and Rehrig's being matt 
gold. Endicott did not carry out micro-hardness measurements but it must be assumed that the 
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deposit was soft enough to form a thermo-compression bond. The real difference in the performance 

of the different methods is likely to reside in the electrolyte flow rate which was not clearly defined. 

As flow rate affects the thickness of the diffusion layer and thus the ratio of '/'LO then this could 
be the reason for the differences. 

It is quite evident that high speed deposition processes are required for rapid through-put of 

materials. Processes are available that give quite high rates of deposition (about I Jim sec7l for 

gold) but it is still possible to increase this further by optimising electrolytes and flow rates for 

particular applications. 
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CHAPTER 5 ELECTROCRYSTALLISATION AND MORPHOLOGY 

It was mentioned in section 4.1.2. that deposit quality deteriorates at some value of current 
density below the limiting current density. This degradation takes the form of rough, nodular, 
dendritic or powdery deposits. It is obvious that the mechanism of growth goes through changes 
as the current density is increased and these changes are related to the rate of mass transport of 
metal ions to the growing surface. However, the mass transport limitation is not necessarily the 

only influencing factor. Electrodeposits are produced by a mechanism known as electrocrys- 
tallisation. An understanding of the mechanisms of electrocrystallisation is needed in order to 

establish how the various morphological structures observed at high current densities are produced. 

Crystallographic 
planes Surface 

(2ýlmmmgEmm 
Bulk metal 

0 

w 

Figure 6. A schematic representation of the surface of a metal showing the random exposure of 
crystal planes at the surface. 

5.1 SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF ELECTROCRYSTALLISATION 

Electrodeposits are crystalline in nature as are the metals onto which they are deposited. The 

nature of the substrate can exert a significant influence on the way in which electrocrystallisation 
proceeds. All metal surfaces, no matter how apparently flat, are uneven. Most metals consist of 
randomly orientated crystallites; with grain boundaries separating them. If any crystal plane other 
than a close-packed plane faces the solution, it will present a series of stepped crystal planes or 
edges. There will also be kink sites, dislocations and vacancies which are present in most metals. 
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A schematic representation of the surface can be seen in figure 6. This is true even for single 
crystals. This provides a depositing metal ion with many different locations in which to join the 
lattice. How it does so is dependent on the conditions at the interface at the time of deposition. 

Having established growth sites, the deposit will then grow in a fashion that is highly dependent 

on the prevailing conditions such as current density, ionic form, temperature, nature of the metal 
deposit etc. It is well known that electrodeposits can follow many different growth habits ranging 
from compact epitaxial to single crystal needle types. The first comprehensive attempt to classify 
these structures was made by Fischer. 75.76. His classification was based on observations made with 
the optical n-dcroscope. He concluded that there were six main forms of growth, with a number 
of subdivisions of these types. 

1. Field oriented isolation type (FI) 
2. Basis-oriented reproduction type (BR) 
3. Twinned transition type (T) 
4. Field oriented texture type (FT) 
5. Non-oriented dispersion type (NT) 
6. Rhythmic lamellar type (RL) 

Fischer concluded that all these different growth forms were the result of differing degrees of 
inhibition of the growth surface by foreign substances. These substances could be organic molecules 
deliberately added to modify structures or impurities. In addition, anions could act as inhibitors 

as could the products of the reduction process. The list above is ordered with increasing degree 

of inhibition. 

Field oriented isolation types are generally referred to as dendrites, whiskers or needles. 
According to Fischer, these form as a result of low or no inhibition at the surface in conjunction 
with low metal ion content and high current densities. 

Basis oriented reproduction types refer to epitaxial or pseudomorPhic growths. These are 
produced at low overpotentials or current density in the absence of inhibitors. This type of deposit 
is produced mainly from simple salt electrolytes. 

The twinned transition type occurs in the presence of moderate levels of inhibitor. It is char- 
acterised by a high degree of twin crystal formation centred around what is termed re-entrant 
grooves. 
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Field oriented texture types occur when a considerable area of the surface is covered by inhibitor 

molecules. This leads to two dimensional nucleation with a subsequent outgrowth forming layers. 
Lateral blocking by the inhibitor molecules prevents merging with adjacent crystallites. This leads 
to a structure consisting of numerous fine fibres oriented in the direction of the field and are 
associated with a strong preferred crystallographic orientation. 

Non oriented dispersion types are associated with considerable inhibition and consequently 
deposition proceeds under conditions of high overpotential. The deposits consist of fine grained, 
equiaxed crystallites, typically 100 to 500 A and do not show any preferred orientation. 

The rhythmic lamellar type is associated with relatively high levels of inhibition and manifests 
itself as a lamellar or layered structure parallel to the surface. This structure is thought to form as 
a result of periodic fluctuations in the degree of inhibition as the deposit grows. It is believed that 
the effects of the reduction reactions occurring at the interface cause a fluctuation in the adsorbtion 
of the inhibitor or that the inhibitor is generated as a consequence of the reduction process. In the 
latter case, a new layer forms only after a minimum concentration of inhibitor has been formed. 
During the production of such structures, periodic variations of the overpotential may be observed. 

These classifications provide a good guide-line to deposit structures although there are some 
structures not included such as the rounded mound and nodular structures observed with deposits 

produced at relatively high current densities. Such structures are often observed in deposits formed 

under strongly diffusion controlled conditions. In addition, they have also been observed with 
cobalt hardened gold electrodeposits. It has now been accepted that although the Fischer model is 

quite satisfactory as a general theory, it does not explain the many individual anomalies that may 
be observed when studying individual systems. An example of this is in the case of hard gold 
deposits. 

Nakahara'n. studied the "rounded mound" structure of cobalt hardened gold. He found that 

uniformly distributed mounds were visible even at low thicknesses and have diameters of the same 
order as the thickness of the deposit. These mounds were found to increase in size as the deposit 

thickened and ultimately impinged on one another. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

revealed that the deposits consisted of fine, uniform grains 200-300 A in diameter. In addition, 
the grains had a preferred orientation of I 11 normal to the surface. According to the Fischer 

classification, such grains should not possess any preferred orientation. Nakahara went on to 

observe that the texture had a spread of about l5o that corresponded to that extended by the profile 
of the mound. He inferred from this that the surface of the mound was bounded by III close 

packed planes onto which further growth occurred. Transmission Electron Microscopy also showed 

clear evidence of the incorporation of a high density of non-metallic inclusions. He concluded that 
these inclusions, presumably the potassium cobalticyanide mentioned in Section 2.2.2, inhibited 
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lateral diffusionduringdepositionand hence there is an amplificationof random small protuberances 
formed in the initial layers. He went on to suggest that adsorbtion of inhibiting molecules on the 
top surface caused continuous nucleation and is responsible for the small crystallite size. 

Such rounded mounds are observed under certain conditions of Physical Vapour Deposition 
(PVD). Sheppard and Nakahara78. observed that under conditions of low surface temperature, 
PVD deposits show a similar structure. Under low surface temperature conditions, the rate of 
surface diffusion is very low. This is analogous to the electrodeposition situation where adsorbed 
molecules inhibit surface diffusion. Under the Fischer classification, such a deposit should be a 
Field Oriented Texture (FT) type. However, the deposit does not possess all the criteria used for 

the description of FT types, particularly the small grain size, and therefore the classification shows 
its limitations. 

Another of the limitations of the Fischer scheme is its reliance on the inhibition process alone 
with no reference to the interaction of the growing interface with either the diffusion layer or the 
hydrodynamic boundary layer that exists in convected electrolytes. As a consequence, more 
elaborate theories have been developed to account for such interactions. 

5.1.1 Electrocrystallisation at low current densities. 

Bockris and Razumney79- have been influential in establishing some of the theories of elec- 
trocrystallisation. They proposed that at low current densities or more particularly, low overpo- 
tentials, the following mechanism prevailed. The hydrated metal ion in the Outer Helmholtz Plane 

under the influence of the electric field approaches the metal surface where it lands on a crystal 
plane. However, the hydration sheath is still attached but is distorted due to the presence of the 

plane. Before it can be incorporated into the crystal lattice, it has to lose its hydration sheath and 
be electronated. It is likely that partial electronation occurs at this stage as in this form, an adion, 
it has less than the full ionic charge of an ion in solution. In order to lose its remaining water 
molecules, the adion diffuses to a step where some water molecules are replaced by co-ordinating 
metal atoms at the step. The adion then diffuses along the step to a kink site where further 

co-ordinating metal atoms replace the water molecules until the adion becomes fully co-ordinated 
and incorporated in the lattice. In the case of complexed ions, a similar growth mechanism occurs 
except that the ligands of the complex are lost instead of the hydration sheath. Further adions are 
incorporated and growth continues. Dislocations are particularly important to this mechanism of 
growth and the perpetuation of growth is adequately covered in the work of Bockris and Razumney 

and will not be detailed here. The rate determining step of such growth mechanisms is often the 

surface diffusion of the adions, up to overpotentials of I OmV. Such a growth mechanism is often 
termed epitaxial or pseudomorphic as it closely continues the underlying structure of the substrate. 
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5.1.2 ElectrocrystaUisation at high current densities. 

With increasing overpotential and therefore increasing current density, growth proceeds by 2 
dimensional nucleation, with groups of adions incorporating together at step sites. Charge transfer 
(activation control) now becomes the rate determining step and this tends to control the manner in 

which the deposit grows. 80. The steps sweep across the surface and form well-faceted crystallo- 
graphic structures. With increasing overpotential, diffusion of metal ions from the solution begins 

to influence the mode of growth. When the concentration overpotential is comparable to the 
activation overpotential, deposition is under n-dxed activation and mass transfer control. Because 
of the high surface concentration and high overpotentials, adions have sufficient kinetic energy to 
form nuclei on the crystal planes, forming a fine grained structure which is no longer epitaxial. 
This mode of growth continues with increasing overpotential and current density until at some 
overpotential determined by the ratio of "'L, activation control is lost and mass transfer becomes 
the rate controlling step. Deposit growth then becomes increasingly nodular. West8O. has defined 
the critical current density ratio in terms of the exchange current density, i,, 
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where x in this case is an empirical constant. These equations indicate that (i /i),,,, is small for 

large values of i.. This is supported by experimental evidence that nodular growth occurs for "'L 

values of 0.9 for iron and nickel (ý =2x 10,9) but for copper, '/'L is about 0.4 (ý =4x 10-5)81. 
Growth now proceeds through 3 dimensional nucleation, in which nuclei form and grow not only 
in the radial direction but also in the axial direction, ie perpendicular to the surface. This mode of 
growth is responsible for the increasing nodulation of deposits as is exceeded. With 
increasing overpotential, a number of unique growths may be observed, such as dendrites, needles 
and tip splitting branches (also known as dense branched morphology, DBM). 

High speed deposition is concerned with obtaining compact. high quality deposits at as high a 
current density as possible. It is therefore necessary to examine in greater detail the way in which 
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morphological changes occur as (iiiL),,.,, is approached. In this way, it maybe possible to understand 
the way in which deposit deterioration occurs and may lead to a means of increasing the rate of 
deposition whilst maintaining the quality of the deposit. 

5.1.3 Mechanisms of surface irregularity amplification. 

Electrodeposits formed at "conventional" current densities are generally smooth and compact. 
However, as the current density is increased, surface roughening is observed to increase. There 
have been many studies on the mechanism of surface roughening. Gabe and Robinson82. examined 
the formation of powder and dendrites in copper deposition using a rotating cylinder electrode. 
They found thatthe incidence of dendritic orpowder depositionwas related to the transition between 
charge transfer to mass transfer control. They estimated that the critical ratio, "'L9 for copper was 
0.4. Ibl83- reviewed the subject of powder formation by electrodeposition and its relation to mass 
transfer. He concluded that powder formation (an extreme form of nodulation) occurs when 'L is 
reached. He also concluded that roughness development was attributable to instability of the deposit 
surface under diffusion limiting conditions. Instability here means the selective growth of surface 
perturbations, leading to roughening. As explained above, under conditions of diffusion control, 
3 dimensional nucleation occurs which can lead to nodule formation. It has been shown by Kindler 
et a184. that for copper, at current densities substantially below 'L, a large number of nodules can 
form. These nodules appeared to be large faceted crystals, overgrown with a fine microcrystalline 
structure. They claim that the fine structure deposits preferentially on the large crystals, leading 
to nodule formation. The number of large crystals also increases with increasing current density. 
Therefore, surface perturbations are common below'L. Degrez and Winandal studied the deposition 
of copper at high rates using a high speed flow channel. Under these controlled mass transfer 
conditions, they concluded that roughening of deposits was the result of 3 dimensional nucleation, 
the onset of which was proportional to the combined kinetic and concentration overpotentials. 
Despic and Popov86- have also identified the factors that enhance powder formation. These are a 
decreased concentration of depositing ions, an overall increase in the concentration of the electrolyte 
(supporting electrolyte), an increase in the viscosity, a decrease in the temperature and a reduction 
in the electrolyte velocity. All these factors result in a lowering of the limiting current density. 

Bockris et a166. have presented a simplified explanation for instability occurring under diffusion 

control in the presence of surface perturbations. Figure 7 shows a schematic diagram of the 
interfacial region with a single surface perturbation, the height of which is considerably less than 
the diffusion layer thickness. If deposition proceeds under diffusion control and a linear diffusion 

gradient is assumed (not strictly true), then the diffusion current will be given by 
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As the thickness of 6Pk is less than that of 6.,, f, ip,,. k will be greater than i.. f due to both field and 
diffusion distance effects. Therefore, the peak will increase in height. In addition, the electric field 
becomes concentrated at a perturbation further increasing its rate of growth. This implies that any 
slight surface perturbation will always lead to a rough deposit. It is obvious from practical 
observations that this is not always the case and there are other factors at work that can lead to 
stabilisation of the surface. Therefore there have been many attempts to analyse all the factors 

responsible for surface roughening and put these into a stability theory. 
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Figure 7. A diagram showing how the thickness of the diffusion layer is lower above a surface 
perturbation provided the perturbation is small. 

5.1.4 Stability theories for roughness development. 

Most of the stability theories for electro-growth have been developed based on the analogous 
situation of crystal growth during solidification from the melt. The analogy of electro-growth with 
solidification is a reasonable one. During solidification, the driving forces controlling crystal growth 
are heat diffusion away from the growing crystal ( equivalent to diffusion of metal ions to the 
surface) and the degree of undercooling ( the equivalent to overpotential). Mullins and Sekerka87- 

postulated a stability theory for a planar surface during the solidification of a binary alloy by 

calculating the time dependence of the amplitude of a sinusoidal perturbation of small amplitude 
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introduced to the plane. They also addressed the morphological stability of a particle growing by 
diffusion or heat flow. 88. Their conclusion was that although a surface perturbation will be amplified 
and thus be unstable, stability could be achieved by the effects of the surface tension of the 
crystallites, termed capillarity, providing the curvature of the perturbation was sufficiently small. 
Aogaki89- extended this theory to the formation of electrodeposited metal powders. Landau and 
Shyu9O- applied the theory to the development of surface roughness. This was further extended by 
Barkey et al. 91-92. The previous theories were claimed to be deficient as they did not take account 
of the ohmic overpotential. They concluded that the morphological stability of the electrode surface 
is controlled by the electric field, the fraction of the limiting current and the surface energy. 
However, the model developed by Barkey etal did not correctly predict the magnitude of protrusion 
spacing and were half that found by experiment. 

Chen and Jorne93- included a damping factor to account for the degree of influence a perturbation 
has on the diffusion layer thickness. They claimed that if the perturbation is very small compared 
to the thickness of 6, then the diffusion layer boundary would be unaffected and could be taken as 
being flat. This was not taken into account in the previous treatments. They went on to develop a 

mathematical treatment and formulated a stability theory which agreed with experimental evidence. 
They showed that the surface tension was the only stabilising factor in the system. Without the 
influence of the surface tension, the perturbations would always grow with time. They pointed out 
that the surface concentration of adions influences the stability by affecting the surface tension. In 

the case of a zero surface concentration, the surface tension loses its stabilising effect and all the 

surface perturbations will tend to grow. Instability is also encouraged by the magnitude of the 

concentration gradient at the surface with large concentration gradients encouraging the growth of 
increasingly smaller perturbations. In addition, increasing the metal ion concentration and reducing 
the thickness of the diffusion layer both encouraged instability. This, in effect, is the same as 
increasing the concentration gradient 

5.1.5 Theories of needle, dendritic, dense branching morphology (DBM) and fractal growth. 

Deposits produced above the critical ratio of "'L not only produce rough nodular deposits. 
Under certain conditions of electro-growth, needles, dendrites, tip splitting dense branching 

morphologies and fractal structures have been observed. Figure 8 shows schematic diagrams of 
these morphological structures produced by electrodeposition in a2 dimensional Hele-Shaw cell 
(See later). Whilst these structures have been produced in a two dimensional cell, they share many 
characteristics with those produced in the more conventional three dimensional systems. In the 
case of a needle growth, this is characterised by a number of thin needle-like crystals with parabolic 
tips exhibiting little or no lateral growth habit. This should not be confused with whisker formation, 

which are caused by the interaction of foreign molecules with a growing surface. 75. A dendrite is 
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essentially a needle growth with lateral side arms growing at specific angles to the main growth 
direction. Further lateral growths are often observed on these side arms. The DBM structure is 

characterised by its lack of crystalline regularity although the DBM also differs from a dendritic 

structure in terms of its tip splitting habit. They also exhibit a regular growth front, with all the 
leadingtips in the same spatial position relative to the electric field. Fractal growths are characterised 
by their irregular growth fronts. Each of these structures may be produced electrochemically but 

they are also observed in solidification from melts, precipitation from supersaturated solutions and 
amorphous annealing. This would indicate that there are common causal principles to these growths 
irrespective of the nature of the growth medium. 

The earliest theories of dendritic and needle growth are attributed to Barton and Bockris94. . 
They proposed that dendritic growth proceeded from a surface perturbation by means of mass 
transfer control. They started with the growth of a macrospiral (the growth of a spiral dislocation) 

that has a very small tip radius (r -10-6 cm). Under these conditions, diffusion to the tip is controlled 
by spherical diffusion as opposed to planar diffusion. The current density at the tip is given by 

DnFc b/r instead of DnFcb /6. Since r<< 6, the limiting current density is much higher on the tip. 
They also argued that because of the high step and kink density, the tip has a higher exchange 
current density and the activation overpotential would be much less than on the surrounding planar 
surface. This leads to an accelerated growth of the tip which subsequently develops into a needle. 
The important factors relating to the initiation of needle and dendritic growth have been identified 

as being two critical overpotentials, the first being required to initiate the growth of the screw 
dislocations and the second to produce diffusion controlled conditions at a rate necessary to produce 
the tip radius suitable for spherical diffusion. 95. An initiation period was identified in which these 

changes occurred. Critical overpotentials for both dendrite and powder formation were identified 
for copper and cadmium by Popov et al. 96-97-98, using the Barton-Bockris theory. Whilst the theory 
is able to explain the growth of needles, there still remained the question of the instability of the 

needle growth to branching. It also treated the dendrites as individual with no reference to the 
influence that other protrusions had on their neighbours. 

Despic and Popovm. commented in their review of transport controlled mechanisms that as 
twinning is frequently observed in dendrites, the regular angled sidearms may be due to growth 
from twin sites. Twin sites represent low energy sites for lateral growth and as such enjoy an 
enhanced growth rate. This would account for unique angles observed any particular metal as the 

angle is controlled by the properties of the crystal twin. However, they were unable to offer a 

reason for the regular spacing of the sidearms on the dendrite. 
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Figure 8. Typical morphological structures produced by electrodeposition in a Hele-Shaw cell. (a) 
A dense branching morphology structure (DBM), (b) a fractal or diffusion limited aggregate (DLA) 
structure, (c) a dendritic structure, (d) a needle structure. 
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One important distinguishing feature of a dendrite is the long range crystalline order present. 
It has been suggested'03. that a stacked plane structure provides the necessary anisotropy that 
stabilises the growth of a dendrite and prevents it forming similar but disordered fractal or tip 
splitting structure. 

Dense Branching Morphology structures occur if the influence of anisotropy is reduced by 

other external factors. This type of morphology is characterised by the formation of irregular 
branching structures that undergo random tip splitting. However, there is generally a long range 
order in that they follow a regular growth front. Barkey-11. has examined the differences between 
this type of morphology and dendritic structures by examining Schlieren photographs during the 
growth of both dendrites and DBM structures. These photographs highlight density differences in 
liquids allowing the shape of the mass transfer boundary layers to be seen. He concluded that it is 
the shape of the mass transfer boundary layer that selects the development of either a dendrite or 
a DBM structure. In the case of a dendrite, the boundary layer resembles a shock wave with the 
tip of the dendrite being close to the boundary layer. In the case of the DBM, the boundary layer 

was observed advancing some distance ahead of the tip splitting branches. He went on to conjecture 
that in the case of the DBM, a hydrodynamic instability is set up due to the fast growth of the tip 
and the interaction of the less viscous boundary layer and the bulk. This creates a gradient stress 
across the liquid interfaces that sets up a dynamic surface tension. It is this surface tension that 

stabilises the growth front and prevents random variations in the growth velocity of different 
branches. Thus, a continuous, regular growth front is preserved. The tip splitting results from the 

growth of a surface perturbation via a Mullins-Serkerka type instability between the fluid layers. 
In the event of a significant protrusion, growth occurs of that protrusion resulting in tip splitting. 
This type of morphology is rarely seen under conventional conditions of electrodeposition but may 
be realised under conditions of high overpotential and low metal ion concentration. 

Fractal structures have been likened to Diffusion Limited Aggregates (DLA) observed in other 
systems such as smoke particle aggregation. These are characterised by a non-uniform growth 
front and a lack of symmetry. In addition, they have been shown to possess no long range ordering. 
Such structures occur if the surface tension effects seen in DBM are reduced. As a consequence, 
the Mullins-Serkcrka instability predominates allowing surface perturbations to grow unchecked 
and at random. This results in a random structure that has been found to possess a fractal Hausdorf 
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dimensioft*. One other important property of fractal objects is what is known as scale invariance. 
These objects are invariant under a transformation which replaces a small part by a bigger part, 
that is, under a change in scale of the object. 

Recent work has been carried out on the morphology selection mechanisms of dendritic and 

allied growth by means of two dimensional electrodeposition cells known as Hele-Shaw cells. 99. 

100.101.102,103. The cell consists of 2 sheets of plexi-glass separated by a narrow gap of about 
0.001-0.01 cm which contains the electrolyte. A ring anode is set around the edge of the plates 
and a small hole is supplied in the top plate for the insertion of the cathode. The cathodes used 

vary but are usually copper wire. By applying a suitable potential across the cell, a variety of two 
dimensional dendritic and fractal structures may be grown. The type of structure is highly dependent 

on the nature of the electrolyte and the growth conditions. It has been found that for true dendritic 

growth, crystalline anisitropy must be influential. If the influence of anisotropy is reduced, then 
DBM and fractal growths predominate. The conditions controlling the type of structure produced 

can be summarised by figures 9a and b. 101-100. 

The differences in the morphological diagrams presented above are presumably due, in part, 
to differences in interpretation of the types of structure observed and partly on slight differences 
in experimental set-ups. Additionally, it has been noted that there is a considerable region of overlap 
between morphology transitions. 

The work by Ben-Jacob and others (see references above) has been primarily to correlate the 
formation of similar patterns over a wide range of physical and organic systems that have much 
in common. Such diverse patterns as that of a snowflake to the structure of a coral reef or the 
formation of electrodeposits, both fractal and dendritic, to the formation of aggregations of soot 
particles are believed to be subject to unifying underlying principles. It is now recognized that 
such structures are the result of the interplay between microscopic interfacial dynamics, such as 
diffusion, and macroscopic forms under highly non-equilibrium conditions. 

Me Hausdorf dimension, also termed the fractal dimension D can be derived as follows. Mic density correlation function c(r) of a 
fractal may be defined as die average density of an object at distance r from a point on the object and is an measure of the average 
environment of an individual particle making up the object. Ile term c(r) reflects the scale invariance and it may be shown that the 
only way in which c may vary is as a power law in r. Any other function would have an intrinsic scale. 71e term c may be written 
in the following form: 

e(r)- kr'(d- 0) 

Here, k is a constant and the exponent is written in terms of the dimension of space. d and D is the fractal or Hausdorf dimension. 
Now, c(r) is a decreasing function of r as the average density decreases as the object becomes larger. Consider how the mass of an 
object, M, scales with the mean radius, R. We can estimate this by multiplying a typical density from the above equation, by the 
volume: 

A, f(R)- KRO'dRd- KR1 

The term K is another constant. It may now be apparent why D is called a dimension. For simple objects, D coincides with the 
usual notion of dimension. But for fractals, D is not an integer. lberefore, if an object can be shown to possess a non-integer 
Hausdorf dimension, it can truly be called a fractal. 
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For a quantitative description of this interaction between the microscopic and macroscopic 
forces that dictate morphology selection, the reader is referred to reference 103. However, a brief 

qualitative description will be given here. Under conditions of non-equilibrium growth, such as 
the formation of a snowflake or the growth of a dendrite, the initial stable solid phase will propagate 
into an unstable or metastable phase. In the case of the snowflake, a collection of solid stable nuclei 
propagates into the unstable supersaturated water vapour phase. In the case of the dendrite, it 

propagates into an electrolyte that is in a highly non-equilibrium state ie a moving tip into a 

continuously changing diffusion and hydrodynamic layer. The rate of growth of the stable phase 
is limited in both cases by a diffusion process. As a result, the kinetics of the diffusion process 
determine the macroscopic approach of the solid phase to equilibrium. In doing so, the system is 

driven towards the formation of irregular or dendritic shapes. The exact form of the resultant shape 

will depend on such things as surface tension, surface kinetics and anisotropy. and these are 
determined by the exact conditions of growth and the nature of the growing material. Together 

with diffusion kinetics, these microscopic forces determine the macroscopic approach towards 

equilibrium and influence the structures on many length scales. 

The reason for investigating such non-equilibrium crystallisation modes is that under conditions 

ofjet electrodeposition, the interface is far from equilibrium due to the high overpotentials applied. 
As such, it is to be expected that such structures are likely to occur close to the upper deposition 

limit during jet deposition. This is indeed observed and will be discussed later. 
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Figure 9 (a) Morphological diagram of zinc deposits from the Hele-Shaw cell (After Grier et al, 01. 
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CHAPTER 6 HIGH SPEED JET ELECTRODEPOSITION 

There have been relatively few papers published on the subject of high speed jet deposition. 

Of these, deposit morphology has not been given serious consideration. The emphasis in these 

papers has been on establishing mathematical models for the mass transfer characteristics of jet 

deposition. Of these, a high proportion deal with a submerged jet, '. 104-105.106.107- Although under 

certain conditions, these mass transfer results are applicable to the un-submerged jet. 2.108. There 

have been a number of papers published concerning the use of jets in electrochemical machining 
but these are of little consequence to this study and will not be referred to. The earliest published 

work on jet electrodeposition was by Zarb. 109- He described a system that made use of multiple 
jets in order to produce selective gold deposits on lead frames. No masking was used. He claimed 

that deposition rates of 2 tLm in 15 seconds could be achieved using a pure gold electrolyte. 

In 1974, Fletcher, "O. describing an invention of G. D. Oliver, filed a Patent on behalf of NASA 

describing a selective plating method using a pressurisedjet of electrolyte. Thejet could be moved 

under computer control. By means of a video digitising system, information on a pattern could be 

introduced into the control system. The jet was scanned, raster fashion, across the substrate and 

the current was applied at the appropriate times in accordance with the control pattern. In this way, 

a plated pattern could be written, much in the same way as a dot-matrix printer produces a picture. 
No other publication by Oliver has been found and therefore few details of the process and the 

morphology of the deposits produced are available. 

Before examining the mathematical models for the mass transfer within jets, it is essential 

understand the nature of the hydrodynamics of such a system. 

6.1 CliARACTERISTICS OF FLUID FLOW WITIHN JETS 

Many studies have been carried out on the flow characteristics of submerged and un-submerged 
jets. The flow patterns created within both systems are very complicated. The Navier-Stokes 

equations* that could describe the flow are difficult to solve for the whole system. Therefore, many 

*Ile Navier-Stokes equations represent the equations of motion for a Newtonian fluid of a constant density and viscosity. It relates 
the motion in a unit volume of fluid in terms of the x, y &M z cartesian co-ordinates. lbe derivation of the equation is beyond the 
scope of this work. However, it is given here in vector terms 

av I 
; -, + v -VV - VP + VV'V +g 

A fuller description may be found in References 123 and 124, together with the equation written in rectangular co-ordinates. 
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workers have divided the flow into four distinct regions as can be seen in figure 1. These regions 
are termed 1) The free jet region, 2) The impingement region, 3) The wall jet region, 4) The 
hydraulicjump. The hydraulicjump is unique to non-submerged jets. Whilst there are considerable 
differences between the flow mechanisms, it has been shown that when the nozzle is within a 
specific distance from the surface, then conditions of flow are similar for both the submerged and 
un-submerged jets within the impingement region. The wall jet characteristics, however are sig- 
nificantly different due to interaction between the surrounding medium. 

6.1.1 Flow within the free jet region 

The free jet is the region between the nozzle and the impingement zone prior to any interaction 

with the target surface. Schlichting"L studied the free jet within the submerged jet system using 
boundary layer equations. He found that a jet will become completely turbulent at a short distance 
from the discharge point as the emerging jet becomes partly mixed with the surrounding fluid at 
rest. Consequently, the mass flow decreases in the direction of flow and the jet spreads out with 
a reduction in velocity. However, the total momentum remains the same. Studies of non-submerged 
jets'12- have shown that the velocity remains nearly constant close to the nozzle exit. However, as 
in the case of the submerged jet, at some distance from the nozzle, turbulence occurs due to a 
varying velocity profile within the j et. The velocity profile becomes bell shaped with the maximum 
velocity occurring on the jet centre line. This is a result of entrainment of the surrounding air and 
the flow breaks up. Squire'13- discussed the theoretical solution to the Navier-Stokes equation for 
laminar flow in a free jet. 

6.1.2 flow within the impingement region 

As the free jet approaches the surface, the axial centre line velocity decreases rapidly to zero 
at what is termed the stagnation point. Within this flow zone, the axial velocity is transformed to 
a radial velocity. The exact solution to the Navier-Stokes equation was found by Schlichting. II'. 
The stagnation zone is, in effect, a region in which a static boundary layer develops, the thickness 
of which is dependent on the prevailing flow conditions. The transition point between the stagnation 
region and the wall jet has been calculated by Dawson' 14. to be r/d4. However, as will be seen 
below, this value depends on the value of H/d. 
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6.1.3 Flow within the waU jet. 

The walliet region has been extensively studied3.115.116. as it is observed in other flow situations. 
The equivalent of wall jets can be found in laminar flow in pipes, channel flow and flow across a 
plate. At the edge of the stagnation region, flow accelerates rapidly in the radial direction in the 
form of a thin layer. As the fluid spreads, a boundary layer develops adjacent to the surface. The 
flow adopts a Blasius type flat plate profile*. The boundary layer increases in thickness with radial 

position. Outside this boundary layer, flow is uniform and unaffected by viscous stresses. 

In an un-submerged jet, there comes a point, dependent on the original axial velocity, at which 
the thickness of the boundary layer approaches the total thickness of the wall jet. This is known 

as the transition region. The whole flow is subsequently subject to viscous forces and can described 

using a similarity solution2. Due to the viscous effects from the plate, the bulk velocity gradually 
becomes retarded. When the thrust of the pressure of the flow is equal to the rate at which momentum 
is destroyed, a hydraulic jump occurs in order to conserve momentum. In effect, a standing wave 
is created. Flow beyond the jump region then continues undisturbed. 

6.2 MASS TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF IMPINGING JETS 

Mass transfer characteristics have been developed by both mathematical modelling and tested 
by experiment. Both submerged and un-submerged systems have been evaluated. Much work has 
been carried out using the analogous system of heat transfer. Whilst the general behaviour of 
submerged jets are very different from that of non-submerged systems, under certain conditions, 
behaviour within the impingement region is very similar. Therefore, some of the characteristics 
of the submerged system will be revued. 

6.2.1 Mass transfer in submerged jets. 

Mass transfer and heat transfer are analogous in their behaviour. As such, work carried out 
using heat transfer models and experiments are applicable to mass transfer. Work undertaken by 

Gardon and Akfirat' 16. measuring heat transfer with airjets has shown that at large nozzle to surface 
distances, the heat transfer decreased in a monotonic manner from the stagnation point. However, 

at small H/d, a local maximum in heat transfer was observed at d'/d = 0.5. 

Me Blasius flat plate boundary layer proffle is found in a number of hydrodynamic situations. In particular, when flow accelerates 
along a flat plate, a boundary layer develops, commencing at the start of the plate and increases with distance along the plate. The 
thickness that the layer attains is a function of the flow rate, the viscosity and the friction induced by the wall. Nakoryakov3 has 
described die analysis of mass transfer in this region. 
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Mass transfer in a submerged jet system was also shown to be highly dependent on the distance 
between the nozzle and the impingement surface. Giralt'17- and Scholtz"s. have explained that 
with large nozzle to surface distances ie H/d 2: 8.0, the flow in the free jet has a fully developed 
bell-shaped profile. As a consequence of this, the acceleration of the wall jet commences at the 
stagnation point and mass transfer is greatest at the stagnation point. At smaller values of H/d, the 
jet still retains much of the flow characteristics of the nozzle. Providing the flow within the nozzle 
is uniform to begin with, then this profile is retained. Consequently, the acceleration of radial flow 

commences at a position corresponding with d'/d = 0.5. This is the position at which the boundary 
layer is thinnest and the mass transfer highest. In between these values of H/d, the mass transfer 
is relatively constant. Other experiments and theoretical calculations using controlled flow 

conditions'19. have shown that with uniform flow distribution, the position corresponding to d'/d 

= 0.5 exhibits the greatest mass transfer. With a parabolic flo 
*w profile, this position corresponds 

to d'/d = 0.1.1 M Mass transfer within the impingement region has been studied by Chin and 
Tsang. 105. Using disc electrodes of various radii, they measured the mass transfer using the limiting 

current method. They found that the average limiting current density remained constant up to 
dI/d = 0.5 for laminar jet flow. However, under conditions of turbulent flow, this value increased 

to 1.0. These phenomenon may be explained in terms of fluid acceleration. The fluid velocity of 
the wall jet along the substrate may be derived from inviscid theoryl. as 

U., - 1.161 ýý f or H/d - 0.25 f or non-unif orm f low 
r 

U., -0.4516ý11 for H/d- 1.0 for uniform flow (13) 
r 

The acceleration with increasing distance from the stagnation point for a non-uniform jet is twice 
that of the uniform jet. With a reduction in H/d, the passage of the fluid is restricted, leading to 

an enhanced pressure differential between the stagnation point and ambient. Consequently, the 
fluid acceleration is increased leading to a maximum outside the stagnation point. At intermediate 

values of H/d, no maxima are observed. It may be concluded, therefore, that the mass transfer 

characteristics of the system are dependant on the impinging fluid profile, which depends on the 

value of H/d. However, under conditions of turbulent flow, uniform mass transfer may be observed 

up to I nozzle diameter providing H/d is not too great or too small. 

6.2.2 Mass transfer in the non-submerged jet 

Mass transfer data is generally presented in the form of the Chilton-Colburn analogy, originally 
developed for heat transfer studies. The general form for the equation is given by 
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Sh. - Re, Sc 1/3(c 

1/2) 

Chin and Hsueh'20- used this equation to derive a form that is applicable to the non-submerged 
impinging jet geometry. Local friction coefficients were obtained from the work by Nakoryakov 
et al. 

(i) in the impingement region 

C, - 0.662v 112U312XIU 

. 
2(d/2) 3/2 

(ii) in the boundary layer and wall jet regime 

c 0.579u 112U312XIU2 (d/2) 1/2 
x (16) 

Additionally, it has been shown that the radial velocity component have the following forms 

(i) in the impingement region"'. 

U, - gd' (17) - 

(ii) in the boundary layer region'20. 

U, -U (18) 

By substituting equations (15) (16) (17) and (18) into the Chilton-Colbum equation and averaging 
the local mass transfer coefficients over the electrode surface, a set of correlations for the average 
Sherwood number can be calculated as 
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(i) for the impingement region 

Sh = (0.936/a *)Re 112SC113 (19) 

(ii) for the boundary layer region 

. 
5h - 0.767Re 112SC 113 (r'ld) -1/2 (20) 

The parameter a* is a dimensionless hydrodynamic constant defined as ad/U, which is a function 

of the dimensionless nozzle height, H/d. 

Most mass transfer characteristics are defined by such an equation as that derived above and 
take the general form of 

Sh - aRebSc'I(Hld) (21) 

The derivation of this equation can be found in the excellent Chapter by Ibl and Dossenbach'23- 

The value for c is generally accepted to be 1/3. The mass transfer characteristics are different for 

the impingement region compared to the wall jet region. For the former, it has been found by 

Giralt and Scholtz that the value of b is 0.5 for the submerged jet. The value of a is dependent on 

the velocity profile and the degree of turbulence but is generally between 0.5 and 1. For the wall 
jet, b has been determined as 0.75 and is inversely proportional to the radial distance, d'. The 

functional relationship between the mass transfer coefficient and the nozzle to substrate distance 

is generally expressed as a power relationship 

f(Hld)-(Hld)-o (22) 

Values for e' vary. Chin and Tsang found a value of -0.054 and -0.057 for the submerged 
laminar and turbulent jet flow respectively. However, in a later study, Chin and Hsueh found that 
for 0.5 < H/d < 5.0, a value of -0.09 was appropriate. 
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The basic mathematical model for the non-submerged jet has been determined by Alkire and 
Chen as applicable to electrodeposition systems. They modelled the current and potential dis- 
tribution along a cathode surface in a high speed jet plating cell. The model was based on the 
limiting current measurement of mass transfer using the reduction of ferricyanide in an alkaline 
solution. They went on to study copper deposition from an acid sulphate electrolyte both with and 
without a ferric/ferrous redox couple added. The reader is referred to this reference for a detailed 
description of the derivation of the model. They found that in the impingement region, correlated 
in dimensionless form, gave the following relationship over the range 3000 < Re < 60000 

Sh - 21.03Re 0,448 (23) 

This, they claimed, agreed to within 10% of a semi-empirical correlation derived by Chin and 
Tsang for a turbulent submerged jet. In this work the H/d was maintained at a value of 2.0. This 

ensured that the mass transfer characteristics in the impingement region were essentially the same 

as for a submerged jet. For the wall jet region, they found the following relationship 

O. 5SCO. 33 Sh., - 0.572Rex (24) 

Nakoryakov et al also derived a relationship for the wall jet based on theoretical predictions of 

Sh - 0.59Re 0.3scO. 33 (25) 

after converting to the Sherwood number dimensionless notation. 

Alkire and Chen, based on both their theoretical and experimental studies, went on to establish 

certain behavioural properties of the jet system. From their experiments using the redox system, 
they established to within 15% of theoretical calculations the following; 
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Low currents led to high selectivity but a low plating rate whilst high currents give high 

plating rates but low selectivity. Here selectivity is defined as 

S- 
total metal deposition rate 

They claimed that the reason for this was that at low currents, the behaviour was controlled 
by potential distribution and that as the impingement region was closest to the anode, the 

reaction in the impingement region was favoured. At high currents, the limiting current was 
achieved and the system was controlled by mass transport. 

2. The electrolyte conductivity influenced the behaviour. Electrolytes with a reduced conduc- 
tivity led to an improved selectivity at low applied currents but at high currents had no 
influence. 

3. Increasing the reactant concentration led to a significant increase in selectivity at large currents 

as the system was mass transport limited in the impingement region but not in the wall jet. 

At lower currents, the system was dominated by charge transfer and ohmic resistance effects. 
Increasing the concentration led to an increased exchange current density, causing a reduction 
in charge transfer resistance compared to the ohmic resistance and thus moderately improved 

selectivity. 

4. increasing thejet velocity improved the selectivity at large currents because the impingement 

region operated at a higher fraction of the limiting current than the rest of the surface. 
Increases inthe rate of agitationthus favours reactions in the impingement region and enhances 

selectivity. However, at low currents, as the kinetic and ohmic parameters controlled the 
behaviour, no change in the selectivity was observed. 

Whilst they found good agreement between the experimental results and the theoretical 

calculations, errors were found under conditions that gave high selectivities ie high flow rates, 
high reactant concentrations and low conductivity. They put this down to errors in the one 
dimensional simplification they used for the theoretical calculations and had underestimated the 

reaction rates. These errors predicted a higher selectivity than were actually observed. 

In the case of copper deposition from the acid sulphate electrolyte, the calculations included a 
factor to take into account hydrogen evolution that occurred at high current densities. In this case, 
the selectivity behaviour was quite different. Not enough data was given for the copper system to 

enable as complete an analysis as for the ferricyanide but essentially, low applied currents exhibited 
poor selectivity which increased with increasing applied current eventually levelling to a constant 

metal deposition in impingement region 
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value. The reason for this was believed to be the difference in the exchange current densities of 
the two systems. During their studies, a dimensionless notation was derived to assist in the 
mathematical modeling of the system including a term t. This was defined as 

rFa, d2io 
(26) 

xRT 

where a, is the specific surface area and is a volume component of the electrolyte involved in the 

reaction. Its derivation is given in reference (1) but is not importantto this discussion. The important 

aspect is the inclusion of the ratio of exchange current density to the conductivity i,, /x. This played 
an important role in the selectivity achieved. This ratio could be interpreted as a ratio of ohmic 

potential losses to charge transfer overpotential. If this value was greater than unity, the current 
distribution would be highly non-uniform and thus selectivity would be high. By way of illustration, 

three values of t were plotted as selectivity vs total applied current for high rates of flow. These 

values were 104,104 and 101. Of these, the intermediate value exhibited the poorest selectivity. 
At low currents, a large value of k corresponded to ohmic control so that selectivity would be 

expected to be high due to non uniform current and potential distributions. Very small values of 
k correspond to charge transfer control and thus a more uniform potential distribution. However, 

the charge transfer overpotential must be very high in order to support the required current. Due 

to the exponential nature of the kinetic rate relationship (Butler-Volmer equation) modest potential 

variations can generate highly non-uniform current distributions. Therefore, for low currents, 

selectivity passes through a minimum as k is increased. For high currents, selectivity depends on 

mass transfer and is thus insensitive to variations in t. 

Another term defined was r. This dimensionless term comprised 

_n2F2 
kc"a, d2 

I- 
xRT 

(27) 

This term included the ratio kclx and could be interpreted as the ratio of mass transfer overpotential 
to ohmic potential. Such a term could be viewed as a dimensionless limiting current. If r had a 

value much greater than unity, then very high deposition rates could be achieved. The mathematical 

model predicted that very high deposition rates with good selectivity could be achieved if both r 

and t had values greater than 10. 
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In the case of copper deposition with a redox couple, the chosen system was more noble than 
the copper reduction. Therefore, at low current densities, the reduction of ferric to ferrous pre- 
dominated. The current efficiency for copper deposition therefore increased with increasing current 
density. Thus, the current efficiency was highest in the impingement region. This led to a situation 
in which the selectivity was low at low currents increasing to a maximum with increasing applied 
current. At very high applied currents, the selectivity reduced as copper was deposited outside the 
impingement region. It was found that by using the redox couple, the maximum selectivity was 
increased twofold. 
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CHAPTER 7 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF HIGH SPEED SELECTIVE JET 
ELECTRODEPOSITION 

The following chapters describe the experimental work carried out to evaluate the properties 
of electrodeposits produced by the non-submerged jet plating method. As this technique would be 

of particular value within the electronics industry, the bulk of the studies concentrated on gold and 
gold/nickel alloys. However, some studies were carried out on copper and this is mentioned where 
applicable in order to support, or otherwise, findings from the gold deposition work. 

7.1. EQUIPMENT USED IN THIS STUDY. 

For the purposes of relating the deposition conditions to the deposits produced, a large number 
of deposit spots were produced over a wide range of current densities and flow conditions. To 

produce these, it was necessary to devise a step and repeat system that was able to move the nozzle 
relative to the substrate and switch the plating current on and off for the appropriate times. In 

addition, to demonstrate the applicability of the process for the purposes of selective plating, the 

equipment was required to move the nozzle at a desired speed whilst depositing the metal. It was 
decided that these requirements could best be provided by a motion control system managed by a 
microcomputer. Additional equipment was added to this for specific requirements during the course 
of the experimentation. 

7.1.1. Computer controHed X-Y drive system 

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of the computer controlled X-Y system designed for this 
study. Photograph I shows a photograph of the system, with the X-Y Table in place within a fume 

cupboard. This was necessary for safety reasons as some fine electrolyte spray was produced. An 

enclosed nozzle/substrate container was considered but this would have restricted access and 
observation during operation. However, a spray shield (not shown in the photograph) was included 

to collect any backspray that occurred. The individual components of the system are described 
below. 
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Figure 10. A schematic diagram of the computer controlled jet plating system. 

7.1.1.1 The nozzle and substmte mount. 

The nozzle used for the majority of the experiments consisted of a2 cm long by 0.4 rnm 
diameter platinum tube sealed into a 0.3 nun, high lead content soda glass tube. About 0.5 cm of 
the platinum tube was sealed into the glass. The exposed end was strengthened by casting an epoxy 

resin block around it and the end of the glass tube. After setting, the end of the strengthened tip 

was charnfered, ground and then polished. The internal diameter of the platinum tube was then 

checked for ovality and size using a microscope. 

The nozzle assembly was then mounted onto a support block on the X-Y table. The support 
block was provided with a motorised Z direction control that allowed the nozzle to substrate distance 
to be adjusted. 

The substrate was mounted on a perspex plate by means of point contact stainless steel spring 
clips. These also provided the electrical connection for the plating current. The plate was fixed 

onto a perspex housing that collected the electrolyte run-off and returned it to the reservoir. 

Stepper motor 
Translator card 

Stepper motor 
driver supply 

Pump controller 
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7.1.1.2 The pump system. 

The electrolyte was pumped through the nozzle using a Wallace and Tiernan diaphragm dosing 

pump, Model No. G SOV. It was capable of providing up to 70 L hour' at pressures of up to 0.7 
MPa continuous flow and 0.9 MPa maximum flow. The pump was provided with two control 
mechanisms, one being electronic and the other a mechanical handwheel controller. The flow could 
be controlled to within ±2% of the desired rate by means of these controllers. Diaphragm pumps 
produce a pulsed flow and therefore a pulsation damper was fitted. This was supplied by Flowguard 

and the chamber pressure was maintained at 0.44 MPa by an external nitrogen supply. At this 
pressure, flow pulsations were eliminated over the electrolyte pressure ranges used during the 
experimentation. A pressure relief valve was fitted and set to divert the flow at pressures exceeding 
0.84 MPa. 

An electronic pressure transducer. model BT'2025GIA, supplied by Sensortechnics was fitted 
downstream of the pulsation damper to monitor system pressure. The output was calibrated in 

terms of the electrolyte flow and provided a means of continuously monitoring the flow rate. 

The electrolyte was passed through a heat exchanger placed upstream from the nozzle assembly. 
This consisted of a Quickfit glass condenser with a spiral internal tube. The outer jacket was 
supplied with hot water from a separate reservoir delivered by a peristaltic pump. The electrolyte 
temperature was monitored on emerging from the nozzle by a fine thermocouple wire placed 3 cm 
past the impingement point on the substrate mounting plate. Adjustment of the hot water flow 

provided suitable temperature control. 

Immediately upstream from the nozzle, a Titan Enterprises flowmeter, model No. 103 was 
fitted to give a direct measurement of the flow as a back-up to the pressure transducer. The computer 
provided the measurement output for this meter. 

As each electrolyte used in this study had a different viscosity, it was necessary to calibrate 
the flow measuring devices for each one. This was carried out by measuring the volume of discharge 

over a range of pump settings and producing a calibration curve. The computer output from the 
flowmeter was then compensated for any differences, as was the output from the pressure transducer. 

7.1.1.3 The X-Y Table 

The X-Y table was custom built by Time and Motion. It consisted of a double screw vertical 
slide carrier to which was fitted a single screw horizontal slide carrier. Fixed onto the horizontal 

carrier was a mounting plate where the nozzle assembly was fitted. The unit was equipped with a 
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pair of home proximity sensors and end of travel cut-off switches. X and Y motion was provided 
by stepper motors. The unit was capable of 2.5 jim/step and a repeatability of ± 2.5 jum in half 
step mode. 

7.1.1.4 Motion control system. 

Ile stepper motors were controlled via the computer. Fitted to the computer was a PCL 738 

stepper motor translator card. This converted motion information from the host computer to suitable 
signals for the stepper motor driver unit. This driver unit was built "in-house" based on the 
SGS-Tbompson 296 and 298 stepper motor driver chips. A 40 volt, 4 Amp power supply powered 
the stepper motors via the driver. The driver was operated in half step mode to obtain the motion 
resolution described above. The nozzle could be moved either from the control program or directly 
from the computer keyboard. 

7.1.1.5 The plating current power supply. 

The plating current supply was designed and built in house. It was a constant current system 
which was capable of supplying up to 100 mA at voltages of up to 60 volts with a resolution of 
0.01 mA. A constant current was generated by means of an operational amplifier controlling the 
magnitude of current supplied from a power transistor by means of an adjustable reference voltage. 
This reference voltage could be supplied either from the computer or by means of internal circuitry 
controlled by a potentiometer. 71e current could therefore be set either manually or automatically 
via the computer. When used in manual mode, a short circuit switch was used so that the appropriate 
current could be pre-set prior to deposition. It was also capable of supplying pulsed currents 
upwards of 0.01 msecs. duration from signals provided by an external pulse generator. This mode 
was used for all the pulse plating experiments. A schematic diagram of the pulse plating modification 
is shown in Figure 11.71e reference voltage for the power supply was delivered by a pulse 
generator. The total plating period was controlled by triggering the pulse generator from the 
computer for the appropriate time. 'Ihe applied current was measured via the voltage drop across 
a 1.0 K resistor in series with the cathodic supply by means of one channel of a storage oscilloscope. 
The magnitude of the peak pulse current could be set prior to plating by short circuiting the output 
and setting the current pulse via a DC input. 
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Figure 11. The modification to the power supply to enable pulsed current electrodeposition. 

7.1.1.6 The computer and control program 

The computer used was an IBM compatible 286 processor based system. The program used to 

control the jet plating unit was written "in house". It was designed with the following capabilities. 

1) A Computer aided design (CAD) user interface that allowed the computer to be programmed 
to move the nozzle to appropriate places on the substrate and produce deposit spots of the required 
current and duration on a step and repeat basis. This interface could also be used to program the 

computer to move the nozzle on a continuous basis, allowing the jet to "directly write" the elec- 
trodeposit. Figure 12 shows such a design as it appeared on-screen 

2) It allowed the currents and times of deposition to be set automatically. 

3) It measured the flow rate of the electrolyte. 

4) It allowed the importing and conversion of Hewlet Packard Graphics Language (HPGL) plotter 
files produced by other CAD packages to be used to drive the nozzle. 
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Figure 12. The computer "user interface" showing the CAD design screen. 

7.1.2 Additional equipment 

In order to carry out fundamental studies to establish mass transfer characteristics of the jetting 

system, it was necessary to establish the relationship between overpotential and current density. 
This required additional equipment in differing configurations. This will be described in Section 
7.4. 

7.2 EQUIPMENT AND METHODS USED FOR DEPOSIT EVALUATION 

The deposits produced were evaluated for a variety of characteristics. The following techniques 

were used for these evaluations. 

7.2.1 Deposit Morphology 

All of the deposits produced were examined using an optical microscope. In addition, many 
were examined using either a Cambridge S350 or a Cambridge S 150 Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM). Optical micrographs were prepared using an offset light source to create a slight shadow 

around surface features, thus highlighting them. 
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7.2.2 Deposit thickness 

Deposit thickness was measured using either a Sloan Dektak 11 or a Sloan Dektak 3030 surface 
profilometer. A5 tLm stylus was used for all measurements. As the deposits were found to have 
a gaussian profile, the maximum thickness of the deposit at the centre of the spot was recorded. 
In addition, surface profiles were constructed by taking measurements at 100 Itm intervals from 

the centre of the spot to the apparent point of extinction of the deposit profile. The reproducibility 
of measurement was obtained by taking 12 measurements of the same spot and obtaining the 
standard deviation of the average measured value. The thickness measurements obtained by this 
method were occasionaflY checked against a microsection through the centre of the spot to confirm 
accuracy. 

7.2.3 Deposit structure 

The internal structure of some of the deposits was evaluated using both standard metaflographic 
microsection methods as well as by X-ray diffraction. Microsections were made from deposits 

produced on metal substrates. The substrate, with up to 6 spots in a row, were first overplated 
with about 20 tLm of silver as a backing coating. These were then mounted in a clear acrylic resin 
and ground until the deposit spots were exposed. They were then polished until the centre of each 
of the spots was reached. The gold was then etched for 10 -15 seconds using Imastrip*, gold 

stripping solution at room temperature to reveal the crystallite and grain structure. 

Glass substrates, 1.5 X 1.5 cm, metallised using sputtered coatings of chromium followed by 

gold (400A and low A respectively) were used toprepare samples for XRD examination. Samples 

of HSSJE gold alloy deposits for XRD examination were prepared over a current density range 
of between 3.0 and 16.0 A CM-2 with differing quantities of nickel and/or addition agent (booster) 
in the deposit. In the case of HSSJE pure gold, samples were produced over a current density 

range of between 1.0 and 8.0 A cm-2. The samples consisted of an array of 25 identically produced 
spots plated onto the substrates. Prior to XRD examination, the chroniium/gold layers not covered 
by the deposited spots were stripped. The gold was removed using Imastrip followed by 20% 
hydrochloric acid to remove the chron-durn. As the metallised layers were extremely thin, the 

stripping operation left the HSSJE spots virtually unaffected. The centre-line thickness of the spots 
in the array was maintained above 15.014m and confirmed by measurement using a Dektak Surface 

Profilometer after the XRD examination had taken place. 

*Imastrip, supplied by Enthone-OMI (UK) 
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For comparison, a series of control samples were prepared for XRD examination by con- 
ventional vat deposition methods. One set were produced from a Ronovel N electrolyte containing 
1.7 g 1-1 nickel over the current density range 3.0 - 40 mA cnr2. A further set of samples were 
produced over the same current density range from an Auronal MRN bath also containing 1.7 g 
1-1 nickel, which is identical to the Ronoval N but contains no booster. These samples were used 
to study the influence of the booster. Pure gold samples were produced from a typical acid citrate 

electrolyte containing 0.06M gold, over a current density range of 1.0 to 20 mA crrr2. These 

deposits covered the same total surface area of the substrate as that covered by the jet plated spot 
array. 

The X-ray diffraction data was acquired using an Siemens D5000 X-ray Powder Diffractometer 

(Bragg-Brentano geometry) equipped with a diffracted beam monochromator ((Cuka). 

Measurements of diffracted intensity were carried out over the 20 range 30* to 90*. Corrections 

to the angular positions and breadth of the diffraction peaks derived from the samples, required 
to compensate for various instrumental and physical effects were applied. To determine these 

corrections, each sample was dusted with a fine layer of powdered silicon (@ Iýan in size). The 

positions and Full Widths at Half Maximum (FWHM) intensity of the siliconpeaks which bracketed 

those from the gold were used to calculate the appropriate corrections to position and width. Using 

the precisely known lattice parameter of silicon it was possible to interpolate a correction to the 

position of the gold peaks and thus calculate an accurate value for the lattice parameter for each 
line. The correction for line broadening was made by assuming Gaussian models for the observed 

profiles, instrumental and corrected diffraction profiles. 

Data was derived from an analysis of the position, intensity and FWHM of the first five 

diffraction peaks recorded from the gold deposits. In the Bragg -Brentano geometry, the diffraction 

pattern originates only from those crystallographic planes which are essentially parallel to the 

surface of the sample. The 111,200,220 and 311 reflections are therefore derived from quite 

separate and distinct crystallites within the deposit. Only the III and 222 reflections are derived 

from the same crystallites. Considerable care therefore needs to be exercised in interpreting data 

from samples which do not exhibit a true crystallographic random orientation. 

Lattice parameters were calculated from the angular positions of the first five lines (I 11,200, 

220,311 and 222) in the diffraction pattern from each of the samples. 

For the purposes of this Thesis, crystallite size will be defined as a single, coherent diffracting 

region. This is not always the same as the true crystallite size, D., as will be explained below, 

but is used for convenience. The full width at half maximum intensity of the Kcq line corrected 
for instrumental broadening was used to calculate the crystallite size using the Scherrer equation. 
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B 
(0.9k) 
(tcoso) (28) 

where B= the broadening of the diffraction line measured at its half width maximum intensity 
(radians), t= diameter of the crystal particle X= radiation wavelength and 0= angular position 
in degrees. 

It was noted that the crystallite size values calculated from the broadening of the III reflections 
using the Scheffer equation were significantly greater than the values derived from the 222 

reflections. The crystallite sizes calculated for the two planes should be the same; that they are 
not, suggests that the Scheffer model employed, which attributes all the intrinsic line broadening 

to crystallite size effects, is an over-simplification. On the basis of this infonmtionsamples were 
selected for a more detailed analysis in order to separate the contribution to the observed line 
broadening from crystallite size and strain (RMS) effects. This was undertaken using the method 
of Warren and Averbach-121. The successful application of this type of analysis requires as many 
unique orders of reflection as possible. However, for an FCC metal examined using copper 
radiation, the number of accessible reflections with multiple orders is just 2, the 111 (222) and the 
200 (400). In this study, line overlap problems combined with low peak intensities ruled out the 

use of the hOO reflections so that only the 111 and the 222 peaks were used for the analysis. 

In order to accomplish the analysis, a better defined instrumental line broadening standard was 
required. This was achieved by producing a pure gold powder and annealing it to the point where 
no further improvement in the resolution of the kaý and ka2lines could be achieved. It is particularly 
difficult to obtain a suitable gold powder commercially and anneal it in this way due to its tendency 
for grain growth and sintering. Therefore, a powder was specifically produced% The observed 
diffraction lines were corrected for instrumental broadening by dividing the Fourier Transform of 
the diffraction lines derived from the sample by the Fourier Transform of the appropriate line from 

*A 50 g 1-1 solution of gold chloride was produced by dissolving pure gold powder in aqua-regia and 
evaporating to near dryness. Concentrated hydrochloric acid was added and re-evaporated until all oxides 
of nitrogen were removed. The solution was then adjusted to the correct concentration using de-ionised 
water. it was necessary to produce gold grains with a size in the region of 10 

jum with a well ordered 
structure. This meant they had to be nucleated and grown very slowly. It had been shown that such a 
structure could be achieved by reducing the gold chloride using acetone at room temperature. A 100 ml 
sample of the gold chloride was placed on a magnetic stirrer at a temperature of 35 *C and 30 ml of acetone 
was added. Stirring was continued for a period of 5 hours after which the sample was cooled to ambient 
and allowed to stand for a period 3 days. At the end of this period, a layer of gold powder was seen at the 
bottom of the beaker that had merged to form a thin film. A piece of this film was cleaned in de-ionised 
water and mounted on a glass slide so that the X-ray diffraction pattern from the film could be recorded. 
The resolution of the ka doublet was determined for the first five lines in the X-ray diffraction pattern from 
the film. The film was then subjected to a number of annealing operations at 350*C until no further 
improvement resolution of the doublets was obtained. The total time of annealing to obtain this condition 
was 5 hours. 
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the standard as described by Stokes. 122. It was found necessary to subtract the signal derived from 
the blank glass substrates from that of the samples prior to calculating the transform, in order to 
obtain a level base line required for an accurate analysis. 

The full application of this analysis yields the mean column length (noa) and its distribution 

and the RMS strain and its distribution. The apparent cell size is a3 and no, the number of cells 
in the average column length, is determined by a linear extrapolation of the real part of the Fourier 
Transform of the (000) reflection. 

The cell size (a) is deterrnined by the angular range over which the diffraction profile is 

analysed and is given by: - 

1- 1/2- (2a, /K) sin 0, 

I- (2a, /X) sin 0. 

1+ 1/2-(2a. /k) sin 02 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

where q and q are the start and end of the diffraction profile, q is the position of the peak, x is 

the wavelength of the radiation employed and I is a reflection order as in hkl. In order to simplify 
the subsequent calculations, it is convenient to choose scan ranges so that a3 is the same for all 
reflections used in the analysis. In this study, a cell size of 2.4 x d,,, was used. 

Close and careful examination of the diffraction patterns from these samples showed both the 
III and 222 diffraction peaks overlapped with their nearest neighbours, the 200 and 3 11 peaks 
respectively. This was also true for the specially prepared reference gold sample used to determine 
instrumental broadening. In the present study, data was collected over an angular range of ± 10 

centred about the 111/200 and 311/222 lines. 

In order to obtain adequate representation of the diffraction profiles in the "tails" of the peaks 
(where most of the crystallite size and strain information is contained) a variety of mathematical 
functions were fitted to the experimental data and the parameters for the best fits used to calculate 
model diffraction profiles. Pearson 7, Split Pearson 7 and three different pseudo Voigt (mixed 
Cauchy and Gaussian) type functions were employed in the modelling. 
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The modelled III and 222 diffraction profiles were calculated at 1024 data points over an 
angular range of 16 and 20" respectively. Fourier transforms were calculated using an FFTroutipe. 
The instrumental contributionto the diffraction data was removed by dividing the FT of the samples 
by the FT derived from the precipitated and annealed gold powder described above. The Fourier 

coefficients of the 000 reflection were calculated using the extrapolation procedures described by 
Warren and Averbach. 121. This method enables the individual contributions of crystallite size and 
strain to line broadening to be evaluated. The contribution to broadening from crystallite size 
(column length) is independent of the order of reflection whilst that from strain is dependent on 
the order of reflection. Because of this, the two contributions maybe resolved. The mean crystallite 
sizes were calculated by extrapolating the linear region of the real part of the 000 transform to 
obtain no. The mean column lengths (crystallite size) and RMS strains are listed in Table 23. 

In addition to crystallite size and RMS strain, layer sequence faults on the III plane may also 
contribute to line broadening. Ile contribution of stacking and twin faults to line broadening may 
be identified once the strain and size contributions have been established. Ile effective crystallite 
size, Dff comprises for the (I 11) plane 

I+I. Sa+P')F3 
a' )T (32) 

where D.. is the true crystallite size, a is the stacking fault probability, [3 is the twin fault probability 

and a'is the lattice parameter. The stacking fault probability may be established by measuring 
any relative shift between the III and the 200 peaks. The probability may then be calculated. 
Twin fault probabilities may be calculated from any asymmetry of the diffraction peaks that have 
been reconstructed from the inverse Fourier transform produced during the Warren and Averbach 

analysis. However, it was not possible to accurately calculate the twin fault probabilities because 

the deposit was highly oriented in the III direction. Twin fault probabilities are usually calculated 
for the 100 (200) reflections. Due to the high degree of texture, the 200 signal was very weak and 
could not be used for the analysis. Table 23 also includes the stacking fault probabilities where 
these were significant. 

Metallurgical Microsection was carried out on a number of samples in order to observe any 
resolvable micro-structures. 
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7.2.4 Deposit hardness 

Where required, the deposit hardness was measured using a Matsuzawa Model DMH-2 fitted 

with a Vickers diamond indentor. The indentor was applied normal to the surface. It was established 
that using a 25 g mass on the indentor and a deposit thickness of at least 16 14m, the influence of 
the substrate was eliminated. For each set of conditions, 12 deposit spots were produced. A single 
hardness measurement was carried out at the centre of each spot and the results of the 12 

measurements were averaged. 

7.2.5 Chemical analysis. 

Chemical analysis was primarily required for the establishing the nickel content of gold alloy 
deposits as well as maintaining the electrolytes at the required gold ion concentration. The nickel 
in solution was analysed by X-ray Fluoresence Spectroscopy (XRF), as was the gold. The nickel 
in the deposit was analysed by XRF calibrated using samples additionally analysed by Atomic 
Adsorbtion Spectroscopy (AA). Further details are given in 7.3.2.3 

7.2.6 Types of substrate used. 

During the early stages of this work, gold flashed, nickel plated copper strips I cm by 5 cm 
were used as cathodes. The strips were polished to a 6, um diamond finish, cleaned and then plated 
with 10 - 15 jLrn of bright nickel. They were then given a gold flash of about 0.2 jurn to prevent 
any immersion deposits forming by chemical replacement from the gold electrolytes. However, 
these proved to be unsuitable for two reasons. Firstly, it appeared that there was some variability 
in the substrate that led to variations in growth habit of the jet deposits under the same conditions. 
Whilst this was small, it was an undesirable property of the substrate. Secondly, the substrates 
were not sufficiently flat to allow accurate measurements of the thickness and width of the spots, 
particularly at low thicknesses. It was therefore decided that glass substrates, sputtered with 40 

nm of chromium followed by 100 nm of gold would be used. The advantages of using this substrate 
were the improved flatness and the fact that thin sputtered gold layers tend to adopt a (I 11) preferred 
orientation and thus provide a more consistent crystallographic surface than the metal substrates. 

For the analysis of nickel in gold, OFHC copper discs plated with 0.4 jum of pure gold were 

used. 
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7.3 METHODS USED FOR THE PRODUCTION OF EVALUATION SAMPLES. 

The purpose of this work was to identify and optimise the conditions under which high quality 
gold and gold alloy deposits could be produced at maximurn plating rates. To achieve this, a 
large number of deposit spots were produced under varying conditions of temperature, flow rate, 
electrolyte composition and current density. The exact conditions for each sample may be found 
inTables 2 to 15. Pure gold deposits were used for the initial trials to establish the general governing 
principles of deposition under high speed jetting conditions. The conditions were then adjusted to 

allow the maximum deposition rates that all9wed good quality deposits to be produced. This current 
density is referred to as the maximum useful current density. The optimised electrolyte was then 

used to produce samples for characterising the deposit. The principles established for pure gold 
were then applied where possible to the gold alloy system. 

The value of the applied current densities quoted in this work were based on the cross sectional 
area of the nozzle exit and thus the impingement zone. However, it is known that deposition occurs 
outside the impingement zone and therefore this assumption is not strictly true. Unfortunately, 

there would appear to be no other way to define the current density under these conditions and 
therefore this assumption will be adopted. Under certain deposition conditions, it is clear that this 

assumption is incorrect but this will be discussed later. 

7.3.1 Pure gold deposits. 

It has been established in previous chapters that to obtain high quality electrodeposits at high 

plating rates, it is necessary to provide (a) high metal ion concentrations, (b) to provide high rates 
of agitation and (c) to operate at elevated temperatures. Using these principles, a matrix experiment 
was designed to establish the validity of these principles underjetting conditions. At the same time, 
the influence of these factors on the selectivity of the jetting process was examined. As such, the 
main criteria for evaluation of this set of samples was deposit morphology, plating rate and sel- 
ectivity. The selectivity may be defined as the ratio of the thickness or mass of metal deposited in 

the impingement region to that deposited outside the impingement region. By plotting the thickness 
against R, where R is a dimensionless distance defined as the distance from the centre of the 
impingement region divided by nozzle radius, an indication of the comparative selectivity of the 

process can be seen. 

It was only when the optimum conditions were established that other characteristics such as 
hardness etc were evaluated. 
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7.3.1.1 Electrolyte composition 

Two types of electrolyte were chosen for this study, the citrate and the phosphate buffered 

cyanide gold. Table 1 gives full details of these electrolytes. Metal ion concentrations were varied 
between 0.041M up to 0.28M. The pH values were maintained at 6.1 for the citrate electrolytes 
and 7.1 for the phosphate electrolytes except where stated otherwise. The viscosity of each elec- 
trolyte was measured at temperatures at which samples were produced in accordance with BS 188. 
(1977) using a calibrated Ostwald viscometer. The electrolyte conductivities were measured using 
a Phillips Conductivity meter using O. IM KCI as a standard. The electrolyte was analysed after 
making up and after approximately 60 spots had been produced. Any deficiencies were corrected. 
Chelating agents such as EDTA was not added for this work to eliminate the possibility of any 
unwanted surface effects that may be experienced under high values of polarisation. Also, at the 

pH values used, little co-deposition of contaminant metals would be expected. 

7.3.1.2 Experimental method 

The experimental method was similar for all the evaluation samples. After the electrolyte under 
test had been loaded into the pump system the flowmeters and pressure transducer were calibrated. 
A freshly prepared substrate was clipped into the substrate holder. The flow rate and temperature 

were set for the current test conditions and the nozzle was aligned with the substrate. The appropriate 

program for the test conditions was loaded and the experiment was initiated. Each substrate was 

plated with up to 18 spots, each spot being produced at an increasing current density over the range 
0.25 up to 8.0 A CM-2. The time of deposition was adjusted to supply a total of 0.039 ± 0.0004 

coulombs per spot. This was calculated to give a thickness of about 20 Jim. Each series of spots 

were produced at electrolyte temperatures of 25oC, 40aC and 55oC ±I 0C and over a wide range 

of Reynolds number. 

As has been mentioned in Chapter 6, in order to maintain a constant pipe flow profile and 
therefore a constant mass transfer accessibility, the ratio of H/d had to be as low as possible. Initial 

trials using H/d =I indicated that the nozzle became engulfed with electrolyte due to contact 
between itself and the hydraulic jump of the electrolyte, particularly at low flow rates. This 

effectively produced a submerged jet. As it was necessary to compare deposits under differing 

flow conditions but constant H/d ratios the influence of H/d had to be established so that the lowest 

practical distance could be used. A series of samples were prepared using a current density of 
3.0 A crn-2, a Reynolds No. of 10,500 and a temperature of 40-C using the phosphate electrolyte. 
The H/d ratios were varied between 0.625 to 8.25 at 0.625 intervals. The appearance, maximum 
thickness and profile was recorded. 
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A further series of spots were prepared at a constant current density, velocity and temperature 
but with increasing deposition time to establish how the deposit varied with increasing thickness. 

The effects of dissolved oxygen were examined by preparing a series of spots both before and 
after bubbling nitrogen through the electrolyte for 30 minutes to de-aerate the electrolyte. 

The influence of pH was also examined when all other factors had been optimised. A series of 

samples were produced from the optimised citrate bath at pH values of 5.3 and 8.1. 

The cathodic current efficiency was evaluated for an optimised electrolyte over a range of 

current densities. For current densities below 2.0 A cm-2, a single spot plated for a long period of 
time was used whilst at current densities above this an array of 20 spots was used. The reason for 

the different methods was that at low current densities, because of the long plating times involved, 

there was some chemical attack of previously plated spots by the electrolyte run-off. Using a single 

spot reduced the likelihood of losses due to chemical attack. 

The mass of deposit produced by either method was low ( about 10 mg) and therefore the 

substrate was weighed 7 times both before and after plating and an average value taken. The 

cathodic current efficiency was calculated using Faraday's Laws by comparing the theoretical mass 
deposited for the number of coulombs passed to the actual mass measured and expressing the result 

as a percentage. 

Using the optimised electrolyte, a fimher series of deposits were produced using nozzles of 
different diameters between 0.1 mrn and 0.54 nun to establish whether the nozzle size influenced 

the deposition rate, structure etc. 

To examine the influence of pulsed current, a series of deposit spots were produced over a 

wide range of on-time and duty cycles. The on-times ranged from 0.02 msecs. to 10.0 msecs. and 
duty cycles between 5.0 and 90%. The average current densities used were between 6.0 A CM-2 

and 10.0 A Cm-2. 

7.3.2 Gold alloy deposits 

As has been previously mentioned, gold may be alloyed with small quantities of transition 

group metals thus altering the properties of the deposit. Nickel and cobalt are the preferred choices 
for this purpose although iron has been used. It was decided that it would be better to use an 

existing commercially available electrolyte designed for high speed operation as this would reduce 
the development time required for optimisation. There were disadvantages to this decision. The 
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composition of proprietary electrolytes is often a closely guarded secret and it was not possible 
to control all the compositional variables. However, despite this, three electrolytes were chosen 
to represent the three common alloy systems. The cobalt and nickel electrolytes were Ronovel CM 

and Ronovel N, supplied by Lea Ronal. The gold/iron electrolyte was the Aurtma 7000 supplied 
by Degussa. A series of plating trials were carried out on all three electrolytes in order to establish 
which electrolyte was the most suitable for optimising forplating under high speedjetting conditions. 

7.3.2.1 Initial trials for electrolyte selection. 

Each of the electrolytes were made up with three different concentrations of gold, 0.05M, 

0.076M and 0.1M. The recommended optimum quantity of the alloying metal was added to each 

of the electrolytes. The initial trials consisted of depositing a series of spots from each electrolyte 

at the highest velocity obtainable (approx. Re. = 11,000) over a current density range of between 

3.0 and 10 A Crn-2. The resulting deposits were examined and the electrolyte giving the best deposit 

at the highest current density was chosen for optimisation. Results indicated that the Ronovel N 

was the most suitable and this electrolyte was used. 

7.3.2.2 Optimising the gold/nickel electrolyte. 

The criteria for obtaining an optimum gold/nickel alloy was based on several factors. The 
deposit had to contain the appropriate quantity of alloying constituent. It had to have a suitably 

, high hardness, it had to have a similar morphology to conventional high speed gold alloy deposits 

and it had to be compatible with existing specifications. Finally it had to exhibit these qualities at 
the highest possible deposition rate. The optimum conditions of deposition for pure gold under 
jetting conditions were applied to the plating trials for this electrolyte. The variables that were 
adjusted were the concentration of nickel added to the electrolyte and the current density. In 

addition, this electrolyte made use of an organic addition agent to boost the maximum current 
density. Unfortunately, the recommended quantity was already added to the make-up solution as 
supplied. This meant that its concentration could not be reduced. However, it could be increased 

and this was included as a variable. The nickel content was varied over the concentration range 
of between 0.0085M and 0.05M (0.5 to 3.0 g 1-1). The standard addition agent concentration was 
increased from 60 ml 1-1 to 80 ml 1-1. 
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7.3.2.3 Experimental method. 

As with the pure gold electrolyte, a series of deposited spots were produced for morphological 
as well as structural examination. Spots were deposited over the current density range of 0.25 to 
16.0 A Crn-2. Because it was found that the overall deposition rate was significantly lower than that 

of the pure gold, the number of coulombs passed was increased to 0.07876 ± 0.0001 coulombs 
per spot. The deposits were produced at a temperature of 55 ±I oC and at a Reynolds number of 

about 11,000. The pH of the electrolyte was maintained at a value of 4.6 for all the experiments. 

The cathode current efficiency was measured in the same way as with the pure gold deposits. 

Chemical analysis of the Mckel content of the deposits was carried out by X-ray Fluorescence 

Spectroscopy (XRF). For each concentration of nickel in the deposit, an array of 90 deposited 

spots was produced at current densities of 2.0,4.0,6.0,8.0,12.0 and 16.0 A Cnr2. An oxygen 
free high conductivity (OFHC) copper substrate was used, pre-plated with 0.4 Jim of gold. A pure 

gold deposit array was used as a blank. The sample was placed in the XRF spectrometer with only 
the array exposed to the X-rays. 

The XRF spectrometer was calibrated by measuring the nickel content of 6 array samples using 
AA analysis. The count rate from each of the samples was first determined using the XRF. In 

order to minimise errors, the substrate surrounding the array was cut off. The array and remaining 

substrate were then placed in 50% nitric acid to dissolve the substrate. This left a thin gold foil 

consisting of the 0.4 jAm initial deposit with the array of spots on it. The foil was weighed to 

establish the total mass. Prior to plating the array, the thickness of the initial gold deposit was 
determined over the array depositionarea using an X-ray 1000 XRF thickness measuring instrument. 

The mass of this initial deposit was calculated and subtracted from the total mass of the gold foil 

with the array. The foil plus the array was then dissolved in aqua-regia and analysed. The results 

of this analysis were then used to produce a calibration curve for the XRF and all subsequent 

samples were evaluated from this data. It should be noted that the nickel concentrations obtained 
by this method gave only the average nickel content of the deposited spots and did not give any 
indication of the distribution of nickel within the individual spots. 

The methods used for structural analysis and hardness have been described in sections 7.2.3 

and 7.2.4. 
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7.4 MASS TRANSFER STUDIES. 

In order to examine the validity of the various Sherwood number to Reynolds number rela- 
tionships that had been suggested by other workers, it was necessary to obtain mass transfer data 
for the gold system. Information concerning the mass transfer characteristics of the various 
electrolytes under jetting conditions was carried out by evaluating the current/overpotential rela- 
tionships by plotting polarisation curves and detennining where possible the value of 'L* It Was 
immediately obvious that significant difficulties would be encountered using conventional voltage 
or current scans over the potential and current range of interest. This was because at such high 

current densities as those used in jetting, the deposit grew so rapidly that the effective surface area 
quickly changed due to crystalline growth. Initial experiments confirmed this. In addition, there 

was the difficulty of placing a reference electrode in such a position as to avoid interference with 
the electrolyte jet. These problems were overcome by using a specially designed working elec- 
trode/reference electrode assembly and by using two techniques which will be termed Sampled 
Current Pulse Voltammetry (SCPV) and Sampled Voltage Pulse Amperometry (SVPA). The 

validity of the technique was established by using a copper sulphate electrolyte, a well studied 
system, in the jet unit and identifying appropriate electrochemical factors from the polarisation 
curves obtained. 

7.4.1 Principles of SCPV and SVPA. 

Both of these novel techniques have been adapted from the method of sampled current volta- 
metry, which is the basis of polarography. Ordinarily, polarisation data is recorded as described 
in section 3.2. However, deposit growth did not allow such steady state measurements to be used. 
it was therefore necessary to minimise deposition times for each value of overpotential or current 
applied. As both SCPV and SVPA are essentially similar, the difference being the controlled 
variable, SCPV will be described. A short period, say 40 mseconds, single voltage pulse of small 
magnitude (50 or 100 mV) is applied to the working electrode. The current transient is recorded 
on a storage oscilloscope or similar recording device and the process is repeated with an increasing 

magnitude pulse over the desired potential range. A typical current transient is shown in Figure 
13. As the potential is first applied, a large current flows. This consists of the double layer charging 
current. As the double layer becomes charged so there is an increase in the proportion of faradaic 

current as metal ions in the vicinity are discharged. However, these are rapidly consumed and the 

current falls. As a diffusion layer develops, the current gradually decreases further with increasing 

time as the diffusion layer thickens. By choosing a time period, -r, within the transient at which 
the current stabilises close to its minimum value, the current at -c is used for the polarisation curve. 
If the value of -c is too short, then the current will include the double layer charging current. If -c 
is too great, the current will be influenced by the effects of deposit growth. The ideal situation is 
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to choose a value of -r which corresponds to the point at which a steady state diffusion layer has 
formed. The value of -r will be dependent on the magnitude of the potential and the current flowing 

as this will influence the magnitude of the diffusion gradient. The greater the current, the faster 

the influence of diffusion. Also, at high overpotentials and currents, deposit growth becomes rapid 
and this influences the surface area of the electrode leading to enhanced currents. 
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Figure 13. A typical current transient produced during a single pulse using the SCPV method. A 

relatively high overpotential has been chosen to show the effect of deposit growth. 

Below the limiting current density, the metal ions are not completely consumed. They are 
however, lower than the bulk concentration of metal ions. At the limiting current density, the 

surface concentration of metal ions will be zero and further increases in potential will not lead to 

any further rise in current unless a secondary electrode reaction occurs. This technique should 

allow the identification of such parameters as the limiting current density 'LP the Tafel slope and 

the exchange current density. 

7.4.2 The worldng electrode/reference electrode assembly. 

In order to produce a valid current density/overpotential relationship, the surface area of the 

working electrode has to be known. As jetted deposits spread beyond the impingement region and 
the degree of spread has been found to be current density dependent, a fixed diameter conductive 
working electrode was fashioned. This consisted of an enamelled copper wire, the same diameter 

as the nozzle (0.4 nun) mounted vertically into an epoxy block. A gold wire reference electrode 

was mounted adjacent to the working electrode separated from it by a distance of approximately 
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0.1 mm. The face of the block where the electrodes emerged was polished flat to a mirror finish 
thus providing a pair of flush mounted electrodes. Several of these electrode pairs were mounted 
in the same block. A schematic diagram of the electrode block is shown in Figure 14. The advantage 
of this method of electrode arrangement was that the reference electrode did not interfere with the 
jet. The gold wire reference electrode was not ideal because the gold systems used in these trials 
were electrochemically irreversible. An ideal reference electrode should show complete reversi- 
bility with the ions in the electrolyte or there is the danger of some current flowing through it and 
influencing the results. This was offset by ensuring that the potentiostat had an extremely high 
input impedance. 
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Figure 14. The electrode block used for polarisation measurements. 

A further difficulty with this electrode arrangement was that of the IR drop between the working 
and the reference electrodes. Despite the close spacing between them, there was still an IR drop 
between them due to the low conductance of the thin radial wall jet. In order to compensate for 

this, the SVPA method was used. With this method, it was thought possible to measure the IR 
drop between the two electrodes by means of the magnitude of the initial potential rise of the 

voltage transient. 

To allow the evaluation of the technique of SCPV, a copper electrolyte was used. A similar 
electrode system was used to that of the gold except that the reference electrode was a copper wire. 
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7.4.3 The equipment used. 

A schematic diagram of the equipment used for these studies is shown in Figures 15 (a) and 
(b). Figure 15 (a) shows the SVPA system. It was similar to that used for pulse plating. In this 
case a single voltage pulse was supplied from the pulse generator to the power supply which then 

generated the current pulse. The current was recorded by the voltage drop across the 1.0 K resistor 
by one channel of the storage oscilloscope. The voltage difference between the working electrode 

and the reference electrode was recorded on the second channel of the oscilloscope. The magnitude 
of the current pulse could be pre-set by means of short circuiting the output. The recorded current 
and voltage pulse was then downloaded to a Bryants X-Y recorder for a permanent record of each 
pulse. At low applied currents, there were significant levels of 50 Hz noise on the potential signal. 
This was reduced by placing a 0.1 jiF capacator across the output terminals of the power supply. 

Figure 15 (b) shows the equipment used for the SCPV technique. A standard Wenking HP72 

potentiostat was used in conjunction with a pulse generator. The current and applied potential was 

measured using a storage oscilloscope and downloaded to an X-Y recorder. 

7.4.4 Experimental technique. 

The method of obtaining polarisation data was similar for both the SCPV and SVPA techniques. 
The electrodes were first lightly abraded using 1200 grade emery paper. The jet was carefully 

aligned with the working electrode with a nozzle to electrode distance of I nun. A small current 

of about 0.03 mA was applied for 30 seconds to deposit a thin layer of gold onto the electrode. 
The current was switched off and the system maintained at the current free for 2 minutes to establish 
the rest potential. With the SCPV method, a potential pulse of between 50 and 100 mV was applied 

above the rest potential and the current recorded. The electrode was then abraded with 1200 

grade emery paper to remove the gold. The process was repeated using 50 or 100 mV pulse 
increments above the previous level up to 4.0 volts. With the SVPA method, a single current pulse 
was used. The current density range used was between 0.04 A cm-2 and 50 A Cm-2. The voltage 
obtained from each pulse was recorded. In addition, the potential jump was recorded as a measure 
of the IR drop between the working and reference electrodes. 
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Figure 15. (a) The equipment used during the SVPA experiments. (b) The equipment used during 

the SCPV experiments. 
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The results of this work will be presented mainly in the form of graphs and micrographs. Where 

relevant, the data collected is shown in the form of Tables towards the end of the Thesis. 

8.1 PURE GOLD DEPOSITS. 

Whilst both the citrate and phosphate buffered gold electrolytes had some different char- 

acteristics, particularly in the morphology of the deposits produced, the general principles of the 
influence of the deposition conditions hold for both types. They will therefore be treated together 

except where the differences are significant. 

The electrodeposited gold spots produced by this jetting technique were generally gaussian in 

profile and were symmetrical depending on the current density and electrolyte flow rates used. 
However, at low flow rates and high current densities, the deposit quality deteriorated with the 

production of powdery, nodular or dendritic structures. These deposits no longer showed the 

gaussian profile. The influencing factors controlling the deposit structures and deposition rates 

under DC conditions are detailed in the following sections. 

8.1.1 The effect of nozzle to substrate distance. 

By varying the nozzle to substrate distance, or the H/d ratio, a number of effects were observed. 
At ratios in excess of 4.375, radial needle structures were seen towards the edge of the deposit. 

Photograph 2 shows such a structure. Below this value under the conditions used, no such forms 

were observed. Figure 16 shows the effect of the increasing H/d ratio on the selectivity of the 
deposits produced. It can be seen that at H/d below 1, the deposit showed a greater selectivity, 

with a greater proportion of gold being deposited within the impingement region. Between 1.25 

and 4.375, the selectivity did not vary with the distance. At H/d = 8.75, the deposit selectivity 

was reduced. Whilst a greater selectivity could be achieved at H/d ratio's of below 1, the problem 

of nozzle interaction with the flow across the substrate precluded its general use. On the basis of 

this information, a H/d ratio of 1.25 or a distance of lmm was used for all the trials with the 400 

pm nozzle. With smaller nozzles, the effect of the electrolyte interaction with the nozzle became 
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increasingly influential as the hydraulic jump occurred much closer to the nozzle exit. By main- 
taining the H/d value between I and 4, a constant selectivity could be ensured even when using 
small diameter nozzles. 
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Figure 16. The effect of the H/d ratio for a 0.4mm nozzle on the selectivity of the deposit. 

8.1.2 The effect of current density. 

4 

As would be expected, the magnitude of the current density influenced the deposit structure 
and morphology. It also had a significant influence on the selectivity, the current efficiency and 
the hardness. 

8.1.2.1 General observations 

At a current density of 0.25 A CM-2, the deposit could not be measured within the impingement 

region using the Dektak as the deposit was thin leading to difficulty of differentiating the deposit 
from the background noise of the substrate. However, the existence of some deposition was visible 
up to a diameter of about 4 nun as a subtle colour change was observed in comparison to the rest 
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of the substrate. At a current density of 0.75 A crn-2, a thin, sub-Micron deposit could be measured 
in the impingement region but it was difficult to measure the overall spread as there was no clearly 
definable edge. However, the spread of the deposit was visible up to 8 nun in diameter. The 

sputtered glass slides used as substrates were found to be translucent when viewed with a strong 
backlight. Low current density deposits were produced on such a substrate and viewed under a 
low power microscope fitted with an eyepiece micrometer. Where deposition had occurred, the 
transmitted backlight disappeared and the spread of the deposit could be measured. Figure 17 

shows a plot of the optically measured widths as a function of the current density. It can be seen 
that the deposit spread passes through a maxima at a current density of 0.75 A CM-2 but becomes 

constant at current densities above 3.0 A CM-2. 
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Figure 17. Current density vs deposit width measured optically showing the maximum spread of 
the deposit spots produced from a 0.17M citrate electrolyte. 

It was also noted that although the number of coulombs passed per spot was constant, the 
thickness of the deposits increased with increasing current density. The reasons for this will be 
discussed at a later stage. 
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It was found that the presence of dissolved oxygen had the effect of reducing the deposition rate 
at current densities below 3.0 A crrr2. With the dissolved oxygen removed by de-aeration, the 
deposition rates at these low current densities increased by up to 60 %. In addition, the selectivity 
was reduced by around 30%. 

8.1.2.2 Deposit topography. 

Current density influenced the topography and morphology of the deposit significantly. The 

actual current densities at which topographical changes occurred depended strongly on the prevailing 

conditions of temperature, electrolyte velocity and metal ion concentration. However, a general 

pattern was observed. A typical example will be described where the flow conditions corresponded 
to a Reynolds No. of approximately 12,000 and a temperature of 55oC. At current densities below 

1.0 A Cm-2, deposits were similar in appearance to those produced by conventional deposition. 

Photograph 3 shows such a structure. Increasing the current density led, initially, to a very smooth 

structure with few surface features. As the current density was increased above 4.0 A Cm-2, the 
deposit exhibited small, hemispherical features similar to those observed by Nakahara in hard gold 
deposits. These can be seen in Photograph 4. Above a current density of 6.0 A cm-2, a nodular 

structure formed. Finally, at current densities in excess of 10 A CM-2, a wide variety of dendrite-like 

structures formed, ranging from radial needles growing in the direction of the wall jet to non-di- 

rectional organic-like growths. Ultimately, at very high current densities, growth became highly 

field orientated as the deposit grew along the free jet, producing tree-like structures. Typical 

examples of these can be seen in Photographs 5,6,7,8 and 9. Reducing the flow rate and/or the 

temperature led to a reduction in the current density at which the morphological changes occurred. 

Figures 18 to 23 show morphological/topological diagrams of the 0.041M and the 0.28M citrate 

gold deposits. These diagrams relate deposit structures as a function of current density, temperature 

and flow rate. These were used to identify trends with which to establish an optimum electrolyte 

composition and operating conditions. The phosphate electrolyte showed a similar behaviour except 
that the transition from smooth to nodular deposits occurred at a lower current density than the 

equivalent citrate electrolyte. 
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Figure 18. Morphological diagram for the 0.041M citrate gold at a temperature of 25oC. 

Figure 19. Morphological diagram for the 0.041M citrate gold at a temperature of 40-C. 
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Figure 20. Morphological diagram for the 0.041M citrate gold at a temperature of 55oC. 
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Figure 21 Morphological diagram for the 0.28M citrate gold at a temperature of 25oC. 
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Figure 22. Morphological diagram for the 0.28M citrate gold at a temperature of 40-C. 
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Figure 23. Morphological diagram for the 0.28M citrate gold at a temperature of 55-C. 

Although these diagrams show a fixed transition point between structures, it should be noted 
that the transition was gradual. The transition lines were placed at positions where the deposit had 

adopted a definite structure type as evidenced by visual assessment using low power magnification. 
Where needle type structures are stated, the type of needle growth depended on the flow rate and 
temperature. High temperatures and low flow rates led to needles growing in both the radial and 
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axial direction. Such structures were difficult to distinguish between field oriented growth and the 
recorded structure depended on the relative magnitude of the axial and radial components. Low 
temperatures resulted in purely radial growth. High flow rates with low temperatures increased 
the thickness and regularity of the needles for the same applied current density. For the same low 
temperature and flow rate, increasing the current density led to a finer, more filamentry type of 
radial needle growth. In the case of field oriented growth, the structures observed depended largely 

on the applied current density. At high current densities, field oriented growths were nearly always 
preceded by needle growth. 

From the above results, it was clear that the limiting factor to high speed deposition was the 
deterioration of the deposit by nodulation or dendritic growth of various kinds. In order to establish 
how such structures initiated and grew, a series of samples were prepared above the maximum 
useful current density for the prevailing deposition conditions. Each sample was prepared by 
incrementing the time of deposition slightly so that a picture could be built up of the mode of 
growth. Photographs 10(a) to (f) show a series of deposits produced at a current density of 7.0 A 

CM-2 at a Reynolds no. of 3335. Photographs II (a) to (d) show some of the same but at a higher 

magnification. These samples show the initiation and growth of nodular deposits. 

After a deposition time of 0.8 seconds, the substrate was fully covered with small nuclei 
interspersed with small nodules about 3.5 Am in diameter (Photograph 10a). Close examination 

of this sample revealed that there were signs of nuclei inhibition surrounding the larger nodules 
(Photograph Ila). After 1.5 seconds, the nuclei had grown to a size of about 2.5, um in diameter 

with the original larger nodules having grown to about 7.5 Am (Photographs 10 and II b). Most 

of these larger nodules were outside a 50 Am region, presumably the stagnation zone. It was also 
noticed that larger nodules grew on surface defects such as scratches. After 2.5 seconds, there 

were a greater number of larger nodules with a cluster of these appearing in the same 50 Jim 
region. It could be seen that growth was occurring by means of 3 dimensional nucleation, the 

nodules taking on a cauliflower appearance (Photographs 10c and I Ic). Deposits produced at a 
time of 3.5 seconds were now distinctly nodular over the entire impingement region with the fastest 

growth of nodules occurring outside the stagnation zone (Photographs 10d and II d). By 5 seconds, 
the nodules had attained about 25 Am in diameter (Photograph l0e). The growths in the stagnation 
zone had attained the same size as their neighbours but growth showed a more distinct 3-dimensional 

mechanism with numerous nuclei forming and growing on them. After 6 seconds, whilst all the 

nodules had grown slightly larger, the fastest growth occurred at the centre of the spot, with these 

nodules adopting a columnar axial habit. These central nodules displayed a distinct powdery texture 
(Photograph 10f). Some nodules towards the edge of the impingement region were obviously 
influenced by the radial flow of the electrolyte as it entered the wall jet and had adopted a slightly 

elongated shape, following the direction of the flow. 
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A second series of samples were used to identify the mode of growth of dendritic deposits. A 

current density of 10 A cm-2 was used at a Reynolds No. of 12078. Photographs 12 (a) to (f) show 
this series. The deposit produced at a time of 0.6 seconds showed a high coverage of nodules about 
3, urn in diameter. In addition, as Photograph 12 (a) shows, there was a small, needle like structure 
about 30 Am long that had grown in the radial flow direction. Also visible were 2 larger nodules 
of about 7 Am in diameter, close to the edge of the impingement region. At a time of 1.5 seconds, 

most of the nodules had grown to about 7 Am although some were about 10 Am. In addition, a 

multiple needle structure had grown from a particularly enlarged nodule (Photograph 12 b). With 

increasing times of deposition, several needle type structures had grown, all appearing to have 

emanated from a single, fast growing nodule. At a deposition time of 3.5 seconds, growth pre- 
dominance changed from the radial direction to the axial direction of the free jet. These structures 
then grew along the jet core producing feathery needles in the direction of the flow (Photographs 

12 (d), (e) and (f)). These structures were undoubtedly caused by the interaction of the deposit 

growth with the hydrodynamic flow of the free jet. This will be discussed further in Chapter 10. 
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Figure 24. Current density vs plating rate for different gold concentrations, citrate electrolyte. The 

exit velocity corresponds to a Re. No. of 12,000. 
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8.1.2.3 Deposition rate 

Figure 24 shows the effect of current density on the deposition rate for different concentrations 
of gold in the citrate electrolytes at a Reynolds No of 12,000. Tlere are several points to note. 
Firstly, the rate bears a linear relationship with the current density at current densities between I 

and 5A cm-2. Above this upper value, the apparent rate varied, presumably due to the increasingly 

coarse deposits produced at these current densities. Ibis led to non-representative thicknesses 
being measured due to void and porosity formation. Secondly, the rate curves do not pass through 
the origin of the graph, indicating that at low current densities, the rate no longer has the same 
linear relationship with current density. Similar results were observed with the phosphate elec- 
trolyte. 

It was found that the maximum deposition rate allowing smooth, high quality deposits was 
obtained from a 0.17M citrate electrolyte at 55-C and a Reynolds No. of 12,000. Ile rate obtained 
from this electrolyte was 3.4, um/second. Photograph 13 shows a deposit 18 jum thick produced 
under these conditions. By way of comparison, photograph 14 shows a deposit of the same thickness 

produced under conventional vat plating conditions. It can be seen that the conventional deposit 
has an angular structure whilst the sample produced by jetting is comparatively smooth with a 
surface consisting of small hemispherical mounds. 

8.1.2.4 Cathodic current efficiency 

The effect of the current density on the current efficiency was established only after the 
electrolyte had been optimised. Consequently, it will be noted that the pH had been increased to 
8.1 compared to 6.0 as shown in Table 1. for this set of experiments (see section 8.4) 

Figure 25 shows the relationship between the current density and the current efficiency of the 
0.17M citrate electrolyte produced at 550C and a Re. No. of 12,000. It can be seen that at current 
densities above 2.0 A cm-2, the efficiency is in the region of 70%. Below 2.0 A cm-2, the efficiency 
is reduced to 40% at a current density of 0.25 A cnr2. Experiments carried out to remove dissolved 

oxygen in the electrolyte revealed that whilst oxygen, when present, was electrochemically reduced 
leading to a reduction in efficiency, this only accounted for about 10%, averaged over the entire 

current density range. 
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Figure 25. Current efficiency vs current density for the optimised 0.17M citrate gold electrolyte. 

8.1.2.5 Hardness of deposits 

Hardness measurements were carried out on deposits produced from the optin-dsed citrate gold 

electrolyte. Figure 26 shows the relationship between the current density and the hardness of the 
deposit. It can be seen that the hardness increased with increasing current density, being in the 

region of 200 kg mrrr2 at the maximum useful current density of 6.0 A CrO. This value is 

approximately twice that of conventionally deposited pure gold. Even at the lower current densities, 

the hardness represents a significant increase over that obtained under conventional deposition 

conditions. 
A 
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Figure 26. Hardness vs current density for the optimised 0.17M citrate gold electrolyte. 

8.1.2.6 Selectivity of the deposit 

10 

Figure 27 shows a typical selectivity plot as measured with the Dektak. This shows deposits 
from the 0.17M citrate electrolyte produced at a constant temperature and velocity at different 

current densities. They are plots of thickness as a function of the dimensionless distance ratio (see 

7.3.1). A dimensionless distance ratio of I represents the edge of the impingement region. This 

graph shows the limitations of the Dektak as a means of profile measurement. Comparison of this 

with Figure 16 shows that it was not possible to measure the maximum width of the deposits using 
the Dektak due to the asymptotic nature of the deposit spread. It was found that the limit of thickness 
determinations in the edge region of the Dektak were limited to approximately 0.15 jum. This was 
due mainly to the variation in flatness of the substrates. However, this graph does show that within 
the measurement limitations of the instrument, no significant thickness of deposit greater than 0.15 

pm was produced beyond a dimensionless ratio of between 3.0 and 3.5. As Figure 16 shows, the 

current density does influence the selectivity up to a current density of 3.0 A cm-2, with an increase 

in the deposit spread from 0.25 A Cm-2 up to a maximum at 1.0 A CM-2 after which it falls to a 

constant value. This value was close to that measured by the Dektak. It was found that other 
deposition conditions did not significantly influence the selectivity as a function of current density. 
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Figure 27. A typical selectivity plot showing selectivity as a function of current density measured 

using the Dektak. 

8.1.2.7 Crystal structure and residual strain. 

Examination of deposits produced from the optimised 0.17M citrate gold electrolyte using XRD 

enabled the lattice parameter, crystallite size and preferred orientation to be determined. Figure 
28 shows the lattice parameters and orientation of the major first and second order reflections for 

a deposit produced under conventional conditions. The electrolyte was identical to the citrate 
electrolyte used in this study except that the gold concentration was 0.06M. The normal operating 
current density range for this electrolyte was between 3 and 7 mA cm-2. The degree of preferred 
orientation has been expressed for each of the reflections as a percentage of the sum of those 

measured. In this way, the preferred orientation may be quantified. Because of the crystal structure 
of the deposit, there will always be a variation in the intensity of the various crystal planes. For 

example, in a FCC material, there are more III planes than 200 and therefore a material possessing 
a totally random orientation will show a greater III signal intensity. The intensity of the reflections 
for a totally randomly oriented sainple have been calculated and are shown on the graph as parallel 
lines for each of the crystal planes measured. 
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Figure 28. The relationship between current density and structural characteristics as determined 
by X-ray diffraction for a conventional pure gold deposit in terms of (a) Lattice parameter and (b) 

preferred orientation. 

Analysis of the data from Figure 28(a) showed that all planes generally exhibited the same 
lattice parameter, although a slight increase was observed with increasing current density. The 

average lattice parameter of 4.077 was close to that of pure gold, which is generally accepted as 
being 4.0786 A at 25-C. It is thought that the single point of the 220 plane that deviates from this 
is due to experimental error. 

it was noted that, on calculating the crystallite size using the Scherrer method, a significant 

variation was observed, depending on the reflection. This was particularly evident at the higher 

current densities. An analysis of this is difficult as the line broadening observed has been assumed 

to be purely due to crystallite size and ignores the existence of strains and faults that may also 

contribute. Analysis of the III reflection using the Warren and Averbach method indicated that 

such an assumption was invalid as the crystallite size was found to be considerably greater (See 

Table 23). The actual crystallite size after correcting for strain was in the region of 0.23 pm. No 

evidence of faulting was observed. 
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Figure 28(b) shows the degree of preferred orientation of the deposit. It can be seen that by 

comparison with the expected ratios of the various planes (parallel lines) that there is a distinct 
311 texture over the normal current density range of 1-7 mA CM-2. Above this, the deposit tends 
towards a more random orientation. 

The RMS strain of the conventional deposits was independent of current density over the range 
analysed and was comparatively low, calculated to be < e2 >=0.000035. 

The above measurements of a conventional deposit were necessary to compare and contrast 
with those produced under jetting conditions. Whilst a direct comparison cannot be made due to 
the orders of magnitude difference in the current densities applied, in terms of the morphological 

characteristics ie the structural changes that occurred with increasing current density, a comparison 

was considered to be valid. Figure 3 shows similar graphs for samples produced from the 0.17M 

citrate gold using a Re. No. of 12,000. The maximum current density under which useful deposits 

could be produced was found to be 6.0 A Crn-2. The lattice parameter of each of the crystallites 

was slightly smaller than the bulk value, with an average value in the region of 4.075 A. However, 

at current densities below 2.0 A Cm-2, the lattice parameter exhibited a smaller size. 

The crystallite size of the jetted sample calculated using the Scherrer equation was in the region 

of 200 A for all but the 111 plane which showed a size of around 300 A. It must be remembered 
that this method of estimating the crystallite size assumes all line broadening is attributable to grain 

size. The fact that the 222 planes were not the same as the III planes indicate that this assumption 

was incorrect. Further analysis of the line broadening revealed that this difference was due to 

residual strain, which over the current density range measured averaged <e2> = 0.0001275. 

There was no evidence of either twin or stacking faults, except for a very low probability of a= 
0.007 at a low current density. The crystallite size of the III plane as determined by the Warren 

and Averbach method was found to be between 320 to 350 A. 

The preferred orientation of the jetted sarnple was found to be strongly 220 above a current 
density of 2.0 A crrr2. Below this value, aIII orientation predominated. 

The RMS strain observed in these samples given in Table 23 was nearly an order of magnitude 
greater than for deposits produced under conventional conditions. There was, however, no clear 
relationship with current density. 
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Figure 29. The relationship between current density and structural characteristics as determined 

by X-ray diffraction for a pure gold deposit produced by jetting in terms of (a) Lattice parameter 

and (b) preferred orientation. Reynolds No. = 12,000, Temp. = 55-C. 

Polished and etched microsections ofjetted samples can be seen in Photographs 15,16,17 and 
18. These showed that there were few structural features apparent at current densities below 6.0 

A Crrr2. Above this value, fan shaped, cell-like structures could be observed. These cells became 

appareýt after a thickness of about 8 jim had been achieved. Photograph 18 shows examples of 
these cells. Below 8 14m, the cell structure was integral with the rest of the deposit but as the 
thickness increased, the cell "wall" exhibited a discontinuity. Extrapolation of the wall line showed 

a coinciding point close to the substrate surface. Topographically, these cells appear as nodules, 
increasing in size with increasing current density as well as deposit thickness. These structures 

clearly resemble the "rounded mounds" described by Nakahara, 77- who studied the structure and 

morphology of gold alloy deposits. He concluded that such structures formed as a result of an 
inhibition process that forced a small crystallite size to be produced as well as forming the rounded 

mound structure. 
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8.1.3 The effect of electrolyte velocity 

The velocity of the electrolyte played an important role in the morphology of the deposits 

produced. As the velocity was increased, so the deposit became smoother for any particular current 
density and temperature. This effect can be seen clearly in Photographs 19,20 and 21. The overall 
influence of the Reynolds No. can be seen clearly M the morphological diagrams in figures 18 to 
23. However, the deposits produced at a temperature of 25-C did not follow this trend particularly 
for the samples produced from the phosphate electrolyte. The citrate electrolyte exhibited a reduction 
in the value of the current densities at which smooth deposits were produced at high velocities at 
this temperature. The morphological diagrams also revealed that the velocity modified the growth 
behaviour of the deposits at current densities above those at which the deposit was no longer 

smooth. This was particularly evident at the higher metal ion concentrations. 

The velocity did not appear to have any significant influence on the selectivity. 

8.1.4 Temperature effects. 

It can be seen from the morphological diagrams that for any particular current density and flow 

rate, the temperature generally increased the current density at which smooth deposits were 

obtained. For example, the transition between smooth and nodular deposits at a temperature of 
25oC and a Reynolds No. of 6000 was in the region of 3.0 A CM-2 for the 0.28M citrate electrolyte. 
At 40oC, this increased to about 3.8 A Crn-2 and at 55-C to 4.0 A CM-2. The temperature also 
influenced the type of growth of deposits above this transition. The 0.28M citrate electrolyte 

produced a transition from smooth to needle type deposits at 25oC but at 55-C, the transition was 
from a smooth to a nodular structure. Similar effects could be seen for deposits produced from 

the other electrolytes used. 

8.1.5 The influence of the gold concentmtion. 

As the gold content of the electrolyte was increased, so the maximum useful current density 

and deposition rates increased. However, a maximum was reached in the region of 0.17M where 
increasing the concentration led to a slight reduction in the maximum useful current density. The 

maximum useful current densities and deposition rates achievable over the range of deposition 

conditions tested are listed in Table 24 

From these results, it is evident that the type of supporting electrolyte, as well as its pH, has 

a significant influence on the maximum current density and plating rate. 
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8.1.6 The effect of pH 

It was found that the deposit structures of the citrate electrolytes improved by increasing the 
pH to 8.1.71is allowed a greater deposition rate to be achieved. Photographs 22,23 and 24 show 
deposits from the 0.28M citrate electrolyte at pH values of 5.3,6.1 and 8.1 respectively. 

E 
(I, 
U, 
C) 

C. D. - 4.0 A/cm sq 
Temp. - SS C 
Re. No - 12000 

0.28M Citrate electrolyte 
K- 48.8 mS/cm 

A 0.27M Phosphate electrolyte 
K- 90.02 mS/cm 

v 0.28M Citrate electrolyte 
K- 97.6 mS/cm 
0.17M Citrate electrolyte 
K- 88.2 mS/cm 

234 
R dimensionless distance ratio 

Figure 30. The effect of a reduced conductivity on the selectivity compared with equivalent higher 

conductivity electrolytes. 

8.1.7 The role of electrolyte conductivity. 

Ile low conductivity electrolyte in Table I was used to examine the effect of electrolyte 
conductivity. Figure 30 shows the effect of the reduced conductivity on the selectivity in comparison 
with equivalent electrolytes. Also shown is the lower concentration 0.17M citrate electrolyte. It 

can be seen that there is a noticeable improvement in the selectivity from the low conductivity 
electrolyte compared with the others. In particular, there is a 17 % improvement over the equivalent 
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higher conductivity citrate electrolyte. However, the deposit quality deteriorated at a much lower 

current density of about 3.75 A Crn-2. Despite this, reasonably good deposits could be produced at 
a plating rate of 2.3 kLnVsecond. 

8.1.8 The influence of nozzle size. 

The size of the nozzle has a marked influence on both the selectivity of the deposit as well as 
the maximum deposition rate obtainable. Two other nozzle diameters were briefly examined during 
this study, a 100 jim and 540 14m. 

8.1.8.1 Increased nozzle size. 

Little work was carried out with the 540, um diameter nozzle. Results indicated that both the 
deposition rate and selectivity were similar to the 400jum nozzle. 

8.1.8.2 Decreased nozzle size. 

Using the 100 Am nozzle, a Reynolds number of just 3233 could be obtained due to pressure 
limitations of the pump. Comparison of Figure 31 with Figure 27 shows that the deposition rate 
was reduced when compared to equivalent current densities using the 400Am nozzle. Inaddition, 

the selectivity was not as good. One important experimental factor may have been influential in 

the reduced selectivity. Due to the nozzle interfering with the flow at close proximities to the 

substrate, it was not possible to maintain an H/d ratio of 1.25 as in the experiments with the other 
nozzles. Instead, a H/d ratio of 10 had to be used. It was observed that selectivity becomes reduced 
with increasing H/d ratios (see Section 8.1.1. ) and this probably accounts for this behaviour. No 
further experiments were carried out to verify this as using lower ratios would be impractical for 

commercial use. The deposition rate reduction is harder to account for in terms of experimental 

procedures and this will be discussed later. 
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Figure 31. The selectivity of pure gold using a IOOIAm nozzle. 

8.1.9 Pure gold deposition using pulsed current. 

0 4.0 
Zý 5.0 
v 6.0 
0 8.0 

Temp. 55 C 

Re. - 3233 

The application of pulsed current has been shown to improve deposit quality under conventional 
deposition conditions. Having established the factors that gave the highest deposition rates under 
DC conditions, the influence of pulsed current was established. The conditions of deposition are 
given in Tables 16 to 18. Examination of the deposits produced enabled a detailed morphological 
diagram to be produced for an average current density of 6.0 A Cm-2. This is shown in Figure 32. 
Figure 33 shows a morphological diagram of deposits produced at an average current density of 
8.0 A CM-2. However, this is less detailed due to the fewer samples produced at this current density. 

From figure 32, it can be seen that there were a wide variety of morphological structures produced. 
Typical structures can be seen in Photographs 25,26,27,28 and 29. For both average current 
densities, it can be seen that there is a narrow region of both low duty cycle and short on-time at 

which smooth deposits were produced. None of the smooth deposits were as good as those produced 
by DC as can be seen in Photograph 28 with obvious gaps between the surface nodules. Deposits 

that did exhibit equally good structures as those deposited by DC were produced at lower deposition 

rates. 
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Morphologicat Diagram of Pulsed Jet Rated Gold 
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Figure 32. Morphological diagram of on-time vs duty cycle at an average current density of 6.0 
A Cm-2. 

Morphological Diagram of Pulsed Jet Plated Gold 
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Figure 33. Morphological diagram of on-time vs duty cycle at an average current density of 8.0 

A Cm-2. 
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8.1.9.1 Variation of the average current density. 

Increasing the average current density led to a decrease in the size of the smooth window. An 
increase in the plating rate was also observed, up to a maximum of 5.5 jum/sec. at an average 
current density of 9.0 A Cm-2. Increasing the average current density further reduced the plating 
rate to less than 3.0 jAm/sec. However, SEM examination revealed an even greater level of porosity. 
Examination of all the samples showed that a deposition rate of 3.5 lirrL/sec. could not be exceeded 
using pulsed current deposition without the introduction of inter-granular porosity. Overall, there 

was an increased tendency towards nodular and dendritic deposits with increasing average current 
density. 

8.1.9.2 Variation of the on-time. 

Increasing the on-time led to an increased number of nodules formed and an increase in the 

size of nodules. A increase in the rate of dendritic structure formation was also seen especially at 
duty cycles below 60%. 

8.1.9.3 The effect of increasing the duty cycle. 

Low duty cycles produced dendritic, needle like, crown shaped or rose shaped deposits, par- 
ticularly with increasing on-times. High duty cycles tended to produce nodular deposits irrespective 

of the on-time. The most suitable duty cycles were between 20 and 40 %. 

8.1.9.4 The influence of pulsed deposition on selectivity. 

Figure 34 shows a selectivity plot comparing a DC and a pulse plated spot. The average current 
density of the pulse plated spot is the same as that used for the DC plated sample, that is 6.0 A 

CM72. It can be seen that there is an improvement in the selectivity in the pulse plated sample. The 

reason for this behaviour would seem to be that the peak pulse current densities were high. In this 

example, the peak current density was 30 A Cm-2. Under these conditions, the electric field intensity 

within the jet was much higher during the on-time than under DC conditions thus enhancing the 

primary current distribution. This led to less lateral deposition outside the impingement region. 
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Figure 34. A selectivity plot comparing a pulsed current deposit with the equivalent DC deposit. 

8.1.10 Examination of the limiting factors controlling maximum deposition rates. 
Having established the electrolyte and the deposition conditions that gave the greatest plating 

rates together with deposits of acceptable quality and selectivity, the mechanisms by which the 
deposit deteriorated could be examined. These were established by means of both electrochemical 
and structural observations. 

8.1.10.1 Mass transfer studies. 

Because the limiting current density controls the maximum rate at which electrodeposits can 
be produced, polarisation curves were prepared to identify this value and the ratio of "'L at which 
jetted deposits began to deteriorate. As described in Section 7.4. two techniques were applied, 
Sampled Current Pulse Voltametry, SCPV and Sampled Voltage Pulse Amperometry, SVPA. 
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8.1.10.1.1 Sampled Voltage Pulse Amperometry. 

This method was tried initially as it was simpler to set up and operate. In addition, as mentioned 
in Section 3.2.1.2. there was less likelihood of problems with surface roughening with galva- 
nodynamic methods as with potentiodynamic methods. Figure 35 shows a polarisation curve of 
the 0.17M citrate gold system. No compensation for the IR drop between the reference and working 
electrode was used. It can be seen that there is no clear limiting current plateau. However, a large 

Tafel region is visible. The slope of the Tafel line was calculated to be -330 mV/decade. The 

maximum useful current density for these conditions was in the region of 3.0 A crn-2. This lies 
beyond the Tafel area in what would appear to be a mixed activation/diffusion controlled region. 
At the high current density end, the slope of the curve alters. This could indicate the post limiting 

current region but there was no evidence to confirm this. 

CD 
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10 

Figure 35. Polarisation curve for the 0.17M citrate gold electrolyte using SVPA 

100 

One problem with obtaining information using this technique was the influence of superimposed 
5OHz noise on the signals, particularly at low applied current densities. The source was from 

surrounding equipment but despite efforts to shield and isolate the cell and sensing resistors this 

problem could not be eliminated. 
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8.1.10.1.2 Sampled Current Pulse Voltametry. 

It was found that using SCPV, the noise problem encountered with the other technique could 
be reduced although not eliminated. This made signal measurements much easier. Figure 36 shows 
the polarisation curves for the 0.17M citrate gold electrolyte at three different values of Reynolds 
No. 
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Figure 36. Polarisation curves for the 0.17M citrate gold electrolyte using SCPV. 

once again, no clearly defined limiting current density plateau could be seen. In order to 

establish if this was due to purely electrochemical factors or was a function of the measurement 
technique, the method was applied to a copper sulphate electrolyte. The electrolyte chosen was 

one that has been used previously'25. for mass transport studies. The formulation was 0.014M 

Cuso4 with 1.5M H2SO4 as supporting electrolyte. The method was applied to this electrolyte and 
the polarisation curves produced as in Figure 37. With this electrolyte, it can be seen that a definite 

limiting current plateau can be seen for all three values of Reynolds No. The limiting current 
densities were found by calculating the mid-point between the lowest point on the plateau and the 

highest. These are listed below. 

kz-- N lu 
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Figure 37. Polarisation curves for a 0.014M CUS04 electrolyte at 25oC using SCPV 
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It can be concluded that whilst the data points on these curves are subjected to some individual 

variations, they do appear to be valid and were repeatable to within a variance of better than 10%. 

It should be noted that although there appears to be a linear region prior to the limiting plateau, 

this is unlikely to be the Tafel region. Evidence for this is that the slope varied in a positive direction 

with increasing Reynolds No. between 1500 and 7000. The onset of turbulent flow occurred for 

this system in the region of 2000. This would indicate that this apparent linear region was in fact 

the mixed activation/diffusion controlled domain. In addition, as copper in a sulphate electrolyte 
is highly reversible, it has a low activation energy for deposition and a well defined Tafel region 

would not be expected. 
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The limiting current densities obtained were used to obtain the Sherwood number relationship 
with the Reynolds number. As the diameter of the cathode was the same as that of the nozzle, an 
impingement correlation was deemed most suitable for analysis. It was found that by using the 

correlation obtained by Alkire and Chen. 108- 

Sh - 21.03Re 0.448 (29) 

the data from the turbulent flow experiments agreed to 10% and 20% for Re = 7000 and Re = 
10800. If it is considered that some deposit growth was experienced during the measurements, 

some variations could be expected. Additionally, if a complete, steady state equilibrium was not 

achieved, this would be expected to lead to higher values of limiting current densities. 

Other workers who have attempted to measure limiting current densities for pure citrate gold 

electrolytes have also been unsuccessful. However, as described in Chapter 2, the addition of a 
few pprn of lead has been shown to interfere with the hydrogen evolution reaction and allow a 
limiting current plateau to be observed. However, the addition of lead to the electrolyte was not 

considered, as a limiting current density obtained bythis method would not necessarilybe applicable 

to the results obtained in the absence of lead. As has been described earlier, lead and other metallic 

gold additives can lead to poor gold wire bonding performance. 

8.2 GOLD ALLOY DEPOSITS. 

Having established the basic controlling factors with the pure gold electrolyte system, these 
factors were then applied to the production of alloy gold deposits. Three commercial electrolytes 

were chosen for initial studies, Ronovel N, containing nickel, Ronovel CM, containing cobalt and 
Auruna 7000, containing iron. Samples were prepared as described in Section 8.3.2.1. As was 

observed with the pure gold samples, all the electrolytes exhibited maximum deposition rates at 

the higher gold concentrations. The maximum useful plating rates and current densities found are 
listed in Table 25. 

Whilst the Auruna 7000 solution gave the greatest deposition rate, examination of the deposits 

produced showed that at these high plating rates, the spots were fracturing the underlying glass 

substrate and exfoliating, indicating high levels of internal tensile stress. For this reason, Auruna 

7000 was not used for further trials. In addition, whilst the cobalt and nickel alloy golds are 

generally accepted within existing specifications, the iron alloy golds are relatively new and would 

present a greater difficulty in gaining acceptance commercially. The Ronovel CM electrolyte 
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showed significant evidence of instability, with what appeared to be singlegold cyanide precipitating 
on the container walls after several hours use in the jetting equipment. For these reasons, the 
Ronovel N electrolyte was chosen for further exan-driation. 

As Ronovel N was a proprietary electrolyte, the composition was not disclosed. However, it 
was known from the safety data supplied that the basic electrolyte was composed of an oxalic 
acid/alkali metal oxalate/phosphonate mixture. As supplied, the basic electrolyte also contained 
an addition agent referred to as "booster". This was a solution of nicotinarnide with some oxalic 
acid. The purpose of this addition agent was claimed to allow operation at an increased current 
density and plating rate. 

8.2.1 The influence of deposition parameters for the Ronovel N electrolyte with no nickel. 

In order to establish the basic deposition parameters for-this electrolyte, a series of trials were 
initiated using the basic electrolyte and a gold concentration of 20 g 1-1 but with no nickel added. 
As was found with the pure gold, the maximum useful current density was influenced by the 

electrolyte velocity. At a Reynolds No. of 1000, the maximum useful current density was found 

to be 2.0 A Cm-2, at a Reynolds No. of 2600 it was 3.5 A cm-2, whilst at a Reynolds No. of 10,600 
it was 4.25 A crn-2. On the basis of these results, it was again evident that to obtain the highest 

deposition rates, high electrolyte velocities would be required. A temperature of 55oC was chosen 
for the remaining trials in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations. Tables 19 to 22. 

give ftill details of the conditions used. 

The basic Ronoval N electrolyte containing no nickel but with 60 n-J 1-1 "booster" produced 
semi-bright deposits. Optical examination revealed that the deposit topography exhibited a rounded 
mound appearance over a wide current density range, the size of the mounds increasing with 
increasing current density. The nodules were approximately twice the size of the equivalent 
thickness of pure gold deposited under identical jetting conditions. As with the pure gold samples, 
it was clear that surface features were amplified as the plating time and thus the thickness increased. 
Photograph 30 shows an optical micrograph of a 17.2, um deposit from this electrolyte produced 
at a current density of 8.0 A Cr1r2. Photograph 31 shows a microsection of a similar deposit but 

produced at a current density of 9.0 A CM-2. It can be seen that unlike the pure gold electrolytes, 
the nodulation would seem to have commenced as deposition proceeded and not during the initial 

stages of growth. Above a current density of 9.0 A CM-2, the nodule size was reduced but with an 
increase in the number of nodules. 
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Photograph 32 shows a typical microsection of a gold/nickel alloy produced from a Ronoval 
N electrolyte that contained nickel as well as booster. This particular sample contained 3.0 g 1-1 
and 60 ml 1-1 booster. An "inverted cone" structure associated with one of the surface rounded 
mounds can clearly be seen. In the case of nickel containing deposits, the roots of the mounds 
originated at or near the substrate surface. 

The deposition rate was considerably less than that of the pure gold for the equivalent current 
densities although higher current densities could be obtained without serious degradation of the 
deposit. 

Increasing the booster concentration to 80 n-d 1-1 reduced the plating rate by a further 20 % with 
no observable improvement in the deposit topography. 

8.2.2 The effect of the addition of nickel to the basic Ronovel N electrolyte. 

The following additions of nickel additive were made to the basic electrolyte; 0.5 g 1-1,0.7 g 
1.1 g 1-1,1.5 g 1-1,2.2 g 1-1,2.5 g 1-1 and 3.0 g 1-1. With each increment, deposit spots were 

produced for topographical examination, nickel content of the deposit, hardness and XRD 

examination. Two sets of samples were produced. The first set were plated to a thickness of > 
16 jArn so that comparisons with pure gold could be made. In addition, thick deposits were required 
for the testing of the physical characteristics of the deposit. The second set were plated to a thickness 

of : 2.5, um, a more realistic value for use in production. These were produced from an electrolyte 
containing 1.9 g 1-1 nickel. 

8.2.2.1 Relationship between nickel in the deposit, nickel in the electrolyte and current density. 

Figure 38 shows the relationship between the nickel in the electrolyte and the nickel in the 
deposit over a range of current densities. A linear regression has been applied to the data presented. 
it can be seen that a linear relationship exists for all concentrations of nickel used. The error bars 
indicate the analytical error of ±6% of the nickel in the deposit. A further ±5% error, not shown 
on the graphs, represents the analytical error for nickel in solution. 
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Figure 38. The relationship between the nickel in solution and the nickel in the deposit for different 

applied current densities 

Figure 39 shows how the nickel in the deposit varied with the applied current density. A 

geometric regression analysis has been applied to the data to provide the best curve fit. Whilst this 

may be questionable for the lower concentrations of nickel in solution, its validity is quite clear at 

the higher values. There is no reason to believe, therefore, that such a relationship will be different 

for low values of nickel. The graph indicates that at low current densities, a greater quantity of 

nickel was incorporated in the deposit than at high current densities. This is understandable con- 

sidering that the nickel in a citrate electrolyte is considerable more noble than gold unless it is 

strongly complexed. 
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Figure 39. The relationship between the nickel in the deposit and current density for different 

concentrations of nickel in the electrolyte. 

8.2.2.2 Deposit topography. 

The addition of nickel significantly affected the surface topography particularly for thick 
deposits. Concentrations of nickel in solution greater than 0.7 g 1-1 reduced the nodule size and 

smoothed the deposit when compared with those produced from electrolytes not containing nickel. 
An increase in the nickel content produced deposits with a marginal reduction in the size and 
frequency of surface features. Comparison between Photograph 30 and Photographs 33 and 34 

show these effects clearly. However, the thicker samples showed evidence of high internal stresses 

at nickel concentrations of > 2.2 g 1-1 as some of these showed signs of deposit cracking or 
fracturing of the glass substrate. 

Photographs 35 and 36 show deposits about 2.5 um thick. It can be seen that there are few 

surface features, with small nodules becoming apparent on those samples produce above a current 
density of 10.0 A Cm-2. By way of comparison, Photograph 37 shows a 2.5 14m thick gold/nickel 
deposit produced under conventional conditions. 
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8.2.2.3 Deposition rate. 

Figure 40 shows the deposition rates obtained from electrolytes both with and without nickel. 
Thesamples with only60n-A 1-1 booster and those containing nickel show roughly the same deposition 

rates and it maybe concluded that the additionof nickel does notaffect the deposition rate. Increasing 
the booster concentration in the absence of nickel does reduce the deposition rate significantly. 
Comparing Figure 40 with Figure 24, it can be seen that the presence of the booster reduced the 
deposition rate considerably. 

It was found that a maximum deposition rate of 2.8, um sec-1 could be obtained from an electrolyte 
containing 60 ml 1-1 booster and - 2.0 g 1-1 nickel at a Reynolds No. of 10600 and a temperature 

of 55-C. These conditions also provided a similar hardness to those produced under conventional 
deposition conditions. 
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Figure 40. Current density vs deposition rate for various concentrations of nickel and booster in 

the Ronovel N electrolyte. 
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8.2.2.4 Current efficiency. 

The current efficiency was measured for an electrolyte containing 1.9 g 1-1 nickel and 60 n-d 1-1 
booster. Figure 41 shows the relationship between the current density and the current efficiency. 
As with the pure gold, low current densities gave rise to low efficiencies in the region of 30%. At 

a current density of 3.0 A cnr2, the maximum efficiency of about 60% was achieved after which 
it fell. 
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Figure 41. Current efficiency vs current density for the Ronovel N electrolyte containing 1.9 g 1-1 
Ni and 60 ml 1-1 booster. 

8.2.2.5 Hardness of the deposits. 

Figure 42 shows the influence of nickel and booster on the hardness of the deposits at different 

current densities. The samples produced from the electrolyte containing 60 ml 1-1 booster only were 
the hardest of all, being the equivalent hardness to pure gold deposits. An increase in the booster 

reduced the hardness of the deposits produced. Additions of nickel to the electrolyte containing 
60 ml 1-1 booster reduced the hardness proportionately. Referring to Figure 38 together with Figure 
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42, it is clear that at lower current densities, where the nickel in the deposit is greater, a lower 
hardness results. This is in conflict with the well known effect of the hardness increasing with the 
addition of nickel seen with conventional gold nickel alloys. 

34567 
Current density A/cm sq 

8 9 10 

Figure 42. Deposit hardness vs current density for different concentrations of nickel in the elec- 
trolyte. 

Figure 43 shows how the nickel in the deposit influenced the hardness when deposited at 
different current densities. It is evident from this graph that the quantity of nickel in the deposit 

was not the only factor affecting the hardness. Low nickel contents (< 0.1 %) showed roughly the 
same hardness values irrespective of the current density. This did not vary by much for samples 
produced at current densities below 5.0 A cm-2. However, increased current densities exhibited 
different hardnesses for the same value of nickel in deposit. The relationship between the nickel 
in deposit, current density and hardness is summarised in Figure 44, which shows a 3-dimensional 

surface plot of each of the parameters. 
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Figure 43. The relationship between nickel in the deposit and the hardness for different values of 
applied current density. 

Figure 44. A 3-D surface plot surnmarising the relationship between current density, nickel in the 
deposit and hardness. 
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8.2.2.6 Selectivity of the deposits. 

Figure 45 shows a selectivity plot of deposits from the Ronovel N electrolyte without nickel 
but containing 60 ml 1-1 of booster. It can be seen that the selectivity was not as good as the case 
of the pure gold deposits from the non- commercial electrolytes. In particular, there was a greater 
thickness of deposit in the wall jet region than was previously seen, especially at low current 
densities. With the addition of nickel, the situation was improved. Figure 46 shows the selectivity 

of deposits produced from the Ronovel N containing 1.5 g 1-1 nickel. With nickel, the selectivity 
approached that of pure gold. 
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Figure 45. Selectivity of deposits from a Ronovel N electrolyte containing no nickel 

An increase in the nickel concentration to 3.0 g 1-1 marginally worsened the selectivity with a 

slightly greater spread of a very thin deposit in the wall jet region as Figure 47 shows. However, 

at current densities below 2.0 A cm-2, an interesting effect was observed. Figure 48 shows the 

selectivity of a gold/nickel deposit produced at a current density of 1.0 A crn-2. It can clearly be 

seen that at a value of R=4, there was an increase in the thickness, an effect not observed in the 

pure gold samples measured. This was presumably caused by a local increase in mass transfer, or 
it is a result of the variation in current efficiency with current density. 
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Figure 46. Selectivity of deposits from a Ronovel N electrolyte containing 1.5 g 1-1 nickel. 
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Figure 47. Selectivity of deposits from a Ronovel N electrolyte containing 3.0 g 1-1 nickel 
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Figure 48. Selectivity of a deposit from a Ronovel N electrolyte containing 3.0 g 1-1 produced at 

1.0 A CM-2. 

8.2.2.7 Crystal structure. 

As with the pure gold, samples of gold nickel alloy were examined using XRD. In addition, a 

number of samples of gold nickel alloys were produced under conventional deposition conditions 
for comparison. Figure 49 shows the results obtained from these conventional deposits. In addition, 

a sample of a Ronovel N electrolyte not containing booster was obtained from the suppliers. 
Unfortunately, it came too late for the production of jetted samples but it was possible to observe 

the effects of the booster under conventional deposition conditions. These results can be seen in 

figure 50. Figures 51,52,53, and 54 show the results obtained from electrolytes containing 60 ml 
1-1 booster only, 80 ml 1-1 booster only, 60 ml 1-1 booster and 1.9 g 1-1 nickel in solution and 60 nil 
1-1 booster and 3.0 g 1-1 nickel in solution respectively. 
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Figure 49. The relationship between current density and structural characteristics as determined 

by X-ray diffraction for a conventionally deposited gold nickel alloy from a Ronoval N electrolyte 
in terms of (a) lattice parameter (b) preferred orientation and (c) hardness. 
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Figure 50. The relationshipbetween current density and structural characteristics as determined 

by X-ray diffraction for a conventionally deposited gold nickel alloy without booster from an 
Auronal MRN electrolyte in terms of (a) lattice parameter (b) preferred orientation and (c) hardness. 
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Figure 51. The relationship between current density and structural characteristics as determined 

by X-ray diffraction for jet deposited gold from an electrolyte containing 60 n-d 1-1 booster in terms 

of (a) lattice parameter (b) preferred orientation. 
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Figure 52. The relationship between current density and structural characteristics as determined 
by X-ray diffraction for jet deposited gold containing 80 ml 1-1 booster in terms of (a) lattice 

parameter (b) preferred orientation. 
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Figure 53. The relationship between current density and structural characteristics as determined 

by X-ray diffraction for jet deposited gold nickel alloy from an electrolyte containing 1.9 g 1-1 

nickel and 60 H 1-1 booster. (a) lattice parameter (b) preferred orientation. 
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Figure 54. The relationship between current density and structural characteristics as determined 

by X-ray diffraction for jet deposited gold nickel alloy from an electrolyte containing 3.0 g 1-1 

nickel and 60 ml 1-1 booster. (a) lattice parameter (b) preferred orientation. 
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The effect of the booster can be clearly established under conventional deposition conditions 
by comparing Figures 49 and 50. Figure 50(b) shows that in the case of the Auronal MRN, a 
distinct 111 texture is formed between 10 and 15 mA crrr2, the normal operating range of this 
electrolyte. Indeed, below this range, the deposit appearance was matt. Above this range, the 
deposit showed signs of "burning" at the edges of the sample. Figure 49(b) shows that with the 

addition of the booster, the III texture was predominant above 5 mA Cm-2, with the apparent 
suppression of other growth directions. Pure gold, as has been seen earlier, possessed a distinct 
3 11 texture under conventional deposition conditions. It would appear, therefore, that a 111 texture 
is one of the necessary conditions for the effective performance of a nickel hardened alloy gold. 
Hardness measurements showed that the deposits with the booster were 15 % harder than those 

without, up to a current density of 15 mA Cm-2. It can also be seen that the booster reduced the 

effective lattice parameter compared to those deposits produced in its absence. 

The lattice parameter of the conventional deposits without booster exhibited a mean lattice 

parameter - 0.27 % less than that of annealed gold and remained essentially constant with current 
density. The values for all the planes were comparable within the overall accuracy of measurement. 
The lattice parameter of the conventional deposit containing booster was also lower than that of 

annealed gold, the mean value being -0.33% less than that of pure gold and showed a small 
increasing linear dependence on current density. However the 220 planes were significantly larger 

and were comparable to those of the electrolyte without booster. 

In both cases, the crystallite size of the III planes as determined by the Scherrer equation was 

greater than for the other measured planes. The calculated value for the III reflection was -350 
A for deposits produced at the lower current densities, decreasing to -200 A with increased current 
density. The crystallite sizes calculated for the other planes measured were typically in the region 

of 100 A. In the case of the samples produced from the elecirolyte containing booster, closer 

analysis using the Warren and Averbach analysis revealed that a significant RMS strain contributed 
to this difference as can be seen from Table 23. In addition, a slight asymmetry of the reconstructed 
peaks suggested that some twin faulting was present but as explained earlier, no accurate 
measurements of their magnitude could be made. 

Figures 51 and 52 show the data calculated from samples produced byjetting from electrolytes 

containing 60 ml 1-1 and 80 n-J 1-1 booster respectively but no nickel. Figures 6(b) and 7(b) show 
the preferred orientation. It can be seen that with increasing current density, the 111 component 

of orientation rises rapidly to around 60 % at the expense of the 220 component. The contributions 
from the 200 and 311 remained fairly constant and close to their values expected in a random 

sample. This is consistent with aIII texture. 
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Figures 51(a) and 52(a) show the influence of the booster on the lattice parameter. Thereisa 

general trend of a reduction in the lattice parameter for all planes with increasing current density. 
It will be noted that the 200 plane exhibited a significantly smaller lattice parameter than the other 
planes. This would suggest that a distortion of the lattice was being created due to the incorporation 

of the booster (or breakdown product of it) within the 100 (200) planes. 

As was observed in the previous samples, the 111 planes exhibited a larger apparent crystallite 
size than the others as determined using the Scherrer equation. For both concentrations of booster, 

the III plane was found to be in the region of 300 A whilst that of the other measured planes was 
in the region of 150 A. This may be attributed to both stacking faults as well as residual strain as 
can be seen from Table 23. 

The presence of nickel reduced the lattice parameter of most of the planes examined to below 
4.07 A at low current densities, increasing to slightly above 4.07 A. This latter value was about 
the same as that for the samples containing booster alone. Examination of Figures 53(a) and 54(a) 

revealed that the lattice parameter of the 200 plane fell with increasing current density, similar to 
that of the samples with booster alone. With relatively large concentrations of nickel in the 

electrolyte, the 311 and the 220 also exhibited reductions in the lattice parameter, particularly at 
high current densities. 

The crystallite size of the 111 planes as determined by the Scherrer equation was in the region 
of 200 A whilst that of the other planes was in the region of 100 A. Again, further analysis revealed 
that both stacking faults and RMS strain contributed to this difference. 

To summarise, both the booster and the nickel induced aIII preferred orientation but it was 
clear that the booster exhibited the greater influence over a wide current density range. The 

evidence provided by the measurement of the lattice parameter indicated that the presence of both 

booster and nickel reduced these values to below the pure gold value, probably due to incorporation 

of the additives within the lattice. Indeed, the evidence indicated that certain planes incorporated 

a larger proportion of these materials. The true graft! size for the III plane, after correction for 

residual strain and stacking faults, indicated that for all the jetted samples, a small crystallite size 
in the region of 200 to 300 A was produced. The nickel had a slight influence in reducing the 

crystallite size further underjetting conditions. However, under conventional deposition conditions, 
it appeared to be the main cause of the reduction of crystallite size. 
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8.2.3 Sampled current pulse voltammetry of the Ronovel N electrolyte. 

Polarisation curves were produced for the Ronovel N electrolyte both with and without nickel 
using SCVP. Figure 55 shows the results of this study. In the absence of nickel, but with 60 ml 
1-1 booster, a well defined Tafel region was observed, the slope being-1 86 mV/decade. Beyond the 
Tafel region, a small mixed activation/diffusion controlled region was observed which led into a 
small but well defined limiting current plateau at a current density of 3.6 A Cm-2. With the addition 
of 1.9 g 1-1 nickel, the shape changed considerably. At low overpotentials, a much steeper slope 
was observed leading to what appeared to be a small plateaux at a current density of 0.078 A Cm-2. 
Beyond this, a more well defined Tafel region could be seen, with a slope of -290 mV/decade. 
However, the limiting current plateau seen in the absence of nickel had disappeared. The initial 

plateau that occurred on this curve is probably the limiting current density for nickel. These results 
will be discussed in Chapter 10. 
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Figure 55. Polarisation curve of the Ronovel N electrolyte both with and without nickel using 
SCPV. I 
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CHAPTER 9 THE APPLICATIONS OF HIGH SPEED SELECTIVE JET 
ELECTRODEPOSITION 

There are a number of potential applications for which HSSJE would be suited. These are 
mainly in the electronics industry. With a suitable scale-up of the system, it could be adapted for 

engineering use, applying the principles outlined here to other metals. There are also areas within 
the decorative market that could also be exploited. The following Sections outline some of these 
applications in more detail. 

9.1 APPLICATIONS WITMN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY. 

There are 4 main areas of the electronics industry where such a process may be utilised. 

9.1.1 The direct writing of Microwave Integrated Circuit Substrates (MICS). 

MICS are used extensively throughout the Telecommunications and Defence industries for 

mounting active devices such as amplifiers, delay lines etc. The substrates can be made from 

sintered alumina, quartz or PTFE composites. These are metallised by sputtering a "keying" layer 

of chromium, followed by approximately 0.1 jim of gold. Circuit tracks are either defined by 

photoresist and gold plated through the defined lines. Alternatively, the whole substrate is plated 
with gold and the tracks defined by a print and etch process. Each process has its disadvantages. 
The additive process suffers from photoresist attack by the gold deposition process. This is due to 
the production of cyanide at the interface as a by-product of the deposition process. This effectively 
undercuts the edge of the resist leading to poor definition or a complete failure of the adhesion of 
the resist. There are a number of formulations that are claimed to overcome these problems, 
including a tin brightened gold (111) electrolyte that operates at a pH of 0.60. However, the 

usefulness of such an electrolyte is doubtful for the microwave industry where very pure deposits 

are required. The subtractive process can produce very high definition tracks as the photoresist is 

applied at the etching stage and does not come into contact with the gold electrolyte. However, up 
to 80% of the electrodeposited gold is etched off, constituting a considerable re-processing cost. 
Consequently, these methods are expensive. Apart from the gold, the main cost lies inthe production 

of suitable masks. These are produced in an enlarged form and require photo-reduction. However, 

by using the direct writing facility provided by HSSJE, the circuits can be written without the need 

*Auruna 332, supplied by Degussa GMB. 
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for masking directly from the CAD designs. A sputtered or electroless plated layer is still required 
in order to make the insulator conductive. After the direct writing process, these thin metallised 
layers can then be removed by etching with virtually no attack on the written gold layer. Photograph 
38 shows a simple ring oscillator produced by direct writing. 

The propagation of microwave signals is not as good as that for a conventional track. It will 
be necessary to improve the selectivity of the process before it may be used on current design 
technology. However, there is an alternative approach. The reason that the propagation is poor is 
due to an impedance mismatch between the track, the substrate and the ground plane. By altering 
the thickness of the substrate to accommodate the impedence difference, the gaussian shape may 
not cause large losses. In fact, due to the absence of sharp comers, losses may be improved 
compared to conventional designs. Conventional tracks tend to radiate some of their signal from 
the comers of the track. Alternatively, by using the same thickness of substrate, the track could 
be widened to correct the problem. In both cases, the new track design would have to be math- 
ematically modelled in order to modify overall design features. This may not be acceptable to 
many electronics engineers so it will be necessary to continue to research into methods of improving 
the selectivity. 

9.1.2 The selective plating of reel to reel components. 

Large quantities of strip or pressed strip components such as connectors and lead frames are 
currently being produced either by controlled depth immersion or by submerged jet deposition 

with the reel being held between either fixed or moveable rubber masks. With fixed mask systems, 
selective plating operates as a step and repeat process. This tends to limit the speed of throughput. 
Conversely, the moving mask system tends to lose accurate registration when run at high speeds. 
The use of resist materials allows both high throughput and very high definition but is limited to 
flat pressed strip. Additional facilities for application of the resist, exposure and developing increase 
the capital cost of such plant. 

There has been a distinct trend over recent years to reduce the thickness of gold applied to 
commercial connectors. It is not uncommon to find gold thicknesses of about 0.15 jum applied. 
Such low thicknesses are used where repeated mating of connectors is not envisaged in the intended 

application. Such systems are used particularly in the consumer goods market. As a consequence 
of this reduced thickness, very high deposition rates, in the order of up to 12 14m s-1 can be achieved, 
leading to very high strip speeds. This is possible as very thin coatings have not had time to develop 

any pronounced structural features. However, for the military and aerospace market, such thin 

coatings are considered to be highly unacceptable, with n-dnimum thicknesses of 2.5 14m or above 
still being specified. It is to this market that the HSSJE process is aimed. The HSSJE system will 
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enable 
' 
such components to be produced at very high production rates without the need for any 

form of masking. The size of the plant required and the volume of electrolyte will be considerably 
reduced, thus reducing the capital expenditure and reducing throughput times. Multiplejetsmay 
be used for extra speed or where more than one area requires selective plating. The use of such a 
small system will enable larger numbers of connectors to be produced in smaller floor areas. This 

should considerably reduce the cost and lead to higher specification products being available at 
currently commercial quality product prices. 

As well as connectors, the gold plating of lead frames for the semiconductor industry is carried 
out on reel-to-reel systems. Whilst silver is replacing gold for a number of applications, the use 
of HSSJE could make gold more competitive as well as giving a high reliability product. 

9.1.3 Bump plating. 

Tape Automated Bonding is a technique that is acquiring importance in the electronics industry. 
The process consists of the production of lead frames on a metallised plastic strip, similar to a 35 

mm photographic film. In order to connect the integrated circuits to the lead frames, ultrasonic 
bonding of gold or aluminiurn wires is used. To facilitate this, a gold bump is required at the end 

of each lead. There are a number of difficulties in using a photoresist technique for this. However, 

selective jetting can overcome many of these problems. 

9.1.4 The direct writing of etch resist for printed circuit boards. 

The use of electrodeposited metal etch resists has been described in Chapter 3. Using HSSJE 
it will be possible to directly write the tracks using a metal etch resist. Although such a system 

could not compete with the conventional high volume techniques in use today, it could well find 

an application in the area of PCB prototyping. Prototype PCB's are relatively expensive as they 

need one-off photo-tooling. By using the direct writing of metal etch resists, a board could be 

produced very rapidly directly from a computer aided design (CAD). By using the design as the 

pattern, the computer control system will enable the nozzle to be moved in relation to the board 

thus writing an etch resist pattern. The capital cost of such a system would be relatively low in 

comparison to other rapid PCB manufacturing systems such as Direct Laser Writing of photoresists. 
However, it would have the disadvantage of not being able to produce through hole boards. This 

may not be such a problem with a prototype as there are many existing processes that can provide 
through hole connections, either manually or automatically. 
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There are other applications more suited to metals other than gold but these will not be discussed 
here. The electrochemical and hydrodynamic considerations that apply to gold will most likely be 

applicable to other metals. 

9.2 DEMONSTRATIONS OF THE USE OF HSSJE 

A number of test samples showing demonstrations of the potential applications have been 

produced. Some of these samples have undergone initial trials with regard to their potential 

application. Others have been produced to demonstrate the possibilities for use for a particular 

application. 

9.2.1 Microwave circuit test samples - 50 ohm lines. 

If HSSJE is to be used for microwave circuit applications, it should be capable of transmitting 

the signal with minimal losses. There are two primary areas of signal loss. The first is radiation 
loss, due to sharp edges, comers etc that allow the signal to radiate from the conductor. In other 

words, it behaves as an aerial. The second is more complex and is due to impedance mis-matching. 
It is not proposed to describe in detail this problem but very briefly, there is an impedance mismatch 
if the thickness and width of the circuit track does not relate in a specific way to the thickness of 

the dielectric substrate and the ground plane on the reverse side. If there is a rnis-match, the signal 
is projected back to the source, leading to a loss in signal strength or even damage to the transmitter. 

There are a number of ways to assess transmission losses, the simplest being the construction 

of 50 ohm transmission lines of varying lengths. The signal losses can then be calculated from the 

response of each line. Four single circuit tracks were produced on 640 Am thick alumina substrates 

sputtered with chromium followed by gold. The opposite face of the substrate was plated with 10 

itm of pure gold. The track face was plated with a single track using HSSJE pure gold to a centre-line 
thickness of 10 jim. The total track width was 640 jim. After depositing the track, the thin sputtered 
layer was removed using chemical etchants. The tracks were then tested for transmission properties. 
At the same time, 4 conventionally produced strip-lines were tested. The reference frequency was 
10 GHz. It was found that the HSSJE gold exhibited a transmission loss of 0.06 dB/mm whereas 

the conventional line showed a loss of 0.01 dB/mm. The reason for the increased transmission 

loss was due mainly to the deposit profile. The gaussian shape led to an overall reduction in the 

total mass of gold within the track. Because of the reduced volume of gold in the transmission 

line, the impedance was increased. Measurements of the DC resistance suggested that the reduction 
in resistance was proportional to the reduction in the cross sectional area. As a consequence, it 
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would be necessary to improve the selectivity of the deposition process in order to produce 
microwave circuitry of an equivalent quality to those currently being produced. Alternatively, the 
impedence characteristics of the HSSJE deposits could be accommodated by a small redesign of 
the circuits based on the deposit profile and accommodating an increased thickness. It would be 

necessary to carefully assess the economics of such a process before it could be used for microwave 
circuitry. 

9.2.2 The plating of connectors with alloy gold. 

Some initial trials have been conducted on the wear properties of HSSJE gold nickel alloy 
deposits on connector components. Wear measurements were carried out using the GEC Contact 
Tester CTIL This is an instrument designed to allow the measurement of contact resistance against 
an adjustable contact force both prior to, during and after a pre-determined number of insertion- 
/withdrawal cycles. Actual pairs of contacts are mated rather than the pin and disc configuration 
which is commonly used; the test geometry is thus much more representative of the actual wear 
situation. The individual contact halves are clamped between gold plated jaws, one on each half 

of the test stage. One half of the test stage can be reciprocated. The other half of the test stage 
is provided with X-Y control for alignment of the contact halves. The Z adjustment controls the 

contact force between the pair. Photograph 39 shows the test stage. The instrument gives a true 
four point measurement of resistance by determining the voltage drop across the contact pair when 
a current of 25 milliamps is passed through the mated contacts. The force measurement system 
uses a stiff, bridge strain gauged load cell beam. Measurements were made at two loads, 55g and 
100g. Contact resistance measurements were made after the initial set-up and then after 50,100 

and 200 insertion/withdrawals. The insertion/withdrawal rate was 40 cycles per minute. A number 
of contact pairs were measured at each condition and the contact resistance values presented were 
an average for each set of conditions. 

The tests were carried out using male and female connectors plated with both HSSJE and 

conventional deposits, with thicknesses of 0.5 and 1.0 jum. The jetted samples were prepared at a 

current density of 5A Crrr2, using a Ronoval N electrolyte containing 1.9 g 1-1 nickel whilst the 

samples prepared under conventional plating conditions were plated at 15 mA CnO. The nickel 

concentration of this electrolyte was 1.7 g 1-1. For simplicity, the deposits were produced directly 

onto the copper substrates with no intermediate layer of nickel. Both male and female connectors 

were micro-sectioned to show the distribution of gold over the mating surfaces. It was found that 

the deposit thickness was constant over the desired area of contact. 
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After testing, the wear scars were examined using scanning electron microscopy with an energy 
dispersive X-ray analysis facility. Copper X-Ray maps were produced of the contact regions to 
determine the extent of the penetration of the gold layer. 

The results of contact testing indicated that in the case of the jetted samples, higher contact 
loads gave rise to lower contact resistances whereas the conventional samples only showed this 
effect with the 1.0 14m deposit. The overall contact resistance for both types of deposit was within 
generally accepted limits, below 8.0 mOhms. 

Examination of the wear scars after 200 cycles indicated that jetted 0.5 Am deposits showed 
little apparent wear with loads of 55g after 200 cycles, whereas the equivalent conventional deposits 

showed significant wear. However, at a thickness of 1.0 Am, the jetted samples showed severe 
wear with penetration of the coating, apparently abrasive in nature. The equivalent conventional 
deposits showed less wear although some coating penetration was apparent. No wear was observed 
for any of the samples after 50 cycles. 

. 

These results are very limited but they do indicate the potential for the use of HSSJE for the 

plating of connectors and further work will be undertaken to identify the optimum conditions for 

good wear properties. 

9.2.3 Thermocompression bonding properties of HSSJE pure gold. 

In order to establish the thermocompression bonding properties of jetted pure gold, an array 
of 20 deposit spots of 3.0 lim thickness were produced at a current density of 5.0 A Crrr2. Gold 

wire as used by the semiconductor industry was thermocompression bonded between adjacent 

spots. These were subjected to a tensile test by pulling at a the wire loop formed, gradually 
increasing load until failure occurred. The bond areas were then examined using an optical 
microscope. Most of the failures, 85 %, occurred by wire fracture, the remainder failed within the 
bond ball. No direct pull-offs were observed. 

9.2.4 The direct writing of printed circuit boards. 

The ability to move the jet in relation to the substrate allowed the jet to be used to directly 

writean etch resist pattern onto a copper clad fibre reinforced circuitboard. Topreventan immersion 

deposit of gold forn-dng on the copper and to minimise contamination of the gold, a 0.05 - 0.1 ILm 
deposit of gold was plated onto the board prior to processing. The circuit pattern was imported 

into the computer that controlled the X-Y table in the form of an HPGL file, a common CAD 
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format. The tracks were written using pure gold at a linear tracking rate of 1.5 mm sec-1 and at a 
current density of 6.5 A Crn-2. It was found that a slightly higher current density could be used 
when tracking the jet without any degradation to the deposit. A deposit thickness of 3.5 lim was 
measured. After completion, the thin background gold layer was chemically removed and the 

un-coated copper cladding was etched away using a 500g 1-1 ferric chloride solution at 60-C. Using 

a 400 lAm jet, a consistent track width of 0.9 nun was produced. Virtually no undercutting of the 
tracks were observed. 
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CHAPTER 10 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

10.1 GENERAL 

71is work has been the first comprehensive study of deposit structures produced using the 
technique of High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition. It has been shown that both gold and gold 
alloys of an acceptable quality can be produced using this process at deposition rates significantly 
higher than have been achieved previously. In addition, these deposits attain a reproducible degree 
of selectivity without the need for masking. The factors that control the maximum rate of deposition 
as well as selectivity have generally been identified. Ile morphology and topography of the deposits 
have been studied and related to the deposition conditions. Ilis Chapter attempts to correlate the 
results of the investigation into an overall mechanism of deposition and to relate, where possible, 
this mechanism to previously reported mathematical models of such systems. 

One of the most important factors when attempting to deposit metals at very high deposition 

rates is the process by which deposit deterioration sets in. An understanding of such mechanisms 
is essential if the rate is to be increased ftirther. Consequently, the method by which such 
deterioration occurs will be discussed in depth as a basis for any future studies that may be carried 
out on this technique. 

In order for metals to be electrodeposited at high rates, it is necessary to ensure that an adequate 
supply of metal ions be provided to the substrate to replace those consumed by the deposition 
process. Ibis means that all factors controlling such transport mechanisms will influence the 
maximum rate. These factors are the overall metal ion concentration, the degree of agitation, the 
temperature, the diffusion coefficient and the current density. Additional factors may also influence 
the overall rate. Competing electrochemical reactions such as hydrogen evolution or oxygen 
reduction may reduce or even halt the metal reduction process. Species other than those taking 
part in the reaction such as organic molecules, by-products generated during the deposition reaction 
or anions present in the electrolyte may all influence the maximum deposition rate by interfering 

with the process of electrocrystallisation by affecting the surface diffusion of adions. It is probably 
true to say that the most influential factor controlling the maximum deposition rate (in the absence 
of the aformentioned detrimental factors) is the rate of bulk electrolyte agitation. Ibis factor controls 
the rate at which metal ions are re-supplied to the diffusion layer effectively becoming the rate 
determining step in any process that is under diffusion control. In the case of HSSJE, very high 

rates of electrolyte agitation are feasible. The maximum rates of deposition are obtained when flow 

rates are such that turbulent flow conditions exist. Such conditions strongly influence the thickness 
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of the hydrodynamic boundary layer adjacent to the diffusion layer. The maximum possible re- 
supply of metal ions will be achieved when this boundary layer is of the same magnitude as the 
diffusion layer. However, limits are set by the way in which the growing electrodeposit interacts 
with both the boundary and diffusion layers and this will be discussed in depth later. 

It has also been shown that it is possible to deposit alloys in a controlled fashion. In the case 
of gold alloys, the situation is more complex as some of the co-deposited metal is incorporated in 
the form of an inorganic complex. However, it has been shown that in terms of the structure and 
physical properties of the deposit, high speed deposits retain a number of the characteristics observed 
in those produced under conventional conditions. 

During the course of this study, a novel technique has been used in an attempt to establish the 
mass transfer characteristics of the gold deposition system. The validity of this technique and its 
applicability to other systems will be discussed. 

10.2 MASS TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS 

Mass transfer was measured in an attempt to characterise the gold system. Very little work has 
been carried out on the mass transfer characteristics of metal deposition using HSSJE. Most of the 
models available come from experiments carried out using the reduction of ferricyanide. However, 

as explained previously, during metal deposition at high rates, the growth of the deposit interferes 

with mass transfer measurement. Therefore, the methods of SCPV and SVPA were developed. 
For pure gold, no limiting current plateaux were observed. The data obtained from the Ronoval 
N electrolyte in the absence of nickel did exhibit a plateau whilst none was observed in the presence 
of nickel. In the case of copper, a limiting current plateau was also seen. The apparent limiting 

currents observed were used to calculate the Sherwood number in accordance with equation (3). 
This was used to compare with correlations obtained by Chin and Tsang, 105- Alkire and Chen'08. 

and Chin and Hsueh. 120. These are shown in Table 26. 

From these figures it is clear that the limiting current plateaux did not exactly agree with the 
three correlations. However, for the laminar flow correlation given by Chin and Tsang, agreement 
was within + 18% . For the turbulent flow conditions, agreement was between +20% and +25% 
for both the Chin and Tsang and Alkire and Chin correlations. It is thought that the poor correlation 
was due, in part, to the influence of deposit growth but the greatest contribution is most likely to 
be due to measurement taking place before a steady state condition had been achieved. in both 

cases, a higher limiting current density would be expected. 
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in the case of the pure gold mass transfer experiments, as no limiting current plateau could be 

seen, a graphical method consisting of extrapolating both the Tafel slope and the high overpotential 
region was used. Extrapolations were obtained using a linear regression process using the points 
that gave the highest correlation coefficient for each region. The point of imtersection represents 
the limiting current density. Figures 56 to 59 show the extrapolations on the polarisation curves. 
It was decided to adopt the correlation derived by Alkire and Chin to compare the results for the 

gold as theirs was the more recent study. Table 27 shows the experimentally obtained limiting 

currents for both SCPV and SVPA methods together with the values calculated from the Alkire 
& Chin model. 

Ibis data shows a very close agreement with the correlation of Alkire and Chin. Based on these 

results it is possible to obtain some quantitative data on the thickness of the diffusion layer within 
the impingement region. 

Analysis of the polarisation curve of the Ronoval N showed a similar agreement with that 
predicted using the model. Figure 59 shows the graphical assessment of the limiting current density. 
Table 27 shows this value together with that predicted by the Alkire & Chin model. It is interesting 

to note that the limiting current density plateau from the electrolyte without the nickel occurred at 
a value somewhat lower than the value obtained by the graphical method. As the latter method 
provided values in close agreement with the model, it would be reasonable to assume that the 
apparent limiting current plateaux obtained using SCPV should not be relied on and the graphical 
approach used where possible. The use of the graphical method is not possible, however, in 

situations where little or no Tafel region is apparent on the polarisation curve, as in the case of 
copper, as no clear extrapolation was possible. 

Ile results of the mass transfer studies show that the techniques of both SCPV and SVPA are 
a suitable method of obtaining limiting current density values for HSSJE where metal deposition 

at high rates interferes with the conventional means of obtaining such data. However, it would 
appear that the method may not be as accurate in the case of highly reversible systems where no 
clear Tafel region is observed. 
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Figure 56. Graphical evaluation of the limiting current density for jetted pure gold at a Reynolds 

number of 3355 using data obtained by SCPV. 'L = 4.41 A cm-2. 
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Figure 57. Graphical evaluation of the limiting current density for jetted pure goldat a Reynolds 

number of 67 10 using data obtained by SVPA. il, = 6.3 A cm-2. 
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Figure 58. Graphical evaluation of the limiting cuff ent density for jetted pure gold at a Reynolds 

number of 13545 using data obtained by SCPV. 'L ý 9.97 A cm-2. 
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10.3 THE INFLUENCE OF DEPOSITION CONDITIONS 

The factors that control the deposit quality have already been mentioned in Section 9.1. To 
summarise, these are the current density, temperature, metal ion concentration, flow rate and 
electrolyte composition. Additionally it has been shown that the nozzle to work-piece distance can 
influence the quality. These will now be discussed in more detail. 

10.3.1. Nozzle to substrate distance. 

The effects on the flow characteristics of the un-submerged jet with reference to the 
nozzle-to-substrate distance have been discussed in Chapter 6. The experiments carried out on the 
nozzle to substrate distance showed two effects. The first was that the selectivity was improved at 
H/d values of less than 1. This can be explained by the current distribution. When an anode is 

placed very close to a cathode, there is a tendency for a reduction in the effects of secondary 
current distribution. This will be pronounced if the IR drop between the anode and cathode is less 

than the total overpotential at the anode and cathode. Under these conditions, primary current 
distribution will predominate, which like Ohms Law, is based on geometrical factors. As a 
consequence, an increased rate of deposition will occur within the impingement region. The second 
effect observed was that at H/d values above 4, needle structures were observed at a distance of 
-d' = 100 /irn or d'/d = 0.25. The mechanism of the development of these structures is described 
in detail in Section 10.6.2.2. but essentially, under certain circumstances, needles form at the point 
at which the wall jet commences. This would suggest that at low values of H/d, the wall jet 

commences outside the impingement region (d'Id 2: 1) whereas at values of H/d > 4, the wall jet 

commences much closer to the jet centre-line. This is in general agreement with the findings of 
the studies on submerged jets (See Section 6.2.1). The exact value of d'/d will depend on the 

nozzle Reynolds number but it may be concluded that for un-submerged jet electrodepos ition, the 

relationship between the value of H/d and the local mass transfer characteristics is similar to that 

of the submerged jet. Consequently, the H/d value must be kept at a value below 4 in order to 

avoid local variations in mass transfer, which can lead to undesirable deposit structures being 
formed. 

10.3.2. Current density. 

The current density influenced the deposit characteristics in many ways. The most obvious was 
the deterioration of the deposit above a certain current density for any particular set of deposition 

conditions. This is common to all electrodeposition systems. The maximum useful current density 

was found to be in the region of 6.0 A Cm-2 for pure gold and 9.0 A Cnr2 for alloy gold, giving 
deposition rates of 3.4 Am/second and 2.8 /, tm/second respectively. A discussion of the morphology 

of the deposit and its relationship to the current density will be given later. It will have been noted 
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that in the deposition of the samples, a constant number of coulombs was passed for each spot. 
However, it was found that the measured thickness of the deposit at the jet centre-line increased 

with increasing current density. Figure 60 shows a typical example of the behaviour of a pure gold 
deposit. There are a number of reasons for this. Figure 17 shows the spread of the deposit measured 
optically. It can be clearly seen that the diameter of the deposit was high between a current density 

of 0.25 and 3.0 A cm-2 although not readily measurable using the Dektak. In addition, Figure 25 

shows the current efficiency as a function of the current density. If these two effects are taken into 

consideration together, the behaviour observed in Figure 60 would be expected. 
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Figure 60. The relationship between the measured thickness at the jet centre-line and the current 
density for the 0.17M citrate gold. 

A reduced current efficiency in the lower current density region, together with a decreased 

selectivity combined to reduce the overall measured thickness over the current density range of 
0.25 to 3.0 A Cm-2. It can also be seen that between a current density of 3.0 and 4.5 A cm-2 the 

thickness was almost constant. This may be expected as the efficiency and deposit width is constant 

over this range. The increase in thickness above 4.5 A cm-2 roughly coincided with an increase in 

the current efficiency above a current density of 5.0 A cm-2. The increase in the thickness was in 

the region of 10% between a current density of 4.5 and 6.0 A Cni-2. However, the efficiency and 
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deposit width remained constant over this range. This would indicate that a change in the density 
occurred either by micro-void or foreign matter incorporation into the deposit It was not possible 
to measure the density of the deposits, although microsections did not show any signs of porosity 
up to a current density of 7.0 A cm-2. Between a current density of 5.0 and 7.0, a relative increase 
in efficiency of 10% occurred. Over this range, an increase in thickness of 10% also occurred. 
This would explain the increase in thickness with increasing current density above 5.0 A crn-2. 
Additionally, above a current density of 7.0 A cm-2, the deposit became increasingly nodular, thus 
artificially increasing the apparent measured thickness. 

It is interesting to note that the width of the deposit passed through a maximum at a current 
density of 0.75 A crrr2 and thereafter reduced. The model developed by Alkire and Chin, together 
with experimental results using a redox reaction indicates that low currents should lead to high 

selectivity. In the case of copper deposition, they found that the opposite was true, with high 

currents exhibiting better selectivity. This was similar to the deposition of pure gold. They attributed 
this behaviour to the difference in the exchange current densities of the copper and ferricyanide 

electrolytes. If the Alkire model was correct, then in the case of pure gold, the value of k (Equation 
26) would have to be in the region of 10-1 and the system would be operating under conditions of 
mixed ohmic and charge transfer control. The polarisation data that closely corresponds to the 
deposition conditions used to generate Figure 17 can be seen in Figure 36. It can be seen that for 

a Reynolds number of 13545, a current density of - 1.0 A Cm-2 signifies the onset of mixed charge 
transfer and mass transfer control. This does not agree with the Alkire/Chin prediction. However, 
it should be noted that the Alkire/Chin model was based on theoretical calculations and experimental 
conditions over a "nozzle current density" of between 0 and 100 mA crn-2. This is at least an order 
of magnitude lower than the experimental values used in this work. Additionally, the reactive ion 

concentration was an order of magnitude lower than in this work. Consequently, this part of the 

model may not apply for the conditions used for the present study. The model and experimental 
data did show that at higher reactant concentrations, the selectivity was increased at higher currents. 
This was because the impingement region operated under mass transfer control. Under these 
conditions, an increase in the concentration improved the deposition rate within the impingement 

region compared to the wall jet and led to a significant increase in selectivity. The experimental 
results obtained in this study agree with such a prediction and therefore this part of the model was 
applicable to the conditions studied. Significant improvements in selectivity were observed at 
current densities in the mixed control region for the relatively higher metal ion concentrations used 
in this study. At current densities below 0.75 A crrr2 the selectivity increased and this agrees with 
the model for higher reactant concentrations at low current densities. The model predicts that a 
moderate improvement in selectivity would be observed as an increase in concentration increases 

the exchange current density reducing the charge transfer resistance compared to the ohmic 

resistance. Such an effect would be more appreciable at the commencement of the Tafel region, 

reducing as the current density was increased. This, then, explains the shape of the curve observed 
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in Figure 17 with the maxima coinciding with the end of the Tafel region and the start of the mixed 
charge transfer and mass transfer controlled region. Further discussion of the effects of current 
density on the selectivity will be given later when the deposit interaction with the fluid flow is 
discussed. 

10.3.3. Electrolyte velocity. 

As expected, the electrolyte velocity significantly influenced the deposit quality. The mech- 
anisms by which the quality was altered was dependent on the interaction of the flow with the 
deposit as well as the influence of enhanced metal ion replacement at higher flow rates. These 

mechanisms will be discussed in Section 9.6. The Alkire/Chin model suggested that an increase 
in the velocity at large currents improved the selectivity because the impingement region operated 
at a higher fraction of the limiting current density compared to the rest of the surface. Therefore, 

an increase in the flow should favour the impingement region and improve selectivity. However, 

under the experimental conditions used in this study, no significant effect on the selectivity was 
observed with changes in velocity. This is difficult to explain, particularly for those deposits that 

were of good quality. It is possible that such behaviour did occur, particularly at current densities 

close to the limiting current density. However, such deposits were difficult to measure in terms 

of selectivity as deterioration of the deposit set in well before the limiting current was reached. A 

number of deposits exhibited an increase in nodulation towards the edge of the impingement region, 
indicating that the stagnation region was operating at a lower fraction of the limiting current density 
but measurements of deposit widths were difficult due to the roughness of such samples. 

10.3.4. Temperature. 

The temperature influenced the structure of the deposits in two ways. Firstly, an increase in 

temperature increased the diffusion coefficient and enhanced the rate Of mass transfer. This led to 

an increase in the limiting current density and an increase in the maximum useful current density. 
Secondly, it influenced the flow characteristics by altering the viscosity. This led to a significant 

alteration in the interaction between the deposit and the electrolyte flow and this will be discussed 
in Section 9.6. The Alkire/Chin model did not include temperature effects and therefore a com- 

parison cannot be made. The temperature did not significantly influence the selectivity of the 
deposits measured. 
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10.3.5. Electrolyte composition 

The effect of the composition of the pure gold electrolyte will be considered separately from 
that of the alloy gold. It is clear from the results that an increase in the metal ion concentration 
markedly increased the maximum current density and deposition rates at which useful deposits 
could be produced. However, it was found that above a certain concentration of metal ion, this 
maximum current density did not increase further. For example, at a gold concentration of 0.17M, 
the maximum useful current density was found to be 5.5 A Crn-2 with a deposition rate of 2.9 

jim/second at a pH of 6.1. However, increasing the concentration to 0.28M reduced the maximum 
current density to 5.0 A Cm-2 but with the same deposition rate. It is suggested that the reason for 

this behaviour lies in the stability of surface perturbations. As described in Section 5.1.5. instability 

of surface perturbations is controlled, in part, by the magnitude of the concentration gradient at 
the surface. Increasing the metal ion concentration allows the growth of smaller perturbations by 
increasing the magnitude of the concentration gradient for any fixed thickness of diffusion layer. 
Low metal ion concentrations allow the growth of perturbations as the condition of a low surface 
adion concentration ( the condition required for instability) will occur at low current densities (low 

values if iL). Increasing the metal ion concentration allows higher current densities to be achieved 
before the stabilising effect of surface concentration is lost. There will come a point at which an 
increase in the metal ion concentration will have a negative influence on stability of the growing 
surface as the magnitude of the concentration gradient is increased. Therefore, the maximum 
current density will be reduced. The fact that despite a reduction in the maximum useful current 
density for the 0-28M citrate gold was observed, the deposition rate was the same as for the lower 

concentration electrolyte would tend to confirm this theory. In both cases, the surface ion con- 
centration would be the same at the point at which instability was observed. 

Increasing the pH of the citrate electrolyte increased the maximum useful current density. This 

would be expected based on the stability theory. The citrate electrolyte operated at a pH of 6.0 
has a lower current efficiency compared to that at a pH of 8.1. This is because the hydrogen ion 

concentration is lower in the latter case and the deposition potential of hydrogen is more negative 
than at lower pH values. Therefore, more surface adsorbtion sites will be available at higher pH 
values. This effectively allows a greater surface concentration and encourages stability. 

The role of the supporting electrolyte is also influential in the maximum deposition rate. The 

phosphate electrolyte exhibited both a decreased maximum current density and deposition rate 

compared to the citrate. The reason for this is un-clear and further work will be required to establish 
this. It is possible that the supporting ions adsorb to differing degrees, with the phosphate ions 

adsorbing at a much higher level. 
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The electrolyte conductivity influenced the deposit in two ways. Firstly, a reduction in the 
conductivity of about 50% lowered the maximum useful current density to 3.75 A crrr2 and the 
deposition rate to 2.3 lindsecond. However, it improved the selectivity by about 17%. Thereduction 
in conductivity was achieved by reducing the concentration of supporting electrolyte to an extremely 
low value. The Alkire/Chin model predicted that a reduction in the conductivity would improve 
the selectivity for low applied currents but at high currents no influence would be observed. It was 
found that over the current density range 0.25 to 8.0 A cm-2, the selectivity was constant, with a 
maximum R=2.5. The basis of the Alkire/Chin model was that at low currents, the system was 
dominated by charge transfer and ohmic resistance effects, with the wall jet region being greatly 
influenced by the ohmic resistance. At higher current densities, the system is controlled by mass 
transfer and conductivity should not influence the system. The results do not agree with the model. 
It is suggested that the improved selectivity arises. by the following mechanism. In the wall jet, the 
ohmic drop will be a linear function of radial distance, assun-dng that there is no IR drop in the 
axial direction. This is a valid assumption as the electrolyte layer in the radial walljet is exceedingly 
thin. Because of this, any significant reduction in the conductivity will increase the ohmic resistance 
in the radial direction. As a consequence, for any value of current density beyond the ohmic control 
region, a reduction of conductivity will reduce the potential at any particular radial position thus 
lowering the deposition rate at that point. In this way, the spread of the deposit will be reduced 
and the selectivity improved. 

10.3.6. The influence of nozzle size. 

It was not possible to obtain data for small nozzle sizes (< 300 i1m) under identical conditions 
to those used for the bulk of the experiments in this study due to pressure limitations of the pump. 
Smaller nozzles required significantly higher pressures than could be obtained from the pump in 

order to attain similar Reynolds Numbers. However, the results indicted that the nozzle size 
influenced both the selectivity and the maximum useful current density. Using the 400 PLm nozzle 
as a reference, increasing the nozzle size appeared to reduce both the maximum useful current 
density as well as the selectivity. The reduction in selectivity was presumably due to the overall 
increase in the conductance of the electrolyte in the wall jet. As the nozzle size was increased, so 
the overall thickness of the wall jet apparently increased. This increase in the wall jet thickness 

was observed but not measured. 

The reduction in the maximum useful current density is not so easy to explain. There is 

insufficient evidence with which to describe the cause of this phenomenon. The effects of scaling 

need further study before a satisfactory explanation may be derived. 
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A reduction in the nozzle size led to a reduction in the deposition rate of around 80 % as well 
as a reduction in the selectivity to R=4.5. In order to ascertain why the deposition rate was 
reduced, it was necessary to establish the total mass of gold deposited from both the 100 pm and 
the 400 prn nozzle under similar conditions, except for the Reynolds number for reasons described 
above. Deposit half profiles, similar to the selectivity plots except using thickness vs d' were 
obtained from samples produced at a current density of 6.0 A Crn-2 and a time of 5.7 seconds from 
both nozzles. It was assumed that there were no voids or inclusions that would reduce the deposit 
density. A polynomial regression curve fitting routine was applied to each profile to obtain the 
best fitting formula for each curve. The following data was obtained; 

y- 17.39 + 6.316 x- 32.21 X2 + 22. OOSx 3_5.90SX4+ O. S67x3 (30) 

for the 400 pm nozzle and 

y-3.3 + 0.107x - 0.942 X2+ 0.264 X3_ 0.021 X4 (31) 

for the 100 pm nozzle. 

These were integrated in two axial directions in order to find the volume of each deposit. If 
deposition conditions were identical for each deposit, the ratio of the volume to the number of 
coulombs passed should be very similar. It was found that for the deposit produced from the 400 

pm nozzle, a ratio of 0.00156 was obtained. However, a ratio of 0.00108 was obtained for the 
deposit from the smaller nozzle, 30% lower than the larger nozzle. This is not as high as the 
deposition rate reduction of around 80 % would suggest. The mass of the deposits were calculated, 
assuming a density of 19.3 g cm-3. The theoretical mass of each deposit was calculated from 
Faraday's Law. The cathode current efficiency could be calculated from this data. It was found 
that for the larger nozzle, an efficiency of 76% was obtained. This compares very well with the 
measured efficiency for this current density of 74% (Figure 25). The efficiency calculated for the 
smaller nozzle was 53 %. There are two possible reasons for the reduction in efficiency. The first 
is that the Reynolds number is considerably lower for the smaller nozzle and as the mass transport 
of gold ions is likely to be reduced as a result of this, then the efficiency will be reduced. The 

second reason involves the interpretation of the current density. Throughout the project, the current 
density has been given in terms of the nozzle diameter. This is not strictly valid as deposition 

occurs outside the impingement region. In the case of the smaller nozzle, the selectivity is worse 
than with the larger nozzle. As a consequence, the true current density would probably be lower 

than that taken. Evidence for this is the maximum useftil current density for the 100 ýan nozzle is 
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highef than for the larger nozzle, being 10.0 A crn-2, despite operating at a much lower Reynolds 

number. It is likely that it is a combination of both possibilities that leads to the reduction in the 
deposition rate from small nozzles. 

10.3.7. The effects of pulsed current. 

The application of pulsed current did not improve the maximum current density as may have 
been expected. Under the conditions of deposition studied, there was a reduction in the maximum 
useful deposition rate for the equivalent deposit quality produced under DC conditions. The 
morphological diagrams shown in Figures 32 and 33 show that there was a narrow region of duty 

cycle and on-time from which smooth deposits could be produced. However, for the equivalent 
average current density at which the electrolyte produced the maximum useful deposition rate, 
6.0 A Cm-2, the "smooth" deposits were actually slightly porous. The structures in the diagrams 

can be interpreted in terms of the peak current densities applied. At low duty cycles, and short 
on-times, the peak current density is very high. For example, at a duty cycle of 5%, an on-time 
of 0.1 msecs. and an average current density of 6.0 Acrn-2, the peak current density was 120 A 

Cm-2. High peak current density gave rise to fractal type structures. This was not too surprising as 
such high momentary potentials will lead to the rapid growth of individual nuclei due to the 

predon-driance of primary current distribution experienced at high overpotentials. Additionally, the 

surface will experience an instantaneous reduction in surface concentration leading to instability. 
These two factors will lead to the rapid growth of perturbations in the direction of the electric 
field. At higher duty cycles, the peak current density was lower. This reduced the primary current 
distribution but would have maintained a high rate of nucleation. However, it is known that AuCN 

adsorbs on the surface and probably takes place during the off-time. This adsorption can inhibit 

the lateral growth of nuclei leading to growth by means of 3-dimensional nucleation. As a 
consequence of reduced lateral growth, the growing nuclei do not merge and therefore form a 
psuedo-nodular structure. 

10.4 SOME PHYSICAL AND STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF PURE GOLD HSSJE 

DEPOSITS 

Some of the more important physical and structural properties of pure gold deposits produced 
using HSSJE have been examined during the course of this experimental work. These'properties 
have been compared to deposits produced under more conventional deposition conditions. Con- 

ventional pure gold deposits from a citrate electrolyte exhibit a grain size of around 0.2 gm (after 

accounting for strain and faulting) for the III planes and have hardness values of around 100 kg 

mm-2. These deposits exhibit a strong 311 preferred orientation. Such a texture has been observed 
by other workers as described in Section 2.2.3. It was not possible to obtain data on the 311 
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crystallitcs as higher orders of reflection could not be obtained with this experimental method. 
However, examination of the lattice parameters would suggest that no stacking faults were present 
as they are all the same size. These samples exhibited the lowest RMS strain for the 111 planes 
of all the samples examined over the current density range analysed. The morphology of the deposits 

produced may be described as angular and crystalline. 

When deposits are produced from the same electrolyte using HSSJE, both the structure and 
morphology are significantly altered. This is due both to intrinsic changes in the deposit structure 
due to the deposition conditions as well as the interaction with the electrolyte flow. The latter will 
be discussed in the following Sections. The intrinsic changes -result from the very high rates of 
deposition. The grain size is considerably reduced to a value in the region of 200 A, a tenfold 

reduction. Such a reduction is the most likely cause of the increase in the deposit hardness up to 

a value of around 200 kg mm-2. The surface appearance was smooth and featureless, gradually 
developing smooth rounded mounds with increasing current density. This rounded mound mor- 

phology is similar to that developed in the case of alloyed golds. The mechanism of the growth of 
these structures is discussed in a subsequent Section. 

A (220) preferred orientation develops which, as has been suggested by Lin et a137 may be 

caused adsorbed species. A slight reduction in the lattice parameter is observed, which may be 

due to the incorporations of small quantities of foreign species. This would not be surprising at 

such high rates of deposition as the speed at which growth takes place can easily bury surface 

adsorbed species within the deposit. It is important to note that both the conventional and jetted 

pure gold deposits, the lattice parameter of each of the measured planes was self consistent. This 

would suggest that the deposit structure was fairly well ordered. No structural faults were detected, 

except for a very low probability at low current densities. This means that D, ff =D and the true 

crystallite size is as in Table 23. 

Some pure gold deposits were produced for trials of thermocompression bonding properties. 
The results of these trials indicate that despite the relatively high hardness of the gold, good bonds 

were achieved with wire breakage as the most frequent failure mechanism. Such results would 

suggest that the gold was relatively pure and that an adequate ductility was maintained despite the 
hardness. These results indicate that pure gold HSSJE deposits would not be suitable for wear 

resistant applications such as connectors despite the hardness being of the same order as alloy 
deposits. Failure would inevitably occur due to cold welding. However, this would allow pure 

gold deposits to be used for applications such as the selective deposition of lead frames where good 
bondability is required. 
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10.5 SOME PHYSICAL AND STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF GOLD ALLOY HSSJE 
DEPOSITS 

In the case of the alloy gold, conventional deposits produced from the Ronovel N electrolyte 
exhibited RMS strains higher than the equivalent pure gold samples. However, no evidence of 
stacking faults was seen from studies of relative peak shifts. There was a slight asymmetry of the 
peaks. Unfortunately, the twin fault probability cannot be calculated from the III peak. Therefore, 

whilst it is known that twin faults existed within the deposit, their contribution could not be 

measured. It is therefore most likely that in this case D, ff < D. It is possible that a significant 
contribution to broadening is due to twin faulting. Nakahara77. has studied transition metal hardened 

gold deposits produced under conventional deposition conditions, using the Transmission Electron 
Microscope (TEM) and observed similar topographic features as in this study, with the deposit 

surface exhibiting "rounded mounds" or small nodules. It was found that the rounded mounds 
observed exhibited a strong 111 orientation with a crystallite size of between 200 and 300 A. It 

was concluded that such a structure formed as a result of inhibition of lateral growth by adsorbed 
species, presumably transition metal complexes. The same inhibiting molecules adsorbed on the 
top surface of the growing planes and caused continuous nucleation leading to the small crystallite 
size and high hardness. A high number of twins were observed within the structure. It is evident 
that gold nickel alloy deposits produced conventionally shared a number of morphological features 

with both jetted pure and alloy gold deposits but some significant differences were observed in the 

micro-structure. 

In the case of the jetted samples, similar values of D, ff were observed for the conventional 
Ronovel N and jetted deposits containing only booster. The presence of nickel however led to a 
reduction of -25 % in this value. There appeared to be no direct dependence of D, ff on current 
density. It is generally accepted that increasing the current density in simple electrolyte systems 
leads to a reduction in crystallite size. These results would suggest that in the case of the conventional 
deposits, an inhibition process as envisaged by Nakahara. was operative. The fact that a similar 
crystallite size was observed under jetting conditions suggests that inhibition processes were also 
responsible for the small crystallite size and not an influence of increased current density. The 

exact nature of this process is un-clear and difficult to identify as there are a number of possible 
inhibiting species. These include AuCN, CN-, booster and transition metal cyanide complexes. It 
is most likely that there is an equilibrium between the adsorbates which alters depending on the 

prevailing concentration and deposition conditions. The structural properties are therefore altered, 
depending on the nature of the inhibiting species influencing the growth of the deposit. 

One of the most significant differences in physical properties between the conventionally 
produced gold alloy deposits and those produced by jetting is the influence of nickel additions. 
Conventionally produced pure gold deposits exhibit a hardness in the region of 100kg Mnr2, whilst 
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jetted pure gold deposits manifest a hardness of between 160 kg mrn-2 at low current densities and 
200 kg Mm-2 at high current densities. Deposits produced from electrolytes containing booster 
exhibited a consistent hardness of around 200 kg 1=2 over the current density range examined. 
When nickel was added to a conventional electrolyte as in the case of the Auronal MRN, the 
hardness increased from 100 kg Mrrr2 to between 150 and 200 kg mm-2. Similar hardness values 
were observed when nickel was added to the Ronovel N electrolyte containing only booster. In 
the case of the electrolyte containing only nickel, there was a tendency for an increasing deposit 
hardness with increasing current density. In the case of the electrolyte containing booster and 
nickel, the opposite trend was seen. The hardness of the nickel containing deposit produced using 
HSSJE, is reduced proportional to the quantity of nickel added to the electrolyte, from 200 kg 

Mm-2 down to as low as 110 kg mm-2. There is no direct evidence to explain this behaviour as the 
jetted samples containing booster both with and without nickel exhibited similar structures in terms 
of RMS strain and stacking faults. The main difference was the reduction in the crystallite size in 
the case of the nickel containing sample. This alone was insufficient to account for the change in 
hardness as no current density dependence was seen in terms of the crystallite size. However, a 
linearly increasing current density dependence was observed in the lattice parameters. The nickel 
in the deposit reduces with increasing current density and there is an empirical linear relationship 
for alloys whose individual component structures are similar between the lattice parameter and the 

atomic percent of an alloy constituent (Vegards Law) This would imply that some of the nickel 
was being incorporated within the lattice in the form of metal atoms. It is known that when transition 

metals are added to a gold electrolyte, conventionally produced deposits incorporate the majority 
of the transition metal in the form of a cyano- complex. A change in the way in which the transition 

metal interacts with the deposit is the most likely explanation of the reduction in hardness observed. 
It is clear from Figures 39 and 43 that the change in the hardness is a function of the nickel in the 

electrolyte and not that in the deposit. This tends to confirm the inhibition mechanism as the main 
influence on the hardness changes observed. 

The wear properties of gold alloy deposits produced by jetting have already been described in 
Chapter 9. It is further suggested that the change in the inhibition process is responsible for the 
difference in the wear characteristics observed between conventional and jetted deposits. It was 
found that jetted deposits showed some reduction in the wear resistance particularly with thicker 

coatings. There was also evidence that the wear mechanism was abrasive in nature. Such abrasive 
wear is not observed in gold alloy deposits produced from properly controlled electrolytes under 
conventional deposition conditions. DeDoncker and Vanhumbeek32- have suggested that in the 

case of gold cobalt alloys, the wear behaviour is strongly related to the proportion of cobalt present 
as metal to that present as a cobalt ion complex, with high values of the latter being required for 

good wear resistance. If the cobalt concentration in the electrolyte was too high, the incorporation 

of the complex within the deposit was suppressed leading to too high a value of metallic cobalt in 

the deposit. Such deposits exhibit abrasive wear behaviour. In addition, Antler31- has found that 
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in order to obtain good wear resistance, the deposit must have a low ductility as well as a high 
hardness. Such a combination would not be expected from a deposit in which the alloying constituent 
was present purely in the metallic phase. Nakahara77. has suggested that it is the inhibition due to 
the nickel complex and its incorporation into the deposit that is responsible for the crystallographic 
structure observed in gold nickel alloys. It would seem to follow, therefore, that due to the high 

rates of deposition achieved in HSSJE, the inhibition process is changed, with much less of the 

nickel complex being incorporated into the deposit but as metal within the gold lattice. This would 
explain the reduction in the wear resistance observed by Bocking and Cameron. 

10.6 FLUID FLOW AND ITS INTERACTION WITH THE DEPOSIT 

In order to discuss the way in which the flow and the deposit interact, it is necessary to outline 
the established mechanisms by which the fluidjet interacts with an impinged surface. Let us consider 
the overall flow mechanisms operating during HSSJE. In the case of a non-submerged jet, the 

electrolyte emerges from the nozzle with a flow profile identical to that experienced within the 

nozzle tube. Providing the nozzle tube length is an order of magnitude greater than the nozzle 
diameter, then this flow regime will effectively be that existing within a tube. However, if H/d is 

greater than 1, then the flow is affected by the surrounding air, leading to a reduction in the flow 

at the edges. At very high H/d ratio's, this eventually leads to turbulent interaction and a break 

up of the flow structure. The influence that this has on deposition can be seen in the experiments 

conducted with large nozzle to substrate distances. Most of the work carried out during this study 
did not include such a regime and will only be considered where necessary. As the emerging free 

jet approaches the substrate, interaction with the later reduces the axial flow rate, with a consequent 
diversion of flow in the radial direction. This region is the stagnation zone, the size of which will 
depend on the flow rate of the free jet. Within this zone, a hydrodynan-dc boundary layer of almost 

constant thickness develops. The flow properties of this region are common to both the submerged 

and non-submerged jets. Towards the edge of the stagnation zone, the flow is redirected into the 

radial direction. Axial flow decelerates as radial flow accelerates. This flow has the characteristics 

of a wall jet and the region is termed the wall jet region. However, the behaviour of the wall jet 

depends on whether it is submerged or not. In the case of the submerged system, interaction occurs 

with the surrounding fluid and thus influences its behaviour. We will restrict our discussion to the 

non-submerged jet for the wall jet region. At the edge of the stagnation zone, a boundary layer 

starts to grow, having a Blasius type plate profile. Beyond the boundary layer, flow is uniform. 
With increasing radial distance, the thickness of the boundary layer increases until the fluid layer 

becomes a complete boundary layer, subject to viscous drag from the substrate. This is the transition 

region. When the viscous drag becomes sufficiently high, then the hydraulic jump occurs. 
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10.6.1 Interaction of the flow below the maximum useful current density 

Most of the models for the impinging jet have been based on fluid thickness and limiting 

current measurements. The limiting current method makes use of a ferricyanide/ferrocyanide redox 
system. Such a system provides a very good means of establishing the mass transfer characteristics 
of the jet as it does not produce a solid product that would interfere with measurements. However, 
in electrodeposition, the product is a growing layer of metal. Figure 61 shows how a pure gold 
deposit grew with increasing time. The conditions of depositionwere such that a smooth, featureless 
deposit was produced. The growth rate at the centre of the deposit showed a linear growth rate 
with time. 
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Figure 6 1. The effect of increasing deposition time on the selectivity. The data for T=0.5 is not 
shown. 

This would indicate that mass transfer was constant in the stagnation region. Also, at R=0.5, 

the growth rate was also linear in its relationship with time. This position corresponds approximately 
to the edge of the stagnation zone. However, this relationship was not valid outside the impingement 

region. Figure 62 shows a plot of the ratio of the thickness at the jet centre-line to various values 
of R outside the impingement region. It can be seen that for deposition times above 8 seconds ie 
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when the characteristic "dome" shape has fully developed, the ratios are virtually constant. 
However, during the initial stages of growth, there is an acceleration in the rate of growth of the 
stagnation zone compared to the wall jet region, particularly at high values of R. It is proposed 
that there is a sudden increase in the rate of deposition in the stagnation zone due to an increase 
in the local current density at this point. This is because the distance between the deposit and the 
substrate has been reduced and because of the highly non-uniform current distribution within the 
jet, the electric field is enhanced. The deposit grows at an enhanced rate within the stagnation zone 
with respect to the wall jet region. This can be seen by the significant increase in the ratio at low 
deposition times. 
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Figure 62. The effect of increasing time on the ratio of centre-line thickness to various values of 
R. 

Additionally, due to this increase in current density, the walljet operates at a lower current density 

at which the efficiency is lower. As the deposit grows, two things happen. First, the position at 

which the wall jet forms will be shifted away from the stagnation region as the flow is no longer 

normal to the substrate. In effect, the stagnation region becomes larger. Secondly, flow into the 

wall jet becomes accelerated, similar to the effects of an aerofoil. This increase in acceleration 

would have the effect of reducing the thickness of the boundary layer, which in turn would reduce 
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the thickness of the diffusion layer compared with a flat surface. Consequently, an enhanced current 
density over and above that previously experienced would prevail in the transition region between 

the impingement region and the displaced wall jet region. As a consequence, the efficiency would 
also improve. The evidence for this lies in the sudden reduction of the ratio as observed in the 

graph with increasing deposition time. As the deposit continues to grow, the growth rate in the 

wall jet region attains a comparable ratio to that in the impingement region, although there is a 

noticeable upward slope in these values. This would be expected as the deposit becomes increasingly 

"domed", further displacing the wall jet away from the stagnation region and increasing the local 

acceleration in the wall jet. Additional evidence for this mechanism can be seen in Figure 63. The 

data for this was taken from the study of the effect of nozzle to substrate distance. It can be seen 
that when the nozzle is very close to the substrate, a greater differential thickness occurred between 

the impingement region and the wall jet. This is because a narrow gap would emphasise the 
difference in current distribution between the two regions. Further evidence of the mechanisms 

operating would require a detailed study of flow rates and local mass transfer on hemispherical 

substrates of the same dimensions as the nozzle. This was beyond the scope of this work. 
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10.6.2 Interaction of the flow above the maidmum useful current density. 

As has been shown earlier, the deposits lose their featureless appearance under certain conditions 
of current density, flow or temperature. The deposits then take on a nodular, needle-like or dendritic 

character. The morphology diagrams show such transitions. There are many factors that influence 
these transitions and it is certain that the interaction of the flow with the deposit will depend on 
such factors as the interplay between temperature, current density, flow rate, nozzle to substrate 
distance and chemical composition of the electrolyte. Such complex interactions are difficult to 
evaluate but each individual growth structure will be discussed separately. It should be noted that 
in the case of the alloy golds, no structures other than nodular types were observed under the 

conditions examined. As a consequence, the discussion will be limited to that of pure gold. 

10.6.2.1 NoduIar deposits. 

As the current density exceeds the maximum useful current density, the deposit growth habit 

changes from a relatively smooth surface, exhibiting small rounded mounds, to a true nodular 

structure. In fact, it would appear that the nodular structure is just a coarser version of the rounded 

mound. There is no fixed transition point, the mounds simply grow to greater dimensions for 

greater values of applied current density. The formation of nodules creates a different surface for 

the impinging electrolyte. Surface imperfections reach length scales of the diffusion and boundary 
layers and local interaction with these become likely. If the magnitude of the nodules does not 
exceed the thickness of either the diffusion layer or the boundary layer, then nodular growth will 
proceed unhindered. As with this type of growth, no direct interaction with the fluid flow occurs, 
this subject will be discussed in greater depth later. 

10.6.2.2 Needle-type deposits 

At low temperatures, an increase in current density leads, in most instances, from nodular 
deposits to the formation of needle-like forms. These structures form very rapidly under suitable 

conditions. At low current densities, they grow from the jet centre-line but at higher current 
densities, they commence from a certain distance from it. The exact position at which they grow 
is a function of the current density but would appear to be associated with the edge of the stagnation 

zone. Evidence for this is that for the same current density, the diameter of the needle free region 

reduces with increasing flow rate. They extend in a radial fashion from this region to a diameter 

of about 600 Izin irrespective of the prevailing deposition conditions. The formation and number 

of needles produced tends to be a function of the flow rate and the temperature. Higher temperatures 
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with low flow rates lower the number of needles formed. Examination of deposits exhibiting needles 
in the process of formation has indicated that the tip radii are very small (<0.1 Am). However, 

examination of tips that have reached their "maximum" length of around 225 Am show radii in 
the region of 1-2, um. This suggests a mechanism by which the needles grow and what limits their 
length. It is proposed that the needles grow by a mechanism of spherical diffusion. With low metal 
ion concentrations, increasing the current density rapidly leads to a nodular deposit formation due 

to ion depletion. Once the nodule size exceeds the thickness of the local boundary layer, needle 
structures form by creating a wake in the direction of the flow. This wake causes turbulent eddies 
that disturb the boundary layer leading to enhanced local agitation that allows a preferred growth 
in the direction of the flow within the wake. Once the growth tip attains the critical radius for 

needle growth, then growth proceeds via spherical diffusion in the direction of flow behind the 

eddy. Higher current densities promote the onset of needle growth by generating large nodules at 
increased distances from the centre-line. Additionally, an increase in the current density promotes 
the rapid growth of these nodules, leading to a greater number of needles to be formed. 

The type of needle structure strongly depends on the prevailing temperature as described in 

Section 8.1.2.2. At low temperatures, flow rates and current densities, the needles are varied in 

size and shape. At high flow rates, there are a larger number of needles and they have a more 

regular size. Increasing the temperature leads to needles growing in both the radial and axial 
direction. At low flow rates under these conditions the needles grow mainly in the axial direction 

and form jet core structures, usually emanating from within the stagnation region. The form the 

needles take is highly dependent on their interaction with the boundary layer. It is suggested that 

the variance in size and shape of the needles seen at low flow rates and temperatures is due to the 
increased viscosity of the electrolyte when compared to higher temperatures. Due to the viscous 

nature of the flow, the eddies that form are damped and highly dependent on local conditions. This 

will lead to a variation in the shape and size of the needle. At high flow rates and low temperatures, 

the needles are of a more consistent size, due to the increased shear stresses within the flowing 

liquid. This leads to a less damped eddy formation beyond the protruding nodules and therefore a 

more regular growth habit. High temperatures also allow the eddies to proceed undamped due to 

the lower viscosity of the electrolyte. High flow rates increase the number of needles because of 

a greater interaction between the nodules and the thinner boundary layer. As well as radial growth, 

the needles thicken as they grow. It is this process that leads to the limit of radial growth. As the 

needles thicken, they effectively shield the growing tips and rob a greater proportion of the current. 
This shielding effectively reduces the overpotential at the growing tip and the critical overpotential 
for needle growth is reduced. In addition, it is likely that the metal ion concentration available to 

the tip is seriously reduced thus lowering the local limiting current density. Indeed, it has been 

observed that at low metal ion concentrations, considerable nodule growth occurs on the needles 

within the impingement region but this is not seen close to the needle tip. Henceforth, the tip no 
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longer grows in a radial direction. However, although no further increase in length occurs, some 
growth in the diameter of the needles may still take place. This would explain why fully formed 
needles have comparitively large tip diameters. 

10.6.2.3 Field oriented jet core structures. 

Some of the more unusual and beautiful growth patterns are observed at high current densities 

and medium to high temperatures. These are field oriented jet core structures. Photographs 9 and 
12 show examples of such forms. It can be seen that they are varied in shape, and indeed, they 
are a small number of the variations on the general theme. However, there are two basic types of 
jet core growth. These are central growths, that extend into the central region of the free jet and 
edge growths. The latter grow along the outer edge of the free jet. The variations that occur to 
these basic shapes is largely due to local turbulences and electric field variations, each of which 
become markedly modified as the deposit grows. There is no clear distinction between these growths 
however as examples have been observed that obviously begin their growth as needles but then, 

after attaining a certain axial size, start to grow within the free jet. Other examples commence 
growth in the radial direction but is then diverted along either the edge of the free jet or along the 

centre-line. These structures are not true dendrites, as they posses no crystalline regularity. Some 
do have a regular growth front, resembling DBM structures. They tend to grow along the free jet 

edge as fern-like forms, growing from a single point but flattening and branching to form a 
cylindrical configuration. Multiple layers of these branches may be observed, resembling the petals 
of flowers. Others show just a single layer and resemble a crown. 

One thing is common to this type of growth. In all cases, they appear to start at the edge of 
the stagnation zone. Those that grow along the jet centre-line do so from a point or points away 
from it. Photograph 12 shows the way in which a centre-line core structure forms. Initially, a 

nodular deposit forms. Then, at one or more points at some distance from the centre-line, a nodule 
penetrates the wall jet boundary layer and forms a radial needle. The most likely point at which 
this would occur is at the edge of the stagnation zone. At this point, the wall jet commences and 
the boundary layer is at its thinnest. This would account for the regular radial position of the 

needles observed in Photograph 12(c). Because of the high current density associated with these 

structures, the head of the needle experiences enhanced growth compared to the tails by virtue of 

ohmic influences. It grows rapidly and meets the electrolyte flowing in the axial direction. Here, 

it is subject to both a high electric field and a high flow rate and growth accelerates even further. 

It can be seen that in addition to growth towards the nozzle, secondary growths may be observed 

away from the nozzle as needles form in the direction of the flow. The mechanisms for the formation 

of these are similar to those described previously. 
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The mechanism of growth of the ferri-like forms that grow along the edge of the free jet are 
not so clear. Examination of all the deposits would indicate that centre line forms tend to grow at 
lower values of Reynolds number, lower current densities and lower temperatures compared with 
the former. It is thought that the crown-like structures develop as a result of additional turbulence 
in the edges of the free jet due to the greater velocities but the exact mechanism would require 
further investigation. 

One of the features of the deposits formed at high current densities is their lack of crystalline 
regularity. Many of the fern-like or crown-like forms resemble fractal structures whilst others 
resemble dense branched morphology (DBM) types. Generally, there would appear to be a regular 
growth front like that observed with DBM structures. However, closer examination reveals a 
significant number of irregular growths within them. Because of the highly non-equilibrium 
conditions of deposition, it is not surprising that a mixture of both may be present. The presence 
of a regularly growth front would suggest that these are DBM type forms. The method of growth 
suggested by Barkey (Section 5.1.5), in which a thick boundary layer exists at the growing tips, 
is unlikely under the high rates of flow experienced during growth. Tip splitting is certainly a 
feature but it is more likely that this occurs due to nucleation and growth on or close to the tips 
leading to secondary and multiple arms forming. This process is repeated creating a multi-branched 
growth. Stability of the growth front may be induced by means of the constancy of the impinging 
flow together with the effects of the electric field, which would also be constant across the jet. 
However, there are many examples in which certain branches grow at the expense of others leading 
to a non-uniform growth front. The most likely explanation is that all the structures are fractal 
diffusion limited aggregates (DLA) and that in some cases, regularity is produced due to the 
overall interaction of the flow and the electric field. Indeed, under these conditions of growth, the 
deposition is truly diffusion controlled. 

10.7 THE GROVrM OF NODULAR DEiOSITS. 

Whilst the fractal structures produced at very high current densities are an interesting field of 
study, they do not constitute a major limitation to the production of smooth deposits that possess 
useful properties. All the above phenomenon are preceded at lower current densities by the formation 

of nodular deposits. Smooth deposits have been shown to be produced at rates as high as 3.4 

, um/second. However, if the current density is increased, then the deposit becomes increasingly 

nodular and therefore, for most applications, useless. It has been shown that smooth deposits of 
both gold and gold/nickel alloy, exhibit rounded mounds. Microsections have shown that these 

rounded mounds extend to a region close to the substrate. With increasing current densities, the 

rounded mounds grow in both radial size and height. At some current density, depending on the 
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prevailing conditions, the mounds become nodules, that is they no longer exhibit integrity with 
their neighbours. This is the true limiting condition to high speedjet deposits of gold. Thernechanism 
by which these structures form will now be discussed. 

10.7.1. Inhibition versus diffusion mechanisms 

Nodular deposits are produced when diffusion controls the rate of reaction. - They occur as a 
consequence of low surface adion (partially electronated ions) concentration, low rates of surface 
diffusion and are generally associated with 3-dimensional nucleation. In Chapter 5, the various 
mechanisms of surface amplification of irregularities were discussed. The main factor that controlled 
whether a perturbation would be amplified or not depended on it being stabilised by means of 
surface tension. The surface tension is controlled by the surface concentration of adions. At low 

adion concentrations, the stabilising influence of the surface concentration is lost and the per- 
turbation will grow, forming a nodule. In the case of gold, rounded mounds (the early stages of 

nodule formation) are often observed when depositing thick alloy hardened gold deposits. Nakahara 

studied the formation of these rounded mounds. The mechanism for such a growth was suggested 
to be due to inhibition of lateral growth due to adsorbed species. However, as such growths are 

often seen under diffusion controlled deposition in other deposition systems, this may not be the 

only mechanism. If we consider the mechanisms of deposition of gold as described by Eisenmann, 21. 

growth proceeds via an adsorbed AuCN species and CN- is produced from this reaction. At high 

deposition rates, significant quantities of CN- will be produced influencing the surface equilibrium. 
As adsorbtion is a relatively slow step, it is likely that only a low surface concentration of adsorbed 
AuCN can exist on the surface under these conditions and growth will thus proceed with a low 

adion concentration. The higher the current density, the lower the adion concentration. Stability 

theory suggests that as the surface concentration is lowered, the growth of increasingly smaller 

perturbations increases, as the surface concentration controls the surface tension of the growing 

crystallites. When the surface concentration becomes exceedingly small, stability is lost and smaller 

perturbations will grow increasingly larger to form extensive nodulation. The nodular deposits 

from pure HSSJE gold show evidence of 3-dimensional nucleation. This occurs when little surface 
diffusion occurs under conditions of high applied overpotentials. It is suggested that particularly 
in the case of pure gold, nodular deposits result when the AuCN is reduced as soon as it reaches 
the surface with little time for surface diffusion. Consequently, the high overpotential forces the 
immediate nucleation with near neighbours leading to a small perturbation. As the surface con- 

centration is low, the perturbation grows due to instability and benefits from enhanced diffusion. 

This creates a situation where further growth occurs on the perturbation at the expense of the 

surroundings. Consequently, the perturbation grows from a single nuclei, or small group of nuclei, 

rapidly in the direction of the diffusion gradient and the electric field. 
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The typical inverted cone sectional profile of the nodule results because the radius of the growing 
perturbation is not small enough to benefit from spherical diffusion as a dendrite would. This is 
because 3-dimensional nucleation produces a cluster formation which is significantly larger than 
the growth of a spiral dislocation that leads to a dendrite. The cluster of crystallites will benefit 
from some diffusion in a lateral direction, leading to an increase in the diameter of the nodule as 
it grows. Additionally, as the nodule robs the diffusion layer of ions as it grows, it effectively 
inhibits the region surrounding it from further growth. This ultimately creates a growth that is not 
integrated with and proud of its immediate surroundings. The degree to which the nodule protrudes 
above its surroundings is dependent on all the factors that control its growth and is therefore 
predominant at high current densities. At lower current densities, more ions are available in the 
diffusion layer and thus can reach the regions adjacent to the nodule allowing them to grow as 
well. Consequently, at lower current densities, nodules may be incorporated within the deposit 
with only the tops showing. Such a situation would account for the rounded mound structure. It 
is clear from microsections that where rounded mounds are observed, they emanate from a single 
point on or close to the substrate and grow as individual entities but due to surrounding growth, 
are integrated within the deposit. 

Whilst such a mechanism may operate in the absence of surface inhibition, it does not preclude 
the influence of inhibition on nodule growth. Indeed, inhibition of literal growth could also lead 

to nodule formation by a slightly different route. In Nakahara's study of cobalt hardened gold, he 
found that the rounded mounds were evenly distributed with diameters of the same order as the 
thickness. Such regularity would not be expected based on the randomness of diffusion processes 
exclusively and indeed, nodular deposits of pure gold exhibit a wide range of sizes. Nakahara 

suggested that the reason for these mounds was the inhibition of lateral diffusion by non-metallic 
species. As a consequence, small perturbations were amplified in the axial direction. He also 
suggested that due to the adsorption of inhibiting molecules on the top surface of the mound, 
continuous nucleation occurred, in effect, 3-dimensional nucleation. This was responsible for the 
small grain size observed. 

Both mechanisms are equally feasible in the formation of nodules. In the case of alloy golds, 
it is clear that even under conventional deposition conditions, a relatively small grain size is 

produced. This is usually as a result of surface inhibition and 3-dimensional nucleation, which is 

the way most brighteners work. In the case of pure gold deposited conventionally, the grain size 
is not unusually small, indicating that little or no inhibition is in operation. Under conditions of 
high speed deposition, the grain size is reduced to similar values as the alloy golds. It is well known 

that increasing the current density leads to a smaller grain size but in this case it is uncertain whether 
the reduction is due purely to this factor alone. The cyanide generated during deposition can readily 
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adsorb on a surface such as gold particularly as it is formed on the surface. Further studies are 
required to establish the actual mechanism of nodule formation, particularly with regards adsorption 
phenomenon. 

10.8. SUMMARY OF FACTORS CONTROLLING THE NLkXIMUM DEPOSITION RATE. 

It is clear from the preceding results and discussion that the factors that control the maximum 
deposition rate during HSSJE are complex and highly interactive. Under conventional deposition 
conditions, the accepted ways of increasing the deposition rate such as increasing the metal ion 
concentration, increasing the rate of agitation, increasing the temperature and the use of additives 
are practical and valid. Under conditions of high speed deposition, such factors become totally 
dependent on each other. It is to be expected that when a system is pushed to its operating limit, 
small changes in the operating conditions can have a profound effect on the performance of that 
system. This has been shown to be the case for HSSJE. Jetting an electrolyte through an air gap 
has been shown to be capable of increasing the maximum deposition rates of gold by up to 3 fold 
for thick deposits (> 10 tLm). Additionally, the method produces deposits selectively without the 
need for masking. However, it has been shown that for the conditions and electrolytes tested, this 
increase in deposition rates would appear to be the maximum achievable without a resultant 
degradation of deposit quality. Increasing the flow rate leads to an increase in deposition rates as 
the diffusionlayer and hydrodynamic boundary layer thicknesses are reduced. However, increasing 
the flow rate leads to such a reduction in both that an interaction with the growing surface inevitably 

occurs. This interaction is predominant at very high current densities where a large diffusion 

gradient and low surface ion concentration exist. This leads to instability in the electrocrystallisation 
process allowing small surface perturbations to be amplified. As the diffusion layer is sub-micron, 
a small amplification rapidly grows and penetrates outwards and into and beyond the boundary 
layer and into the region of uninterrupted flow. Accelerated growth is then experienced in the 
direction of the flow leading to many beautiful but technologically worthless growths. Once the 
surface becomes unstable, the deposit is effectively destroyed. Despite the fact that, in the case of 
pure gold, the maximum useful current density is around 0.7 of the electrochemical limiting current 
density, it would not seem possible that a further increase could be achieved without the use of 
growth inhibiting additives. However, the use of such materials is often associated with an increase 
in polarisation and in the case of gold, a reduction of current efficiency would be probable. In 

addition, such materials often become incorporated into the deposit, which is likely to affect its 
functional performance. 

The use of pulse plating has been examined as it can often improve deposit quality and 
smoothness. However, under the conditions examined, no ftirther increase in deposition rates could 
be obtained. It is likely that the conditions at the interface did not allow the even establishment 
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of a pulsating diffusion layer that followed the micro-profile of the surface. As a consequence, 
tertiary current distribution was affected. A further factor was that even though equitable deposition 

rates to DC could be achieved, the deposits were more porous due to gaps between the mound 
structures. These almost certainly result from inhibition of the lateral faces during the off-time by 

species such as AuCN or CN. It is worth exploring other pulse regimes but there are these intrinsic 

problems to be overcome. 

In the case of alloy golds, much higher current densities can be achieved but at the expense of 
a lower current efficiency due to the influence of the additives on the polarisation. Many applications 
of alloy hardened golds now require vanishingly small thicknesses tobe applied, as in the commercial 
connector manufacturing industry. For this industry, it may well be possible to apply such thin 
coatings at rates an order of magnitude greater than shown in this study. However, for the majority 
of applications that require thicker coatings, such rates would be hard to obtain without the 
degradation of the deposit. On the basis of the evidence and the mechanisms proposed in this 
Thesis, it would seem that we have indeed reached the limit. 
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Photograph 1. The X-Y table (in the fume cupboard) with the control computer and ancillary 
equipment. 
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Photograph 2. SEM micrograph of a pure gold deposit produced using H/d = 4.375.0.27M phos- 
phate gold electrolyte. 

Photograph 3. SEM micrograph of a pure gold deposit produced at a current density of 0.75 A 
CM-2, typical of a "dull" appearance. The topography is similar to that of a conventional deposit. 
0.17M Citrate gold, 55oC 
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Photograph 4. Optical micrograph of a pure gold deposit produced at a current density of 4.75 A 
CM-2 showing a typical "rounded mound" appearance. 0.17M citrate gold, 55-C. 

Photograph 5. Optical micrograph of a pure gold deposit produced at a current density of 7.0 A 
CM 2 showing a nodular structure. 0.17M citrate gold, 55-C 
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Photograph 6. SEM micrograph of a typical radial needle structure. 

Photograph 7. SEM micrograph of a typical non-directional organic type of growth, classified as 
"severe needle" type. 
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Photograph 8. SEM micrograph of a structure growing into the edge of the jet. 
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Photograph 9. SEM micrograph of a jet core structure. The colour has been added by computer 
enhancement. 
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Photograph 10. SEM micrographs showing the growth of the deposit with increasing time. 0.17M 

citrate gold. Current density = 7.0 A CM-2. Re. == 3335. (a) 0.8 secs. (b) 1.5 secs. (c) 2.5 secs. (d) 

3.5 secs. (e) 5.0 secs. (f) 6.0 secs. 
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Photograph 11. SEM micrographs of some of the deposits shown in Photograph 10 but at higher 

magnification showing the effects of increasing deposition times. 0.17M citrate gold. Current den- 

sity = 7.0 A cm-1. Re. = 3335. (a) 0.8 secs. (b) 1.5 secs. (c) 2.5 secs. (d) 3.5 secs. 
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Photograph 12. SEM micrographs showing the growth of the deposit with increasing time at a cur- 
rent density at which jet core structures are produced. 0.17M citrate gold. Current density = 10.0 
A CM-2. Re. = 12078. (a) 0.6 secs. (b) 2.0 secs. (c) 2.0 secs. (d) 3.5 secs. (e) 6.0 secs. (f) 8.0 secs. 
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Photograph 13. SEM micrograph of a pure gold deposit produced at the maximum useful deposition 
rate of 3.4 jAm/second at a current density of 6.0 ACM-2. Deposit thickness = 18.0 Arn. 

Photograph 14. SEM micrograph of a conventional deposit produced at a current density of 5.0 rnA 
cm-1. Deposit thickness = 18.0, um. 
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Photograph 15. Microsection of a pure gold deposit produced from the optimised citrate gold elec- 
trolyte. Current density = 2.0 A CM-2. Re. = 12078. Temperature = 55oC. X 2000 

Photograph 16. Microsection of a deposit produced from the optimised citrate gold electrolyte. Cur- 
rent density = 4.0 A CM-2. Re. = 12078. Temperature = 55oC. X 2000 
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Photograph 17. Microsection of a deposit produced from the optimised citrate gold electrolyte. Cur- 
rent density = 6.0 A CM-2. Re. = 12078. Temperature = 55oC. X 2000 

Photograph 18. Microsection of a deposit produced from the optimised citrate gold electrolyte. Cur- 
rent density = 7.0 A cm-1. Re. = 12078. Temperature = 55oC. X 2000 
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Photograph 19. The effects of electrolyte velocity. 0.28M citrate electrolyte. Current density 
4.75 A CM-2. Temp. = 55oC. Re. = 1044. 

Photograph 20. The effects of electrolyte velocity. 0.28M citrate electrolyte. Current density 
4.75 A CM-2. Temp. = 55oC. Re. = 5220. 
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Photograph 21. The effects of electrolyte velocity. 0.28M citrate electrolyte. Current density 
4.75 A Crn-2. Temp. = 55oC. Re. = 9396. 

Photograph 22. The influence of electrolyte pH. 0.17M citrate gold. Current density = 5.0 ACrn-2. 
Temp. = 55 -C. Re. = 12078. pH = 5.3. 
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Photograph 23. The influence of electrolyte pH. 0.17M citrate gold. Current density = 5.0 A rM-2. 
Temp. = 55 oC. Re. = 12078. pH = 6.1. 

Photograph 24. The influence of electrolyte pH. 0.17M citrate gold. Current density = 5.0 A CM-2. 
Temp. = 55 oC. Re. = 12078. pH = 8.1. 
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Photograph 25. A typical example of a "rose" type morphology produced using pulsed current in 
conjunction with HSSJE. 

Photograph 26. A typical example of a "crown" type morphology produced using pulsed current in 
conjunction with HSSJE. 
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Photograph 27. A typical example of a "field oriented random" type morphology produced using 
pulsed current in conjunction with HSSJE. 
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Photograph 28. A typical example of a "smooth" type morphology produced using pulsed current in 

conjunction with HSSJE. 
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Photograph 29. A typical example of a "nodular" type morphology produced using pulsed current in 

conjunction with HSSJE. 

Photograph 30. An optical micrograph of a 17.2 prn gold deposit produced from a Ronoval N elec- 
trolyte containing 60 ml 1-1 "booster" but no nickel. Current density = 8.0 A CM-2. Re. = 10800. X 
2000 
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Photograph 31. A microsection of a gold deposit produced from a Ronoval N electrolyte containing 
60 ml 1-1 "booster" but no nickel. Current density = 9.0 ACM-2. Re. = 10800. X2000 

Photograph 32. A microsection of a gold deposit produced from a Ronoval N electrolyte containing 
60 ml 1-1 "booster" and 3.0 g 1-1 nickel. Current density = 6.0 A cm-1. Re. = 10800. X2000 
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Photograph 33. An optical micrograph of a 17.6 pLm gold/nickel alloy deposit produced from a 
Ronoval N electrolyte containing 60 ml 1-1 booster and 0.7 g 1-1 nickel. Current density = 8.0 A 
CM-2. Re. = 10800. X 1000 

Photograph 34. An optical micrograph of a 17.9 fzrn gold/nickel alloy deposit produced from a 
Ronoval N electrolyte containing 60 ml 1-1 booster and 2.2 g 1-1 nickel. Current density = 8.0 A 
CM-2- Re. = 10800. X 1000 
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Photograph 35. SEM micrograph of a 2.5 jum gold/nickeI alloy deposit produced from a Ronoval 
electrolyte containing 60 ml 1-1 and 1.9 g 1-1 nickel. Current density = 10.0 A CM-2. Re. = 10800. 
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Photograph 36. SEM micrograph of a 2.5 jAm gold/nickel alloy deposit produced from a Ronoval 
electrolyte containing 60 n-d 1-1 and 1.9 g 1-1 nickel. Current density = 12.0 ACM-2. Re. = 10800. 
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Photograph 37. SEM micrograph of a 2.5 jam gold/nickel alloy deposit produced from a Ronoval N 
electrolyte using conventional deposition conditions. Current density = 10 mACM-2. Temperature 
= 350C. 

Photograph 38. An example of a directly written ring oscillator produced by HSSJE with both a 400 
Itm and a 1001im nozzle after removal of the metallised "seed" layer. 
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Photograph 39. The connector wear test configuration as used by the GEC Contact Tester showing 
an actual contact pair under test. 
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DATA TABLES 

These tables list the most relevant data obtained during this study. 
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0.041M CURATE GOLD ELECTROLYTE 
G? ld (as potassium gold cyanide) 8.2 g 1-1 
Diammoaium hydrogen citrate 45.0 g 1-1 
Citric acid 15.0 g 1-1 
Potassium hydroxide to pH 6.0 

Kinematic viscosity 25-C 0.0100203 cm%w, 40oC 0.0073904 cm%wI 55-C 0.0058590 CM2SeC-1 
Conductivity 25-C 49.6 mS cnrl 55-C 83.12 mS cnrl 
0.28M CURATE GOLD ELECTROLYTE 
Cold (as potassium gold cyanide) 54.0 g 1-1 
Diammoniurn hydrogen citrate 45.0 g 1-1 
Citric acid 15.0 g 1-1 
Potassium hydroxide to pH 6.0 

Kinematic viscosity 25-C 0.012284 cm2se%-, ' 
40-C 0.009221 cm, 2sec-I 
55-C 0.0076567 cm2sec-I 

Conductivity 25-C 55.3 mS car' 
55-C 97.6 mS cnrl 

0.17M CURATE GOLD ELECTROLYTE 
Cold (as potassium gold cyanide) 33.5 g 1-1 
Diammoniurn hydrogen citrate 45.0 g 1-1 
Citric acid 15.0 g 1-1 
Potassium hydroxide to pH 6.0 

Kinematic viscosity 25-C 0.005906 cm2swI 
Conductivity 55-C 92.3 mS cra-I 
0.28M LOW CONDUCTIMY CURATE 
Cold (as potassium gold cyanide) 54.0 g 1-1 
Diammonium. hydrogen citrate 1.0 g 1-1 
Citric acid 1.0 g 1-1 
Potassium hydroxide to pH 6.0 

Kinematic viscosity 55-C 0.04232 cm2sw, 

Conductivity 55-C 48.8 mS cnrl 
0.27M PHOSPHATE GOLD ELECTROLYTE 
Gold (as potassium gold cyanide) 53.1 g 1-1 
Di-potassium. hydrogen phosphate 40.0 g 1-1 
Potassium di-hydrogen phosphate 10.0 g 1-1 
Potassium hydroxide to pH 7.1 

Kinematic viscosity 25oC 0.009164 cm2sec-I 
40oC 0.006891 cm2sec-I 55-C 0.005426 cm2sec-I 

Conductivity 25-C 52.44 mS cnrl 55-C 90.02 mS curl 

TABLE 1. Composition and some properties of the pure gold electrolytes used in this study. 
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I PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA I 

SAMPLE NO. Awl ELECTROLYTE 0.041M Citrals 

To". - 25 C 

PH . al 

Nozzle tywas :02 
l 

Nozzle size ern 04 

1 Nozzle area ern sq 
Viscosity ern qq/sec. 

:: 00010"02 
1 Reynolds No. 798.4 

Spot number 2 3 4 
15 

0 7 
1a 

9 to 1, 
1 

12 13 14 
1 

Is Is 17 
Current density A/cm eq 025 1 05 075 1 1 25 15 1.75 12 225 25 275 13 4 5 a 
Cufront applied mA 031 1 003 094 1.20 1 57 1 88 220 251 283 314 345 1 377 502 028 7.54 
Tirm sees 123 625 4145 31.25 249 208 1782 1563 1388 125 11.35 io 42 7*8 825 52 
Total-coulo, ribe 603ser 0.3011, small 00"GaP *", a am'? am'? coasis emai, amp, am's I)MV6 am's 1 - 

Thickness um 05 54 so lie lea lee 
Plating rate uissic )0041 0 Obe 0 ISO 0.381 0 675 0 942 

1 
- 0oposit quality d 8 4 d an* 

SAMPLE NO. Au2 ELECTROLYTE 0.041M C41rals 

Terro. . 25 C 

PH . Ol 

Nozzle velocity Was 5 

Nozzle size cin 
-: 

00,11 

Nozzle area cm aq 
'Ascosity C" sailsoc. 

:, 49010W" 
I ReynoldsNo. 190 

Spot nurnber 1 2 
13 

4 
15 10 

7 a 
I$ 1 

10 it 
1 

121 13 14 
1 

is 
I 

is 17 
1 

is 
I 

Curnsmi density Alcm eq 025 05 075 11 
- 
125 15 1 75 12 1 225 25 275 13 14 5 a 

Current applied mill, 031 003 094 1 26 1 57 1 68 220 f 251 1 283 3 14 345 1 377 1 5.02 625 754 
Torne sacs 123 625 41 45 31 25 249 208 1782 1 1583 1388 125 11 35 1042 78 025 52 
Total couiornbe Omas am, 1, offlaß oý ome. 2 M, 9 m" 

- - - 
em, p Ums§ offloo 0041, kle 00a0111 offl314 cm, $ 

Thick, @" um 0 46 So 106 8 128 161 is i T 77 ;9 3 
Plating rote U/2*C 0 0 074 0 207 0 339 0 0 774 0 970 1 235 

D*pc)ot quality n n WIS ww a" on* am* one arm 

SAMPLE NO. Aull ELECTROLYTE 0.041M Cluraft 

To". 25 C 

PH - al 

Nozzle velocity Was, 101 

Nozzle size efn 00.4 

Nozzle area cm eq 

'Ascomily ern tiqlase. 0-10110 

Reynolds No. 3992 

Spot number 1 2 3 4 a a 7 a1 9 
1 

10 It 12 13 14 15 Is 171 is 
I 

Cu"nt density AJcr, sq 025 OS 
_075 

1 1 25 15 11 75 2 225 25 275 3 4 5 L 
Current applied rriA 031 083 094 1 26 1 57 11 88 220 2SI 263 314 345 377 502 628 -- 754 
Tornip socis 123 82S 4145 31 25 240 208 1782 IS63 1388 125 11.35 1042 78 625 52 
Total coulornbt 0 -al a- 50,30,11 eMall am's 00MIF 0mol am'? - a- 00- 0"It OM? a 00.1. 
Thickness Urn 0 33 Irs 99 so 120. 144 154 ISO 
plating rate u1soc 0 0053 0 let 0317 0357 0" 084)8 7"s T 126 

IDepolat Quality rid 9 9 Wd d1 d n am an naiýon n*/sn sne one anis one 
I I I I I I I I1 1 

SAMPLE NO. Awill ELECTROLYTE 0.041111,11 Chraw 

Temp. 25 C 

PH 
is @I 

Nozzle 15 

Nozzle sz* cm 004 

Nozzle or" em eq 0 001 INS 

is 00, 
Viscosity cm eqtsee. ow T Reynolds No. 5068 

Spot nurnber 1 21 3 4 51 a 7 9 10 
1- 

il 12 13 14 is is 17 11 
Current density cm Iq 025 05 1 075 

-- 
1 1 25 115 1.75 2 225 25 275 31 4 5 6 

Cu"nt applied V 31 063 0" 1 26 1 57 
ý 

188 220 251 293 3.14 345 377 502 626 754 
T. rns, soice 123 625 4145 31 25 249 208 1782 1503 1388 125 11 35 1042 78 025 52 
Total coulombs emoi, omini omas 0-as smair @"to essIty amirs om, r a- a- 0-oe am" a- am" 
7hicknissioum 0 25 63 83 106 11 136 140 156 185 

-Plating raw Wý 0 0 04 0 152 0 256 0 426 0 520 0 793 0 963 1 126 132 
4 

=-P. qualffi, d 

I 

d d 
t 

n Z/sn 
on 1 no one 

PE P4 

one 
I 

i 
I I I I I 

DEPOSIT QUAUTY KEY s- wnooth & brighl d- smoolh & dull 
ob - s". b4ight n- sloght nodulatkbn 

vi" somesurnent on - severe nodulation no - slight noodie growth 
only one - severe noodle growth ic - lot com dendfile 

er - cracks nd -" vioble, do at 

I 

TABLE 2 
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PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA I 

SAMPLE NO. Am$ ELECTROLYTE 0.041M Civals 

Tonw. - 25 C 

pH . 61 

Nozzle imelocity "Wift 

C, 

18 

Nozzle size em 04 

1 Nozzle area crn aq 0.00126 
Viscosity cm sq/ooc 001002 

ReynoldsNo. 7185 

Spot mumbor 1 2 3 4 5 5 0 7 
1a 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 is 17 
1 

Is 
Curreml density Aicm sq 025 05 075 1 1 25 1 25 15 1 75 1 2ý 225 25 275 3 4 5 a a I 
Curremt appied mA 031 083 094 128 157 15 1 be 220 251 28.3 314 345 3 77 502 028 754 1005 
Time mcs 123 825 4145 31 25 9 249 

K 

20 6 17 82 15 63 13 88 12 5 It 35 10 42 78 025 52 30 
Total coulorrtos Gý Do- 10"i"if . 41m a od'Sof o"If oGd.? . 0m, f oml? down 001*20 ottiddi, 00ý019 00- 1ý19 don't 
Thlekn*64 Urn 0 2.2 49 a 103 10 3 123 137 ISO is I i6o 

Plabrig rate u1sec 0 0035 0118 0256 0 41 4 0414 0591 07199 1017 1 162 1 352 
i0opost 

qual Ty I no 10 dl n n n junt"I no end no We 
J 

- 

SAMPLE NO. AwS ELECTROLYTE 0.04 1m Chre's 

-- 
Tomp. - 40 C 

pH . 61 

Nozzle Velocity RV; 2 

to 0027 Nozzle are cm 4 

Nozzle area em oq 00120 

Mocosity, crn sq/vec. 

: : 

0" 

Reynolds No. 1082 

Spot "Uniber 1 2 
13 

4 5 6 7 a1 91 10 11 12 
1 

is 14 15 is 11 18 
Curretif doriory Iklem so 025 05 075 1 1 25 15 1 75 21 225 25 215 3 4 5 a a 
Current aDpl-ed mA 031 063 064 1 26 157 1 as 220 2 51_ 263 3 14 345 377 502 628 754 1005 
Tirne socs I Z3 62 5 41 45 31 25 249 208 1782 1563 1358 12 5 11 35 10 42 78 025 52 39 
Total coulonnom a- 00= 6- 0ý oo: vsoe 0"10 omly 00- ooýwýr 6ý 0ý coniars od"19 00, tirm om's 0-9 
Thickmess urn 0 42 44 74 104 103 14 157 174 223 21 1 20 207 
Pis ting tw* u0 f o 0 0067 0106 0 237 0 418 0 40 0 786 1 004 1M 1 784 1 859 1 919 26538 :M 

- 

ý 

De w rid d d, s 8 m an an an 9m 1 on am on In, * 

SAMPLE NO. Au7 ELECTROLYTE 0.04 1M Citrade 

Tornp. 40 C 

pH @I 

Nozzle velocity rrvm 

Nozzle size er" 

0,51 
Nozzle ares cm eq I. 

Viscosity crn sq/90c. 
Reynolds No. 2706 

Spot 
numbs, 1 21 3 4 9 8 71 a 9 

1 
10 11 12 13 14 is Is 17 Is 

r, mj otmety !, cm sq 025 05 1 075 1 1 25 15 1 75 2 225 1 25 275 3 4 5 a a 
, Current Opp', #a n, 031 0 63 004 1 20 157 1 88 220 251 263 314 34S 3 77 502 628 7S4 1005 

Time socs 123 62 5 41 45 31 25 249 20 8 17 82 15 63 1386 12 5 It 35 10 42 76 a 25 52 39 
Toialcoulo, nbs- 00-1 ýoiqws e. - ý 0. - Cox,? do 90W, 0 *. - o"If Idid. Co... 
Thmkiiegl urn 01 64 82 104 117 149 is a 174 Is 7 is 8 179 

Platilmo rate U, 0 006 0 154 0 262 0 418 0 S63 0 &M 1 062 1 255 1 496 1 656 1 Till 

F- 1 1 I I I 
! D"wt Q-Al, ty d/s 9 d/9 

tn1 

an ý# = an on 1 en I in 

ed 
I I I I I 

1 

I SAMPLE NO. AuG ELECTROLYTE 0.041M Career 

To". : 40 C 

pH at 

Nozzle velocity "Vee : to 
I 

Nozzle size crit 004 

Nozzle woe crn eq 

Viscosity er" eq/80C 

: 

0om 

Reynolds No. 5412 

Spot MUMb9f 11 
_2 

3 4 4 5 a 71 a1 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 

Is 
I 

Is 17 Is 
_ current oonwty Aicm so 0 25 1 ES 075 1 1 1 25 15 1 7S 2 225 25 275 3 4 5 1a a 11 a 

cunsm Opp,, *a mok 031 1 31 063 0" 1 26 1 26 1 57 1 ba 220 251 283 3 14 345 377 502 6 20 1 17 54 to 0055 1005 000 057 
Tinto ovc$ 123 1 123 GE S 41 45 3 

k125 

249 208 1782 IS63 1388 125 11.35 1042 75 825 52 TO 39 

Total coulo-be 
- 

00-P " 00 otittdii ootddil oolido* 0-19 o"'? of-, f -,? COWN 101010 0ý don't ooý ý0- 0- o0ddid* 

Thlelintes urn 0 

i 

24 5 71 71 05 94 128 143 142 Is 161 Is 151 182 

1 M 

1 
plat'r, o rote ul 0 0036 0 121 0 227 0 22 0227 0382 0452 0718 0915 1025 1 26 1410 1.777 19015 2592 0 0 AR 

I FD*poot 

queWy nd d d 8 9 n 
- 

on In an on on an an on . I on "a no 
1 

-1 . 

f: 2 
1 

. 
1 1 1- 

. 
I 

I DEPOSIT OUAUTY KEY it - wnooth A bnght d- wmath & dull 
ob - men%-bnght n- slight mdulabcm 

VIS"I as"Barnomt an - severe nodulabon no - slight needle growth 
only *no - severe needle growth )c - 191 core dendnt* 

er - cracks md - no visible deposit 

TABLE 3 
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11 PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA I 

SAMPLE NO. AuD ELECTROLYTE 0.041M C411rale 

Tamp* 40 C 

PH 11111 

Nozzle we sty md" 15 

Nozzle size cm 004 

1 
Nozzl area ern aq as 

VOco: ty Cm Sq/98C - 

FleynoldisNo. 8110 

Spot number 
13 

4 5 
16 

7 
ia 19 1 

10 11 12 13 14 Is 16 17 
Cument density A/cm aq 025 05 075 1 1 25 15 1 75 2 225 25 275 3 4 5 a a I 
Current soptiod mA 031 

. 
ES3_ 094 1 20 1 5Z. 1 88 220 251 283 3 14 345 3 77 502 628 754 1005 

Time epcii 123 62 5 41 45 31 25 249 20 8 17 82 15 63 13 as 125 11 35 
- 

1042 78 025 52 39 
Total couiombo omal, OM, 011 omaa omlPf om, * -1, am" 

- - 
ot-, a om" a- I- am, 11 amiss 00W, G 00"'. am" 

Thickne" um 0 11 47 72 93 TOM 03 Tr 2 1 129 14 7 148 176 184 lea 164 
lah. g &to U, 0 0018 0 113 0 23 0 373 0 49S 0 029 0 825 1 061 1 168 1551 1574 21538 2624 [ 

Dopoest quality Mal all 

Z Z Z E Z E 

ion W 
I I 

SAMPLE NO. Awl 0 ELECTROLYTE 0.041M Cities* 

T".: 40 C 

pH 61 

Nozzle ve fly in/@* . Is 

Nozzle art em - 004 

Nozzle area Cris 84 - 0001" 
Viscously em lics/96c. as 0 ODrM 

ý R yno4do No. $742 

Spot numbes, 1 2 3 4 5 1 
17 

a 9 10 
1 

" 
1 

12 13 
1 

4 is is 17 
Current deývty A, /cm 9q 025 05 075 

-1 
In- 15 175 2 225 25 275 13 4 5 a a 

Cumitnt applied mA 031 063 094 1 26 157 1" 220 251 283 3 14 345 3 77 502 628 754 1005 
Time sects 123 82 5 41 45 31 25 249 20 8 

_17 
82 1503 13 58 12 5 11 35 10 42 7a 625 52 39 

Total Coulombs a. - as- a- a. " omall 003019 
-0mly -0-s, 

a 0-17 1- amlKi *M, a amill 00"24 omill 00"19 
h, cks, v*** um 0 13 46 67 80 95 104 121 142 154 162 163 182 148 

platimg rose ulvoc 01 0 021 0 11 0 21_4_ 0357 0 457 0 564 0 774 1 025 1 232 1 4Z? 1W 2 0769 2 366 

Diiistoot Qua" "d is d a 8 Wall M am W an am 
1 1 

1 
-- 

SAMPLE NO. Aull ELECTROLYTE 0.041M Cilrose 

" 
Tornp. 55 C 

PH 1111 

I Nozzle velocity m/ 2 

. 

72 
-". 

Nozzle 1.20 cm 

;ý 
Nozzle or" cm all 

Viscosity CM SQ196C. - 

-. 

- -J 

Reynolds No. 1363 

Spot number 11 21 3 4 51 a 7 a1 91 10 11 12 13 14 is 16 17 
Cumiint density Alcm so 025 O. L 0 75 1 1 25 15 175 2 225 25 275 3 4 5 a a 
Cumism app,, *a mA 031 063 094 1 26 157 1 88 220 751 ll 283 3 14 345 - 777 502 628 754 1005 
Time space 123 625 4145 31 25 249 208 1? 82 iS 63 418 1388 125 11 35 1042 76 825 5 2 39 
Total couiombe 0- A a mm , -ft- omt* 00-6 1-11 10 om'? 01.1? omn - 
Th, cksýivsss wm -a 

74 9 100 123 14 

R 

21 21 to 
Plasma so u, 01 0 01a 0145 0237 0381 051 069 0898 151S 1 51S 1 52 

Doposist quai. ty nd d_ ob e,., M on on am 

SAMPLE NO. Aul 2 ELECTROLYTE 0 04 1M Chrove 

Tamp. . 55 C 

PH .01 

Nozzle velocity miss* 
Nozzle szo cm as 11.49 

Nozzle area cm aq 

Viscously CM eq/ 

Reynolds No. 3414 

Spot number 1 21 3 4 51 a 71 a1 9 10 11 
1 

12 
1 

13 14 
1 

15 17, 
Cument clonstv kc,,, 90 025 05 1 075 1 1 25 15 1 75 1 2 225 25 275 1 3 4 5 a a 
Current appiped mA 031 003 094 1 20 

-1 
57 188 220 251 283 314 345 1 3 77 502 020 7S4 1005 

Time sisace 123 025 4145 31 25 249 200 17 82 15 63 13 56 12 5 11 35 1 10 42 76 625 52 30 
Total Coulombs ooý 003M 0 00,01,1 as- am's 

, 
a`s*1p to" a. ",? I-,, % 1- 0 10 00" _ 00"19 L=11, 

Th, clinsi, se u,, s 0 52 71 74 9 10 3 117 13 185 
Piatimic; rate uisoc . 

03 0 171 0237 0381 0495 0857 0832 1 19 

IDepositausil, ty = 
[ j 

d d d so n a. 
ý 

n on am 
I 

EE E 
I I 

ýA o 
I I 

DEPOSIT QUAUTY KEY to - ornooth & bnghl d- ornoolh & dull 
ob - sami-longht n- slight nodulation 

Visual assessirrien1l on - severe nodsilabom n* - slight needle growth 

only one-severeneedlogowd le-letCaredendrile 
cr - cracks nd - no visible detiosil 

TABLE 
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PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA 

SAMPLE NO. Kul 3 ELECTROLYTE 0.041M Chrele 

Tomw. : 55 C 

pH al 

Nozzle velocity m/. : 
"101 Norr 0 air* er" 

- 
04 

Nozzl area cm aq 
%Awo: ty cm sqlaw. 

00 
1 Reynolds No. 6827 

Spot numbw 1 21 3 4 51 a 7 a- a 9 10 " 12 13 14 is 16 17 is 
I 

Current density A/cm oq 025 05 1 075 1 125 1 15 1 75 2 2 2 225 25 275 3 4 5 6 a 
Current appl, *d mA 031 083 004 1 26 157 le$ 2 51 

" 
293 3U 345 377 502 628 754 1005 

Time socs IZ3 02 5 41 45 31 25 249 20 8 17 82 1563 15 633 6 13 86 125 1135 1042 78 625 52 30 
Total Coulomb$ eaý a- 00toes 0ý tiainte 

i 

tion's am,? 

t 

*ý 0ýý? 0ý 'time 0amit 0- 00- em, q 
Thickness um 0 05 42 as 83 94 it 1 It 1 It 1 107 US 13.3 156 167 185 183 162 
Plating rate u see 0 0008 0101 0,188 0301 0399 0539 071 01 0 71 0 772 1008 1 172 1 497 2141 2 84 3 $to 4 IS4 

= 

ý ý F- P- I = E 
kitpowt 

Quahly no so al 

Jýý 

d 6 61 ObIA 

E 

bn i - - - . - P P - I 
l j I I I I I I I 

, 
asso-a ....... oes- 

SAMPLE NO. Aul 4 ELECTROLYTE 0.041M Citrate 

Temp.: 53 C 

PH at 

Nozzle velocity mdsa 15 

Nozzle size cm 004 

Nozzle area cm eq 
V'scosity cm altsee w 

Reynolds No. 10241 

Spot number 1 2 
13 

4 51 7 a1 a 91 10 
ý 

it 
1 

12 
1 

13 14 15 IS 17 
1 

18 
Current density A)Cm so Cm so 025 05 1 05 075 1 1 25 15 1 75 2 2 225 1 25 275 31 4 5. a a a I 
Cu", t apphed MA 031 063 0" 126 157 1 88 220 2Si 263 314 345 377 5 02 6 26 7 54 10 05 10 05 

Time soce 123 625 All 45 31 25 249 20 8 17 82 15 63 13 SO 1388 12 5 11 35 10 42 78 0 25 52 39 39 39 

N 

Total Couiornbs . - 0- 't-i a-ti 00" Qýq 0ý11 00mi 00.11 a- - - 6ý19 

M 

001" 00"'9 00-9 
- 

soc 
Thickness urn 
plat'no at* u1swc 

0 
0 

03 
01 005 05 

03 
0005 

32 
0077 

53 
0 17 

71 
0285 

1 

01 
03419 

go 
0556 

too 109 
0697 0697 

K 

0844 
117 

0844 
125 

1 
13 

1 145 
137 

1 315 
1 7 

2 1923 
76 

2 816 
18 7 

3 596 
1 

85 385 
17 

4 
1 

- -- 
Pal a I al d 0 a a 

SAMPLE NO. Aul 5 ELECTROLYTE 0.041M Citrals 

Torrip. 

pH 

55 C Nozzle velocity riV Is 
04 

as 

Nozzle are cm 
_: 

11 

1 Nozzle area cm eq 
Viscosity em Weec. . ON" : 0*- 

lileynoide No. 122M 1 
Spot murnber 1 3 4 5 a 7 61 91 10 Ill 12 13 14 

- 
is Is 17 is 

Cu"ýt density A, c- so - O25 05 075 11 1 25 15 175 2 225 25 275 -- 3 4 5 a a 
Current applied MA 031 031 063 094 1 26 1 57 1 88 _ 220 251 203 3 14 345 377 502 628 7 54 1005 
T, ffw socs 
Total coulombs 

k 

23 1 23 123 

It-, 

62 5 

Ir" 

41 4S 

- 

31 25 

00mil 
24 9ý 

10-10 
20 8 

0on't 
17 82 

-, 
15 63 

00m.; 
13 8a 

oowr 
12 5 

- 
11 35 

- 
10 42 

a. - 
78 625. 52 39 

Thmkýqls um 
platiria rate Ufsec 

0 
0 0 
0 
0 

04 
OB7 

24 
058 

54 
7173 

71 
0285 

84 
0_404_ 

10 
0561 

11 
0704 

It 0 
0 850 

124 
0 992 

133 
1 172 

14 
1 344 

168 
2 1538 

178 
2 848 

154 
2 962 

too 
4250 

D"wt I 
I 

nd I 
I 

-I 

.i 
I 

! 
L L- 

9 
= 

-9 
= 

ww 
I 

on am an 
I 

am an 
I 

SAMPLE NO. Aul 6 ELECTROLYTE 0.29M Carsup 

To 25 C 

pH 

Nozzle fly rrdw .2 
Nozzle are ef" - 004 

Nozzle area cm sq 
Viscosity cm sq/0@c 

Reynolds No. 651.3 

Spot number 21 3 4 51 6 7 a 
19 1 

10 11 12 13 I 4 14 
1 

Is to 17 is 
C; urr, nt density Alem aq 025 

- 
075 

- - 
1 2 3 325 35 3 75 

_ 
4 425 45 475 a 55 16 as 7 1 

Current sopowd mA 
-F3 1 W 94 1 26 251 377 408 440 4 711 502 534 565 597 828 Sol 754 a is 879 

T, rne we* 
Totefcoulombs 

123 

60-, 

4 45 

00: iiot 

31 25 

0ams 

15 03 

00-41 

10 42 

!ý 

Go 

00: 019 

so 

=WI 

83 

00: aite 

78. 

00WIS 

74 

00ý 

so 

0ý 

057 

L. "" 

t 

025 

0 tims a. m. 

568 

'am. 

521 

00"" 

401 

Dom? 

446 

coml 
Th, cknes* un 0 100 Dopos 

- - 
Plating ? at* u1swe 0 0 

Deposit quality rid I - 
ZZ Fý 

me . 

E- 
-n. . en -a swic 

I I I I Z I 

I 
DEPOSIT OUAUTY KEY s- ornooth & bright d- ormoth & dwil 

ob - soýbnqht n- sioght nodulabon 

visual Assess"W"t on - severe nodulation ne - slight needle growth 

only tine . "vqrs m*odle growth ic - lot Cora dentinte 

er - cracks no - no "*, bl* deoes-11 

TABLE 5 
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I PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA I 

SAMPLE NO. Aul I ELECTROLYTE 0.25M Citrate 

Temp. : 25 C 

PH @I 

Nozzle Velocity Was 

a Nozzle at? @ cm 

Nozzle area cm aq 
I 

'" 
I 

V'scoory Cm "/vive. 

00012" Reynolds No. 1625 

Spot number 1 2 3. 4 5 a 'I 
I 

a 9 9 10 10 11 
1 

11 121 13 14 
1 

15 
1 

is 17 is 
Current density A/cm aq 025 075 1 2 3ý 325 35 3.75 4 4 425 45 4 475 

-5 - 
55 a 65 7 

Current applied mA 031 004 1 26 251 377 408 440 471 5.02 02 534 5 565 5 85 507 625 691 754 41 a Is a is 879 
Ime sect 123 41 45 31 25 15 83 10 42 " a@ 83 78 78 74 69 So 657 625 558 521 48I 481 446 
Well Coulomb$ Const oonolý 00"WI o0n`? C 00"I'M 00"C's 1-11 00, 0-19 0- 00- 00""' onoo Conn - I. nrN 0 'nilt, o'nol 

N 

hrckness um 75 97 156 18, 182 2`1 7 . 2173 

1 

Plating rate U/sm 0 0 024 0 621 1 467 1 677 2 045 2614 35 
i 4 

Depowl quality . a/n* an. no one on*/ arel on i 

SAMPLE NO. Aull ELECTROLYTE 0.211M Citrow 

Temp. 25 C 

PH aI 

Nozzle velocity mise : 

010 Nozzle size ern 04 

Nozzle area cm eq 

%necooty cm actlese. 

0001 

"a 

Reynolds No. 3258 

Spot number 1 2 3 4 
15 1a 

7 a 91 10 It 12 13 14 15 
1 

Is 17 Is 
Current demo? y Adem 9q 025 075 1 2 13 3 25 

ý 
35 375 4 425 45 4 75 5 55 1 a1 85 7 

Current sop,, ed mA 0.31 094 1 26 2 51 13 77 
ý 

4 06 440 4 71 502 534 555 _ 597 028 691 1 754 a is 879 
Time sacs 123 ;1 as 31 25 15 63 10 42 96 so 63 78 74 so $57 a 25 568 521 4 at 4 Ala 
Total Coulomb$ oo- ooý ooý- Conn 00" 00", otin't *0- o"Wo 00- Donoo Conn Conn I'M. 00" 00m, oonl? ' 
ThICkneso Um 54 57 117 141 
p &I'Mit rate u 0 

_O 
13 0 182 0 749 1 353 

I 1= 1 1 
! Depolut Qualfty a 9 to ObIns going no i -0 i -0 - 4 *1 orle -a - 

ZI 

1 1 SAMPLE NO. Aul 9 ELECTROLYTE 0.25M Citraw 

Temp. : 25 C 

pH 

N zzý: velocity nVas 

Nozz are C 004 

Nozzle area cm eq 

01229 

eynoldsNe. Sul 

Spot number 2 31 4 5 a 7 a 9 
1 

101 11 12 13 14 
1 

Is is I? is 
Current do's-WAICMI 90 025 075 11 2 3 325 

_35 
375 4 1 425 45 475 5 55 a 05 7 

current app"ed fA 031 094 1 20 1 251 3771 408 440 4 71 S02 1 534 585 Sol 828 Gel 754 a is 879 
Tim@ secs lZj 4`145 31 25 is 83 1042 98 so 83 78 174 69 057 825 568 S21 461 446 
Total Co. iombs -1 IInC6 C 0". 01" C- 

-1CM11 
Conn Conn I. - 

h. ckness u 54 83 14 7 

Plating rate u/sac 0 0 13 0266 094 

- - l 
Deposit quahty 

7n e Wo We an. we one an& on* one am* sne &no sne 

1w*11c 

SAMPLE NO. Au2O ELECTROLYTE 0.26M Citraie 

Temp. 40 C 

pH 

: 

al 

hl: zzý: velocity riliss 2 

N rz size Cm - 004 

Nozzle or*& Cm Sol : 00121 

NAscowly Cm sti/sec 009" 

Reynolds No. 887.6 
1 

Spot number 1 21 3 4 5 a 9 1 9 10 11 12 12 13 14 Is Is 17 18 
so Current dqAW! X 025 075 1 1 2 31 325 35 375 4 4 4 25 45 475 475 ý 5 55 a a 6 as 7 

Current acipi, ed 031 094 1 26 251 377 408 440 4 71 50 2 502 534 585 5 597 So ON- 691 754 816 879 
Time sacs 123 4145 31 25 1563 1042 90 so 8L 7a 7a 

K 

74 69 as 857 
? 

85 

k 

625 $68 52 51 

K 

521 4 at 440 
Total Coulombs o0w, 1ý Conn DO. " Conn Can'. a- oonin 0-9 C. M.. "... 0 'o- Conn Coft. Conn 00" 00.21 00"', 
Tfilckreal uill 7.1 - 98 172 as 204 207 21 8 245 225 249 227 7 7 255 

i0tima felt u1sec 0 0171 0314 11 1 $04 2 125 2 326 2 627 3 141 3 041 3" 3455 408 
i i _ 1 I t 
Depowt quality nd so stilme It n nj nine n n am on snln* I Ic PC IC 

DEPOSIT QUAUTY KEY 6- wnoolh & bright d- Smooth & dull 
Sir - som-brighl n- slight nodulation 

visual assess"Wnt on -severe nodulabOn fie - elightne"14o growth 
only she . severe needle growth jc - lei core dendmie 

er - cracks nd - no visible, dooosit 

TABLE 6 
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PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA 

SAMPLE NO. Au21 ELECTROLYTE 0.20M Citrate 

Temp. : 40 C 

pH $I 

5 

0, 

Nozzle velocity m/se 
Nozzle *z* cm 

1 
Nozzl area cm oq 

VOco: ty em IC3190C tiorn 

: -ze 
I 

Reynolds No. 2160 

Spot number 1 2 3 4 5 a 7 a 
10 1 

10 11 12 13 is 
I 

is IS 17 is 
Current density A/cm so 025 075 1 2 3 325 35 375 4 425 45 475 5 55 5 05 7 a 
Cumerlt sophed mA 031 0 04 1 26 2 51 377 4 08 4 40 4 71 5 02 S 34 5 65 5 97 6 28 6 911 7 54 6 $792 1005 
Time set: s 123 41 45 31 25 15 03 042 1 10 42 

-9 
8 so 83 78 74 so 057 825 568 521 481 446 446 30 

Total Coulomb* flow? oonas 00"A ao" jonn 

K 

10"IN 00"Vil 0010TI 0- 
- - 

con's all- 10nM con2l) oonn CoM4 oo"M 

k 

Dom, 0 om, 00m, Ion's 
Thickness urn a1 83 155 II Is 1 Is 1 18 7 183 T AQ 89 

, 
194 20 

Wing 810 wc 0 0 147 0 266 0 992 1737 1 737 1W 2 054 2 777 i 48-7 T703 
:ý != 1 

! Deooo. t quai ty no 
ý 

*D " am on smý an on/nd one 0,911c, an*, on., 
I 

ý 

f II f I I I 

SAMPLE NO. Au22 ELECTROLYTE 0.25MCitram 

Temp. 40 C 

pH 61 

Nozzle velocity /me 10 
1 

Nozzle are Cm 004 

Nozzle area cm oq :: I. 

Viscosity cm @a/sec 00072 

1 
Reynolds No 4W 

Spot numb*f 
--- -1 

2 3 4 5 a 7 aI 111 10 11 12 12 
1 

13 13 14 is Is 15 is 17 is 
Current constry A/cm so 025 075 1 2 2 3 3 3 25 3 25 35 35 3 75 3 75 41 425 45 475 1 47 4 5 5 55 6 15 as 7 a 
Current aor-d -A 031 094 1 26 1 251 251 377 408 440 4 71_ 4 71 502 534 565 597 59 7 597 628 691 7 54 7 54 5 a Is 8 70 IC 05 1 
Time secs 123 4145 31 25 55 1563 63 1042 go 89 83 83 7a 74 69 

N 

057 a 57 057 625 

M 

Sao 51 521 521 481 4 46 , 39 1 
f6talcoulombs irW2 0 03- 0 0"" Inn -InN .... .... 0 11"'1 ýVnn onn 00"19 oenooo o1noo I_ I_ C. - in in - In. 0-1. _"n _n" on" 11.11 11-1 

Thickness un, 49 73 14 7 14 7 159 

Z 

162 167 is? is? 17 175 Is I 
Pi I, rate sec, imsting raTo us 0 0 118 0234 0 04 94 1 094 1526 520 1 520 1 687 1 $76 2012 2012 2012 2 170 236S 2333 

no 9 0 8 so" som -; -fne -no it'"s snime no sn* 

E F ý- I 

SAMPLE NO. Au23 ELECTROLYTE 0.28M Carate 

Tomp. to C 

%)H at 

NozZio velocity miss 181 

Nozzto size cm 0 04 

Nozzl: area cm sa - : 124 Reynolds No. 7308 

Vaco lycmea/soc . 

Spot numoor 11 2 3 41 5 6 7 a 91 10 11 12 13 14 is 
C,, ri, enj oon$. ty A C- So 025 075 1 1 3 25 35 375 4 4 25 45 4-, 5 5 55 9 
-,, ent soooeo MA 031 0 9A 1 26 25, 377 4 08 A 40 4 71 502 S34 565 S97 r 528 Sol 7 54 10 CS 1ý 
T- "to 123 41 45 31 25 1563 1 1042 9a 89 83 78 74 -6 i- -6-S-7- r- a 25 5 8-8 5 21 
Total coulombs ýt- 

-- 
! ý- --I - ý. ý I -. In . -I --V - It- I. - ýe- -n . - 1: -?. 

Th-'ess .,, 11 41 as 14 157 155 155 161 154 is* 
plalino rate u1sec 0 0099 0 0 896 1 1 507 1015 1742 104 2 103 2 149 

09powfous" 14011,01, It One $no one sie ants sne Will 11,1 

SAMPLE NO. Au24 ELECTROLYTE 0 28M Caraie 

55 C 

61 

Temp. 

DH 61 

Nozzle velocity m, " 2 

Nozzle a.: * cm 0 04 

Nozzl area cm so 
5 

V, Oco: tv cm sa'soc 

Reynolds No 1045 

Spot mumber 1 2 3 a 5 a 71 a 9 10 11 12 13 It is is 17 
Current con" A, cm on 0 2 0 75 1 2 3 3 25 35 3 7L 4 425 45 4 75 s 55 a as 7 1 
Current aDDIted mA 031 094 094 1 20 251 3 77 408 4 40 4 71 502 534 565 So Go 691 7 54 5 is 8 79 

1 
110 CS I 

Tirne sees 123 145 45 4145 31 25 1563 1042 98 e9 ! 3_ 7a 74 9 657 

# 

5 25 581 51 5 55, 2 1 521 481 4 46 139 
Total coulomt's I- ýýnIS io"r C1.11, _ 'Inn io"It oon44 ýDnII I In" I Inn o on, o r"'. onn 1 on. i o"M oo"P, 
Th ck, ess urn 

1 1 

49 49 76 14 2 189 19 7 206 203 214 206 202 
jPlating rate u sec 0 118 0" Ila 0 243 0909 1814 2052 2 15 2446 44 27 2764 28 

_ 

Gus, -tv is Is a b On wonsi sr%, n* Ic c sn'sne snoen. c c 
I 1 

- 
1 1 1 1 

DEPOSIT QUAUTY KEY a- smooth & bright d- wrooth & civil 
so - gernt-bngnt n- wight nociviscon 

v, susi assessment on - Severe nodulation me - slight "*@CIO groWth 
omly Ong . evere growtM IC - ? at core Conant* 

et . cracol md - me vivoie cooosit 

TABLE 7 
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SAMPLE NO. Au2I ELECTROLYTE 0 27M Phosphaw 

T*mo - 

DH - 

25 C 

71 

NoZzý: velocity mise 
Nazz orlp cml . 

2 

00 

Nozzle area cm go 
Viscolviv cl" 90'wc 

: 00124: ý 
i 

coolill ý 

Reynolds 140 1732 
I 

I 

Spot muýber 1 2 s 9 
- 

10 
- 

II 
, 

12 13 14 is is 17 Is 
Curntni cerivy A cm so 025 075 2 3 325 3S 3 75 4 425 45 4 75 5 . 55 a a as 7 ai 
Curnp,? spol, ed mA 0 31 094 1 25 251 3 77 406 440 4 71 502 534 565 5 97 , 6 28 so, 754 04 5 79 1005 1 
Tmw secs 123 41 45 1 31 25 1563 

. 
1042 06 89 93 78 74 69 0 57 a 25 568 

N 

5 21 4 at 4 48 39 1 
Total co. loývs oW2 ý11" -9 ton'* I o1w . 0- to"" 0"ý o.. 
Th, cKmess wM No mic 
Plating rate U'vec 

Depost cual-tv no 0 9 so sn* 
i 

ýc ?II IC c lit I 

I PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA ll 

Spot mumber 

SAMPLE NO. Au2 5 ELECTROLYTII 0 25M Citrato 

Temp. . 55 C 

pH .aI 

cu"ent deý8. no A cm oq 
Cu"M opphod MA 
Tn'* c, 
Total coulombs 
Th. ckýeas um 
plotong rate U'soc 

D*povt 0.61'ry 

I 
1 02, 

031 
123 

0 ýý 

0 

nd 

Nozzle velocity miss, .5 
Nozzte gre cm - 004 1 

2 
075 
004 

41 45 

0 oý 

38 

0 092 

d 

3 

1 26 
131 25 

10 oý 53 
0202 

4 
2 

251 
1563 
00. m 

11 4 

0729 

ob 

5 
3 

377 
1042 

0 oý 

154 

1 478 

a 
325 
408 

98 
O.. 's 

168 
1 75 

I 
35 

440 

so 
I on't 

223 
2506 

Nozzle area crn sq - 00012S 

Viwoe, ty cm sa, ý -0 w748 1 

a 
375 
4 71 

83 

0 1ý 

la 1 
I'll, 

0 
4 

502 
78 

00"19 

187 [L3jgLý 

m 

10 4 25 
534 

74 

00- 19 2595 

em 

11 45 

5 es 

so 
0 oý 

ISO 2739 

w 

12 
4 75 

567 
657 

0 0"" 19 1 2007 

on 

13 

5 628 
825 

0 0ý 

195 3 12 

on 

Reynoids No. 2612 

14 

55 
691 568 

, OM. 

wMe 

15 

a 754 
521 

0 o"m 

5ý*,, c 

Is 
es 

a 16 481 

I OMP 

IC 

17 

679 
446 

: T. I. 

je 

18 
a 

1005 39 
ý 0"12 

IC 

SAMPLE NO. Au2d ELECTROLYTE 0.28M Citrate 

Temp. . 55 C 

pH . 61 

Spot number 
Current o9miury A cm so 
C. rwt appiýmA 
T,, ', ecs 
Total couiomos 
Th, ckýess um 
Plating rate womic 

Depostt cuaittv 

I 
025 
031 
123 

t . -) 

0 

nd 

Nozzle velocity mtso . 10 

Nozzle size cm - 004 

2 
075 

0 04 
ILI 

-4s- T Vý 

29 
007 

3 

1 26 
31 25 

- i"A 

ss 
0 176 

so 

I 

251 
IS83 
t- 

108 
0591 
w 

5 
3 

3 77 
1042 

��fl 

158 

1 516 

a 3 25 
408 

go 2 -"It 

17 1 

1 781 

I 
35 

440 

89 
Ton, I 

iz_, ý 
1 933 

Noule area crn eq - 000121 

viecoi. ty cm le/»c . 000788 1 

a 375 
471 

63 ý I? " 

173 
1084 1 

9 
502 

78 
10.10 

17 7 
2269 

10 425 
534 

74 

- Imo 

18 7 
2527 

II 45 
565 

so 
is 2609 

12 
4 75 

597 
657 

, oý 

192 
2922 

9. 

13 
5 

628 
625 

-0- 194 
3 104 

RoynoldsNo 5.224 

14 
55 

591 

sea 

SI, 

L-IL 
LL54 

521 
,:. A 

9-0 

is 
es 

a4 81 

le 

17 
8 79 
446 

la 
loos 39 

Je 

SAMPLE NO. Au27 ELECTROLYTE 0.26M Carsto 

Tomo - 55 CI Nazzie votocity Pnim . is 
I 

DM# .011 Nortie iwze cm - 004 

-dý�, mi ö"sýtv A e- so 10 25 10 75 Spot muýbo, 
III113 

F- -"ýc 9 123 14, AS 131 25 
, cýu-"qm ODO1,00 ýA 10 31 10 94 11 26 

Totai coulomos .. -,! -"I ... "A 
rT-h, emmegs um 1 61 48 

plotima rate u sec 

DeDowt Q. S"N 

0 10 039 10 154 

Id 1 11 1a 

4 

251 
1563 
ý T- 

10 2 
0653 

so 

5 
3 77 

1042 
��fl 

14 9 

1 43 

a 3 25 
4 08 

9a 
la 

1 667 

7 
5 

440 

a9 
T I- ISO 
1 899 

Nome aroa crn sq . 000126 

VISCOWTV em go, we .0w? " 

a 3 75 
4 71 

83 T7ý- 
625 

" �nfl 
17 4 

2096 

9 4 
502 

7a 

176 
2 256 

4 25 
534 

74 

I rýý 

168 227 

I" 
45 

ses 
69 

, 0- 17 3 
2507 

12 
4 75 
S97 

$57 

17 0 

2725 

13 

5 
6 25 

153 
2928 

tm 

Roynolds No ; 404 

14 1 is 

691 1 754 

568 15 21 

1 -1.1 - ý.. 

55 
8 le [--879-[10 05 i 

le 3 18 81 18 2 
3 31 13 493 13 805 

'a '? is 
a 7i 

110 
085 es 

-i" i S" i S, iý 
C 

I 

s- smooth & bnght d- w"ooth & dull 

sb - wrr4-bnght n- slight noculaton 

visual seseswriont an - severe nodulation no - Slight nfealf growth 
oniv She . Savors miggicts growth Ic - ! Wl Core concinto 

Cf - Cracks no - .0 ý111010 offies'l 

DEPOSIT QUALITY KEY 
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11 PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMET I 

SAMPLE NO. Au29 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate 

Temp. al 25 C 

pH 71 

Nozzle velocity mise is 
Nozzle size cm 

51 Nozzle area cm eq 
Viscowry cm sq/ 

Reynolds No. 2183 

Spot number 1 2 3 4 ý9 16 
7 a1 9 10 It 12 13 14 15 is 17 

Current bill Aicm so 025 05 1 2 3 325 35 3 75 4 425 
Current sopised mA 031 063 1 26 251 377 408 440 4 71 502 534 
Time sacs 123 4145 31 25 1563 1042 go so 87 7-8 74 
Total Coulombs so-? -3 .ý 0- ." . 0-9 0- - =!. 06"it eolllliti 
Thickness um No th, c 

Wing rat uioac 

Deposit quality_ no 

a II I an I w/cr -W=I. l 
SAMPLE NO. Au3O ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate 

Temp.. 25 C 

PH 71 

Nozzle w1ocity miss . 10 

Nozzle are cm .0 04 

Nozzle area cm aq - OlDtfs 

Viscosity cm go Igoe . 00,181 

Reynolds No. 4350 

Spot number 2 
13 141 

5 0 
1 

71 a 91 10 
1 

11 12 
1 

13 
1 

is is 
I 

is is 
Current clerialry A/cm sq 025 05 11 12 3 3 25 1 351 3 75 41 4 25 1 1 
Curremi appited mA 031 0 e3 f1 26 1 261 377 4 08 4 40 4 71 502 $34 
Time sece 123 41 45 131 25 1 1563 1042 96 89 e3 78 74 
Total coulombs 1 ".. Otis" ýV-lr ýew-v 1- I'M$ 

h, ckness um No th. c 
Plaiing rate w9ec 

DeDowl quailtv 'a : = 
#a 

onlef S. 17 

sil sn, cr 
SAMPLE NO. Au3I ELECTROLYTE 0 Z? M phosprists, 

Temp. 25 C 

pH - 71 

1 
Nozzle velocity m/se is 

Nozzle size em : 004 

Nozzle area cm aq : 001 

Viscosity cm sq'see . 

": Reynolds No 7S56 
11 

Spot number 1 21 3 1A 51 a 
-7 

18 
19 1 

to I1 .2 is 14 is 11 j 
Currant oertsin, A cm 90 025 OS 1 1 2 3 

- - 
3 25 

- - 
35 

- 
3 75 4 4 25 45 

Cur, e, t ii -A 031 063 1 1 26 2SI T 7 7 7 08 
- 

7 40 
- 

4 71 502 534 565 
Time WCS 123 41 as 1 31 25 IS63 1042 9 6 eq 8-3 78 74 
Total couiomos 
Thickness um No m, c 
Plating rate u sec 

i 
7e-0, cost OU 11tv no 

I 
L 

E 
ýE 

- 

L 

We 111ý9 we != ic 
I I I 

SAMPLE NO. Au32 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate 

Temp. x, 40 C 

vH 

NCzZ:: velocity m/lit, . 21 

Nazz air* cm w 004 

Nozzle area cm so 

00 

- 
Viscosity cm so, wee 

R*yno, d$No. '101 
1 

Spot number 1 2 3 4 5 o 71 a 9 10 it 12 13 14 Is 0 
Cumem aeriviv A cm so 025 

- 
075 

I - 
1 

- - 
2 

- 
3 

- - 
325 35 

- 
3 75 4 4 25 as 4 75 5 6 6 

Current sow, eo mA 
-03 1 rg 4 T 26 2 5 1 T 77 4 OF 

' 
74 0 
- 

4 71 502 SS4 565 597 1 691 7 54 
Time sect 123 7745 31 25 1563 1042 go 8 9 63 78 74 so 657 a 25 566 5 21 1 
Total coulombs I- o ýý -0.01 0 1". n -" i0itill C. " I- ý 5", , 03s"o 0 Q-ti C- - t- f ! "A i 
Th, ckmess um 66 `10 2 186 1 

JPl8l. r, Q late u, wc 1 0 0 159 0 326 1 1 19 
ýD#=Coos-l 

Quality 0 so" me We C C C 
I I I 

DEPOSIT QUALITY KEY s. 9mooth&bnghI id-wTooth&dYll 
sb - wnw. bnght n- might noduisticin 

Visual os»esrneni in. »veremodulabon no-aiighin»ciegrowin 

onlv en@ - »vort m»cie gromm Je - let core Clenerite 
er - elecks �d - "0 es, elt cleoost 

TABLE 9 
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0 

PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DAT I 

SAMPLE NO. AuU ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phoshate 

- 
Temp. - 40 C 

pH . 7.1 

Nozzle velocity miss 51 

00, Nozzle size em 

Nozzleareacm 

Mwos, 

Reynolds No. 2002 

Spot number 1 2 
13 

4 5 a 71 a1 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 

15 
1 

Is 17 Is 
Current density A/cm so 025 075 1 2 3 325 351 375 4 

- 
425 45 475 

Current applied mA 
_O 

31 094 1 26 251 3 77 408 440 4 71 702 534 585 597 
Time socc 1123 41 45 31 25 1563 1042 06 89 83 78 74 60 SS7 
Total coulombs 00u001, 00ý Dii- - "OUPil 0"19 . -1 06ý cGlOll 00M0 00le0l Como 
Thickness um 5 84 164 20 
Plating rate Wairc 0 0 121 0 269 1040 1 919 

- 
F 

Dirposit quality no 9 ý 
- 

'a ine n/n* snin* 

I E E l ZZI I I 
SAMPLE NO. Au34 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate 

Temp. -0C 

pH . 71 

Nozzle ireloocity "Viss is I 

Nozzle or* cm 004 

Nozzle or" cm eq 

- 
viscowly cm so 2" 

:, 

Ooom 

'"I Reynolds No. 

Spot number 1 2 
13 

4 5 6 
-? 

a1 91 10 11 12 13 14 Is is 17 
1 

Is 
Current density Alcm so 025 075 11 2 

-- 
3 3 25 35 37S 4 425 45 4 75 5 55 , 

Current applied mA 031 094 11 26 251 377 _ 408 440 4 71 502 534 565 597 628 091 
Time sacs 123 41 45 131 25 15 63 10 42 98 89 83 71 74 so 657 625 568 
Total coulombs eami 00, rioeii 1".. 0ý cemit . 0-9 otui, " 00- 0-0 .. ý 00, roe .. we 0 0ý 0-em. 
Thickness um 46 77 Is 174 
Plating rate u/sec 0 0 111 0 246 1 024 1 a7 

e 
' :ý = F ýý no a 9 a 

LMOMS 

sirim snino wine Vin-e 

, ne w-,. 
SAMPLE NO. Au33 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate 

Tomp. 40 C 

pH .7 
N mlaa *v "ty Is aloe 

Ozzie or* cm 004 N Nozzle area cm qq V'scilely cm gal Closer 
Reynolds No. IOWA 

1 21 3 4 51 a 71 6 9 10 
1 

I'l 12 13 14 is 
I 

is 17 is 
IM-52%ty A/cm eq 0 25 0 75 1 1 2 31 325 35 1 375 4 425 45 4 75 5 55 a 1 65 7 1 
Currant applied mA 031 094 1 1 26 251 3 7 71 408 440 4 ?1 502 534 565 597 628 Sol 754 , a is 879 1-0 
Time sacs 123 41 45 1 31 25 iS 63 042 10 42 1 96 so - 83 78 74 at $57 625 568 521 481 440 39 1 
Total couiomtev 00-a 00ý 1 00mil cow, , 0- 

- 
*ý """ '*ý """' "me 0ý elm. 00ml! 10.21 2em, on-tl 

Thick, @" um 431 3 151 

1 

6 17 76 T 77 I 

Plating rare u/saic 0 0 104 0234 10 11 1669 1 569 1 813 

, 
-1 us,. no - 0 onsier W*, c, iw*ecfl wir eno $no tlno 

f ; 7* 
one 

SAMPLE NO. AU36 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate 

Temp. . 55 C 

pH . 71 

N zzle velocity "v" 21 

Nozzle size cm 004 

Nozzle it, " cm aq 

v1scosayernia; see 

000543 Reynolds No. 1474 

Spot number 2 3 4 5 a 7 a 
191 

10 11 12 13 14 15 Is 17 is 
Current density A/cm ;7 0 25 0 75 1 2 3 325 35 375 14 4 25 45 475 5 55 
Current applied mill, 031 094 1 25 251 377 ; 08 440 4 71 502 534 565 597 628 091 
Time secs 123 Ali 4S 31 25 1563 1042 96 89 

.03 
78 74 so 

_057 _625 
568 

Total coulombs aeý coml - 'Qm11 00W. om, f aeaq 00ý 0. 0 0"M 004iir? 'I 00m. 
Thickness um 52 81 149 20 205 

=a rate weac 0 3 0 259 0 03 1 919 2 135 P 
l 1 

109posit Quality no So n n an w 
7/n; 

+qnin* jqnwlc 
sneepc PC 

9- smooth III, bnght d- ovicath & dull 
ob - *env-bnghl n- slight nodulaticm 

Vtsu&l assessment on - severe nodulation no - slight noodle growth 

only one - severe noodle growth 1c - lot core dandme 

cr - cracks md - no visible deposit 

I DEPOSIT OUAUTY KEY 

TABLE 10 
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I PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA I 

SAMPLE NO. A07 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phossilphate 

70". - 55 C 

PH . 71 

Nozzle I-Ity"Ves :5 
Nozzle size cm 04 

1 
Nozzle area cm aq 

vlwo" cm 9qf*ke 

OOD543 Reynolds No. 3686 

Spot numbw 1 2 3 
14 15 

a 7 a 0 10 111 12 13 14 15 161 17 
1 

is 
Current density AJcm 9q 025 075 1 2 3 325 35 375 4 25 45 475 5 55 6 65 71 8 
Current applied mA 031 094 1 20 251 377 408 440 47, 502 S34 505 507 025 Sol 754 a is 870 1 1005 
Times sece 123 4145 3125 1563 1042 96 89 L3 78 74 69 057 025 568 621 481 448 39 
Total coulombs 0ý 0- -ý ssý iiý 0"19 *", 1 _ Qssý om's isý oix,, m, 6ý 0M. . M? '0= omit 

h, ckn*ss um 31 63 124 Is 8 16 4 110 Is r , 719-2 19 8 
Plating rate uoties: OW5 0 202 0 703 1 812 1 017 2 Oil 2 301 ' 748-2 2 649 

I 

i 

Deposit quality "d 

id 
Id Be n n n1 one 

1 
nq 

1 
F 10 10 

I I I I I I I I I 

SAMPLE NO. Au3I ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate 

T".. MC 

PH . 71 

I Nozzle trelocity m/se as 10 

Nozzle size cm 004 

1 Nozzle area ent eq sts'. 
%siscosity, cm sqfwc. 

: :, 

005.0 

Reynolds No. 7372 

Spot number 1 2 
13 14 15 

a 
17 1a 

91 10 
1 

11 12 13 14 15 
1 

is 17 
1 

is 
I 

Current dentistry A/cm so 02S 075 11 2 3 325. 35 1 375 41 425 45 475 5 55 a1 85 7 6 
Current appt, od mA 031 094 11 26 251 377 408 440 4 71 502 1 534 56S 597 628 i 01 754 1 a Is 879- 1005 
Time sects 123 41 45 31 25 Is 63 10 42 of " 83 761 74 80 657 625 Sea 521 1 481 446 39 
Total coulombs a. - - - - 00" ""If -11, QsMe ... " isisý 0- 0- 0ý 00303"1 iiiin" 0 "J" 00m, 10"It 

hickritses um 34 58 12 150 Is$ 179 
_182 - 

is 

1 

Rating fam u1see 0082 0166 0768 1 497 1 729 2 Oil 2 193 2 308 
1 

Deposit quai, ry no d d 1 19ý wn n n " an* . Ic Ea 
sea aissis i s 

1 
ss s sse ssi 

SAMPLE NO. Au3fi ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate 

I Tamp. - 55 C 

pH sis 

Nozzle " sty I is wee . 
Nozzle size cm 

Nozzle area cm aq 
1,019cosity cm sq/ 000543 

Reynolds No. 13me 

S "u 1 21 3 4 51 0 7 a1 91 10 11 12 13 14 Is 
I 

is q? Is M 
Z Alcm 025 075 1 2 3 325 3S 375 1 4 425 45 4 75 5 SS 6 65 7 a 
Current so ited mA 031 094 1 28 251 

_3 
77 408 440 4 ?1 502 534 565 597 6 2a 091 7 54 , a Is $79 1005 

Torne sece 123 41 45 31 25 1563 1042 96 so 83 78 74 as its? 025 56S 5 21 481 446 39 
Total cou, ombs OW's 10 A OWW" 00ý 01.11 00"', 00ý a 0"', 00- - I Qý I. -l- 0-1. - 11-1 10m, em'. 
Thickness um 17 44 It 3 is is I Is 1 185 117 0 183 18 2 187 leg 
Plating rate u1sec 0041 0141 0723 1 4a- 1677 2034 2229 2205 2473 2638 2 846_ 3024 

M 

I 

Deposit quality no d 9 VII wn wn It n "/00 n. we 
I 

-- I 
- 

f _ 

SAMPLE NO. Aw 40 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate Sample to *value%* the srifluence of dissolved Oxygen 

Temp. 40 

PH 7.1.1 

Nozzle ve sty fill" : 

010 Norzfe sire ern 
--- 

04 

1 
Nozzle area crn aq 
Issiscosity em, eq/0$c 

as . 1-01. 

- 

1- 
Reynolds No. 7372 

Spot number 1 21 3 4 51 a 7 a1 91 10 11 12 13 14 Is Is i? Is 
Current density AJcm so so 025 025 1 025 025 025 
Current applied mA 031 0311 03 031 031 
Time secs 123 123 123 123 123 

sail couicimbe 0 I-P iss, 02-2 ". -1 00-2 
h. ckneas urn 

plating rate u1sec, - rge time mine u _M 
25 60 55 

Quallty 
6-M 

DEPOSIT OUAUTY KEY 0- ornooth & bnghl d- w7ooth & dull 

ob - serni-bnght n- vilight nodulation 
lAwal ameasernent on. severe modulsbon no -slight needle growth 

only SMO - severe "@Odle growth IC - PI Core dendnts 

Cr - CT&CkS rid - no visible dtitioul 

TABLE 11 
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PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA I 

SAMPLE NO. Aw4l ELECTROLYTE 0-27M Phosphate Semple dol4worsiled with nitrogen 40 nine 

Tomp. - 40 

PH . 7.1 

1 Velocity nVolic :S 10 

Nozzle size cm 04 

Nozzle W" cm aq . tool" 
linscositycitisq/voc. .0 .1 

Reynolds No. 5805 

Spot number 1 2 
13 

'4 S 
1a 

7 a 
19 

to it 121 13 14 15 IS Is 17 Is Is 
Cumont density A/cm sq 025 075 11 2 3 1 325 35 375 4 425 45 475 5 55 
Current applied mA 031 094 1.26 251 3.77 408 440 471 502 534 565 597 020 Sol 0 DO 0. 000 000 000 000 
Time ask: 9 123 41 45 31.25 1563 1042 as 89 83 78 74 69 057 025 568 
Total coulombs 60-s? 0mall 00"000 O-MPq am, * 0=11 00" *=I' OM60 0aaaa QsX*0 00(wai) atia"a" 
Thickness um 
Plating rate uivok: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Do lot Qu d 9 8 an an in no no =a = -1 an. =I 

SAMPLE NO. Au42 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate Semple do-swaraled vft nitrogen 40 mine 

Temp. 55 

PH is 7.1 

1 
Velocity West: . 161 

Nozzle size cm - 004 

Nozzie are@ cm sq 0.00i" 

Viscosity cm sq) 

Reynolds No. 13259 

Spot number I number S 1 2 
13 

4 5 
14 

7 81 $1 10 11 
1 

121 13 14 
1 

15 
1 

Is 17 is 
Current density A/cm sq nt d*mw A/c? C 

r 
025 075 1 2 3 325 35 375 41 425 45 475 5 55 a1 05 05 7 a 

Cuff"t applied mA .1 Ia had ,A 
Z 

C 031 094 1 20 251 377 408 440 
- 

4711 502 1 534 565 597 026 Sol 754 1 Is 610 IS 879 1005 
c 

ý; 
Im* INICS 'a 

La 
IL 

W 

123 4145 3125 1583 1042 96 89 83 78 1 74 69 857 625 568 521 481 at 446 39 
Total coulombs 00ý Do- a- 00,01H, am, $ a*"'# 0031WO 00.10 omilo a- a. - Co.. *a-. 10ý a. -? a-? 11-1 Olin'. 

se u um m Thickne 

U, ac Plat'n role Uýsarc P1 u sling role see 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Deposit qual-tv d d 
# 

9 0 n n an wine *me 
1 

SAMPLE NO. Aw43 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate Sample do-owraled with nitrogen 40 none 

Temp.. 40 
I 

pH 

Velocity Wdowic 181 
Nozzle size cm 04 

Nozzle or" em aq 
Mocovity cm sq/mc oý 

Reynolds No. 104" 

Spot Muni r 1 2 3 4 5 a 7 8 9 10 It 12 13 14 is 
I 

is 17 is 
Current 09MINty Aicm 94 025 075 1 2 3 3S 35 375 4 425 , 45 4 75 5 55 a 1 65 7 a 
Current applied MA 

- 
031 094 1 20 251 377 408 440 4 71 S02 534 SOS 597 628 691 754 a is $79 1005 

Time soce 123 41 45 31 25 1563 1042 98 89 " 78 74 , " 657 . 625 568 521 481 446 39 

Total coulombs 90AW4 IM"S . 07M a. " a- 0-11 omý 0-19 ImsO 003sat) OMM, 00,1WHI 0MV4 emIrl 01.21 00.21 1-10 

Thickness um 
st'no fate u1sec 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1i 

- 
1 1- -- , I 

Deposit lZu i1tv d 9 me me 
1 

me one ans, w, * $no line onsic snoll: sne, ic sne'll: 

SAMPLE NO. Au44e ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate Semple, dor-asiread with nitrogen 40 mins 

Temp. 40 

PH 

Velocity Rveac 101 
Nozzle 2.2s, cm 0 04 

Nozzle or" cm aq -- 
Viscosity cm sq/90C 

-aam Reynolds No. 5605 I 

Spot number 1 21 3 4 51 6 7 9 9 10 11 11 
1 

12 
1 

13 13 14 4 1 
1 

is 
I 

is 17 
1 

is 
I 

Current don t /Cm liq 025 075 1 1 1 2 2 3 325 35 1 375 4 4 4 425 45 45 475 15 5 55 
4 

5 a So 7 1a E 
. mA Current app,, ea 031 094 1 1 26 26 1M 251 

t 

408 440 1 471 50 2 502 534 565 565 597 62 628 a Sol Sol 75 4 ale 8 79 110 05 

T. rne wee IZ3 41451 3125 I563 1042 go 89 83 7 78 so 11, ' 19 057 0 25 025 568 568 521 52, 521 481 448 39 
Total coulombs 003014 00"M .. 00 *ý ..., # em, fl easke 0"'s 

1 

omea 0moti 0ý 

1 

otaiiiil eiriviqi 0 0"" 00ý a" am" cam, otoqri, am, * 
Thickness um 03 74 02 0 02 

J 

151 19 1 - 

k 

plating rate wome 0 0024 0 179 0 20,4 0 2914 0 964 1 823 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- - ` 
1 ! 

Depolpt quality d 9 9 
70 1 71 =-'c' -#In. win* n". anins "n. n no 0, nw w "a, no, 

21 

-. 
1 
. 

I DEPOSIT OUAUTY KEY 9- wnooth A beqhl d- mooth A dull 

ob - serri. bnght n- lilight nodulation 
visual assessment on - severe nodulabom no - slight needle growth 

only one - 9*v*ro noodle growth )c - lot core Clendrils 
cr, - crocks md - no viable docioat 

TABLE 12 
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I PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA I 

SAMPLE NO. AU44b ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphels, Sample sereled for 40 mms 

TeW. 10 

pH 71 

ViRkpovy Wave 101 

Nozzle lure em 0 04 

Nozzle area em aq '" 
I 

Viscosity cm sqlasc 

: : -0OM Reynolds No. 5805 

Spot numbeir 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 a 9 10 11 121 13 14 15 16 17 
1 

a 
Current density A/cm sq 025 075 075 1 2 3 325 35 3 75 4 425 45 475 1 5 55 

---a 
65 

_7 
aI 

Current applied mA 031 094 094 1 26 251 377 408 440 ý 471 502 534 585 507 625 Sol 754 a Is a 79 10 065 005 
Time sacs 123 

N 

4145 414 41 45 31 25 15 83 10 42 go 89 83 78 74 09 057 625 568 521 481 44e 36 
Totalcoulombe ca'sa? lisReas 00"Pall 00"'I'V5 "Cul0a etrlaaf 1"19 WRIR .ý am" - QWaW 0a, waa 00M. tlý cow? etrier. lua, q 0IMe'll 
'Thickness um - 52 52 a1 15S 179 

plabrog rate 0 125 0.125 0259 0092 

E 

= F ý=T = F ý4 e T = = 

n 9 e I ne n nýne e mine en /ns 
* [an 

-I.. "W"Ic $Mai Wei on 
I I I I I I 1 

1 fil a 

SAMPLE NO. Aw" ELECTROLYTE 0. VM Phosphate Effewoffoozzledistance SiReFigureld 

Temp. 40 

pH Is 71 

Vl., Y N. Is 
I 

Nozzle are cm 004 

Nozzle orse em eq - 

Viscosity em sq/9ve 

Reynolds No. 10448 

Spot number 1 2 3 41 a a 
ý71 

aI o1 0 1 121 13 14 
1 

-5 
1 

is 17 is 
Current density A/cm sq_ 3 3 3 3 3 3 31 31 3 3 
Current applied MA 378 

_3 
77 3 77 377 377 3 77 3M 377 377 377 

Time since go 96 of go go _ 96 96 96 96 so 
Total coulombs 00.21 Do-, 0ý11 a*.,? as"" as%'? am'? 00"'i, am'? a. 'r 
Thickness urn 174 152 IS2 148 149 145 146 146 138 137 

I NaL disteme mm 025 0 05 = 5 1 1 1.25 1.5 1 75 2 225 
, 

T 
- 

! i I 
I H/d 

1 
0625 1 2 5 25 3 125 3 75 4 37S 5 S625 7 5 8 1 

SAMPLE NO. Au, 117 ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate Effectolincressinglims SeeFigurs6i 

Temp. 40 

pH 71 

1 Velocity missic IS 

Nozzle are em 004 

Nozzle area em siq - 

liflaccaty, cm siqlasic 

:, 

Dom 

I Reynolds No. 10448 

Spot num r 1 -2 
1 

2 4 5 a 7 a 9 
1 

10 
, 

it 12 
1 

13 14 Is Is 17 Is 

Current denetv A/Cm 90 3 31 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Gmil. tappi, edmA 

- 
377 3 77 1 377 377 3 77 3 77 377 377 377 

Time Race 05 11 2 4 a 112 15 1 20 30 

Total coulombs am. " ' ON3,1 1 1aam. n .... .... 1`-, 6ý 0 Orion 0 0ýf ait a! *- 
Thickness um 08 15 1 33 as 127 193 224 308 

wma rate ulooc I 1 493 1 S4 

6powl 
quality 

SAMPLE NO. Aw4l ELECTROLYTE 0.27M Phosphate Effect of Increasing bms 

I 
Temp. - 40 

pH - 

Velocity rivesc IS 

Norris size cm 04 

Nozzle area CM aq is - 
linscouty cm salsisc is 

*0: Reynolds No. 10448 

! : I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 IL 13 14 Is Is 11 Is 
C! 

W 
, ,! 

%tV 
Ajcm sq_ 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 

Current applied MA 3 14 314 3 14 3 14 3 14 3 14 314 314 3 14 
Time sees 

1 

05 05 

I 

1 2 2 4 a 12 Is 20 30 
Total coulombs O. 's, 0.111, a. ". . a_ a-. -O'M M, l 00". .. "a .. a-. 

- 
Thickness um 07 07 14 28 I 28 I a 96 15 3 191 204 408 

plating at* uivac, 14 14 14 13 13 1 25 12 1 275 1 273 1 32 1 38 

I r). pb. t quai, ty 

DEPOSIT OUAUTY KEY a- ornooth & bright d- oftooth A dull 
ob - own-bright n- slight ncpduisoon 

Visual assissernent an - severe Modulation he - slight needle growth 

only ane - severe needle growth ic - jai Core denonte 

er - erecks nd - no "oble doocat 

TABLE 13 
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IF-P-UREGOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA 

SAMPLE NO. Aw49 ELECTROLYTE 0.25M Citrate The affect of PH 

Temp. - 55 

PH . 53 

Velocity M/SK : 
018 Norzi* aze cm 04 

Nozzle area cm aq . ol'-" 
v1scowly cm siqlftc . Day" 

Reynolds No. 9399 

Spot number 1 2 
13 

4 5 
16 

IF a 
1 

01 10 if 12 13 14 Is 
I 

Is 17 is 
Current denwtv A/cm so 025 075 1 2 3 325 35 375 4 425 45 475 5 55 81 as 7 a 
Current sopiied mA 031 094 1 26 251 3 77 408 440 4 71 502 534 585 597 628 891 754 BIG 879 1005 
T, "w sect 123 41 45 31 25 : 15*63 1042 96 89 a3 78 74 69 057 625 568 5V 481 446 39 
Total Coulomb* 0-r 00ý 

- 
'0 '0ý 
- 

4ý 

-= 
- 

Do_ Do- 60"19 -1 
- - 

00- 
M 

. 0wo 00ý oow, ci 0ý ".. -'. '0"" ý0"2' '0M, 1-it 
Th, citness um - 14 1 41 41 9 162 16 2 Is 7 17 4 T7 a =8 18 a 165 Igo 104 

st'ng rate ul"c, 0 0034 0 131 0 131 0576 1555 1 555 1 74 1 V's 2 12 2 321 2 541 2 881 2 983 3104 0 0 0 0 0 
k 

epowt quailty d d d 0 a a an an W IC IC 
I I I - - -. -- 

SAMPLE NO. AuSO ELECTROLYTE 0.25M Citrate The efhw-l of PH 

Temp. ar 55 

pH a 

Velocity in/me 18 

Nozzle Sze cm 004 

Nozzle area cm so : =261 

-V', 
Oco" cm sofsec, 00706 

Reynolds No. 9399 

Spot number 1 2 3 4 
15 

a 7 a 9 10 
- 

11 
_12 __13 - 

14 
_15 

18 17 is 
Current denstv A, cm so 025 075 1 2 3 325 35 3 75 4 425 45 4 75 a 55 6 as 7 

---a 
1ý 

Current soo,. ea mA 031 094 1 26 251 777 
-4- 

08 440 _ 4 71 502 534 565 So? 628 Sol 754 a is 879 to 0 
Time sacs 123 41 45 31 25 15 63 10 42 go 80 83 78 74 so 657 625 S68 5 21 4al 4 46 39 

Totalcowo-os cow; vetlm cý";. '0.. 'oMit 01119 ý0.12 -'ý Otto's 0- ialqm . 0"M : 031A ýý"x 1ýt"? ' 
-- ThICKMOSS UM 1 36 11 8 ISO 164 a5 16 8 IGO 173 1 

Plat, no rate u, sc 0 0024 0 115 0 75S 1 526 1 708 1 854 2 024 2 let 2338 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0f 
1 = Fn P 

DeDosil oublory d I a . In. "'. In Sri on "c Ic ?c 

SAMPLE NO. Aw5l ELECTROLYTE 0 17M Carsta Effect of pH 

Temp 55 V*Iccrty rn'sec 

0 

IS Nozzle ow cm so ra : 00126 

Nozzle *q* cm 

:_ 

04 V'qcostv em so avc . Go 

Reynoics No 9399 

I 

I 

Spot riumoor 1 2 3 41 5 a 7 
1a 

9 10 11 12 
1 

13 1144 
1 

Is 
Current cc""V A Cm w 02S 075 21 3 3 25 3S 13 75 4 4 25 45 4 75 5 55 55 5 a 71 
Curr"t sopiiaanA 031 094 1 26 1 2 2 11 3 71 4 08 4 40 14 71 S02 5 34 505 5 67 628 1 1 a 91 a9 a9 7 5544 a Is a 'a ! 79 J10 C5 11 
T, ma sitcs 123 41 45 1 31 '25 1 6 3 1 ,6 12 96 a9 83 7a 74 Go a 57 825 a 5 68 

0 

56 5 5 5 4 at a' 4 48 136 
Torsi cowo-tis 
Th, cxnass um 1 - 

1 I L2ý 14 .61 IS a Is 6 17 3 1! 1 , 17 5 le ; 

plaung 819 0 0046 ý 0 15 0 659 1 97 1 1 375 07 '59 17 
2 

1 974 2 1052 12 348 2 49d 2 576 23 9 2 2 923 23 3 32, 3 763 3 024 IA 70S I 

Depowt a a 

SAMPLE NO. Au52 ELECTROLYTE 0 17M Ciliate 

Temp 5: 

cH 

I 
Velocity mloac Is Nonis area cm so : 0012 

Nozzie size cm 

:- 

04 V'scowtv cm atl, see .: 

A*vnoics No . 24] 
II 

Spot nutrimf 1 2 4 9 a 7 
1a 19 1 

10 It 12 
1 

13 13 14 1 is 
I 

Is .7 
Current 0.1.11 A Cm .0 025 075 1 2 3 325 35 1 375 4 4 14 25 4L 4 75 

- -5 
5 55 5 

4 
a as 7 191 

Current sops-od n, A 031 004 126 251 377 408 4401 471 502 534 565 597 628 a 28 41 lit Oil Ga 754 816 879 1,0051 

T, mv secs '23 41 45 31 25 15 63 10 42 go a01 83 78 78 74 69 657 a 25 a 25 568 
l 

5 21 -78-1 4-4-6 7-31 1 
Totat couiombs 

- - F 

k 

-20 
Th. ctqýess um 13 44 of 72 4 12 8 TTS T3 0 140 14 3 15 154 is 165 ISO Ili 1 *7 9 1 is 21 
plat'no rate U1110tC 0 0031 0 141 0 614 

-1 
to 1 333 1 $51 1 167S 1 1 91 1 032 -- 2 174 2 344 256 2905 3 244 3 555 4 013 14 6,37 

I1 1 1 
= = : 7: ý 

IC)OPowt Qua, 'nr no a I a 
- 

6 a 0 r, ,n 

DEPOSIT OUALITY KEY lt . wnooth & bnght d- smooth & dull 

ob . mMM-bnght M- Slight "OdU10110M 
Vioust assemorneml on - severe inoculation no - slight milloole growth 

only one - ssioro "irsidie growth IC - lot Coro Gonarito 
c, - c-acks "d - mo V, vbIQ deves-I 

TABLE 14 
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I PURE GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA 

SAMPLE NO. AuU ELECTROLYTE 0.25M C41rals, A. &W conductoly) 

Temv. 56 

So PH 

: 
1 

vow" "Vesc :0 Is 

Nozzie are cm 04 

Nozzle amm cm sq -M 
lifiscosify cm sq/9sc 

:: 

006" 

Reynolds No. 17013 

Spot number 1 
12 13 

4 5 
ýa 7 a 0 10 11 12 

1 
13 14 is is 17 

1 
18 

Current dor Mý cm GQ 025 1 075 1 2 3 325 35 375 4 425 45 475 15 55 6 as 7 1a ý 
A cur, rwril go 4 031 094 1 26 25t 377 408 440 471 502 534 S65 597 625 691 754 616 

_870 
1005 

Time sece 123 41 45 31 25 15 63 10 42 96 so 83 76 74 so 657 625 588 521 481 448 39 
Total coulomos 0ý (IOX001i 00ý Gaý 203004 omit om's 0ý 0010to 9ý .ý 00-k, oa-lik . 0-,. a- OaMPI 0-11, 
Thickness unl 92 11 152 18.3 18 7 184 19 1 log 205 208 21 5 214 22.1 ' 7237 23 9 24 3 255 
Plating rate weec 0 222 0 352 0 972 1 754 1 946 2 067 2 301 2 551 277 3014 3272 3424 3891 4540 4069 54445 053-8 

h 
epowl quality md d 0 9 an am on on an 

SAMPLE NO. DUS40 FLECTROLYrE 0.17M Cloream 

Temp.: 55 

pH al 

Vold" nVese 9.1 

Nozzle size ern 

1101 Nozzle area ern 04 - 

-%mecouty 
cm sq/10c -5 

Reynolds No. 3232 

m%lw 'hU 2 3 
14 19 

6 7 8 9 
1 

10 
1 

11 12 12 
1 

13 
1 

14 Is 
I 

Is 17 
1 

17 1 
1 

IL UI 
d*-" A/crri aq 

E 
025 075 1 12 13 325 35 - 3 75 4 14 25 14S. 47 5 S5 6 as 

7 

a 
Curren, mppited mA 002 008 008 1 016 1 024 026 027 029 031 033 035 

R 

S 
037 037 039 043 047 051 055 05 063 

Tirrit sect 123 41 45 31 25 15 83 10 42 go 89 a3 78 74 so 857 SS7 625 568 521 4 al 4 40 4 4 39 
Total coulor, lbs 0- 0ý em'. 11 0ý 00.10.11 0000"a a- 0-0 0mo omn 0 0.1'. 1; 0 m" 0 

J 

. ' 

0 

am 

1 

F I =4 
Thickness um 079 1 35 1 64 249 - : ji 3I 7 2- 42 
Plabrig rate U190C 0 095 0 173 0 222 03984 3014 0534 0 jlý 353-4 1077 

I(a=u 
-II 9 

SAMPLE NO. Aw54b ELECTROLYTE 0.17M Chrale 

Ternpi. : 55 

pH all 

vellocily, misec : 19.1 

Nozzle size ern 0 01 

Nozzle area ern eq - DOWN 
Viscosity ern sq/sec, a, 000ml 

I Reynolds No. 3232 

Spot number 1 2 3 4 
ý51 

6 7 0 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17, Is 
__ Ctirýrwnl 0,,, Iv A/c, eq 9 10 11 12 13 14 Is 20 

Cu-mt applied , iA 071 079 088 0" 1 02 1 10 1 is 1 57 
Torne sees 345 3 125 284 20 2405 223 208 1 so 

Total coulomo. 0". OaaW ein- -o"4 ein- 0- e- 
Thickness um - 

a" 
- 

E 
Plating rote wavc; 2 169 

SAMPLE NO. AuSS ELECTROLYTE 0.17M Citrals 

Ternp. as 

pH at 

V. 10cay wase is 

Nozzle size cm 0054 

Nozzle arms emeq :: =29 
F 

-IAwoImfyem*q 
owl 

Reynolds No. 16447 

Spot numbe 1 21 3 4 51 0 7 81 1 
1 

10 11 121 13 14 Is 
Current density 901 025 075 1 1 

-2 -L 
3 F5 39 375 4 4. M 45 

-.! 
75 5 ss 6 as 71 0 

Current applied 057 1 72 i 2 29 458 687 744 801 858 
, 

9 16 . 9 73 10 30 10 87 11 45 12 SO 13 73 14 68 10 02 100 2 , 15 31 
Tirrie sacs 1 Z3 71 45 31 25 15 03 02 98 so a 3- 78 74 so 657 025 568 521 481 a 40 440 440 39 

Total coulorms 0. ý . 011" a.?,. $ 00? 1. ac? 'm sell., . 0'.. 0.11. . 011. .. ". 00,16, . 0? 1. 

t 

call" 00"., 
Thickness um . 44 72 131 159 

' 
165 105 iol' ils 177 175 179 178 184 194 193 19 4 194 21 5 

platino rate u "a" , 0106 023 0838 1520 7719 1854 2012 2258 2392 2536 2725 2 816 3 239 3 724 4 012 5 435 43 5513 
E 

IrD 

-! p 0-5E nd d d 9 9 9 9 9 
- 

1 
f I I I I I 

DEPOSIT OUAUTY KEY a- ernoolh & bright d- ermolh ä duil 
ob - »rnýbnght m- albght nodulebon 

Visual sesessiniont On - severe nodulation no - slight noodle growth 

only *no - ORY000 needle growth JC - let Cot* dendme 

cr - clacks md - me oble devout 

TABLE 15 
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l& 

E 

0 
0 
0 

C 
0 
U 
0 

C 
C., 

o" z 

IIII 

>z 
o 

I 
z 

0 - 6 0 s v 0 0ý 0ý . 'a . c . . . . . 

' " 
C 

I T 

ft 
T 

0 
I 

0 
T 

0 
1 

0 c c 

8 w s t 
m CD 0 2 0 0 3 N 

i 
0 0 

0 c 0 0 0 

0 0 c c 

s m S N 
C, 

I 
S 

: 
1. 
m 

I 
0 0 . 0 - 3 

r 

- 8 -N 0 0 
1 

0 0 0 
I 

8 - 

0 Z 

I 
. 
I. I 

. I . . 
V) 

S 

0 

B 

0 

T I 

" 1 M 1 1 
, I T 

II ZI 

' 2 S , , 1 1 T I 
a' 
0, 

E u u 

ý - ý ; ; , z 
A 

; s I o -; - 
"a ;o -0 ýo 0 j. -ce 

0 3 E 

j 

E V L 
M M 

0 ' I I 
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a CI O 

0 C 

" 1 

01 

1 1 1 t 
e 

N 
-I 

I 

' 12 R 

ON 
ýý 9 0 0 2 0 R 0 - z = R - e m 0 0 - 

cb 

' 7 8 g ig 1 I T 1 1 

8 In 

In 0 0 
1 

0 

1 11 ! , 5 ! R 112 R 1 1 1 1 1 11 M 1 1i l I 1 M 

8 9 T 1 

8 
v u u 
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6ý 

4 

C) 

'U 

. 

0 

t 

82 83 
2ig ci 

W 
0a00 0 

e0 

>i 12 
b. 

!2 
10 
c 

(1) 

8 8 8 P. 8 2 " ! a 1 1 1 I II 1 I T I 

0 V 

8ý R M R S R s fz a I rI I I 

2N 8 8 N a 8 8 8 r'. - T 88 sg R s I T I I 

m 8 8 8 8 8 8 13 8 

am 8 8 8 8 8 8 11 1 1 8 
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1 

. 
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8 8 tj a W T I 
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8 2 13 8 8 8 g 21 q 8 It a 9 9 14 1 
0 0 'D a N 0 0 

0 
, 

I- a 
, 6 g 

.1 2 

I li 
e 1 

E I . 2" 
. t . 
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V I 
A 

w 
A 

1 2 2 w 
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Ueposition conamons jor A-hay UlTraction zýampies 

Sample C. D. 

-2 
mA cm 

Ni Dep. 

% 

Ni Scin 

.1 
gI 

Hard. 
-2 

kg mm 

N At 

% 
-- 

Boom. 

.1 
ml I 

TNckn. 

um 

RNC 3 3 031 1.7 2015 103 so 12 
ANC 7 7 0.270 1.7 204 002 SO Is 

RNCiO 10 0.266 1.7 1969 0.69 so 13.7 Conventional Ronoval N 

RNCIS Is 023 1.? 1020 0.77 SO 13 
ANC20 20 0.19 1.7 176 1 093 SO 120 
RNC40 40 0175 1.7 131 058 00 147 

MRN 3 3 041 Is 1503 137 0 13 

MRN 7 7 0.35 Is 1547 1.17 0 133 

MRNIO , 10 0.28 is 108.5 0.93 0 Is& ConvenbonaJ Auronal MRN 

MRN15 15 0 24 is 1553 08 0 138 

MRN20 20 027 1.5 2007 09 0 11.2 
MRN40 40 02 15 210 067 0 las 

XAUP I 1 0 0 949 0 0 

XAUP 3 3 0 0 98 a 0 0 

XAUP 5 5 0 0 100.1 0 0 Conventonal Pure Gold 

XAUP 7 7 0 0 952 0 0 

XAUPIO 10 0 0 836 0 0 

XAUP20 20 0 0 So$ 0 0 

Acm 

RNX5 5 0.259 3 1230 so 20 

RNXS 7 0.21 3 143.2 so is Jet plated samples 

RNX7 9 0182 3 1697 GO 17.0 

FINX8 is 013 3 00 20 

RNX 9 3 0 0 1528 0 so 14 2 

RNXIO 5 0 0 1483 0 so 149 Jet plated samples 

RNXII 7 0 0 154 0 so 142 

RNX12 19 0 0 1595 0 so 134 

RNX13 Is o o 0 00 Is 

MNX14 13 0 0 2001 0 60 ISO 

ANX15 5 0 0 2052 a so 17.6 
- 

Jet plated samples 

RNXIO 7 0 0 2036 0 80 167 
RNX17 a 0 0 2128 0 80 Is 

RNXIS Is 0 0 0 SO 179 

RNXI9 3 024 19 127 0801 60 17.3 

RNX20 5 0158 1.9 132 0.520 so 187 Jet plated samples 

RNX21 7 013 19 150 0435 60 17.6_ 

RNX22 9 o. iI 19 170 0368 60 0 

9 

0 149 

ANX23 is 0079 19 0265 60 181 

RNX24 1 0 0 143 3 0 , , 23 

RNX25 2 0 a 1639 o o ca Jet plated samples 

RNX26 4 0 0 982 1 
, 2 2 75 1 

RNX27 RN 2 0 
' 93 5 0 0 30 

AN X 28 

ý 
a 0 0 0 10 
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11 ALLOY GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA = 

SAMPLE NO. RNI &2 ELECTROLYTE Ronoval N NICKEL IN ELECTROLYTE 911 BOOSTER m1A . 80 

Temp. 55 

pH . 46 

Velocity nVook: 20 

Nozzle size cm 004 

Nozzle or" cm sq is : 

0WIM21 %Avcowry cm sq/ooc. dr 

Reynolds No. 10624 

Spot number 1 2 3 4 51 0 7 61 91 10 1`1 12 13 14 Is Is 17 is 
Current density A/cm, so 025 075 1 3 3 4 5 6 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 is 
Current applied MA 031 094 1 25 377 377 502 628 754 879 1005 1130 1258 1382 1507 1833 1758 11164 2010 
Time *act 246 829 625 31 26 2084 156 125 1042 892 78 69 624 568 521 40, 4 4a 410 30 
Total coulombs 00M. 00" 00,0.0 011M OOM3 oomv conse 00m, do-$ O. Mill con, do 00,10, 00ý1 00-2 aoý do, 042 DOM, 

7MIT 
_ _ Thick. *** urn 05 20 28 138 174 L8 182 178 17.3 172 IGO 163 is 1 167 T4 0 

lating rate urn 0002 0 031 0 042 0 441 0 835 1 154 1 456 1 589 1 039 2 205 2 435 2 612 2 8345 3 205 3 202 3 821 
it % 
2 1 2001 205 2 203 6 1 2126 

j 

II 
_. 

J 
_ _I 

I I I I I I I I I ý 

SAMPLE NO. RN3 ELECTROLYTE Ronoval N NICKEL IN ELECTROLYTE 94 - 0.5 BOOSTER min - 50 

Temp. - 55 

pH . 46 

Velocity misoc 2D 

Nozzle size c, " 04 

Nozzle arms cm aq Or 
%floca" c, " 94120c. 

OW? 'S3' 
I Reynolds No. 10624 

Spot number 11 2 3 4 51 0 7 a1 91 io 11 12 13 14 15 
1 

is 17 Is 
Current density A/cm eq 025 075 1 3 

_3 
4 5 a 1 8 9 10 il 12 13 14 15 Is 

Current applted mA 031 094 1 26 377 377 502 6 28 754 879 1005 11 30 1255 1382 1507 10 33 17 58 1864 2010 
Time 99ce 246 B29 625 31 28 20 84 150 125 1042 892 75 69 824 568 521 481 446 

-4 
1@ 39 

Total Coulomb$ 00,12. eorVIO, d0-0 . mj 00MI, draso I-, loniat oom,, oeigno oom3y I~ DOM3 corew oofto oom? con'r 

Th, ckness urn 
piatina rate umigec rNickol in deposit %1 1 0075 004 1 0 033 0025 
artiness ka, mm2 1 1 1623 11 164 2 832 

SAMPLE NO. AN4 ELECTROLYTE Ronoval N NICKEL IN ELECTROLYTE 9A is 0.72 BOOSTER ml/I - so 

Temp. - 55 Velocity misec: 

020 Nozzle size cm 04 

1 
Nozzl: aroa cm aq . : 00124 

visco Tycrnsq/60C . atim 

Reynolds No. 10624 
I 

1 Zbe 1 2 3 4 5 a 7 8 
19 1 

10 11 12 13 14 is Is 17 is 
CM 

a 
did, " A, cm so 02S 0 75 1 3 3 4 5 6 17 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 is 6 

Current 8000ird rnA 031 094 1 26 G 377 3 77 5 02 0 28 7S4 18 79 1005 11 30 1256 1382 1507 1633 17 58 1864 20 10 

Time secs 240 829 25 31 20 2084 158 5O 158 125 125 1042 692 78 69 624 558 521 481 446 4 Is 

Total coulombs 0ýrli, f 

1 

,w 101W --", I ýoml , on, 00,101, 

N 

! 0ý ! ""1 oa? "! I 5ý1 ooni" 00rad* I I'm ' ' 
Thickness urn 

latima rate Urn/ 

1 

Ni. kol In d. 0091t %1 0088 0088 0059 0047 F : ý 
0 

dO3 

8 

witness xtilmm2 508 jeo a I I . 1 
SAMPLE NO. ANS ELECTROLYTE Ronoval N NICKEL IN ELECTROLYTE gA 0.72 BOOSTER mlA - 90 

Temp. 55 

PH 

Z) Velocity milask; 
004 Nozzle size cm 

j 
Nozzle area cm aq . 

000753 Viscosity cm vQ190c, 

Reynolds No. 10824 A. Im 

SE2t number 1 2 3 4 
15 1a 

7 
1a 19 

10 11 12 13 14 15 'a 17 
1 

is 

:M go 025 1 075 I 1 3 13 14 5 16 17 a 9 to- 11 12 13 14 is 
Current appi. od rnA 031 1 0 94. 1 26 377 377 1 502 625 7S4 879 1005 11.30 1256 1362 1507 1833 1758 1884 =. 

±0 

Time sacs 246 1 a29 62 5 

N 

31 26 20 84 ISO 125 1042 892 78 so 0 24 568 521 481 446 4a 39 1 
Total coulomb$ 00,11. low$ I_ I� iW? t oomi venii? ooý OOM3 _ 

-00,.? 
00-7 'a- Q-, 00M., 00-9 Dom. . 0-, don't 'em" I 

Thickness urn 
Plating role umý 1 

013 0 129 0 114 10082 
1 

0 055 ý. 

wnlrii. katmm2 1374 148 me 1 11734 1 1 

TABLE20 
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piat.,, G rate umlsec 0 028 0 381 
,0 

845 1 237 1 538 
ý1 

804 12 04 12 258 2692 30106 320S 341 3543 3 75 4 77 

Nickel In depooll %1 0238 0174 1 10 147 

ýsrcness kol-2 1159 1 11335 11495 178 1 

ALLOY GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA 

SAMPLE NO. RNS ELECTROLYTE Rcmaval N NICKEL IN ELECTROLYTE 9/1 . 1.5 BOOSTER mIA - 60 
T". - 55 

pH . 46 

Spot number 
Current domimjý_ým 
Cuffent appited mA 
Tiý sees 

ITotai coulombs 
Thickness um 
Plat'. 9 rom umtooc 
Nickel In deposit 

Jýardn*ss qiým2 

I 
1 025 

011 1 246 

0 0"" 

voýCcity "v»c . 20 

Norzie ipze cm - 004 

2 
075 
094 

820 
ooý 

3 

1 26 
Le25 

ooý 

4 
3 

377 
31 26 
oil 770 
137 

0438 1 
025 1 

5 
I'll 2064 

, DM, 

1289 

6 
4 

502 

ISO 
00-1 

0168 

7 
5 

628 
125 

le- 19 
1 52 

1406 

Nozzl* area cm aq - 0001" 

V, wowly m sq/»c - oowm 1 

a 
e 

754 
1042 
0. -1 

01351 

9 
7 

879 
892 

. . -F 

1505 

101 
a 

1005 78 
. . -I 

181 2 321 

ro-1---"l 

11 
9 

,1 3-0 
eg 024 

ooý 

178 
2551 

r, 7-5 -r 

12 

10 1256 

00.11 

173 
2772 1 

13 

II 1362 

sea 
0 . -? 

Ise I -2-95-777 

Reynoide No. 10524 

14 
12 

7077 521 

00-1 
0079 

15 
13 

14 33 
461 

. e- 

Is 14 
FT 

446 

I 1ý1 

17 

Is 1884 
4 ie 

01.1, 

is 
le 2010 

39 

10-1 
155 

0 oei 

SAMPLE NO. RN? ELECTROLYTE Ronaval N NICKEL IN ELECTROLYTE g/l . 2.2 BOOSTER PnIA - 60 

Temp. - 55 

pH . 40 

Spot number 
Current density Alcm so 
Currtnt soptsed mA 
Tiý secs 
Total Coulomb$ 
Theknese um 
Platina raie umisec 
Nickel IM deposit 

ècaqw,, 2 

I 
025 
031 
246 

00M. 

Velocity rNsec . 2D 

Norzle are cm - 004 

2 
075 
094 
829 

00- of 0007 
0308 

3 

1 26 
625 

-M, 

21 
0034 

1255 

4 
3 

377 
F3 1-2 6 

-11" 131 
0419 

019 

5 
3 

377 
2084 

0 OM3 

las 
0 B88 

136 1 

a 4 

502 
1 56 

lom? 

194 

1 244 

0167 

7 
5 

621 
125 

loý 

192 

1 536 

148 

Nozzle are& cm aq 000124 

m9covirer" sq'sec 0 007W 

6 
6 

a OM) 

188 
1 804 

128 

9 
679 
892 

oomt 183 
2052 

1686 

L-1 
a 1005 

7a 

0 omil 179 
2295 

II 
9 N 30 1' 
0 

0. ý 

175 

2536 

12 

10 
II's $24 
O. Mll 

1 114 

2788 

0098 

13 

II 1382 

1- 558 
0 Offl, 

169 
29754 

Reynolds No. 10024 

14 

12 

150, 521 

11-1 r76 3 
r3-72-9-1 

1 15 13 
1633 

F 4-8-1 
754 

1042 

omd 102 
3368 

Is 14 

1758 
446 

I 0-t 

16 3 
3855 

I? 
15 

1864 
4 16 

-M, 1 119 3822 

Is 
16 

1010 1 
39 1 

I. Ml 

11 21 
154 

0092 

SAMPLE NO. RNO ELECTROLYTE Ronoval N NICKEL IN ELECTAOLYTE9/1 . 2.5 BOOSTER mill - 60 

Temp. - 55 

pH . 461 

Velocity misec . 20 

Nozzle size cm - 004 

Spot numbor 
[Cvrrent comsity A, cm sq 
Current itopited mA 
T, ý vcs 
Total coulo,, os 
Th. cknete um 
piat.,, G rate umlsec 
FN-ickel In depoml 

lHardneso koi-2 

I 025 
031 

2 

0 75 
094 

3 

1 26 

4 
3 

117 1 

1042 

-1.1 
246 1 829 

0 Im. -i owl 
625 

le 0028 

ý 2e 
i 
"I 
IA 

11 9 0381 
031 

9 3 
377 

2084 

00-1 
176 

0645 

1159 

a 4 
S02 

ISO 
-11 
193 

1 237 

lUal 

7 
5 628 

125 

00- 192 

1 538 

1335 

Nozzle or" cm aq . 000124 

Nnsco, ply ein eq/»c . OW7W 1 

a 
0 754 

186 

1 804 
0174 

9 
7 879 

692 

I . ýý 

182 
204 

1495 

10 
a 

1005 
enn', 17 0 
2256 

0 147 

L-11 9 
i1 30 

so 
10- 

176 1 

12 

10 1256 

8 24 

00.11 

168 2692 

13 

iL 1382 

SOS 
a . ý? 

17 1 

30106 

Reynolds No. 10024 

14 

12 
1507 
521 

00m] Is? 320S 
0131 

Is 13 
1633 
481 

oom. 164 
341 

le 14 

1758 
4 46 

74 

158 
3543 

17 
'S ISS4 
le 

1'em, 71 _5 Tr -15 97 

is io 
20 10 

39 1 

-3 7-5 r4 07 F7 T-4-077 
ro-o 8-7 

SAMPLE NO. AN9 ELECTROLYTE Ranov&IN NICKEL IN ELECTROLYTE 9/1 -3 BOOSTER M0 - 60 

Tomp. V* 2D Nozzi area cm Pq - GODUS Reynolds No. 10624 

pH Nozzle size cm 004 %necowly cm 9Q/s*c .a 007W 46 

loc, ty M", 2 I 

Spot number 
[Curr*nt demwty A/cm $0 
Current appited mA 
T, nw socs 
Total couioýos 
Th, ckýten um 
Pisting role um/mc 
FNTc-k*l in deposit % 

Fvaýesv ko-ý2 

025 

1 011 248 
00,12. 

2 
075 
094 

829 
ooý 

3 

11 26 
625 

0 Olft, 

2 
0032 

4 

3 
377 

31 20 

I I'M 

11 a 0377 
044 

5 3 
377 

2084 
CO-) 

176 
0845 

1063 

a 4 
502 
156 

oom" 194 

1 244 

031 

7 

5 G 28 
125 

I. M. 

192 
1536 

123 8 

a 
a 7 54 

1042 

oo-, I 19 
1 823 

0 241 

9 
7 879 

LIG-1 
0 Dýy 

107 
2096 

143 2 

10 
a 

1005 a 

0 em'? 18 1 2321 

0 176 

II 
0 1130 

so 
aoý 

177 
2585 

1607 

12 

10 12 56 

6 24 

0 on)? 17S 
2804 

13 

II 1382 
568 

a 0ý1 I 
17 

2993 

14 

12 

1507 521 

0 OrM 

0158 

Is 13 

16 33 
al 

cow. 

Is 14 

1758 446 

0 . ýl 

17 
is 

18 54 

4 Is 
ion" 

is 
Is 20 10 

39 
ýOmll 

ISO r4 0-77-1 

FO I 2-op 

219 
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11 ALLOY GOLD DEPOSITED SPOTS. PLATING PARAMETER DATA I 

SAMPLE NO. ANIO ELECTROLYTE Ronov&IN 

- 

NICKEL IN ELECTROLYTE 9/1 0 BOOSTER rrg/l - 80 

Ternp. 63 

48 

Velocity nvwc 
Nozzle size cm 

: 20 

004 

- ; 7zzis 
ar" crn sq 

V1 viscowly em qq1q*c 07iVI 

Reynolds No. 10624 

Spot number 21 3 4 5 a 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 Is Is IS 17 
1 

la 
Cumont 43*nwty A/cm aq 025 075 1 3 3 4, 5 8 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 is 1 16 
C. Iftnt opphed mA 031 094 1 20 377 377 502 628 - 754 a 79 10 OS 11 30 12 50 13 82 . 15 07 16 33 17 58 1758 is 84 1 20 10 
Time sece 246 829 62 5 31 20 20 84 156 125 1042 892 78 at 024 568 5 211 4 111 446 44 

N 

4 '16 39 
Tollif coulombs 001? 71 llý come 0111'ro coml comly lama lam? aoýf low, 00,11, C) Dow? ooý' _ am) _ ooý 1-7 

6 

0MI, left), 
Thickness um 5.3 

' - 
13 
7 -- 

1144 142 138 134 132 131 135 127 125 122 121 lie lie 114 It 5 
lating row u/sec: 0 0 so 85 37 16 5 601 T-91- 7104 2=6 -1 48 1 079 1 957 2 035 2 2007 2 342 2 516 2O 46 2 74 75-5 

ckel In el*eosl t%1 r l 1 i i I I I . 
i rýdne;; 'mm a 

1 1 
1 528 

1 
1 148 3 1 1154 

h595 

TABLE22 
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S&NIPLE 1 C. D. Do A 

(111) 
D,, )L 

(111) 
D,, A 

(222) 
<e3> 
(111) 

a 
(111) 

Ni 

2 ". 3 
Booster 

CM3 CIM-3 

Hardness 
kg MM-1 

Pure u Conv. 3.0 nLAJcmz 2332 744 540 0.000035 n/d 0 0 101 

Pure Au Conv. 7.0 mA/crn2 2321 
1 

860 551 
1 

0.000035 n/d 01 0 102.4 

Pure Au Jetted 2.0 A/cm2 324 326 198 0.00011 0.007 0 0 163.9 

Pure Au Jetted 4.0 A/rn. ' 350 349 206 0.00015 n/d 0 0 198.9 

Pure Au Jetted 6.0 A/cm2 335 327 215 0.000115 n/d 0 0 203.5 

Pure Au Jetted 8.0 AIcm2 328 304 205 0.000133 n/d 0 0 204.1 

Ronoval N Con 10.0 mA/cn-s2 261 104 128 0.00015 n/d 1.7 60 198 

RonovalN Conv. 40.0 mA/cmP 254 107 128 0.000135 n/d 1.7 60 130 

Ronoval Jetted 3.0 A/crn2 324 340 209 0.000115 0.021 0 60 

Ronoval N Jetted 9.0 A/cm2 289 307 189 0.00013 0.022 0 60 

Ronoval N Jetted 3.0 AIcm2 191 182 104 0.00017 poorpeak 
resolution 

1.9 60 127 

Ronoval N Jetted 9.0 A/cm2 200 201 128 0. 1.9 60 170 

TABLE 23. Crystallite size, RMS strain and stacking fault probabilities for some samples for the (I 11) 

planes only. Note n/d = not detectable. 
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ELECTROLYTE NIAX. USEFUL 
C. D. 

MAX. DEP. RATE 

0.041M citrate gold 3.0 A Cm-2 1.7, um sec-I 

0.17M citrate gold pH 6.0 5.5 A cm-2 2.9 Am sec-I 

0.17M citrate gold pH S. 1 6.0 A CIIr2 3.4 Am sec-I 

0.28M citrate gold pH 6.0 5.0 A cm-2 2.9jum sec-I 

0.27M phosphate gold pH 7.1 3.75 A cm-2 
I 2.2, um sec-I 

TABLE 24. The maximum useful current densities and deposition rates for the pure gold electrolytes studied. 

ELECTROLYTE MAX. PLATING RATE MAX. C. D. 

Ronovel CNI 1.6, um sec-1. 5.0 A =2 

Ronovel N 2.0 jim sec-1. 6.7 A czw2 
I 

Auruna 7000 2.3 /im sec-1. 10.0 A crrr2 

TABLE 25. The maximum useful current densities and deposition rates obtained during the initial study of 
the alloy gold electrolytes. 
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Reynolds nurnber 1893 5252 7538 

Limiting C. D. 0.367 0.47 0.591 

Sherwood number 953 1220 1535 

Alkire, & Chin Sh = 21.03ReO-" 618 976 1148 
Chin & Hsueh Sh 0.9ReJSc. 33(Hld)-0.09 461 768 923 
Chin & Tsang Sh 1.51Re-5Sc. 33(H/d)-0-0-14 774 

(Laminar flow) 
Sh 1.12Re-ISC. 33(H/d)-0.057 956 1145 

(Turbulent flow) 

Diffusion coefficient 5.7 xlO, 3 cm2sec-I 
Viscosity 0.014M Cu 0.010879 cm-sec-I 

TABLE 26. Limiting current density and Sherwood number data obtained using the 0.041M copper elec- 
trolyte, together with calculated values using models derived by other authors. 

Reynolds No. 3355 6710 13545 10600 

iL(SCPV) A cm-2 (pure) 4.41(-8%) 9.97(+10%) 
'L(SVPA) A cm-2 (pure) 6.3(-3%) 

i, (SCPV) A cm3 (R. N. no ni) 5.1(+B%) 
'L(SCPV) A cm 2 (R. N. + rý) 5.03(+6%) 

'L(Correlated) Sh - 21.03RO 4.78 6.52 8.94 4.71 

TABLE 27. Limiting current density data for the 0.17M citrate gold and the Ronoval N, together with 

calculated values based on the Alkire & Chin model. Percentage values represent the deviation from the 

model. 
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SUMMA RY- High speed selective jet electrodeposition is a process whereby electrodeposits may 
be produced in a selective manner without the need for masking. The principle is that a non- 
submersed, free standing electrolyte jet impinges onto a substrate and deposition occurs within the 
impingement region, with little or no deposition occuring in the surrounding areas. The deposition 
of copper from an acid sulphaie electrolyte has been examined and deposit structure and quality 
has been related to the prevailing hydrodynamic conditions of deposition. The selectivity or 
resolution of the process has been examined. Further work has been carried out using an acid 
citrate gold electrolyte and some initial results are presented, and also relating deposit structure 
and quality with the hydrodynamic conditions of deposition. Examples of applications are 
discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition 
(HSSJE) is a process whereby electro- 
deposits may be produced in a selective 
manner without the need for masking. The 
principle is that a non-submersed, free 
standing electrolyte jet impinges at a high 
velocity onto a substrate and with the appli- 
cation of an electric current, deposition 
occurs within the impingement region and 
the immediately surrounding region. Due to 
the resistive nature of the electrolyte and 
the properties of the hydrodynamic flow 
surrounding the impingement region, the 
spread of the deposit is limited. Whilst 
Selective Jet Deposition is not a new tech- 
nique, the principle being patented by 
NASA' in 1974, there has not been a 
significant commercial exploitation of the 
process. The NASA patent refers to feeding 
an electrolyte at high pressure through a jet 
nozzle onto the surface to be selectively 
plated. An image of the pattern to be plated 
was scanned using a video scanner in a 
raster fashion in the same way as an 
electron beam is scanned on a television 
screen to obtain pattern defining signals. 
The nozzle was scanned in the same way 
and the pattern defining signals controlled 
the amplitude of the plating voltage. Thus, 
in regions where plating was required, the 
voltage was modulated to give the plating 
current. In this way, the pattern was built 
up in a similar way to a dot matrix printer. 

A forced flow selective plating system 
was described by R. Haynes el a12 in 1978 

and Dorey ef al used a modified version to 
gold plate conncctors3 in order to evaluate 
thermocompression bonding characteristics 
of the deposits produced. The maximum 
flow rate used was 39 cm/sec and current 
densities of up to 1.3 A/CM2. With a nozzle 
diameter of 0.5 cm, the flow under these 
circumstances is laminar. However, deposit 

quality deteriorated at current densities in 

the region of 0.86 A/CM2 by nodule forma- 
tion. It was claimed that nodular deposits 
did not necessarily reduce bondability. 

Safranek4 describes jet plating systems in 
commercial operation but these all involve a 
non-conducting mask. The selective plating 
of connectors in some commercial plants is 

currently carried out using jet deposition on 
a step and repeat basis using masks and 
electrolyte velocities of up to 2m/sec. 

There have been a number of papers and 

dynamic behaviour of a free standing jet of 
fluidS. 6,7.8.9. These deal mainly with math- 
ematical models together with experimental 
verification of the fluid flow from a free 
standing jet. NakoryakOV6 describes the 
mass transfer in all regions of the jet and 
impingement region together with the 
hydrodynamic characteristics of the jet. 
The system used for verification of their 
calculations was an alkaline ferri-ferro- 
cyanide solution. As well as developing a 
mathematical model of the free standing jet 
system, Alkire el a11O related this model to 
the ferri/ferrocyanide system and to the 
deposition of copper from an acid sulphate 
system, both with and without the addition 
of a more noble ferric/ferrous redox 
couple. The measurements that they made 
on the mass transfer characteristics in the 
jet impingement region agreed well with the 
work of Chin el all I who measured the mass 
transfer characteristis of a submerged jet. 
The Alkire/Chen model included a predic- 
tion of the selectivity of the process. Select- 
ivity may be described as the ratio of 
reactant production in the impingement 
region to the reactant production in the 
surrounding region, which is known as the 
wall jet region. Whilst the theoretical model 
was able to accurately predict the selectivity 
for the redox system, it was not as accurate 
for the acid copper deposition reaction12. 
No mention was made of the morphology 
of the deposits produced. 

There are a number of commercial 
systems that utilise high speed jet deposi- 
tion both with and without masking but 
information on the maskless system is 
comparatively rare. This is presumably due 
to commercial confidentiality reasons. Gold 
deposition using small bore jets (Imm to 
0.25 mm diameter) was examined by 
Bocking13. lie examined the morphology of 
the deposits produced and related these to 
the electrolyte velocity. The current effi- 
ciency of the process was also assessed. 
Also described was a "direct write" facility 
whereby the jet could be moved in relation 
to the substrate by means of a computer 
controlled X-Y table thus producing tracks. 

This work is designed to examine the 
selective plating of small areas using a 
nozzle diameter of 400 jLm. It is part of a 
BRITE* collaborative project on the 
improvement in the control and attainment 
of high speed elect rodeposit ion processes. 
it is not the purpose of this paper to verify 69(4). 119. monographs that describe the hydro- 
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the relationship between the mathematical 
models put forward by the aforementioned 
authors and experimental observations, but 
is an initial examination of the relationship 
between the deposition conditions and the 
size, shape and topography of the deposits 
produced. An acid sulphate copper, a 
citrate based cyanide gold electrolyte and a 
phosphate based cyanide gold electrolyte 
have been examined. The structures and 
dimensions of the deposits have been 
examined and related to the prevailing 
hydrodynamic conditions. The selectivity 
of the process is also described. This initial 

phase of the project was designed to esab- 
fish the basic principles of the system using 
an acid copper system and was followed by 
the optimisation of the gold electrolyte for 

maximum deposition rates using a DC con- 
trolled current. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Figure I shows a schematic diagram of the 
Jet Plating system together with the control 
equipment. The jet consisted of a platinum 
tube sealed into a lead-soda glass tube. The 

pump was a diaphragm type dosing pump 
capable of delivering up to 70 1/hour. 
Delivery rates could be adjusted with a 
reproduceability or better than 2%. The 

output from the pump was Fitted to the jet 

via a precision flowmetcr and a pressure 
transducer. Also fitted to the Pump outlet 
was a pulsation damper to maintain a 
constant pressure during use and a pressure 
relief valve. The maximum safe continuous 
working pressure of the pump was 7 Bar 

and the relief valve was set to 8.25 Bar. 
The jet was fitted to a computer con- 

trollcd X-Y table. This allowed a number of 
clcctrodeposited spots to be produced on a 
single substrate by a step and repeat 
process. A computer was used with a 

*BRITEPrOject RIIB-0304- in Parnersh'P With 
Centro Svillupo Materialli of Italy and 
Loughborough University of Technology. 

Figure I. Schematic ofjel plating unit 
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control program developed "in-house". 
The computer program could also take plot 
Files from computer aided design packages 
(CAD) and convert them to output f iles for 
the X-Y table, allowing very elaborate 
designs to be directly written by clectro- 
deposition. 

The jet was connected to the positive 
terminal of the controlled current power 
supply and acted as the anode. Due to the 
resistive nature of the thin electrolyte jet, 
the power supply was custom built and was 
capable of delivering up to 350 mA at a 
voltage or up to 57V, with a resolution of 
0.01 mA. During deposition, the cell 
voltage was monitored using a chart 
recorder. The plating current could be 
preset via a short circuit switch prior to each 
deposit spot produced. The current was 
monitored using a calibrated digital multi- 
meter. 

The electrolyte flow rate was calibrated 
for each different electrolyte used. The 
pump output was controlled by both a 
numerical handwheel that set the length of 
the diaphragm stroke and a thyristor motor 
speed controller. Calibration consisted of 
measuring the volume of electrolyte dis- 
charged and allowed an accurate setting of 
the flowmeter for differing handwheel and 
motor speed settings. The output pressure 
was then related to the discharge and a 
calibration curve drawn. 

The electrolytes were prepared using 
Analar grade reagents dissolved in double 
de-ionised water. After preparation, the 
solutions were carbon treated for 2 hours 
and filtered twice. The electrolytes were 
then analysed using X-ray spectroscopy to 
establish the metal ion concentrations. ror 
each electrolyte, the viscosity was measured 
using an Ostwold Viscometer in accordance 
with BS 188 (1977) at the relevant operating 
temperatures. The density or each electro- 
lytc was also measured using a density 
bottle at the relevant temperatures. 

COPPER DEPOSITION 
The copper electrolytes used were 0.8M, 
0.20M and 0.08M with 0.51M sulphuric 
acid in each case. Elect rodeposited copper 
spots were produced from these electrolytes 
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�/ 
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using various electrolyte velocities and 
current densities. Each sample group of 
spots was plated onto OFHC copper strips. 
The strips were prepared by polishing to a 
mirror Finish and then cleaning in a pro- 
prictary soak cleaner for 3 minutes using 
ultrasonic agitation. This was followed by 
cathodic cleaning in a cyanide based cold 
cleaner for I minute. Immediately before 
use, the substrates were given a bright dip 
to lightly etch the surface and finally given a 
further I minute in the cathodic cleaner. 
The substrates were then thoroughly rinsed 
in de-ionised water and carefully dried. 

Trial deposits produced from the 0.8M 
electrolyte were plated over a range of 
between 0.25 and 50 A/cm2 in order to 
identify the useful current density (C. D. ) 
range using a total charge of 0.017 
Coulombs per spot. The nominal thickness 
of these spots was calculated to be 5 pm. 
Subsequent deposits from this electrolyte 
were produced using a total charge of 
0.068 C per spot, giving a calculated thick- 
ness of 20 itni. Deposits produced from the 
0.08 M and the 0.2 M solutions were plated 
over a current density range of between 
0.25 and 3.0 A/cm2 as very poor quality 
spots occurred above this maximum. A 
total charge of 0.068 Coulombs was used 
for these deposits, giving a calculated thick- 
ness of 20 pm. assuming a cylindrical 
deposit growth. In addition, a series of 
spots were prepared at a constant current 
density and velocity but with increasing 
time to establish how the deposit structure 
varied with increasing thickness. 

All deposits were produced at a tempera- 
ture of 25*C. The jet to substrate distance 
was maintained a( 0.5mm. Electrolyte velo- 
cities ranged from 2m/sec up to 18 m/sec. 
These related to Re. values ranging from 
546 up to 6970. Thickness measurement of 
the spots was carried out using a Sloan 
Dektak 3030 Surface Profilometer. This 
gave a profile across the centre of each 
spot. As deposited spots produced by 
selective jetting show a broad gaussian 
profile'), with the maximum thickness at 
the spot centre the average thickness at the 
centre of the spot was recorded. All thick- 
nesses and plating rates mentioned in this 
paper are based on the thickness at this 
position. The surface morphology was 
examined using both Scanning Microscopy 
as well as optical microscopy. 

The structures of some of the thicker 
deposits were examined using standard 
microsection techniques. In samples that 
showed a significant porosity, the percent- 
age gross porosity was calculated using data 
obtained from an Optimax video contrast 
system. The resultant percentages were sub- 
tracted from the thicknesses measured and 
the corrected thicknesses were recorded. 

GOLD DEPOSITION 
Table I shows the basic formulations of the 
electrolytes used in these trials. The 
viscosities of the electrolytes were measured 
at the chosen deposition temperatures 
25*C, 40*C and 55*C + 0.2*C using a cali- 
brated U-tube viscometcr. The conduct- 
ivities of the electrolytes were also measured 
at the temperatures stated. Gold spots were 
produced on poli%hed, nickel plated sub- 
strates with a 0.1 pm gold flash (to prevent 
immersion deposits). The spots were pro- 
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was not examined for (lie copper system but 
has been examined for the gold systelli. 
Figure 8 shows a plot of the selectivity of 
spot,,, at different current densities. R is a 

dimcn%ionle%% (tvlance and is tile ratio of' 
noMv radiu. % to iadial dislance hoin [lie 
Centre ol* [lie let. 11 Call be %een that there 
Was 110 %ignilicallf effect of* cullcill density 
oil selectivilv Willi (lie exception of tile 
deposit pi oduced at 7.6 A /ctW. I his pi ot lie 
indicates that Ihe deposit was lending 
lowaid. % gicalct m*lcclivitv. At this cmicni 
denmiv, tile dcl)o%ii became moic nodular 

held (mcnialcd and [lie appaicnt and 
plating late bck-anic preatei willun tile 
legion of ill(- cl(-k, tiic field ic. wilhin (lie 

clectiolvic let. I lowever, this behaviour has 
been , cell Willi gold deposition and is dis- 

Cussed below. 
Figme 9 compaiv.,, tile Dekial, thickness 

lilcaMilcolcills %N1111 1111(lo'. cclioll. It call be 

seen 111al 111cic I% a Ica"ollaillc kollclatioll. 
1.10111 tile 1111cl olwk I loll". 11 call be scell that 
C. D. 's above SA cnC ill(- deposit begins to 

exhibit polo%liv (lite to tile leductioll ill 

liticlealloll site% alld growth, but not 
lilelging, of nodules 110111 these slics. BY 

Illeastiling tile pCiccullagc gross polosl(y, 
tile dimolling ClIck-1 10 tile thickness %'sC. D. 

Curve Could be leduced. I lie polo%ily was 
illeasuled Wilhill tile illiclo%ections using ; kit 
Optimax Video Contrast Image Analyser. 
The polosily was separated from the 
deposit using image colillast and file [)to- 
portion of I)oio%ilV to melal picsemcd its a 
percentage. The thickness measured was 
thell ledliced bN this pelcelitagc to give tile 
resultant ciifvc ill Figure 9. It can be seen 
that (lie slope ol this curve is considerably 
reduced and is closer to (flat expected for 
deposiv% ploduced will) .1 Constant 11111111wr 
of, Coulombs. Fills porosity explaill% (lie 
tendency t'oi lite deposit (hickness to appear 
to increase as the current density was 
increa%ed paNt tile optillillill C. D. 

The Fffect of Metal Concentralion 
'I'lic incial ion content of tire electrolyte has 
a Nignificam influence oil the depo"its. Low 
nictal ion Concentration,, gave rise to low 
maximum uscable current dcnsiticý, above 
which a dendlific, POWLiCly structure 
formed, with pionounced 31) nucleation. 
At higher inctal ion concent rat ions, higher 
uscable curtem densities were obtained. 
The deposits deteriorated above these 
values by nodulc formation that became 
incicasingly incoherent. 1-igme 10 shows a 
plot of' the maximum ckment densities that 
allowed colicient deposit,, to be obtained 
for different values of Re. I lie deposit 
IlliAtiesses weic approximately 5 11111. I'llis 
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com pet ing react ion Such a. s hydrogen 

evolution or oxygen reduction. Jhe effect 

of oxygen reduction was established by de- 

aerating the electrolyte by bubbling nitro- 

gen through it for 30 rninute,, prior to 
deposition. It %%aý found that deposits 

produced tiom dc acrated ýoluhom did 

produce a mewmah1c deposit of 0.3 pin at 

a( -D of 0.25 A/c,, )-' In addition, an 

increase in deposit thickness of approxi- 

nialcls' 101"o "as seen up to a( . 
1), of' 

1.0 A/cm2 alter which no I'miliel incicase 

was Well. 
in order to establish what was happening, 

a nuinbcr of deposits were produce(] oil 

sputiciccl gla,, s substiates. Dcpo,, it,, ill) to a 
current density of*7.0A/Cljj2 %Cie produced 
using a total number of' coulomb% of 0.576 

all(i tile efficiency of [lie pioces,, was 
nicaNorccl bv the Plate, %cigh 
method. the elticiencies are , ho\x, n in 
I lglile 10. It was possible to lucasuic file 
total Sl)[Cad Of file deposit OpliCd1k. [lie 

%pullcled gold/chionic layer \&,; is thin 

enough to liallsilm a strong light bealn. 
ll()wcvci, where deposition had OCCuircd, 
tile light was extinguished arid this point 
, A, a% used to identify [lie edge ot'llic deposit. 
'I lie diamcfers of tile spots were measured 

allachcd to a 
. 
ing an eyepiece inicromeler U% 

low p(mei microscope. Figure 17 shows 
how file title diatnefeis varied with current 
den%ilY. it is evident that a( low current 
dellsims, I lie deposit sprcads over a greater 
distance bill (lie efficiency is low. At higher 

current cicusitic%, tile efficiency is ilicleascd 

to about 70% and [lie total spread of file 
dcpo%ll coincidcs with that a,, incamued by 

tile I)cklak. 
file cathode efficiency bchaviom of file 

clc(. Iioly(c,, is %initial to that seen under 
C0jjVCljtiOljýjI (ICI)OSitiOll conditions, Wi(Il 

low efficiencies being Observed al low 

curiew densities and incicamny, a,, tile 

cullcui (iciisityi,., iiicrcitscdl4. *Ilii. %%%, otil(ibc 

expected as [lie F" (rest potential) value of 

gold is about -0.61 V. A( a pil of 6.0, the 
j:, 1 value of hydrogen is about -0.3 V. 

'I-hereforc, at low overpotentials, a signi- 
ficant quantity of' hydrogen will be co- 
deposited, rcclucing as the overpotential is 

increased. In addition, it has been shown 

that the reduction of' oxygen also occur. % at 
low current densities". It would appear that 

a ilmlat behaviour occurred under jetting 

condition",. 
The structure of' the deposit is signifi- 

carilly alfccted by current density. At 

current densities above 0.25 A/cni-', the 

deposits changed front S111001111 and (full to 

serni-brighi arid then to bright ; is the C. D. 

increased. This was followed by either a 

nodular Structure or ncedle growth arid 

finally above 6.0 A/C1112 (lie growth pattern 

becallic dendii(ic with a pronounced 

dendlitic lield cuientated growth. I lowcver, 

it, tile case of' electrolyte (4] no dcndrific 

growth was seen. It should be remembered 

that the deposit thickness also increased 

, A, illi incicasing current density arid this 

would have had all influence oil the deposit 

structure and appearance. (See tile Fflect of 

Increasing Thick ness). 

-1-he cll'cct ol current (tensity on 

selectivity can be seen ill Figure 18. It can be 

seen filar al low current densities, the 

%eleclivitv 
is poor. As the C. D. is increased, 
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Figure 18. The effect of current derusils, t)ll 
selectivity 0.17M citraft, go/4r/. 

tile selectivity improves. 

'rhe Effed of Gold Conceniration 
As the gold content was increased, so tile 
maximurn useful curient density and 
plating rate increased. However, a 
maximum was reached at 0.17M where in- 

creasing the concentration led to a slight 
reduction in the useful current density and 
plating rate. The maximurn pialing late 
obtained from the 0.17M clectiolytc at pi I 
8.1 was 3.4 pin/sec at a current density of' 
6.0 A/cm2. This was tile highest plating rate 
obtained in this series of' experiments. The 
structure of this deposit call be seen ill 
Figure 19. It can be seen that (lie jetted 
deposit exhibits a much less angulai 
structure than the coil vent ional deposit. 

At a concentration of" 0.28M, tile 
maximurn plating rate was 2.9 uni/sec a( a 
current density of' 5.0 A/CM2. ]'his effect 
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I-iguic 20 shows tile plating late,, lot life 
difTereril conccimationN of gold om file 
C. D. lange used. 11 call he 

seen that al tile 
towel cutictill densitic,,, Ilic plating iates are 
coincidental but abo%e 10 A/cm-', tile 
curves no longet coincide, %vilh lower 
cOncentl at loll Clectlokles "llowing all 
appaicnily gicatei plaiing iatc. 1'111ý wits 
(tile to tile lacl flim al high ClIfIC111( 
dcII1, IfiCS, (lie delIMIN' of' file deposit fell as 
tile deposit qualif\ delvimiated (life to an 
inclease ill %olds. 11 call he well Illat tile 
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photo-lithographic technique% are required. 
By using direct writing, the latter process is 
not required as the gold may he directly 
written onto the mciallised substrate from 
the CAD design. Figure 33 shows a simple 
ring oscillator circuit produced by direct 
writ ing. 

I lie %elective plating Of recl-to-reel 
omponents. 

;. - 

2v, A gold deposit from u 4aruiv 

electrol. vIt" produced tinder conventional 

conditions. C. D. 5.0 PnAlcrn2.0.06M gold. 
ThicknesIv 18 vIn. 

II 

I 11furl, 3" A 11flill"'I ,M lilt 1""Ild 
direct wramp wi a if(dd (-t( h rcmt 

I tit r. c volumes of %trip or pressed , trip com- 
i)oncnl% such as conneclor% and lead lramc% 

ate ctitmilly produced cidict by contiolled 
depth immersion or by jet deposition with 
tile Component% held belweell i tibber 
maA%. 'I lie direct write system will enable 
such componen1% to be produced at very 
high plOdtJCIiOo MICS Oil ;I L'OlIlintrous basis 

without tile liced lot CXI)Cll%ive nla%k% as tile 
spread of tile dCpO.., il is sell limiling. The 

size of tile plaill and tile quaillity of clcctro- 
lytc ie(jukcd will be significantly reduced 
leading to lower capital expendilure and 
taýtci throughput linics. 

4) Iltimp plating ol''FAII kknds 

Wrot Pe., ity Alto sq 

r-igure 30. The effect of conductivity on plating 

rate, 0.28M citrate gold. 

i., gure 31. The effect of current densif 
,v of? 

selectivity. Lowconduclivit, ý electrol-vie. 

other electrolytes. 1--igure 30 shows a com- 

Parison between the apparent plating rate 

of the low conductivity electrolyte and the 

0.28M citrate gold. It can be seen that the 

low conductivity electrolyte exhibited a 

Much greater apparent plating rate. 

1. , xamination of' Figure 31 reveals that the 

s, leclivity is much better with the low 

conductivity electrolyte and this explains 

tile greater plating rate. This electrolyte 

gave tile best selectivity of all tile clectro- 

lyt's tested, with a maximum R of 2.5. 

jIowcvcr, the deposit structure was not as 

1ýood as tile higher conductivity electrolyte, 

with large incoherent nodules occurring at 

current 
densities as low as 3.75 A/CM2. At 

this current density, a plating rate of 2.3 

,,,, /%cc was achieved. 

APPI, I( 'A'I IONS 

, 1.1, c ptlrl, ()s(. of this work is to achieve a full 

i -7A 

FIKule 33. A imp ou-illalor im(tiowave (weitil 
produced l? v (Iif(-( I wrifillj" 

understanding of' how deposition (ak" 
place under free flow jetting collditiolls ill 
terms of useable dcl)osi( situctuics. 'I'lli% 
will cnablc thc systcul to be applicd to 
production or prototype processes. Some of* 
tile possible applications are listed below. 

1) The direct writing of c(ch resist for 
printed circuit boards. 

The possibility of the direct writing of a 
metal etch resist for PCB prototyping has 
been examined using gold as (lie resis( metal 
(Figure 32). The tracks written in this 
example were 3.6jan thick and written al it 
linear velocity of" 1.0 nun/%cc. 1; 

* xanlillation 
of the tracks revealed a very good edge 
definition even when using it I'ciric chloride 
etch. Whilst this process may not lend it. sell 
to high volume production work, it is very 
suitable for prototyping low volume circuit 
boards direct from a CAD design. 
Eventually, it is intended to dcvelop a high 
speed tin electrolyte as in etch resist 
material. 

2) The direct writing of' Microwave 
Integrated Circuit Substrates 

Microwave Integrated Circuit Substrates 
are used throughout the teleconumini 
cations industry I'or the mounting of' active 
devices such as amplificts etc. 'lliese ; nc 
usually inade f*rom sintered alumina, quaw 
or PTFF composites. The ciictfits are 
produced by niciallising the substrate by 
sputtering and the nacks are pioduced in 
the conventional way by gold clectio- 
deposition, either by [lie addative oi sit[) 
tractive method. Either way, expensive 

I Flic electronic indusity makc. % u. %c of 
thermocompi-mion bonding of' thin gold 
Wiles from inlegimed chcuit% to the lead 
franic connection% within tire IC housing. 
This requires at gold "hunip" to be plated 
onto tire connecting leads of the lead franic. 
At present, this is carried out using cithcr 
pholo-lithography or rubber masks. The jet 
plating process will allow tire production of 
these "butups" without tire need for 
masking. 

There arc a number of'other applications 
of this technique Which are Company Confi- 
dential but it may be concludcd that any 
selective plating [equilcuncill Inay be Carried 
out Willi (lie direct Write jelling technique, 
even on complicated geomeny componcrits 
and Willi any metal or alloy, provided thal a 
suitable electrolyte fotniulafion can be 
pioduccd that allows high speed deposition 
and is not chemically aggiessivc to either 
file sub%trate or the dcposi( produced. 

CONCLUSIONS 
It ha% been shown that the behaviour of 
both a simple salt copper sulphatc electro- 
lyte and a complexed salt gold electrolyte, 
behave in a similar way when deposited 
under high sliced jetting conditions. 
However, (fie copper electrolyte exhibits a 
slight chemical attack on the deposits 
produced by the electrolyte wash. 

The fac(ois that influence the maximum 
useful ctmew densities and thus the 
maximum plating imes that produce high 
quality (icl)o,, it,, aic: 

a) The electrolyte tempeiature - tile higher 
tile temperature, (tic greater the plating 
rate. This pitiametcr had tile greatest 
itil'Itience oil (tic gold system, presumably 
because ol' (tic reduction in thickness of* tile 
dil'I'lision layet. It has yet to be established 
wilethel Copper electrolytes exhibit it Similar 
tempeiaturc dependence. 

b) The electrolyte velocity the greater the 
velocity (of' Re), the higher (lie plating rate 
that can be achieved. 



c) I lie metal ion concentration increased 
incial ion concentration% lead to higher 

plating late% but only tit) to ;I certain value. 
Above (III-, value, no improvement or a 
Fcdtiction fit meful plating imes I,, ot)%crvcd. 

Gold (ICI)O%il% MC A%0 inflUMCCd hV rile 
pit of file clecliolvic, file 1110%I %tillable plf 
%&as found to be H. A. A Imilici imica%c fit 
pit wa'ý nor lc%lcti a% alkaline cickifolylc% 
alc Y. Clicialiv for c1ccliollic 
application%. 

I-of both %, v%IC111%, file dcpo, %iI s1rucillic 
tifidergoes Coll%ldclabli: change. % ill Illorpho 
logv as file curmil den,. ity k inctca%cd ill) to 
it point %&-here (lie %It t1clurc deteriorate% due 
to i%ol; lt(. (l 110(lille formation. 

I lie %ClCk IIN llý' 01 file I)IOL'C%% WýV, not 
%1glillwantly affected by file above pala 
HICIC11. Willi the exception of file Cillicill 
(Icll%itv. Low current (Icrl%ilic% 
(-I OA/cin) Oiow it gicaici %picad of the 
depo%il, although [lie llllckllc,, ý of [lie 
deposit oii(%Itl(. the 1111pillp. c1licill legion I% 

verylow. As file k tit tent dvn%ti v i% mcrca%cd, 
%ClCkti%'ity i% 1101 %ir. 11111k; MON ; lfICL'tCd. 
I IoWcvcf 

, it% (tic (ill fell[ demlly i% lilt lca%cd 
pa%t the point at which deterioration of the 
dcl)o%it occur%, the gtowth of [lie depo%it I% 
incrca%ingly influenced by the electric field 

within tire jet and [fill,, gtowth is limited to 
within the jet stream. 

The selectivity v. most innuenced by the 
conductivity of file electrolyte. This is due 
to the fact that (tic electrolyte within the 
wall jet region is extremely (hill and (here- 
fore has a high electrical resistance. By 
reducing the conductivity, the wall jet 
region bcconic% more rc,, i,, Iivc and therefore 
tire degice of laicial dcpo%ition i% reduced. 

Maximum planny, late% have been cs(ab 
khed lot both sy%tcms. I-or (lie copper 

system, at 25'C, (he maximum plating rate 
was found to be 1.6 jim/sccond a( a current 
density of 6.5 A/crn' ming a O. HM copper 
concentration. The nicasurcd Reynolds 
number was 2730. The maxinitim plating 
title for gold using e1ccli-olytc 141 at a pl I of 
9.1 and a icnipcrature of SS"U ww, found to 
be 3.4prii/%ccond. 'I tic rncasutcd Reynolds 
numbei was 12,078. 

Thi% work rcprc. %crit% the initial results 
obtained from a longer Iciin study of (tic 
Ifigh Speed Selective let Flectrodeposition 

pioccss. Ftirdicr analysis of' the restilis and 
examination of the %ainple% produced is 

cotilinuing and will be prcscntcd at it fillet 
datc. NVOlk will continue oil the cliflance 
Flicill of [tic plating tale% lot the gold and 
0111cl 111clal and alloy %V%Iclll". 
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The High Speed 
Selective Jet Electrodeposition of Gold 
By C. Bocking, F I. M. F, Wembley, Middlesex (England) 

Selektive elektrolytische Strahl- 
Hochgeschwindlgkeitsabscheidung von Gold 
Die selektive elektrolytische Strahl-Hochgeschwin- 
digkeitsabscheidung ist ein Verfahren, bei dem 
eine selektive Abscheidung ohne Abdeckung er- 
folgt Das Prinzip besteht darin, daß ein freierStrahl 
desElektrolytenmithoherGeschwindigkeitaufdas 
Substrat aufprallt und dabei ein elektrischer Strom 
fließt Durch die elektrochernischen und hydrody- 
namischen Eigenschaften wird Metall nur an der 
Aufprallstelle des Strahls und in deren Umgebung 
abgeschieden. Auf diese Weise wird eine Ausbrei- 
tung des Metallüberzugs begrenzt. Ist eine geeig- 
nete Anordnung vorhanden, kann der Strahl com- 
puterkontroffiert so geführt werden, daß unmittet- 
barLeiterbahnen und -punkte u. a. gezeichnet wer- 
den. Im Aufsatz werden die Faktoren diskutiert, die 
auf die Abscheidung der Goldschicht Einfluß ha- 
ben, wie diese aufwächst und wie ihre Ausmaße 
gesteuert werden können. Ebenso werden Fakto- 
ren diskutiert, die die Abscheidungsgeschwindig- 
keit beeinflussen. Mögliche Anwendungsgebiete 
werden aufgezeigt. 

High speed selective jet electrodeposition is a pro- 
cess wherebymetals may be deposited in a select- 
ive manner without the need formasking. The prin- 
ciple is that a free standing jet of electrolyte im- 
pinges on a substrate ata high velocityandan elec- 
tric current is oassed. Due to both electrochemical 
and hydrodyn amic properties of thejet, metalis de- 
posited only within the impingement region and the 
immediately suffounding region. In this way, the 
spread of the deposit is limited. By use of suitable 
engineering, thejet can be moved under computer 
control allowing the direct writing of tracks, spots 
etc. This paper discusses the factors that govern 
the way in which a gold deposit produced in this 
way grows and how the dimensions of the deposit 
may be controlled. The paper also discusses the. 
factors that control the rate of deposition and pos- 
sible applications of the technique. 

Introduction 
High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition 
(HSSJE) is a process in which metal may be 
deposited selectively without the need for 
masking. The principle of the process is that 
a free standing, non-submersed jet of elec- 
trolyte flowing at a high velocity impinges 
onto a substrate. The application of a suitable 
voltage between the substrate (cathode) and 
the nozzle (anode) causes metal to be depos- 
ited within the impingement region and the 
immediately surrounding region. Due to the 
properties of the hydrodynamic flow sur- 

rounding the impingement region, the elec- 
trolyte forms an extremely thin radial layer as 
it flows away. Because this layer, termed the 
wall jet region (I], is so thin, the electrical res- 
istance of the electrolyte is comparatively 
high. This means that under certain condi- 
tions, deposition is limited to the impinge- 
ment region, with little deposition occurring 
within the highly resistive wall jet region. In 
this way selectivity is achieved. Figure I 
shows a schematic view of the electrolyte 
flow. Due to high electrolyte velocity, high 
current densities can be applied and there- 
fore high plating rates can be achieved. 

I 

I 

NOZZLC 

41-JET 
III 

II 

I 

HYDRAULIC JUMP 

Fig. 1: A schematic diagram 
of the non-submerged jet 
Zone I Free jet; Zone 11 Impingement zone; Zone III: Wall let 

Selective Jet Deposition is not a new pro- 
cess, with the principle being patented by 
NASA [2] in 1974. This patent described a 
forced electrolyte flow system in which the 
nozzle was scanned across the substrate and 
current applied at appropriate times in ac- 
cordance with a control pattern. In this way, a 
plated pattern could be written, much in the 
same way as a picture is formed on a dot- 
matrix printer. The process described here 
however uses a "direct write" system more 
like the way a plotter produces an image. 
Since 1974, there has been comparatively 
little information published on the subject of 
HSSJE, possibly due to commercial confid- 
entiality reasons. Haynes et al [3] described a 
forced flow jet plating system in 1978 and 
Dorey et al [4] used a modified version of this 
equipment to gold plate connectors for the 
evaluation of the thermocompression bond- 
ing characteristics of the deposits. The 
maximum flow rate used was 39 crn/sec. and 
current densities of up to 1.3 A/cM2. They 
found that the deposit quality deteriorated at 

SUBSTRATE 
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current densities in the region of 0.86 A/cM2 
by nodule formation. However, it was claimed 
that nodular deposits did not detract from 
bondability. There have been a number of pa- 
DerS Dublished afteMDtina to correlate 
rnatheýnatlcall models oi let -plating systems 
with experimental results [5,6,7,8]. However, 
little work has been published on the mor- 
phological characteristics of deposits pro- 
duced in this way. 
Bocking [9] described selective pure gold de- 
position using both laser enhanced jet de- 
position and HSSJE using small bore nozzles 
m _ý mn or --i w. th. 1. - -- .. " "J. I--.. I. - I I. w. Rg. 2: The effect on current density on selectivity, phology of the deposits produced and re- 
. -. -A --- - 'ý- -M- 

0,11 7M citrate gold IdLVU UlUbt: i LU LIM t: ItA; LlUlYLt; VUIUULY. lilt; 

current efficiency of deposition was also de- 
scribed. He went on to show a "direct write" 
facility whereby the jet could be moved in re- 
lation to the substrate by means of a com- 
puter controlled X-Y table, producing plated 
tracks and lines. 
The selective deposition of both copper and 
gold deposits has been described in depth by 
Bocking [10] focusing on the relationship be- 
tween deposition and deposit morphology. 
This paper describes pure gold desposition 
using HSSJE. The morphologies of deposits 
produced are briefly described. The way in 
which these deposits grow is discussed and 
the factors that control the dimensions of the 
deposits are given. 

Previous Studies 
Previous work by the author [10] had enabled 
the relationship between the conditions of 
deposition and the deposit morphologies to 
be established. It will be helpful to summarise 
the results of this previous study in order to 
provide a starting point for the results of this 
work. 
It was found that the deposits produced had 
a gaussian profile. This shape can be seen in 
Figure 2which shows a typical selectivity plot 
of deposits produced under different condi- 
tions. Selectivity is a measure of the deposit 
thickness within the impingement zone com- 
pared with the thickness produced in the wall 
jet region. The dimensionless distance, R, is 
the ratio of the radial distance from the centre 
of the impingement region to the radius of the 
nqzzle. By plotting the thickness against the 
dimensionless distance, the selectivity under 
different deposition conditions can be com- 
pared irrespective of nozzle size. A dimen- 
sionless distance of 1 indicates the end of the 
impingement region and the start of the wall 
jet region. 

Fig. 3: Gold deposit produced at maximum usable 
current density and plating rate - C. D. -6 AIcrn2; 3,4 #Wsoc; pH - 8,111: Temp. - 55*C; 0.117M 
citrate gold electrolyte; Re - 12078; Thickness - 18 ; Lm 

FigA Gold deposit produced from a citrate gold 
electrolyte by conventional deposition 
C. D. -5 Atcrrt2; 0,06M gold: ThIcImess - 18 ILm 
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Where thickness measurements are quoted, 
these refer to the thickness at the centre of 
the impingement region. Unless otherwise 
stated, the nozzle diameter used was 
0.4 mm. Current densities quoted are based 
on the surface area of the impingement reg- 
ion only ie. on the surface area of the cross 
section of the jet. The spots were all produc- 
ed using a total charge of 0.03938 ± 0.00008 
coulombs each. The maximum plating rate 
that produced acceptable deposits was 
3.4 jzm/sec. at a current density of 6.0 A/cmI 
using a 0.17M citrate gold electrolyte at pH 
8.1. Figure 3 shows an example of a gold de- 
posit produced under the above conditions. 
For comparison, a conventional gold deposit 
of the same thickness is shown in Figure 4. 

1. The effect of current density, 
temperature and Reynolds Number 

The structure and spread of the deposit is 
significantly affected by the current density. 
At low current densities (< 1.0 A/cmý the de- 
posits were found to have a poor selectivity 
and low thickness. Deposits were up to 11 
riýrn in diameter but had thickness in the re- 
gion of about 1 Am or less within the impinge- 
ment region, reducing to less than 0.1 Am in 
the wall jet region. This thickness reduction 
appears to be asymptotic. At higher current 
densities, (> 2.0 A/cmý the selectivity was 
improved with a diameter of between 1.1 and 
1.2 mm, depending on the precise condi- 
tions. Thicknesses were in the region of 
18 Am, again depending on the precise con- 
ditions used. Figure 5shows the effect of cur- 
rent density on the current efficiency. At low 
current densities the efficiency is low (approx 
40 %) but increases to about 70 % with in- 
creasing current density. Neither temperat- 
ure or flow rate had much effect on the select- 
ivity. 

too Twp. SS C 
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Fig. S: Current efficiency vs current density; 0,1 7M 
citrate gold 

Figures 6 to 8 show morphological diagrams 
for the 0.28M citrate gold system. These re- 
late current density to Reynolds Number, (dW 
v) a dimensionless measure of electrolyte 
flow, where d- the nozzle diameter in cm, 
V- the electrolyte velocity in crtVsec and 
v= the kinematic viscosity in cm2/sec. It can 
be seen that the structure of the deposit is 

U 

Fig. & Morphological diagram for 0,28M citrate 
gold. Temperature 25*C 
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Fig. 7: Morphological diagram for 0,28M citrate 
gold. Temperature 400C 

Fig. 8: Morphological diagram for 0,28 citrate gold; 
Temperature 550C 
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very dependent on the current density, tem- 
perature and flow rate. High flow rates and 
temperatures allow high current densities 
that still enable smooth, pore free deposits to 
be produced. However, it was noticed that at 
very high flow rates or Reynolds Number, the 
maximum current density was slightly re- 
duced. 
2. The effect of gold concentration 
It was found that increasing the gold concen- 
tration of the electrolyte increased the 
maximum current density and thus the plat- 
ing rate at which smooth deposits could be 
produced. However, at concentrations much 
above 0.17M, the maximum current density 
and plating rate was reduced slightly. Selec- 
tivity was not significantly affected by the 
gold concentration. 
3. The effect of conductivity 
Electrolyte conductivity influenced both the 
selectivity and the structure. Reducing the 
conductivity by half improved the selectivity 
such that the deposit diameters were in the 
region of 0.9 mm. However, the deposit 
structure deteriorated at much lower current 
densities and a maximum plating rate of only 
2.9 jzrn/sec could be achieved. 
4. The effect ofpH 
The effect of pH was studied over the range 
5.3 to 8.1. It was found that at the higher pH, 
slightly higher plating rates could be 

achieved with a small improvement In deposit 
structure. 
5. The effect of nozzle to substrate distance 
For most of the experiments, the nozzle to 
substrate distance was maintained at 1 mm. 
However, decreasing this distance improved 
the selectivity slightly. Increasing the dis- 
tance had little effect on selectivity but the 
morphology of the deposit altered. The de- 
posit became more nodular towards the wall 
jet region and random needles appeared 
oriented in the flow direction. 
For any particular set of conditions, it was 
found that the overall deposit width was re- 
producible to better than ± 1.8 %. 
In order to establish a means of improving the 
deposition rate further, it was necessary to 
have, at least, an empirical understanding of 
the way in which the deposit grew and more 
importantly, the reasons for the deterioration 
of the deposit when higher plating rates than 
the current optimum were attempted. Part of 
this work attempts to establish an empirical 
mechanism of growth and deterioration of 
gold deposits. 

Experimental 
A complete description of the equipment 
used has been given in a previous paper [101. 
However, a schematic diagram of jet plating 
system is shown in Figure 9. The nozzle con- 
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sisted of a 400 Am platinum tube sealed into 
a lead-soda glass tube. The nozzle was fitted 
to a computer controlled X-Y table. This al- 
lowed electrodeposited spots to be pro- 
duced on a single substrate on a step and re- 
peat basis. The computer also controlled the 
magnitude of the currents and times of de- 
position, allowing a large number of deposits 
to be produced under different conditions 
automatically. The control program also 
enabled computer aided design (CAD) plot 
files to control the X-Y table allowing complex 
designs to be directly written by elec- 
trodeposition. 
The deposits were produced either on 
polished, nickel plated substrates with a 
0.1 Am gold flash (to prevent immersion de- 
posits) or onto glass substrates sputtered 
with chromium/gold conducting layers. 
A series of deposited spots were produced at 
current densities of 6,7 and 10 A/cM2 for dif- 
ferent times, between 0.05 seconds and 10 
seconds, on the sputtered glass substrates 
with Reynolds numbers of between 3355 and 
12078. This gave a representation of the 
growth mode of the deposits with respect to 
time. The electrolyte formulation used for the 
current work is given in Table 1. 
The thicknesses and profiles of the elec- 
trodeposited spots were measured using a 
Sloan Dektak 3030 Surface Profflometer. The 
crystallographic orientation was measured 
by X-ray diffraction. Examination of the de- 
posits was carried out by means of optical 
microscopy and Scanning Electron Micro- 
scopy. 
Polarisation measurements were carried out 
using a Wenking HP72 potentiostat and a 
pulse generator. The working electrode was a 
400 Am diameter copper wire embedded in 
an epoxy block so that only the end face of 
the wire was exposed. Adjacent to this was a 

platinum wire, 200 ILM in diameter also em- 
bedded and separated from the working 
electrode by a distance of 100 gm. This 
acted as the reference electrode. Prior to 
measurements, both the working electrode 
and the reference electrode were polished 
and pre-plated with gold at current density of 
5 mA/cM2 for 2 minutes. Whilst this type of 
reference electrode was not ideal due to its 
poor reversibility in the system understudy, it 
was justified by the necessity to use a small 
diameter, flush mounted reference so that the 
flow patterns were not disrupted. 
Polarisation curves were produced by 
sampled current pulse voltarnmetry at differ- 
ent electrolyte velocities. Because the de- 
posit growth was so rapid at these high cur- 
rent densities, conventional steady state 
polarisation techniques could not be used. It 
was found that a steady state condition could 
be achieved within 20 to 40 milliseconds 
under jetting conditions. A series of potential 
pulses of 40 milliseconds duration were 
applied and the current measured at the end 
of each pulse. The substrate was re-polished 
and re-plated prior to each measurement. 
Prior to the application of the pulse, a pre- 
electrolysis for 30 seconds at 0.3 volts vs the 
gold reference electrode (GRE) was applied. 

Results 
Deposit Morphology 
Figures 10a to 10e show a typical range of 
structures produced by the jetting process. 
Lower flow rates and temperatures also af- 
fected the type of structure but they all fol- 
lowed a typical pattern. At low current dens- 
ities (< 1.0 Alcmý the deposits were of a 
plate-like structure as in Figure 10a. As the 
current density was increased, the deposits 
adopted a closed, pore free structure with 
few surface features. Higher current densities 

Table 1: Electrolyre formulations 

[1] Gold (as potassium gold cyanide) 
Diammonium hydrogen citrate 
Citric acid 
Potassium hydroxide 
Kinematic viscosity 

[2] Gold (as potassium gold cyanide) 
Diammonium hydrogen citrate 
Citric acid 
Potassium hydroxide 
Kinematic viscosity 

25*C 
40*C 
55*C 

55'C 

54.0 9/1(0,28M) 
45.09/1 
15.0 9A 
to pH 6,0 
0.012284cml/sec 
0.009221 cm'/sec 
0.0076567 CM2 /sec 

33.5g/1(0,17M) 
45.0 g/l 
15.09/1 
to pH 8,1 
0.005906 cm2/sec 
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Fig. 10: A typical range of structures produced In ascending order of cur- 
rent density. Whilst the deposits were produced under different sets of 
conditions, they present the growth changes as the current density is in- 
mased for any single set of conditions 

produced a surface with smooth hemi- 
spherical mounds of low amplitude. As the 
current density was increased further, the de- 
posits showed an enhanced growth at certain 
sites as some of the rounded structures grew 
faster than their neighbours; creating a cauli- 
flower like appearance. Increasing the cur- 
rent density further, or reducing the flow rate 
caused these nodules to act as precursors for 
the growth of needle like structures that grew 
in the direction of flow, particularly towards 
the edge of the impingement zone. Still 
further increase in current density led to 
growth of dendritic structures in the direction 
of the electric field along the wall of the elec- 
trolyte jet. Lowering the temperature caused 
an increased rate of nodule and needle 
formation at lower current densities. 

The series of deposits produced with in- 
creasing time show this pattern of growth 
develop. Figures 1 la to 1 ld and 12a to 12f 
show typical deposits produced at 7.0 A/cM2 
and 10 A/cM2 for increasing deposition 
times. Both samples show that certain sites 
produced faster growing nodules. Depend- 
ing on the current density, these then de- 
veloped into either needle like structures in 
the radial flow direction or field oriented den- 
drites in the direction of the jet in the case of 
the higher current density. The lower current 
density samples simply produced larger 
nodules that eventually became powdery and 
non-adherant. At low temperatures, dendritic 
growth was less field oriented and adopted a 
finer, filamentry structure as in Figure 13. 
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Fig. 1 1: The growth of deposit with increasing tirne 
C. D. - 7A/cnv'; Re. -3335; (a) 1.5 som (b)3,0 sece(c)3 -5 secs.. (d)5 -0 sacs.; 0,17M atrate 
gold 

Fig. 1 2: The growth of the deposit with increasing time 
C. D. - 10 A/cm2: Re. - 12078; (a) 0,6 Secs. (b) 1.5 SOCS. (c) 2,0 seC3. (d) 3.5 secs. (e) 6-0 

secs.; M8-0 secs. 0,1 7M atrate gold 
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Fig. 13: Deposit produced at low temperature 
C. D. - 4,75 Alcm2; Re. - 5686; 0,28M citrate gold electrolyte 

Polarisation Studies 
Figure 14 shows the polarisation curves for a 
0.1 7M citrate gold at velocities of 2,10 and 
20 m/second. It can be seen that at a velocity 
of 20 m/second, up to a current density of 
2 A/cM2, deposition proceeds under activa- 
tion control. The Tafel slope is -355 mV/dec. 
Above this value, mixed activation and diffu- 
sion control occurs. No clearly defined limit- 
ing current is observed. This could be due to 
the fact that hydrogen evolution competed 
with gold deposition and the limiting current 
plateau was hidden or that mass transfer 
within the jet was so high. However, it can be 
seen that the deposit began to deteriorate in 
the mixed control region. This applied to the 
other velocities except that deterioration oc- 
curred at lower current densities. 

0V- 20 M/- Re. 13515 
7 V-SM/W Re. 33SS 

.1 V-2m1w Re. 1342 

-I - 

T-p 55 C 

0- 001 01 Ncrent DNvty A/CM sq 10 100 

Fig. 14: Polarisation curves for a 0,117M citrate gold, 
Temp. - 55'C 

X-ray diffraction Studies 
X-ray diffraction studies showed that over the 
current density range of between 0.75 to 
7.0 A/cml and a Re. of 12078, there was no 

evidence of preferred orientation of the de- 
posit Under these conditions, no needles or 
dendrites were produced. Figure 15 shows a 
typical diffraction pattern. Deposits pro- 
duced at higher current densities showed 
evidence of a decreasing grain size with in- 
creasing current density, the maximum grain 
size occuring at a current density of 0.75 A/ 
cm 2. 

Mg. 1 5: Atypical x-ray diffraction pattern produced 
by jet electrodeposited spots 
C. D. -I A/CM2 

Discussion 
Based on the evidence obtained to date, a 
mechanism of growth and deterioration of the 
deposits could be postulated. It is beyond the 
scope of this paper to develop a rigourous 
mathematical model of the growth mecha- 
nisms involved. However, a l5ossible mecha- 
nism could be empirically clevoloped. At low 
current densities (< 1.0 Alcm) the mecha- 
nism of growth was similar to conventional 
gold. Because the deposit spread was so 
great at these low current densities (up to 
11 mm diameter) It Is reasonable to assume 
that the true current density was much lower 
than that based on the impingement zone 
area. This was confirmed by the marked 
similarity to conventional deposits of gold of 
similar thickness that have been published 
previously. It is likely that the spread obser- 
ved here was due to the long time periods 
used to pass the required number of cou- 
lombs (up to 140 seconds). This allowed a 
build up of deposit beyond the Impingement 
zone. However, it must be remembered that 
this surrounding deposit was extremely thin 
(< 0.1 Am). It can also be seen from the effi- 
ciency measurements that secondary reac- 
tions such as oxygen reduction and hydrogen 
evolution were occurring. 
As the current density was Increased above 
1 .0 A/cM2, all of the deposition occurred wi- 
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thin a region of 3 times the jet diameter, the 
actual spread depending on the prevailing 
conditions of deposition. Most of the depos- 
ition occurred within the impingement zone. 
The deposits produced at these higher cur- 
rent densities showed a slight hemispherical 
surface texture. It can be seen from Figure 14 
showing the polarisation curves that in the 
case of the curve corresponding to a Rey- 
nolds number, Re. of 13545 that deposition 
assumed mixed activation-diffusion control 
at a current density of about 2.0 A/cM2. Lo- 
wer Re values showed this transition at lower 
current densities. 
The structure of these deposits also indicated 
that the mode of growth was by 3D nuclea- 
tion. It can clearly be seen in Figures 1 1c and 
11d that fresh nucleation occurred on exl- 
sting grains forming a cauliflower-type struc- 
ture. This type of nucleation generally occurs 
at high overpotentials in the region of mixed 
activation/diffusion control. The polarisation 
curves show that relatively high overpotenti- 
als are required to achieve the current 
densities applied and that deposition is oc- 
curring under mixed control. 
X-ray diffraction studies showed that there 
was no evidence of preferred orientation in 
the samples examined. However, these 
samples did not include any deposits exhibit- 
ing needles or dendrites, which have a strong 
preferred orientation. It is well known that 
certain crystallographic planes tend to grow 
faster than others. Inspection of Figures I la 
to 1 ldshowed that some nodules grew faster 
than others. It can be seen in Figure 1 la that 
nodulation was particularly prevalent in the 
region of surface imperfections such as 
scratches etc. This is not surprising as these 
sites presented the lowest energy require- 
ments for nucleation and subsequent growth. 
Jt was at these sites that growth occurred 
most rapidly, at least in the initial stages. 
Above a cdtical ratio of flow rate to current 
density, the growth of these nodules was ac- 
celerated, especially those towards the edge 
of the impingement zone. To unterstand the 
reason for this, it Is necessary to understand 
the behaviour of the flow and the diffusion 
layer during deposition under these condi- 
tions. 
The hydrodynamics of an impinging free jet 
on a surface normal to the flow has been de- 
scribed by several authors [1,11.12,13]. In 
brief, when the jet hits the surface, the flow 
decelerates rapidly in the axial direction and 
accelerates in the radial direction forming the 
wall jet. This gives rise to a region where a vis- 
cous boundary layer of constant, but low, 

thickness occurs in the centre of the impinge- 
ment zone. This is known as the stagnation 
region as axial flow is negligible. Dawson [14] 
has estimated the transition between the 
stagnation zone and the wall jet to be x/d - 4, 
where x- radial distance from the centre of 
the jet and d- the jet diameter. In the present 
case, this transition occurred at r- 50 i4m. Beyond this region, the boundary layer thick- 
ness increased until it obtained the thickness 
of the wall jet At this point, the hydraulicjump 
[12] occurred. 
The behaviour of the diffusion layer is com- 
plex under these circumstances. Although a 
measure of the thickness of the diffusion 
layer cannot be made directly, as the value of 
the limiting current density, I,, could not be 
obtained, a maximum value can be estimated 
approximately from the polarisation curve. At 
a Reynolds number, Re. of 13545, high qual- 
ity deposits are obtained up to a current 
density in the region of 6.0 A/cM2. It is known 
that deposits produced above the limiting 
current are dendritic or powdery and non- 
adherant. Therefore, if a value of 7.0 A/cm' is 
taken arbitrarily as the limiting current, the 
thickness of the diffusion layer can be found 
from a derivation of Ficks first law of diffusion; 

nF DCb 
0 

k 
where n- valency of Au, F- the Faraday 
constant, D- the diffusion coefficient In cmz/ 
sec, Cb - the bulk concentration of Au in mol/ 
cm 3 and IL - the limiting current density in A/ 
cm 2 and 8- the diffusion layer thickness in 
cm. The effect of migration has been ignored 
but as the gold is in the form of an anion, the 
net effect would be negative. For the pur- 
poses of this approximation, the diffusion 
coefficient of 1.68 x 10-5 cm2/sec at 600C as 
given by Cheh, has been used. This value was 
evaluated from a citrate type gold electrolyte 
with a gold concentration of 0.007M. It Is 
known that an Increase In concentration de- 
creases the value of D but this is relatively 
small and will be Ignored in this Instance. 
Values of D for the concentration of gold 
being used are being estimated at present. 
Under the conditions specified, the maximum 
diffusion layer thickness would be 4 Am. However, this value Is likely to be high be- 
cause of the arbitrary choice of the limiting 
current value and the high value of D. Realist- 
ically, a diffusion layer thickness of closer to 
2 Am Is more likely. 
Whilst a fast growing nodule exists within the 
diffusion layer, its growth will be controlled by 
planar diffusion. Its growth will be enhanced 
slightly by the fact that Its local 
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current density will be higher than the sur- 
rounding deposit. If the nodule penetrates the 
bulk diffusion layer, a local diffusion layer will 
develop around it. If the radius of the nodule 
is much less than the thickness of the local 
diffusion layer, then a regime of spherical dif- 
fusion will take over. As spherical diffusion 
occurs at several orders of magnitude faster 
than planar diffusion, then the growth of the 
nodule will be accelerated even further. As 
the nodule grows, the field intensity will in- 
crease and the local current density will in- 
crease, accelerating growth even further. On 
penetrating the static hydrodynamic bound- 
ary layer, the nodule will disrupt the flow, 
causing a local increase in turbulence in its 
wake. This will lead to a further increase in dif- 
fusion in the direction of the flow. In this way, 
a structure such as that seen in Figure 10d 
will develop. Examination of the structures 
shown in Figures 12b, c and d showed that 
some nodules exceeded a height of 3; Lm 
whilst others have enhanced growth to the 
point of needle formation. 
If the current density is sufficiently high, then 
as a fast growing nodule penetrates the diffu- 
sion layer, the deposit will grow in the direc- 
tion of the electric field and thus will grow in 
the axial direction of the jet along the jet wall 
as well as the radial direction. Such growths 
are dendritic in nature and the structure as- 
sumes a crown-like appearance as in 
Figure 10e. Current densities higher than 
those that produce this latter structure lead to 
a second type of field oriented growth where 
the dendrite or dendrites grow within the 
central core region of the jet. Whilst the main 
growth front will be towards the nozzle, seml- 
radial needles will grow in the direction of the 
flow towards the surface for the same 
reasons as described above. This will give 
rise to a structure as seen in Figure 12f This 
behaviour arises when a radial needle grows 
adjacent to and above the stagnation region 
and into the flowing central core of thejet. Re- 
sidual radial needles can be observed adja- 
cent to these field orientated growths. In 
many of the examples shown, it will be noted 
that in the stagnation region, there is no flow 
directional growth apparent. The radius of 
this region is about 50 1Lm and supports the 
claim of Dawson of the dimension of the 
transition between the stagnation region and 
the wall jet as mentioned previously. 
Temperature and metal Ion concentration 
also influence the morphology as they both 
influence the diffusion coefficient and thus 
the limiting current density. Small differences 
in morphology have been recognised at lower 

temperatures and concentrations but these 
are not important for the empirical model de- 
scribed here. 
With an understanding of the way in which 
the deposit deteriorates, ways of Increasing 
the usable current densities and therefore 
plating rates may be investigated. 

Applications 
High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition 
has numerous potential applications. It can 
be applied to any situation where selective 
deposition is an important requirement. 
Some possible applications are described 
below. 
1) The direct writing of Microwave Integrated 

Circuit Substrates (MICS). 
MICS are used extensively throughout the 
telecommunications and defence industries 
for mounting active devices such as 
amplifiers, delay lines etc. These can be 
made from sintered alumina, quartz or PTFE 
composites. The substrates are metallised 
using sputtering or electroless plating and 
circuit tracks are produced either by the addi- 
tive or subtractive routes using photolithog- 
raphic methods. These processes are expen- 
sive. However, by using the direct writing 
facility, the circuits can be written without the 
need for masking directly from the CAD de- 
signs. the thin seed layers can then be re- 
moved by etching with virtually no attack on 
the written gold layer. Rgure 16 shows a sim- 
ple ring oscillator produced by direct writing. 

Id't. rj, - 

Fig. 1 6: An example of a directly written microvave 
ring oscillator on an aluminla substrate I 

2) The selective plating 
of reel to reel components. 

Large quantities of strip or pressed strip com- 
ponents such as connectors and lead frames 
are currently being produced either by con- 
trolled depth Immersion or by submersed jet 
deposition with the reel being held between 
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either fixed or moveable rubber masks. The 
direct write system will enable such compon- 
ents to be produced at very high production 
rates without the need for the rubber masks. 
The size of the plant required and the volume 
of electrolyte will be considerably reduced, 
thus reducing the capital expenditure and re- 
ducing throughput times. Hard gold is used in 
the majority of reel-to-reel processing and 
work to develop hard gold solutions suitable 
for jet plating is currently being undertaken. 

3) Bump plating. 
Tape Automated Bonding is a technique that 
is acquiring importance in the electronics in- 
dustry. The process consists of the produc- 
tion of lead frames on a metallised plastic 
strip, similar to a 35 mm photographic film. In 
order to connect the integrated circuits to the 
lead frames, ultrasonic bonding of gold or 
aluminium wires is used. To facilitate this, a 
gold bump is required at the end of each lead. 
There are a number of difficulties in using a 
photoresist technique for this. However, 
selective jetting can overcome many of these 
problems. 

4) The direct writing of etch resist 
for printed circuit boards. 

Printed circuit boards have been directly writ- 
ten using gold as an etch resist. Figure 17 
shows an example of this method. No mask- 
ing was used. This technique can be used for 
small prototype boards where turn-round 
times can be extremely short. The process 
can take CAD designs and write the resist 
pattern in a matter of minutes, the time de- 
pending on the complexity and size of the 
board. The example shown took 15 minutes 
to produce and 5 minutes to etch. Edge def- 
inition is good and undercut is minimal. By 
the use of multiple jets, many circuits can be 
written simultaneously allowing the process 
to be used for small to medium sized 
batches. 
The process is not limited to gold. Other 
metals have been examined and work is con- 
tinuing on processes directly relevant to the 
electronics industry. It may be concluded that 
this process offers a significant step forward 
in selective plating due to its high speed and 
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cost savings in the elimination of masking 
processes, relatively low capital cost and 
simplicity of operation. 

Fig. 1 7: An example of a directly written etch resist 
pattern for a printed circuit board after etching with 
a copper cladding 
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HIGH SPEED SELECTIVE JET ELECTRODEPOSITION 
OF GOLD AND COPPER 

C. BOCKING 

High Speed SelectiveJetElectrodeposition (HSSJE) is aprocess by which metals maybe 
electrodeposited in a spatially selective manner without the needfor masking. Thispaper 
discusses the principles that underlie HSSJE and the factors that influence the rates of 
deposition, selectivity and deposit qualityforboth copper andgold. Alsopresented is an 
empirical model ofhow the hydrodynamic and electrochemicalfactors influence growth 
. mechanisms and limit deposition rates. Potential applications of the process are also 
discussed. 

NOMENCIATURE 

B Proportionality constant of Fick's first law 

C Concentration of ionic species of interest 
(Mol/CM3) 

Cb Concentration of ionic species of interest in 
the bulk electrolyte (mot/cm3) 

CO Concentration of ionic species of interest at 
the surface (mol/cm3) 

D Diffusion coefficient (cm2/s) 

d Jet diameter (cm) 

F Faraday constant 

i 
iL 

AD 

Current density (A/CM2) 

Limiting current density (A/cm2) 

Diffusion flux (mol/s/cm2) 

n Number of electrons in electrode reaction 

U e--; iR iv R niv gas constant 

Rd 

I 
Pimen iI ss spread parameter, y1r' 

r 

Re Rtynolds number 

T Stagnation zone radius (cm) 

Nozzle radius (cm) 

T Temperature (K) 

x Distance from electrode (cm) 

y 

Yd 

6 

Radial distance from the centre of the 
impingement zone (cm) 

Radial edge of deposit (cm) 

Diffusion layer thickness (cm) 

V Kinematic viscosity (cm2/s) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electrodeposition, otherwise known as electroplat- 
ing, is a process involving the coating of a material with 
a layer of metal. It is a widely used method of modify- 
ing the surface characteristics of a material in order to 
confer specific surface properties. These properties 
include corrosion and wear resistance, electrical con- 
ductivity, or simply an improved appearance. The tech- 
nology is applied throughout the engineering and 
electronics industries as well as for decorative pur- 
poses. The principle of electrodeposition is simple. 
T'he workpiece is made the cathodic electrode in an 
electrolyte containing, amongst other things, ions of 
the metal to be deposited. This is achieved by connect- 
ing it to the 'negative' terminal of a low voltage DC 
supply. 'nie circuit is completed by means of a second 
electrode, the anode, connected to the 'positive' ter- 
minal of the supply. The anode is usually made of the 
same metal as that to be deposited although an inert 
material can be used. By the application of a suitable 
voltage from the supply, the metal ions adjacent to the 
cathode surface are electrochemically reduced to the 
metal thereby producing an electrodeposit. Oxidation 
reactions occur at the anode. 

The rate of deposition is controlled by both the 
magnitude of current per unit area, or the current den- 
sity (C. D. ) and the time of deposition. I lowever, there 
is a limit to this rate, as it is a function of the electro- 
chemical characteristics of the electrolyte and of the 
prevailing hydrodynamic conditions during electrode- 
position. 1be upper limit is set by the maximum rate of 
mass transfer of metal ions to the surface of the cath- 
ode. In the region of this limit, the deposit becomes 
powdery and poorly adherent. There is obviously a 
commercial advantage in maximizing the rate of 
deposition and, for many applications, a significant 
amount of research has been carried out to this end. 
Generally, high rates of deposition can be realized only 
under conditions of vigorous agitation or high flow 
rates of the electrolyte. This assists in the transport of 
the metal ions to the surface. For many processes, the 
maximum rate of deposition for acceptable quality 
coatings is around 0.5 to 1.0 gm/s. 

It is not always desirable to deposit a metal over the 
entire surface of a component. In particular, in the 
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electronics industry, gold is frequently used because of 
its inert character as well as its high electrical conduc- 
tivity and low contact resistance. However, it is an 
expensive metal and in order to reduce costs, it is often 
restricted to where it is needed. This is normally 
achieved by masking those regions where the deposit is 
not required. There are numerous ways of doing this 
including photo-resists, chemically resistant lacquers, 
or pre-formed masks made from neoprene or silicone 
rubber. Each method has its advantages and disadvan- 
tages, but they tend to be expensive. They can also 
involve complicated engineering practices particularly 
for continuous, automatic plating processes such as the 
reel-to-reel plating of connector components. Such 
practices are termed selective plating. 

High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition 
(HSSJE) is a process in which metal may be deposited 
selectively at a fast rate without the need for masking. 
The work described in this article aims to establish an 
understanding of the factors which control the mor- 
phology and structure of deposits of gold and copper 
produced using this technique. These metals were 
chosen as they are widely used throughout the elec- 
tronics industry. They are also representative of the 
two main classes of electrolyte used in electrodeposi- 
tion. These are simple salt electrolytes, in the case of 
copper, and complexed salt electrolytes in the case of 
gold. The work is part of a BRITE/EURAM project 
(number R1113-0304) entitled 'Improvement in the 
Control and Attainment of High Speed Electrodeposi- 
tion Processels,. The partners in the project are Centro 
Sviluppo Matefialli (CSM) of Italy and Loughborough 
University of Technology. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 

In IISSJE, a free-standing, non-submersed jet of 
electrolyte flowing at a high velocity impinges onto a 
substrate. The application of a suitable voltage 
between the substrate (cathode) and the nozzle 
(anode) causes metal to be deposited within the 
impingement region and the immediately surrounding 
region. Fig. I shows a schematic view of the electrolyte 
flow. The properties of the hydrodynamic flow sur- 
rounding the impingement region are such that the 

ZONE I FREE JET 
ZONE 11 IMPINGEMENT ZONE 
ZONE III WALL JET 

fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the electrolyteflowfrom 
an impinging jet 
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electrolyte forms an extremely thin radial layer as it 
flows away. Because this layer, termed the wall jet 
region('), is so thin, the electrical resistance of the elec- 
trolyte is comparatively high. 'Ibis means that under 
certain conditions, deposition is limited to the 
impingement region, with little or no deposition occur- 
ring within the highly resistive wall jet region. In this 
way, the desired selectivity is achieved. In order to 
understand how high rates of deposition can be 
obtained, it is necessary to establish the mechanisms 
that control the mass transport of metal ions to the 
surface. 
2.1. Mass transport and the diffusion layer 

For a metal to be deposited from an electrolyte, 
metal ions need to be present at the surface to accept 
electrons and become incorporated into the growing 
surface. During deposition, metal ions are discharged 
at the interface. These are replaced by metal ions 
reaching the surface from the body of the electrolyte 
by means of hydrodynamic flow, migration and diffu- 
sion. Hydrodynamic flow results from the movement 
of the bulk electrolyte by stirring orforced flow. Migra- 
tion occurs as the result of the electric field acting on 
the charged ions. For example, CU2+ ions having a 
positive charge will migrate under the influence of the 
electric field to the cathode. However, a complexed 
anion such as the cyanoaurate anion, Au(CN)2- (the 
metal ion species in gold plating electrolytes) will 
migrate to the anode. The influence of migration can 
be affected by the quantity of other charged species in 
the electrolyte that do not take part in the electrode 
reaction, as each charged species is responsible for 
carrying a portion of the current. In the presence of a 
large excess of charge carriers other than the electro- 
active species of interest, the influence of migration on 
each individual electroactive ion is minimized. Most 
plating electrolytes contain these excess charge 
carriers. 

Diffusion occurs because a concentration gradient 
has been set up. Ions outside the interface region will 
tend to diffuse to the lower concentration region near 
the surface, under the influence of the concentration 
gradient. 'I'lie region over which this directional diffu- 
sion occurs is known as the diffusion layer. 71lie thick- 
ness of the diffusion layer is very dependent on the 
prevailing hydrodynamic conditions within the bulk of 
the electrolyte, namely the flow. In unstirred sol- 
utions, the diffusion layer thickness can reach typically 
50gm, whereas under conditions of high electrolyte 
flow, it can be as low as 2. Ogm. The diffusion flux, JD, is 
related to the current density and it can be found using 
Fick's law of diffusion. If migration is ignored, because 
of the presence of an excess of other charge carriers, 
then 

(1) 
Tlis can be put in terms of the concentration at the 
interface as 

I- JD - -D(dc) .. nF &x0 

1- (cb 
- Co) 

7 JD 
- -D F (2) 
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Solving for i gives 

i= -nFD 
(Cb - CO) 

(3) 

ff the current density is raised sufficiently, diffusion 
will not be able to re-supply the metal ions and the con- 
centration at the interface will drop to zero. This 
represents the limit of current density that can be 
applied under any set of hydrodynamic conditions, as 
given by eqn. (4). 

nFDch IL = -- 6 
(4) 

Any further increase in current density will result in a 
secondary electrode reaction such as hydrogen 
evolution. Also, the diffusion coefficient is tempera- 
ture dependent, as can be seen from 

dc dc J= -D -E ý- BRT t, (5) 

where B is a constant. 
It can be seen from eqn. (4) that the magnitude of 

the limiting current density is controlled by the thick- 
ness of the diffusion layer, the concentration of metal 
ions and the temperature. There is a certain limit to 
the metal ion concentration that can be used. This is 
dictated by the solubility of that particular species in 
the electrolyte. However, the thickness of the diffu- 
sion layer is dependent on the degree of agitation of 
the bulk electrolyte. 

It follows that for high speed electrodeposition, high 
metal ion concentrations in conjunction with high 
rates of agitation and high temperatures would appear 
to give the highest rates of deposition. 

Despite the fact that the limiting current density 
determines the maximum deposition rate for a particu- 
lar set of conditions, it has been found by a number of 
workers(") that the deposit quality begins to deterio- 
rate at some value below iL. This deterioration is 
apparent froni the formation of either dendritic 
growth or nodular powdery deposits. It is important, 
therefore, to ascertain the fraction of the limiting cur- 
rent density at which deposits begin to deteriorate 
rather than the limiting current density itself. 

There is a further factor that limits the maximum 
deposition rate. For many electrodeposition reactions, 
not all the current is used for depositing the metal. 
Some of the current is expended in reducing hydrogen 
ions, which are plentiful in aqueous electrolytes, to 
form hydrogen gas. There are a number of reasons for 
this, but these are beyond the scope of this paper. 
However, the tendency for this side reaction to occur 
increases with increasing current density because of 
the resulting reduction in the surface concentration of 
metal ions. The current efficiency of the reaction is a 
measure of this secondary reaction and can be defined 
as the. fraction of the current used for metal deposi- 
tion, given as a percentage. This is a further reason for 
maintaining as high a surface metal ion concentration 
as possible by means of agitation. 
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2.2. The relationship between overpotential and 
current density 

Much information about the behaviour of an elec- 
trochemical system can be gained by observing the 
relationship between overpotential. and current den- 
sity. The overpotential is the extra voltage required in 
order to drive an electrochemical reaction and allow 
current to flow. This relationship is best shown in the 
form of a polarization curve, where the current density 
is plotted on a log scale against the overpotential. Fig. 2 
shows such a curve. These curves are produced by 
applying incremental potential steps to the cathode 
(known as the working electrode). The potential of the 
working electrode is controlled by means of a poten- 
tiostat. 11is is a feedback device that maintains the 
applied overpotential to the working electrode with 
reference to a third electrode known as the reference. 
For each value of applied overpotential, the current 
flowing is measured. From this, the current density can 
be obtained. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to derive the 
mathematical relationship between the overpotential 
and current density. However, some aspects of a polar- 
ization curve will be mentioned. 

The linear part is known as the Wel region and 
represents the overpotential range in which the kin- 
etics of the electrode reaction control the overall rate 
of reaction. This is often referred to as activation con- 
trol. Beyond the Tafel region, mass transfer begins to 
affect the rate of reaction and the rate is controlled by 
both activation and diffusion. Eventually, as the limit- 
ing current density is reached, the rate is controlled 
purely by mass transfer. Beyond this point, providing 
secondary reactions are absent (for example, hydrogen 
evolution), the current remains constant with increas- 
ing overpotential and this is known as the limiting cur- 
rent plateau. Under conditions of vigorous agitation, 
however, this plateau does not always appear because 
of the very high rates of mass transfer. 
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Fig. 2. Polarization curves of the 0.17M gold 
electrolyte at various values of I? eynolds number 
Overpotential measured with respect to the gold 
reference electrode 
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3. BACKGROUND 

Selective jet deposition is not a new process, with 
the principle having been patented by NASAM in 1974. 
This patent described a forced electrolyte flow system 
in which the nozzle was scanned across the substrate 
and current applied at appropriate times in accordance 
with a control pattern. In this way, a plated pattern 
could be written, much in the same way as a picture is 
formed on a dot-matrix printer. Tlie process as subse- 
quently described, however, uses a 'direct write' sys- 
tem in the manner that a plotter produces an image. 

Since that time, there has been comparatively little 
information published on the subject of HSSJE, pre- 
sumably for reasons of commercial confidentiality. 
Haynes et al. (6) described a forced flow jet plating sys- 
tem in 1978 and Dorey et al. 0) used a modified version 
of this equipment to gold plate connectors for the 
evaluation of the thermocompression bonding char- 
acteristics of the deposits. The maximum flow velocity 
used was 39 cm/s and the current densities were up to 
1.3 A/cm2. In this work, it was found that the deposit 
quality deteriorated at current densities in the region 
of 0.86 A/cm2 because of nodule formation. However, 
it was claimed that nodular deposits did not detract 
from bondability. There have been several papers pub- 
lished that attempt to correlate mathematical models 
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of jet plating systems with experimental results("'). 
However, little work has been published on the mor- 
phological characteristics of deposits produced in this 
way. 

Bocking(II) has described selective pure gold deposi- 
tion using both laser-enhanced jet deposition and 
HSSJE using small bore nozzles (Imm to 0.25mm). He 
examined the morphology of the deposits produced 
and related these to the electrolyte velocity. The cur- 
rent efficiency of deposition was also described. He 
went on to show a'direct write'facility whereby the jet 
could be moved in relation to the substrate by means of 
a computer controlled X-Y table, producing plated 
tracks and lines. 

The selective deposition of both copper and gold 
deposits has been described in depth by Bocking(II), 
relating deposition conditions to deposit morphology. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of the equipment 
used in this study. A platinum tube nozzle with a diam- 
eter of 400gm was sealed into a lead/soda glass tube. 
This was connected to the pump outlet and was 
mounted onto the X-Y table. The table was driven by 
two stepper motors in half-step mode allowing 
increments of 2.5gm/step. The controlled current 
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, Flg. 3. Schematic diagram of the expefimental jet plating unit 
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power supply, with a resolution of O. OImA, provided 
the plating current. The motion of the X-Y table, the 
magnitude of the plating current and its duration were 
controlled by the computer. This allowed a number of 
deposit spots to be generated on a step-and-repeat 
basis. The facility was amenable to computer aided 
design (CAD) control, thus permitting complex 
designs to be directly written by electrodeposition. To 
explore the operational limits of the process, deposit 
spots were produced over a wide range of current den- 
sities, metal ion concentrations, temperatures and 
electrolyte velocities. In all cases, a constant total 
charge was used. A more graphic description of the 
equipment and experimental detail is given in 
reference (13). 

The thicknesses and profiles of the electrodeposited 
spots were measured using a Sloan Dektak 3030 Sur- 
face Profilometer. The crystallographic orientation 
was determined using X-ray diffraction. Examination 
of the deposits was carried out using both optical 
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
Some samples were also examined by standard 
micro-section techniques. Polarization measurements 
were carried out on one of the gold electrolytes using a 
Wenking HP72 potentiostat and a pulse generator. 
The working electrode was a 4OOgm diameter copper 
wire embedded in an epoxy block so that only the end 
face of the wire was exposed. Adjacent to this was a 
platinum wire, 200 gm in diameter also embedded and 
separated from the working electrode by a distance of 
100 gm. This acted as the reference electrode. Prior to 
measurements, both the working electrode and the 
reference electrode were polished and pre-plated with 
gold at a current density of 5mA/cm2 for 2 minutes. 
Whilst this type of reference electrode was not ideal 
because of its poor reversibility in the system under 
study, it was justified by the need to use a small diam- 
eter, flush-mounted reference so that the flow 
patterns were not disrupted. 

Polarization curves were produced using 'sampled 
current pulse voltammetry' at different electrolyte 
velocities, as described below. Because the deposit 
growth was so rapid at these high current densities, 
conventional steady-state polarization techniques 
could not be used. It was found that a steady state 
condition could be achieved after between 20 and 
40ms under jetting conditions. A series of increasing 
potential pulses of 40 ms duration was applied and the 
current measured at the end of each pulse. The sub- 
strate was re-polished and re-plated before each 
measurement. Prior to the application of each pulse, a 
pre-electrolysis for 30 s at 0.3 V with respect to the gold 
reference electrode (GRE) was applied. 

The electrolytes used, together with some of their 
relevant physical details, are given in table 1. It should 
be noted that the copper electrolytes represent a class 
known as simple salt systems because the metal ion is 
in the form of a cation, CU2 +. The gold, on the other 
hand, is typical of a complexed metal ion system, being 
present in the form of an anion, Au(CN)2-. 
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Table 1 
Details of electrolytes used 

1. Gold electrolytes 

Parameter sample [1] sample [21 sample [31 

Gold (g/litre) 54.0 33.5 54.0 
(as potassium (0.28 M) (0.17M) (0.28M) 
gold cyanide) 
Diammonium 45.0 45.0 1.0 
hydrogen 
citrate (g/litre) 

Citric acid 15.0 15.0 1.0 
(g/litre) 

Potassium to pil 6.0 to pI 16.0 to p1l 6.0 
hydroxide (initially) 

Kinematic 0.012284 (250C) 0.005906 (550C) 
viscosity 0.009221 (401C) 
(CM21s) 0.0076567 (550C) 

Conductivity 55.3(250C) 88.2(55 2 8 2 (25 
fl 

(MS/cm) 97.6(55'C) . 8 

_ 

O) 48.8(55 

2. Copper electrolytes 

Copper 0.08M 
(as copper sulphate) 0.204M 

0.8M 

Sulphuric acid 0.51 M (for all copper concs. ) 

5. RESULTS 

5.1. Criteria for assessment 
It was found that the deposit spots exhibited a gaus- 

sian profile with maximum thickness at the centre of 
the spot. Where thickness measurements are quoted, 
these refer to the thickness at the centre of the spot. 
Current densities quoted are based on the surface area 
of the impingement zone, in other words, the surface 
area of the nozzle aperture. Deposition rates are based 

on the thickness of the centre of the spot divided by the 
time of deposition and are given in gm/s. 

The selectivity of the process has been established 
by means of distribution plots. Because the deposits 

were symmetrical, the thickness over the profile of half 

of the spot has been plotted for some of the deposits as 

a function of the ratio of the radial distance from the 

centre of the impingement zone to the radius of the 

nozzle. 11fis gives a dimensionless spread parameter, 
Rd. This method of presentation is useful when com- 

paring different nozzle sizes. A value of Rd =1 Sig- 

nifies the edge of the impingement zone and if no 
deposition occurs past this position, complete selectiv- 
ity has been achieved. Any deposition beyond this 

point is a measure of the reduction of selectivity. 
The electrolyte jet exit velocity, measured in m/s, is 

not an accurate means of comparing different electro- 
lytes. This is because of the differences in viscosity 
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between them, which gives rise to different shear 
frictional forces and it does not describe the true flow 
conditions. In order to make satisfactory comparisons, 
the dimensionless Reynolds number (Re) is used. The 
Reynolds number takes into account the kinematic 
viscosity of the electrolyte and is defined as dVI-o, 
where d= the nozzle diameter in cm, V= the 
electrolyte velocity in cm/s and v= the kinematic 
viscosity in CM2/S. 

51. The influence of deposition conditions 

S. Z1.7he effect of current density 

Both the copper and gold electrolytes exhibited a 
similar behaviour as current density was increased, all 
other conditions remaining constant. At low current 
densities (< LOA/cm2) deposits were thin compared 
to the higher current density samples and showed a 
poor selectivity with X values approaching 27. How- 
ever, the thickness of the gold beyond the 
impingement zone was negligible (about O. Igm). 
increasing the current density above this value led to 
improved selectivity with an Rd value of 3. The mor- 
phology of the deposit was also significantly affected by 
the current density. 'ne actual current densities at 
which morphological changes occurred depended on 
the prevailing conditions of temperature, electrolyte 
velocity and metal ion concentration but the following 
general pattern was observed. At current densities 
below 1. OA/cm2, deposits were similar in appearance 
to those produced by conventional electrodeposition. 
Increasing the current density led, initially, to a very 
smooth structure with few surface features. A further 
increase in current density produced small, hemi- 
spherical features. As the current density was 
increased still further, a nodular structure formed. 
Finally, a wide variety of dendritic structures was 
formed, ranging from radial needles to dendritic 
columns. 

The way in which current efficiency varied with 
increasing current density for a given flow condition 
was also measured and can be seen in fig. 4 
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S. ZZ 7he effect of metal ion concentration 
It was found that increasing the metal ion concen- 

tration of the electrolytes increased the maximum cur- 
rent density and thus the plating rate at which smooth 
deposits could be produced. However, above a certain 
value of concentration, the maximum current density 
and maximum plating rate were reduced slightly. This 
can be seen in fig. 5 which shows a plot of the maximum 
useful current densities against Reynolds number for 
different metal ion concentrations of copper. Similar 
effects were observed for gold, particularly at a tem- 
perature of 250C. Selectivity was not significantly 
affected by the metal ion concentration. 

S. Z3.7he effect of electrolyte Pelocity 
'Me velocity of the electrolyte, or more precisely, its 

Reynolds number, has a significant effect on the mor- 
phology of the deposits produced. Figs. 6 to 8 show a 
series of simple morphological diagrams for the 0.28 M 
gold system. These relate the Reynolds number to the 
current density and show the range of morphological 
structures observed. Other gold concentrations 
showed differing morphological habits but the general 
trends were similar. Increasing the velocity allowed a 
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greater current density and thus a higher deposition 
rate to be used. There is little influence on selectivity 
by the electrolyte velocity. 

5.2.4.7he effect of electrolyte temperature 

The effect of temperature has not been evaluated as 
yet for the copper system. The gold system has not 
been directly evaluated but the overall effect of tem- 
perature can be seen from the morphological dia- 
grams. Temperature has a very marked effect on both 
the maximum usable current density and the deposit 
structure beyond this maximum. For a temperature 
increase of 300C, the maximum current density is 
doubled. The effect of electrolyte temperature on 
selectivity has yet to be established. 

5.2.5.77se effect of nozzle to substrate distance 

Ile effect of the nozzle to substrate distance was 
established using the 0.17M gold electrolyte only. For 
most of the experiments with the gold electrolytes, the 
nozzle to substrate distance was maintained at 1mm. 
However, decreasing this distance improved the 
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Fig. 9. Typical selectivity plot of the low conductivity 
and the 0.1 7M gold electrolytes 

selectivity slightly. Increasing the distance had little 
effect on selectivity but the morphology of the deposit 
altered. The deposit became more nodular towards the 
wall-jet region and some needles were observed, 
oriented in the flow direction. 

S. Z6. Ae effect of electrolyte conductipity 

TI,. e influence of the electrolyte conductivity was 
established only with a gold electrolyte. Conductivity 
influenced both the selectivity and the structure. 
Reducing the conductivity by half improved the selec- 
tivity, with Rd = 2.5, as can be seen in fig. 9. However, 
the deposit structure deteriorated at much lower cur- 
rent densities and a maximum plating rate of only 
2.9gm/s could be achieved. 

5.2. Z 77se effect of electrolyte pH 

It was not possible to adjust the pH of the copper 
electrolytes as this would have significantly altered the 
composition of the electrolyte. The effect of pH was 
studied using the gold system over the range 5.3 to 8.1. 
It was found that at the higher pH, slightly higher plat- 
ing rates could be achieved with a small improvement 
in deposit structure. No significant influence of p1l on 
selectivity has yet been established. 

S. Z& Optimum conditions obtained to date 

It was found that the maximum useful current den- 
sityfor copperwas 6.5A/CM2 giving a deposition rate of 
1.6gm/s at 250C using a 0.8M metal ion content and a 
Reynolds number of 2750. A typical deposit is shown in 
fig. 10. It can be seen that there is a significant degree 
of surface etching of the sample, which was caused by 

exposure of the deposit to the wash of the rapidly flow- 
ing electrolyte. Me degree of etching is dependent on 
the length of exposure, with approximately 1 gm of the 
deposit being removed in 1 hour. However, there is a 
tendency for enhanced etching to occur at the bound- 

aries of the individual growth sites. This can lead to an 
increase in gross porosity, particularly for thin 
deposits. Selectivity plots for copper showed that for 

the conditions above, an R value of 2.5 was obtained. 
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Fig. 10. A typical copper deposit produced at the 
maximum plating rate of 1.6 ym Is. Current density = 
5.7AIcm2, Re = 2750, copper = 0.8M, thickness = 
4. Op m. 

In the case of gold, electrolyte [2] (see table 1) gave 
the best performance. 'ne maximum useful current 
density was 6. OA/cm2 giving a plating rate of 3.4gm/s. 
at a temperature of 550C and a pH of 8.1. Fig. 11 shows 
an example of a deposit produced under these condi- 
tions. 'nis can be compared with fig. 12 which shows a 
deposit of gold of the same thickness deposited con- 
ventionally. Selectivity plots showed that an Rj value 
of 3.0 was achieved. 

5.3. Polarization studies 

Fig. 2 shows the polarization curves for a 0-17M 
citrate gold for Reynolds number values of 13 550,3 350 

and 1350. T'his shows a plot of the overpotential 
against the current density. It can be seen that at a 
Reynolds number of 13550 and with a current density 
of up to 2. OA/cm2, deposition proceeded under 
activation control. The Tafel slope was -355mV/dec- 
ade Above this value, mixed activation and diffusion 
control occurred. No clearly-defined limiting current 
was observed. 'Mis was because hydrogen evolution 
competed with gold deposition and the limiting 
current plateau was hidden. However, it can be seen 
that the deposit began to deteriorate in the mixed 
control region at a current density of 6. OA/CM2. This 
also applied to the other velocities except that 
deterioration occurred at lower current densities. 

SA. X-Ray diffraction studies 

X-ray diffraction studies of the gold deposits showed 
that over the current density range of between 0.75 to 
7.0 A/Cm2 and a Reynolds number of 12 100, there was 
no evidence of preferred orientation of the deposit. 
Deposits produced at higher current densities showed 
evidence of a decrease in crystallite size with 
increasing current density. 

137 

Fig. 11. A typical gold deposit produced at the 
maximum plating rate of3.4 Ion Isec. Current density - 
60AICM2, Re = 12100, gold = 0.17M, pH = &I, 
thickness = 18.0, um. 

Fig. IZ A gold deposit produced from a citrate 
electrolyte under conventional conditions. Current 
density - 5. OnL41CM2, gold - 0.06M, thickness 
I&O. Um. 

6. MECHANISMS OF DEPOSIT GROWTH 

6.1. Morphological aspects 
Both the copper and gold systems exhibited a similar 

morphological behaviour. Whilst lower flow rates and 
temperatures affected some morphological details, 
deposit structures generally followed a typical pattern. 
At low current densities (< LOA/cM2) the deposits 
assumed a plate-like structure. As the current density 
was increased, the deposits adopted a closed, pore-free 
structure with few surface features. Higher current 
densities produced a surface with smooth hemispheri- 
cal mounds of low amplitude. As the current density 
was increased further, the deposits showed an 
enhanced growth at certain sites as some of the 
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rounded structures grew faster than their neighbours, 
creating a cauliflower-like appearance. Increasing the 
current density further, or reducing the flow rate, 
caused these nodules to act as precursors for the for- 
mation of needle-like structures that grew in the direc- 
tion of flow, particularly towards the edge of the 
impingement zone. A further increase in current den- 
sity led to growth of dendritic structures in the direc- 
tion of the electric field along the wall of the 
electrolyte jet. Lowering the temperature caused an 
increased rate of nodule and needle formation at 
lower current densities. 

Figs. Da to Of show typical gold deposits produced 
at IOA/cM2 for increasing deposition times. These 
show that certain sites produced faster growing nod- 
ules. These then developed into needle-like structures 
in the radial flow direction. As the needles grew, they 
developed in the axial direction in the form of field- 
oriented dendrites. At a current density of 8. OA/cm2 
there was no field-oriented growth and samples 
exhibited an increase in radial needle formation. At 
7. OA/cm2, increasing times simply produced larger 
nodules that eventually became powdery and 
non-adherent. At low temperatures, dendritic growth 
was less field oriented and produced a finer, 
filamentary structure. 

61. Proposed mechanisms for the growth structures 

Based on the empirical evidence obtained to date, 
possible mechanisms for the observed growth of the 
deposits can be deduced. At low current densities 
(< I. OA/cm2) the mechanism of growth was similar to 
that for conventional gold. Because the deposit spread 
was so great at these low current densities (up to 11 mm 
diameter) it is reasonable to assume that the true cur- 
rent density was much lower than that based on the 
impingement zone area. This was confirmed by the 
marked similarity to conventional deposits of gold of 
similar thickness that have been published previously. 
It is likely that the spread observed here was a conse- 
quence of the long time periods used to pass the 
required number of coulombs (up to 140s). This 
allowed a build up'of deposit well beyond the impinge- 
ment zone. However, it must be remembered that this 
surrounding deposit was extremely thin (<0.1 gm). It 
can also be seen from the efficiency measurements 
that secondary reactions such as oxygen reduction and 
hydrogen evolution were occurring. 

As the current density was increased above 
LOA/cM2, all of the deposition occurred within a 
region of 3 times the jet diameter, the actual spread 
depending on the prevailing conditions of deposition. 
Most of the deposition occurred within the impinge- 
ment zone. The deposits produced at these higher cur- 
rent densities showed a slightly hemispherical surface 
texture. It can be seen from the polarization curves in 
fig. 2 that, in the case of the curve corresponding to a 
Reynolds number of 13 550, deposition assumed mixed 
activation-diffusion control at a current density of 
about 2. OA/CM2. Lower Reynolds number values 
produced this transition at lower current densities. 
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The structure of both gold and copper deposits pro- 
duced at current densities above 6.0 A/cm2 indicated 
that the mode of growth was by 3D nucleation. Fresh 
nucleation occurred on existing grains forming a cauli- 
flower-type structure. Ibis type of nucleation gen- 
erally occurs at high overpotentials in the region of 
mixed activation/diffusion control. The polarization 
curves show that relatively high overpotentials are 
required to achieve the current densities applied and 
that deposition is controlled by mixed mechanisms. 

X-ray diffraction studies could not provide any cvi- 
dence of preferred orientation in the samples exam- 
ined. However, these samples did not include any 
deposits containing needles or dendrites, which have a 
strong, preferred orientation. During electro-crystalli- 
zation, growth occurs faster in certain crystallographic 
directions than in others. Because of this, certain areas 
of the deposit grew faster, providing sites for 
subsequent needle or dendritic growth. 

It was also observed that nodulation was particularly 
prevalent in the region of surface impetfections such 
as scratches etc. This is not surprising as these sites 
presented the lowest energy requirements for 
nucleation and subsequent growth. It was at these sites 
that growth occurred most rapidly, at least in the initial 
stages. Above a critical ratio of flow rate to current 
density, the growth of these nodules was accelerated, 
especially those towards the edge of the impingement 
zone. To understand the reason for this, it is necessary 
to examine the behaviour of the flow and the diffusion 
layer during deposition under these conditions. 

The hydrodynamics of an impinging free jet on a sur- 
face normal to the flow has been described by several 
authors('- 14-16). In brief, when the jet hits the surface, 
the flow decelerates rapidly in the axial direction and 
accelerates in the radial direction forming the wall jet. 
This gives rise to a region where a viscous boundary 
layer of constant, but low, thickness occurs in the 
centre of the impingement zone. This is known as the 
stagnation region as axial flow is negligible. Dawsod") 
has estimated the transition between the stagnation 
zone and the wall jet to be y1d = 4, where y- radial 
distance from the centre of the jet and d- the jet 
diameter. In the present case, this transition occurred 
at r= 5OAm. Beyond this region, the boundary layer 
thickness increased until it reached the thickness of 
the wall jet. At this point, a hydraulic jump(15) occurred 
in order to conserve the electrolyte momentum. 

The behaviour of the diffusion layer is complex 
under these circumstances. Although the thickness of 
the diffusion layer cannot be measured directly, as the 

value of the limiting current density (Q cannot be 

measured, a maximum value can be estimated approxi- 
mately from the polarization curve. At a Reynolds 

number, of 13550, high quality deposits are obtained 
up to a current density in the region of 6-OA/cm2- It 

was found that deposits produced above this value 
were nodular or dendritic. Therefore, if a value of 
7. OA/CM2 is taken arbitrarily as the limiting current 
density, the thickness of the diffusion layer can be 

calculated from eqn. (4). The effect of migration has 

again been ignored, but as the gold is anionic, the net 

effect would be negative. For the purposes of this 
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Fig. 13. The groKlh of the deposit with increasing time. Current density - 10. OAlcmý Re - 12 100, gold - 0.1 7M. 
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calculation, the diffusion coefficient D of 
1.68x IV cm2/s at 600C as given by Cheh(11), has been 
used. This value was derived from a citrate type gold 
electrolyte with a gold concentration of 0.007M. It is, 
known that an increase in concentration decreases the 
value of D but this decrease is relatively small and will 
be ignored in this instance. More accurate values of D 
for the concentration of gold being used are being esti- 
mated at the present time. Under the conditions speci- 
fied, the maximum diffusion layer thickness is 
calculated to be 4gm. However, this value is likely to 
be high because of the arbitrary choice of the limiting 
current density value and the high value of AA diffu- 
sion layer thickness of closer to 2gm is more realistic. 

Whilst a fast growing nodule is confined to the diffu- 
sion layer, its growth will be controlled by planar diffu- 
sion. Its growth will be enhanced by the fact that its 
local current density will be higher than that of the 
surrounding deposit. If the nodule penetrates the bulk 
diffusion layer, a local diffusion layer will develop 
around it. If the radius of the nodule is much less than 
the thickness of the local diffusion layer, then spheri- 
cal diffusion will take over as the dominant mass 
transfer mechanism. As spherical diffusion occurs at a 
rate which is several orders of magnitude faster than 
planar diffusion, then the growth of the nodule will be 
accelerated even further. As the nodule grows, the 
field intensity will increase and the local current den- 
sity will increase, accelerating growth even further. On 
penetrating the static hydrodynamic boundary layer, 
the nodule will disrupt the flow, causing a local 
increase in turbulence in its wake. This will lead to a 
further increase in diffusion in the direction of the 
flow. In this way, a structure such as that seen in fig. 14 
will develop. 

If the current density is sufficiently high, when a fast 
growing nodule penetrates the diffusion layer, the 
deposit will grow in the direction of the electric field 
and thus will grow in the axial direction of the jet along 
the jet wall as well as in the radial direction. Such 
growths are dendritic in nature and the structure 
assumes a crown-like appearance, as in fig. 15. Current 
densities higher than those that produce this structure 

C. BOCKING 

lead to a second type of field-oriented growth, where 
the dendrite or dendrites grow within the central core 
region of the jet. While the main growth front is 
towards the nozzle, semi-radial needles grow in the 
direction of the flow towards the surface for the same 
reasons as described above. This gives rise to a struc- 
ture shown in fig. 13f and, ultimately, a structure such 
as that shown in fig. 16 and on the front cover of this 
issue. This behaviour arises when a radial needle grows 
adjacent to, and above, the stagnation region and into 
the flowing central core of the jet. Residual radial 

Fig. 15. A typical field-or'entated dendritic 'crown' 
structure 

Fig. 14. A typical radial needle structure Fig. 16 Atypical jet core dendfitic structure 
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needles can be observed adjacent to these field-orien- 
tated growths. In many of the examples shown, it will 
be noted that, in the stagnation region, there is no 
flow-directional growth apparent. The radius of this 
region is about 50gm and supports the claim of 
Dawson(") mentioned earlier. 

Temperature and metal ion concentration also 
affect the morphology as they both influence the diffu- 
sion coefficient and thus the limiting current density. 
Small differences in morphology have been recognized 
at lower temperatures and concentrations, but these 
are caused by differences in the ratio of the diffusion 
and boundary layer thicknesses. 

7. APPLICATIONS OF HSSJE 

High speed selective jet electrodeposition has 
numerous potential applications. It can be applied to 
any situation where selective deposition is an import- 
ant requirement. The following examples are being 
addressed but, at this stage, a full evaluation of both 
the mechanical and electrical properties of the various 
examples has not been completed. 

7.1. The direct writing of microwave integrated circuit 
substrates (MICS) 

MICS are used extensively throughout the telecom- 
munications and defence industries for mounting 
active devices such as amplifiers, delay lines etc. The 
substrates can be made from sintered alumina, quartz 
or PTFE composites. These are metallized using 
sputtering or electroless plating methods and circuit 
tracks are produced either by additive or subtractive 
photolithography. These methods are expensive. 

However, by using the direct writing facility pro- 
vided by HSSJE, the circuits might be written, without 
the need for masking, directly from the CAD designs. 
A sputtered or electroless plated layer is still required 
in order to make the insulator conductive. After the 
direct writing process, these thin metallized layers can 
then be removed by etching with virtually no attack on 
the written gold layer. Initial evaluations of the micro- 
wave propagation properties of such tracks are encour- 
aging. Fig. 17 shows a simple ring oscillator produced 
by direct writing. 

7.2. The selective plating of reel-to-reel components 

Large quantities of strip or pressed strip compo- 
nentg such as connectors and lead frames are currently 
being produced either by controlled-depth immersion 
or by submersed jet deposition, with the reel being 
held between either fixed or movable rubber masks. 
'Me direct-write system might enable such compo- 
nents to be produced at very high production rates 
without the need for the rubber masks. The size of the 
plantý required and the volume of electrolyte could be 
considerably reduced, thus reducing the capital 
expenditure and throughput times. Hard gold is used 
in the majority of reel-to-reel processing and work on 
the hard gold system is currently being undertaken in 
this project. 
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7.3. Bump plating 
Upe automated bonding (rAB) is a technique that is 

important in the electronics industry. The process 
involves the production of lead frames on a metallized 
plastic strip, similar to a 35 mm photographic film. In 
order to connect the integrated circuits to the lead 
frames, ultrasonic bonding of gold or aluminium wires 
is used. To facilitate this, a gold bump is required at the 
end of each lead. There are several difficulties in using 
a photoresist technique for this. However, selective 
jetting may be able to overcome many of these 
problems. 

7.4. The direct writing of etch resist for printed circuit 
boards 

Printed circuit boards have been directly written 
using gold as an etch resist. Fig. 18 shows an example of 
this method. No masking was used. This technique 
could be used for small prototype boards where 
extremely short turn-round times are desirable. 'nie 
process can take CAD designs and write the resist 
pattern in a matter of minutes, the time depending on 
the complexity and size of the board. The example 
shown took 15 minutes to produce and 5 minutes to 

Fig. IZ A ring oscillator microwave circuit 
demonstrator produced by direct writing 

tu! 

Fig. 19 An example of a directly written etch resist 
pattern for a printed circuit board after etching the 
copper cladding 
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etch the unwanted copper clad layer. Edge definition is 
good and undercut is minimal. By the use of multiple 
jets, many circuits could be written simultaneously, 
allowing the process to be used for small to medium 
sized batches. 

T'here are many other applications of the process 
which are company confidential. The process is not 
limited to gold. Other metals have been examined and 
work is continuing on processes directly relevant to the 
electronics industry. It may be concluded that this 
process may offer a significant step forward in selective 
plating because of its high speed and cost savings in the 
elimination of masking processes, relatively low 
capital cost and simplicity of operation. 

8. SUMMARY 

It has been shown that, by means of a high velocity 
jet of electrolyte impinging on a substrate, gold and 
copper deposits can be produced at high deposition 
rates, some two to four times the maximum for con- 
ventional methods. For pure gold, deposition rates of 
up to 3.5gm/s have been obtained. For copper 
deposits, deposition rates of up to 1.6gm/s were 
obtained. However, the electrolyte currently used 
tends to etch the surface after the deposit has formed. 

The relationships between deposition conditions 
and deposit structure and selectivity have been estab- 
lished. Mechanisms for the growth and degradation, 
based on empirical observations of the gold system, 
have been proposed. It is hoped that an understanding 
of these mechanisms will assist in achieving higher 
plating rates. 

Some potential applications have been described 
and some demonstration samples have been produced 
using the HSSJE in combination with a CADCAM sys- 
tem. These processes will be developed further to 
establish a facility that will enable selective electrode- 
position to be carried out on a faster, cheaper and less 
labour intensive basis. 
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SUMMARY -High speed selective jet electrodeposition (IlSSJE) is a process by which 
electrodeposits can be produced at very high deposition rates, selectively, without the need 
for masking. Previous papers by Bocking have described the principles of the process. 
This paper describes the adaptation of a commercially available hard gold electrolyte to 
theprocess. Deposition rates of up to Z5 ýLmlsecond were found to be possible under 
jetting conditions. The properties of the deposits produced under high speed jet conditions 
have been defined and compared to conventionally produced deposits of the same type. A 
prototype reel-to reel plating unit based on the principles of IlSSJE has been built which, 
due to the compactness of the nozzle unit andjet cleaning process, is a fraction of the size 
of more conventional reel-to-reel plating units. Whilst the results of longterm trials are 
not yet available, some initial results of the performance of connectors plated with this unit 
are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Most electrical devices interconnect with 
other devices and the outside world by 
means of the ubiquitous electrical con- 
nector. Vast quantities of connectors are 
produced throughout the world, many are 
very low cost particularly in the Far East. 
ne satisfactory performance of a con- 
nector is crucial to the overall reliability of 
any piece of electrical equipment. It has to 
have a low contact resistance, good cor- 
rosion resistance and good wear resistance. 
This latter property is necessary because 
connectors are frequently mated and un- 
mated during the course of the equipment 
lifetime. Many specifications require a con- 
nector to remain functional through up to 
500 insertion/withdrawal cycles. In order to 
achieve such a performance, they arc 
usually electroplated with gold, alloyed 
with small quantities (- 0.1-0.3%) of 
cobalt or nickel. This increases the 
hardness whilst maintaining a satisfactory 
contact resistance. Despite competition 
from the Far East, Europe maintains a 
healthy production record in connector 
production. It is estimated that in 1990, 
6,869 kg of gold was plated onto connectors 
in Europe alone'. The gold plating on a 
connector constitutes a significant part of 
the manufacturing cost. As a consequence, 
there has been a trend to reduce the 
quantity of gold used either by reducing the 
thickness or by limiting its application to 

ABRIEF IIISTORYOFTHE 
SELECTIVE PLATING OF CON- 
NECTORS 
Early high reliability connectors were 
plated all over with gold. It soon became 
clear that by limiting the required 
thickness of gold to the functional contact 
area, great cost savings could be made. In 
fact, by the use of selective plating of gold, 
tonnes of the precious metal have been 
saved. Non-functional areas were given a 
much thinner coating to provide a degree 
of tarnish and corrosion resistance. One 
of the earliest and still commonly used 
methods is the use of controlled depth 
immersion, which is a relative simple 
selective plating technique. The con- 
tinuous strip is fed vertically into a plating 
electrolyte at a controlled depth. The 
immersed region therefore gets plated 
whilst the remainder does not. The 
solution level is maintained by means of a 
weir at each end of the plating tank. The 
electrolyte is pumped into the tank from a 
reservoir to provide a rapid flow past the 
work allowing high current densities to be 
used. Hain el ar- described the advantages 
of the system as being simple and versatile 
but listed as disadvantages surface tur- 
bulcnce and capillary action which reduce 
the selectivity. As a consequence, the fccd- 
through rates have to be low. Also, as 
many components such as connectors 
require plating on one face only, and as 
the whole of the immersed component is 
plated, there is a considerable wastage of 
gold. 

The use of selective plating of con- 
tinuous strip became popular in the early 
'70s. In 1975,11ciestad' described a 
variety of selective strip plating cquipment 

the functional region by means of selective 
plating or both. This paper describes a 
further advance in the selective plating of 
connectors. The method requires no 
masking and can deposit suitable gold 

C. Bocking and B. Cameron, alloys at much higher speeds than have 
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that he was involved in developing. These 
included anode geometry control 
(shielding), stationary mask striping, tip 
plating, moving mask stripe plating and 
mask spot plating. 

Stripe plating is a process in which a 
stripe of metal or metals is plated onto a 
continuous strip of metal ribbon. The strip 
could then be punched and formed into 
the connector. The stationary mask 
method made use of a rubber lipped Iongi- 
tudinal slot placed with the plating cell. 
The moving strip was passed over this slot 
and was tensioned against it to obtain a 
solution seal. The electrolyte was pumped 
at high velocity through the slot and onto 
the strip. In this way, stripes of 2mm width 
with a tolerance of ±0.13 mm could be 
achieved. Current densities of up to 600 
mA/cm2 were used for gold plating. 

The moving mask stripe plating was 
achieved by means of synchronising the 
mask and the strip as it was moved 
through the plating bath. A split ring and 
rubber belt combination was used for the 
mask. However, its plating speed was 
limited by poor anode positioning and 
current densities of between 50 and 100 
mA/cml were used. The process did have 
the advantage of allowing the plating of 
pre-punched strip lead frames. 

Mask spot plating was achieved by using 
a wheel mask constructed from G10 
fibreglass with appropriate holes for delin- 
eating the deposit. This had problems 
with speed and registration but showed the 
principle of operation very well. 

Strip speeds for the various processes 
were described by Heiestad and range 
from 6ft/min, for intermittent wheel spot 
platers, up to 36 ft/min for the continuous 
processing stripe plating of lead frames, 
both receiving 50 pLin. of gold. 

At the same time, Texas Instruments' 
reported the use of a spot plater for 
plating nickel gold onto continuous 
contact strip. A Teflon mask incorpo- 
rating a platinised tantalum mesh anode 
was used. No mention was made of 
whether the mask was stationary or 
moving or of the strip speed used. 

Menzies' described reel-to-reel plating 
in 1978. The two techniques mentioned 
are controlled depth immersion and stripe 
plating, similar to that described pre- 
viously. At the same time, Rherig' 
described a step and repeat spot plating 
unit for the plating of lead frame bond 
pads in which the spot plating was carried 
out using a mask that opened and closed in 
a clarnshell manner. The mask was con- 
structed from silicone rubber. 

Hain and Rudolf' reviewed selective 
plating techniques. These included con- 
trolled depth immersion, fixed masks and 
moving masks as well as fluid flow 
masking. They commented on the various 
advantages and limitations of the methods, 
noting that fixed mask systems can create 
problems of distortion and slow strip 
speeds due to friction between the mask 
and the strip. 

In 1982, Turner' described the latest 
techniques for the selective plating of con- 
nectors with gold. He described how high 
agitation rates and high metal ion concen- 
trations enabled high processing speeds to 

be achieved. Current densities in the gold 
bath were in the region of 250 mA/cmý. 
He claimed that a combination of 
dielectric masking and fluid flow masking 
(jetting in air) was the most successful 
technique for high speed continuous strip 
plating. Details of how this was obtained 
are not given in this reference. 

A more recent review of the selective 
plating of precious metals for connectors 
has been given by Wingenfeld'. He stated 
that the moving mask system in con- 
junction with jetting of the electrolyte is 
the most widely used selective plating 
system. A wide range of configurations 
were described for many connector set 
types brush. He also described the use of 
techniques for connectors, making use of 
either a moving brush or a stationary 
brush. The moving brush consists of a 
cylinder, wrapped in an absorbent 
material, partially dipped into the elec- 
trolyte. The cylinder, which is made from 
platinised titanium, is used as the anode. 
This slowly rotates and the connector strip 
passes along the cylinder with only the 
area requiring plating in contact with it. In 
this way, selective plating is achieved. 
Plating rates of up to 6 RmImin. of gold 
can be achieved with this method. This 
technique is becoming less popular as con- 
nector sizes become smaller, the area of 
contact reduces and the required degree of 
selectivity can no longer be achieved. It 
has been replaced by the stationary brush. 
The brush is aV shaped hollow platinised 
titanium block covered with an absorbent 
material. The angle of the V is such that 
the point has a contact area of about 0.8 
mm. The electrolyte is pumped at low 
pressure into the block. A series of holes 
allows the material to become wetted by 
the electrolyte by capillary action. The 
components are then passed along the V 
of the block and where they touch, elec- 
trolyte gently oozes out at a slow but 
constant rate. The block is mounted onto 
an adjustment platform that allows the 
position and the angle of tilt of the block 
to be set. By tilting the block, larger areas 
may be plated. Plating rates of between 
5-6[Lm/min. are obtained with this 
method. 

Whilst all these methods can satisfac- 
torily produce selectively plated 
connectors, they do have disadvantages. 
Generally, the plant takes up a consid- 
erable floor-space, is of a complex 
construction particularly in the case of the 
moving mask system or is relatively slow 
as with brush plating. The high speed 
selective jet electrodeposition method 
described in this paper addresses these 
problems. The plant required is relatively 
small and inexpensive, of a simple design 
and there is no requirement for masking. 
In addition, the jet velocity is such that sig- 
nificantly higher deposition rates can be 
achieved, allowing a high throughput of 
strip. 

THE PRINCIPLES OF HIGH SPEED 
SELECTIVE JET ELECTRODEPO- 
SITION. 
High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition 
(HSSJE) is a process in which metal may 
be deposited selectively without the need 

for masking. The principle of the process is 
that a free standing, non-submersed jet of 
electrolyte flowing at a high velocity 
impinges onto a substrate. The application 
of a suitable voltage between the substrate 
(cathode) and the nozzle (anode) causes 
metal to be deposited within the 
impingement and the immediately sur- 
rounding region. Due to the properties of 
the hydrodynamic flow surrounding the 
impingement regions, the electrolyte forms 

an extremely thin radial layer as it floN%s 

away. Because this layer, termed the wall 
jet region, is so thin, the electrical 
resistance of the electrolyte is compara- 
tively high. This means that under certain 
conditions, deposition is limited to the 
impingement region, with little deposition 

occurring within the highly resistive wall 
jet. In this way selectivity is achieved. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the 
electrolyte flow. Due to the high elec- 
trolyte velocity, high current densities can 
be applied and therefore high plating rates 
can be realised. 

Selective Jet Deposition is not a new 
process, with the principle being patented 
by NASA' in 1974. This patent described 

a forced electrolyte flow system in which 
the nozzle was scanned across the sub- 
strate and current applied at appropriate 
times in accordance with a control pattern. 
In this way, a plated pattern could be 

written, much in the same way as a picture 
is formed on a dot-matrix printer. The 

process described here however uses a 
"direct write" system more like the way a 
plotter produces an image. 

Since 1974, there has been compara- 
tively little information published on the 

subject of HSSJE, possibly due to com- 

mercial confidentiality reasons. Haynes et 

all" described a forced flow jet plating 

system in 1978 and Dorey et all' used a 

modified version of this equipment to gold 

plate connectors for the evaluation of the 

thermocompression bonding character- 
istics of the deposits. The maximum flow 

rate used was 39 cm/sec and current den- 

sities of up to 1.3 A/cml. They found that 

the deposit quality deteriorated at current 
densities in the region of 0.86 A/cm2 by 

nodule formation. However, it was 

claimed that nodular deposits did not 
detract from bondability. There have 

been a number of papers published 

attempting to correlate mathematical 

models of jet plating systems with experi- 

mental reSUItSI2.13.14.15. However, little 

work has been published on the morpho- 
logical characteristics of deposits produced 
in this way* 

Bocking 16 described selective pure gold 
deposition using both laser enhanced jet 

deposition and HSSJE using small bore 

nozzles (lmm to 0.25mm). He examined 
the morphology of the deposits produced 

and related these to the electrolyte 

velocity. The current efficiency of depo- 

sition was also described. He went on to 

show a "direct write" facility whereby the 
jet could be moved in relation to the sub- 

strate by means of a computer controlled 
X-Y table, producing plated tracks and 
lines. 

The selective deposition of both copper 

and pure gold deposits has been described 
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in depth by Bocking17,18 focusing on the 
relationship between deposition con- 
ditions and deposit morphology. He 
found that deposition rates for high quality 
pure gold deposits could be as high as 3.4 
gm/second at a current density of 6.0 
A/CM2. The conditions required in order 
to achieve these rates can be summarised 
as follows. A high metal ion concentration 
is required, together with a rapid elec- 
trolyte velocity. However, there exists a 
limit to both. For any particular value of 
either parameter, an increase in one or the 
other beyond a certain value leads to a 
deterioration of the deposit, effectively 
lowering the deposition rate that can be 

achieved. An empirical description of the 
processes involved is given in Reference 
18. A third requirement is a high elec- 
trolyte temperature. 

HARD GOLD ALLOY DEPOSITION 
USING IISSJE 
Whilst it has been shown that it is possible 
to deposit pure gold at very high depo- 
sition rates, there has been no literature 
describing the composition, properties and 

ZONE I Free jet 
ZONE 11 Impingement zone 
ZONE III Walt jet 

quality of gold alloy deposits at deposition 
rates in excess of about 0.5 l. Lm/second. 
The work on pure gold deposition has now 
been extended to gold alloys and some 
results of these studies are discussed here. 
It has been found that gold alloy deposits 
of good morphological appearance and 
functional quality can be achieved at depo- 
sition rates of up to 3.0 ýLm/second. A 
commercially available electrolyte was 
chosen for this work, the Ronoval N 
(Supplied by LeaRonal). This electrolyte 
normally produces gold/nickel alloy 
deposits with deposit nickel values of 
about 0.15% at current densities up to 1.0 
A/CM2 and deposition rates of up to 0.25 
lim/second. It was designed for the more 
conventional "high speed" jet plating 
systems described earlier. As part of its 
composition, a current density extender, 
referred to as a "Booster" has been 
included. This additive is composed pri- 
marily of an aqueous solution of 
nicotinamide. For the purposes of these 
experiments, the gold concentration was 
increased to 20g/I to allow the higher 
current densities to be used with HSSJE. 

Figure 1. Schematic of the electrolyte jet interaction with the sub- 
strate. 

A 

F* re2 Optical micrograph of a jet deposit from the Ronoval N 

E 
'! feuctrolyte. Current density = 6.0 Alcm2, Ni in electrolyte = 2.2 g1l, I 

deposit thickness = 17 ýLm. X1000. 

The deposits from this electrolyte 
produced under high speed selective jet 
conditions were examined for the fol- 
lowing; (i) nickel concentration in the 
deposit, (ii) hardness, (iii) structure and 
morphology and (iv) wear resistance. 
They were also compared with deposits 
produced by more conventional routes. 

Experimental Method 
The experimental techniques used have 
been described in detail elsewhere"-'". 
However, a brief description of the 
methodology used will be given. Deposits 
of gold/nickel alloy were produced over a 
range of current densities using a constant 
number of coulombs (0.07876: t 0.0001 Q 
for each set of conditions varied. For ana- 
lytical and structural studies, the total 
number of coulombs passed should have 
produced deposits of 20 l. Lm thickness. For 
examination of the topography of the 
deposits more akin to normal production 
thicknesses, 2.5 ttrn deposits were 
produced, again using a constant but lower 
number of coulombs for the series 
(0-010944 t 0.000025 Q. A 400 Rm 

Figure 3. Optical micrograph of a jet deposit ftom the Ronoval N 
electrolyte. Current densit 

,v=9.0 
A16W, Ni in electrolyte = 2,2 g/l, 

deposit thickness = 17.5 ýun. X1000. 

Figure 4. Optical micrograph of a jef deposit from Ihe Ronoval N 
electrolyte. Current density = 10.0 A/cm-, Ni in electrolYtt. = 2.2 
g1l, deposit thickness = 17.4 pin X1000. 
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nozzle was used with a nozzle to substrate 
distance of lmm. For this work, an elec- 
trolyte velocity equivalent to a Reynolds 
Number, Re, of 10600 was used. This was 
based on the results obtained from the 
pure gold studies. The concentration of 
nickel in the electrolyte was varied 
between 0 and 3.0 g/l. The temperature 
was maintained at 55'C t 2'C. The 
thickness of the deposit spots was 
measured using a Dektak 11 Surface 
Profilometer. The nickel in the deposit 
was analysed using X-ray Fluorescence 
spectroscopy (XRF) on arrays of 90 iden- 
tically produced deposit spots. Hardness 
measurements were carried out using a 
Matzusawa microhardness tester fitted 
with a Vickers Pyramidal diamond. A load 
of 25g was used. The measurements were 
carried out directly on the as-plated 
surface, ensuring that the deposit thickness 
was in excess of 16 [tm. Topographical 
examination was by accomplished using 
Scanning Electron Microscopy as well as 
optical microscopy. 

After establishing the optimum nickel 

concentration in the electrolyte, more 
detailed studies were carried out using this 
optimised solution. The cathodic current 
efficiency was measured using a weigh- 
plate-weigh method. A total of 90 deposit 
spots were plated onto a weighed substrate 
under identical conditions. The substrate 
was then re-weighed and the efficiency cal- 
culated in the usual way. Deposit structure 
was examined using both microsection 
methods and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). 
The XRD was performed on a Siemens 
S5000 X-Ray Diffractometer on arrays of 
25 identically produced deposit spots. 

Wear Measurement Method 
Wear measurements were carried out 
using the GEC Contact Tester CTII. This 
is an instrument designed to allow the 
measurement of contact resistance against 
an adjustable contact force both prior to, 
during and after a pre-determined number 
of insertion/withdrawal cycles. Actual 
pairs of contacts are used rather than the 
pin and disc configuration which is 
commonly used; the test geometry is thus 

much more representative of the actual 
wear situation. The individual contact 
halves are clamped between gold plated 
jaws, one on each half of the test stage as 
in Figure 18. One half of the test stage can 
be moved in a reciprocating manner. The 

other half of the test stage is provided with 
X-Y control for alignment of the contact 
halves. The Z adjustment controls the 
contact force between the pair. Ile 
instrument gives a true four point mea- 
surement of resistance by determining the 
voltage drop across the contact pair when 
a current of 25 milliamps is passed through 
the mated contacts. The force mea- 
surement system uses a stiff, bridge strain 
gauged load cell beam. Measurements 

were made at two loads, 55g and 100g. 
Contact resistance measurements were 
made after the initial set-up and then after 
50,100 and 200 insertion/withdrawals. 
The insertion/withdrawal rate was 40 

cycles per minute. A number of contact 
pairs were measured at each condition and 
the contact resistance values presented are 
an average for each set of conditions. 

I 

Ej Ronovel N 60 mill booster no N, 

0 Ronovel N 8o mill booster no Ni 

A Rono'vel N 60 ml/I booster 2.2 g/l Ni 

,7 Ron 0 vel N 60 MI/I booster 2.5 g/l Ni 

+ Ronovel N 60 ml/I booster 3.0 g/l Ni 

Figure 5. SEM micrograph of a 2.5 VLm gold/hickel deposit spot 
produced by jetting at a current density of 10.0 AICM2 with a nickel in electrolyte concentration of 1.9 gli. 

Plots do not include 
S% error in Ni in soln. 
determination 

4 

Figure Z Current density vs deposition rate for various concen- 
trations of nickel and booster in the Ronovel N electrolyte. 

0 

Figure 6 SEM micrograph of a 2.5 Vtm gold/hickel deposit I /I 
produced by jetting at a current density of 12.0 AICM2 with a nickel Figure 7. The relationship between the nickel in so ution and te 
in electrolyte concentration of 1.9 g1l. nickel in the deposit for different applied current densities. 
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The tests were carried out using male 
and female connectors plated with both 
HSSJE and conventional deposits, with 
thicknesses of 0.5 and 1.0 ýLrn. The jetted 
samples were prepared at a current density 
of 5 A/crn', using a Ronoval N electrolyte 
containing 1.9 g/I nickel whilst the samples 
prepared under conventional plating con- 
ditions were plated at 15 mA/cm'. The 
nickel concentration of this electrolyte was 
1.7g/l. For simplicity, the deposits were 
produced directly onto the copper sub- 
strates with no intermediate layer of 
nickel. Both male and female connectors 
were microsectioned to show the distri- 
bution of gold over the mating surfaces. It 
was found that the deposit thickness was 
constant over the desired area of contact. 

After testing, the wear scars were 
examined using scanning electron 
microscopy with an energy dispersive X- 
ray analysis facility. Copper X-ray maps 
with accompanying micrographs were 
produced of the contact regions to 
determine the extent of the penetration of 
the gold layer. 

Deposit topography and appearance 
The deposit spots were found to be similar 
in profile to those of pure gold, ie a broad 

symmetrical Gaussian shape. Examination 
of samples produced using the greater 
number of coulombs revealed that between 
0.25 A/cmý and 2.0 A/CM2' there was a sig- 
nificant spread of the deposit beyond the 
impingement zone similar to that observed 
with pure gold deposits. This spread 
reached up to 9 mm at a current density of 
0.75 A/cm2. As these deposits were sub- 
micron in thickness, little relevant 
topographical information could be 
obtained. Between a current density of 2.0 
A/cm' and 9.0 A/cM2, the deposits were 
much greater in thickness (> 16ýLrn). The 
deposit spread over this current density 
range was found to be a constant 1.2mm. 
It could be seen that the deposits were gen- 
erally smooth and bright although small 
hemispherical mounds were present at the 
surface, increasing in size and prominence 
with increasing current density. At and 
beyond 9.0 A/CM2' it was clear that the 
surface no longer exhibited mounds but 

was distinctly nodular. This trend was 
apparent irrespective of the quantity of 
nickel in deposit. Figures 2,3, and 4, show 
some typical examples. However, exami- 
nation of deposits having a thickness of - 
2.5 [tm showed few surface features up to a 
current density of 10.0 A/cml. Above this 
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value, numerous small nodules were quite 
evident. This trend can be seen in Figures 
5 and 6. Figure 5 is comparable to a con- 
ventional deposit produced from the 
Ronoval N electrolyte. 

Deposition Rates 
Figure 7 shows typical deposition rates vs 
current density for different concen- 
trations of nickel in the electrolyte. Ile 
nickel concentration did not appear to 
influence the deposition rate. From the 
above observations, it would appear that 
for deposit thicknesses of 2.5 ýLrn or less, a 
maximum deposition rate of 2.8-3.0 
jim/second could be achieved whilst main- 
taining a similar topography to that of 
conventionally deposited gold alloys. 

The relationship between the nickel in the 
electrolyte and nickel in the deposit 
Figure 8 shows the relationship between 
the nickel in the deposit and the nickel in 
solution over a range of current densities. 
It can be seen that there is a linear rela- 
tionship between these parameters for all 
current densities and concentrations 
examined. This would indicate that the 
nickel in the deposit could be easily con- 
trolled by means of relatively simple 

10 15 -410 :5 30 35 43 
C. D. nA/cm sq 

18 20 

Figure 9. The relationship between the nickel in the deposit and 
the applied current density for different concentrations of nickel in 

the electrolyte. 
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Figure 10. Deposit hardness vs current density for different con- 

centrations of nickel in the electrolyte. 

Figure 11. The relationship between the hardness and current 
density for a conventional depositfrom a Ronoval N electrolyte. 
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Figure 12. A microsection of a jet depasiled goldInickel alýqý-. 
Current density = 6.0 Alcin- ,, Ni in electrolyte = 2.2 g1l, Nt in 
deposit = 0.17%. X2000. 
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analytical controls of the nickel in the elec- 
trolyte and the applied current density 
(See the next Section). 

The relationship between nickel in the 
deposit and the current density 
Figure 9 shows a graph of the nickel in the 
deposit and the applied current density for 
different values of nickel in the electrolyte. 
A geometric regression has been applied 
as providing the best fit for the data. It is 
quite evident that for any value of nickel 
in the solution, the nickel concentration 
decreases with increasing applied current 
density. At a current density of 2.0 A/cmý, 
the nickel in the deposit is about double 
that present at 9.0 A/cM2. 

I lardness of the deposits 
Hardness measurements revealed sig- 
nificant differences in the influence of 
nickel additions between conventional and 
jet deposits. Ordinarily, the addition of 
nickel to a gold electrolyte causes an 
increase in the hardness of the deposit. 
However, examination of Figure 10 shows 
the opposite trend. The basic electrolyte 
with no nickel produced deposits with a 
hardness in the region of 200 kgIMM2- 

With the addition of nickel, this hardness 
was reduced to an extent, dependent on 
the concentration of nickel in the deposit, 
down to a value of 110 kg/MM2. 
Conventional hard gold deposits exhibit a 
hardness in the range of 130 to 200 
kg/MM2. By choosing the appropriate 
nickel concentration in the electrolyte and 
current density, deposit hardnesses similar 
to conventional deposits could easily be 
achieved. For comparison purposes, 
Figure 11 shows the hardness vs current 
density for a conventional deposit from a 
Ronoval N electrolyte. 

Structure of the deposits 
Etched microsection of deposit spots 
showed very few features, indicating that 
the deposit was fine grained. A typical 
example is shown in Figure 12. At current 
densities in excess of 9.0A/crn', at which 
modulation occurred, fan shaped structures 
associated with surface nodules could be 
seen in the microsections. Macroporosity 
was clearly associated with these structures 
as can be seen in Figure 13. 

The crystal structure of the deposits 
obtained using HSSJE were compared 
with conventionally produced (vat plated) 

Figure 13. A microsection of a jet deposited gold1nickel alloy. Current density = 12.0 Alcm-, Ni in electrolyte = 2.2 g1l, Ni in 
deposit= 0.098%. X2000. 
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deposits from the Ronoval N electrolyte. 
Figure 14 shows the relationship between 
the preferred orientation and the current 
density for the conventional Ronoval N 
deposit. The preferred orientation is 
shown in terms of the intensity of the indi- 
vidual parallel planes as a percentage of 
the sum of the intensities. The parallel 
lines indicate the calculated relative inten- 
sities of a randomly orientated gold 
specimen. It is quite clear that a very 
strong (111) texture is present over the 
recommended current density range. This 
(111) texture has been found in other hard 
alloy gold samples" within the normal 
operating current density range of the 
studied electrolyte and is partiallý- 
responsible for the properties of such 
deposits. In addition, the role of the 
nicotinamide has been shown to extend 
the current density range of the nickel 
hardened alloy gold by maintaining the 
(111) texture'9. Figure 15 shows the rela- 
tionship between the preferred orientation 
and current density for samples produced 
using HSSJE. It is quite clear that a strong 
(111) texture is present up to a current 
density of 9.0 A/cmý above which the 
deposit tends towards a more random 
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Figure 15. The relationship between preferred orientation aný 
current density for jet deposits from the Ronoval N electrolyte. 
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Figure 14. The relationship between preferred orientation and 
current density for deposits from a conventional Ronoval N elec- 
trolyte. The orientation is expressed for each reflection as a Figure 16. The -relationship between the current efficiency and 

percentage of the total reflection intensity of the major planes. current density for the Ronoval N electrolyte using HSSJE. 
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structure. However, the texture is not as 
pronounced as in the case of the conven- 
tional Ronoval N deposits although quite 
comparable with other nickel brightened 
hard gold. 

The cathode current efficiency 
Figure 16 shows the cathode current effi- 
ciency for the Ronoval N electrolyte under 
HSSJE conditions. This is similar to that 
of a pure gold electrolyte, with low current 
densities exhibiting very low efficiencies. 
However, with the Ronoval N, the effi- 
ciency falls after reaching a peak whereas 
in the case of pure gold, it remains 
constant. In the current density range of 
practical use, the efficiency is quite 
acceptable, in the region of 50%. 

Wear characteristics of HSSJE samples 
figure 17 shows how the contact resistance 
varies with the number of insertion/with- 
drawal cycles under different contact loads 
for both jetted and conventional deposits. 
In all cases, the contact resistance fell from 
the initial value during testing. In the case 
of the jetted samples, higher contact loads 

I 

I 

50 100 

No of cyck)s 

gave rise to lower contact resistances. The 
conventional deposits only showed this 
effect with the 1.0 Rm deposit. The overall 
contact resistance for both types of deposit 
was within generally accepted limits. 

Figures 19 to 22 show micrographs and X- 
ray maps of typical wear scars on both male 
and female contacts. Figure 19 shows a 0.5 
jLm jetted deposit after 200 cycles at a load 
of 55 g. It can be seen that there is little 
apparent wear and no penetration through 
the gold to the copper. This may be 
compared with Figure 20 which shows a 0.5 
I. Lm conventional deposit tested under the 
same conditions. It is clear that significantly 
more wear has occurred on this sample with 
the gold evidently being penetrated. 

Figure 21 shows a 1.0 Rm jetted deposit 
after 200 cycles at a load of 100g. Severe 
wear, apparently abrasive in nature and 
penetrating the coating, can be observed. 
By comparison, Figure 22 shows a similar 
deposit produced under conventional con- 
ditions and tested under the same 
conditions. It is clear that significantly 
less wear has occurred although some 
penetration of the deposit is visible. 

400.5 um/55g W 
-0.5 um/IOD9 lot 

14 um/53 g ýA 
1.0 um/1009 Jet 
M5 um/53 g com 

-0.5 um/100 a corw. 
- 1.0 um/55 g conv. 
- 1.0 um/loog coew. 

150 200 

Figure]Z The variation of contact resistance with the number of 
insertion1withdrawal cycles for both jetted and conventional 
deposits under different load conditions. 

Examination of these connector pairs 
after 50 cycles showed that no wear had 
occurred at this stage. 

DISCUSSION 
It has been shown that some of the 
physical properties of hard gold deposits 
produced by HSSJE are similar to deposits 
produced by more conventional routes. 
Hardnesses have been found to be of the 
same order for each method and there are 
structural similarities. However, there are 
differences between the wear character- 
istics of the two types of deposit. It 
appears that the jetted deposits are 
superior at low loads (55g) and small 
thicknesses (- 0.5 ýLrn) but inferior at 
greater thicknesses. 

Reference to Figure 9 allows the esti- 
mation of the nickel content of the deposit 
for the jetted samples. At the current 
density used, 5.0 A/cm', a nickel content of 
- 0.18% would be expected. The nickel 
content of the conventional deposit has 
been determined to be 0.23%. Both 
values are within expected levels for such 
deposits and are unlikely to explain the 

Figure 19. SEM micrographs and Cu radiation X-rav malm of a 
contact pair, jet plated with 0.5 Vin goldInickel alloy after wear 
testingfor 200 cycles under a load of 5.5g. 

Figure 18. The connector wear test configuration as used by the 
GEC Contact Testershowing an actual contactpair under test. 

Figure 20. SEM micrographs and Cu radiation X-ray inaps of a 
contact pair, conventionally plated with 0.5 tLin golit/hickel alloy 
after wear testing for 200 cycles under a load of 55g. 
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Figure 21. SEM micrographs and Cu radiation X-ray maps of a 
contact pair, jet plated with 1.0 gm gold/hickel alloy after wear 
testingfor200 cycles under a load of 100g. 

differences in wear behaviour. By analogy 
with the cobalt electrolyte, it is not the 
absolute alloy concentration that 
influences wear characteristics but the pro- 
portion present in the form of a metal ion 
complex"'. If this holds true for the 
gold/nickel system, the proportion of 
complex may not be the same in each case 
and may explain, at least in part, the dif- 
ference in wear behaviour. 

The micro-hardness of the jetted deposit 
may be estimated from Figure 10. Under 
the conditions used, a hardness of 140 
kg/MM2 could be expected. In the case of 
the conventional deposit, the hardness has 
been measured on an 18 [tm sample and 
found to be 192 kg/mm'. It has been sug- 
gested by Antler" that good wear 
resistance requires both. high hardness and 
low ductility. This difference in hardness 
between the two samples may explain the 
poorer wear resistance of the thicker 
jetted samples. The thin deposits may 
behave differently due to the influence of 
the substrate on the physical properties. It 
is known that at low thicknesses, deposit 
characteristics are largely controlled by the 
influence of the substrate, particularly in 
terms of internal stress, which may be 
more significant than the deposition para- 
meters, 

The results presented here were for 
jetted samples produced at an inter- 
mediate, but still high, current density (5.0 
A/cm2). As Figure 10 shows, the hardness 
increased with increasing current density 
and at the maximum useable current density of 10.0 A/cml, deposits of a 
hardness in the region of 180 kg/mm' can 
be produced. 

CONCLUSION 
It has been shown that the use of HSSJE 
with a modified Ronoval N electrolyte 
allows high quality gold deposits with 
similar properties to those obtained under 
conventional deposition conditions. The 
deposits exhibit strong structural simi- 
larities as well as hardnesses. The wear 
characteristics differ from those of conven- 
tional deposits when applied to real 
connectors under simulated conditions of 

Figure 22. SEM micrographs and Cu radiation X-ray maps of a 
contact pair, conventionally plated with 1.0 ýLm goldlnickel allo V 
after wear testingfor 200 cycles under a load of 100g. 

use. The results indicate that deposit 
hardness may be a significant factor in the 
wear properties of plated deposits. Jetted 
deposits of higher hardness are easily 
achievable and will be the subject of future 
work. 

Deposition rates in the region of 3.0 
Rm/second are realisable and because of 
the self limiting nature of the HSSIE 
process, a high degree of selectivity can be 
obtained without the need for masking. 
As a consequence, connectors can be 
produced at a faster throughput than is 
currently obtainable, on a reel-to-reel unit 
that is a fraction of the size of conven- 
tional units. In addition, because there is 
no need for masking, the engineering com- 
plexity of such plant can be greatly 
reduced. A prototype plant is being con- 
structed for large scale trials. To give 
some idea of the size reduction, this plant 
can be operated with a strip speed of up to 
20 m/minute and with a footprint com- 
parable to a large office desk. 

Whilst the use of HSSJE of gold alloys 
has been shown to potentially reduce the 
cost of plant and processing, work still has 
to be undertaken on both improved wear 
characteristics and the production of 
nickel coatings using the technique. 
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ABSTRACT 

Modem reel-to-reel plating facilities apply selective deposits of gold and gold alloys during 
the production of pressed copper and copper alloy or nickel-iron alloy strip components. These 
components are fabricated into electrical connectors or semi-conductor lead frames. Selectivity 
is usually achieved by the use of some form of dielectric masking. Recent developments have 
shown that such components may be plated with gold or gold alloys at deposition rates of up 
to 3.5 microns per second, selectively and without the need for masking. This paper discusses 
the microstructure of such deposits from studies using X-Ray diffraction and other physical 
testing methods and compares them with those produced under conventional deposition 
conditions. 



.1 INTRODUCTION 

High Speed Selective Jet Electrodeposition (HSSJE) is a process by which e'lectiodeposits can 
be produced at very high deposition rates, selectively, without the need for masking. In 
HSSJE, a jet of electr 

' 
ol 

' 
yte is pumped at high velocity from a small nozzle (< Imm) through 

an air gap onto the substrate whilst applying a suitable electrical potential. The nozzle is 

made anodic whilst the substrate is the cathode. Metal is deposited in the impingement region 
and its immediate surroundings. The spread of the deposit is limited because the electrolyte 
forms a very thin radial layer as it flows away from the impingement region. Ibis radial 
layer is highly electrically resistive in comparison to the jet and the'ref6rem6st of the metal 
is deposited in the impingement region. Bocking'. " has described in detail the electrode- 
position of copper and pure gold using this method. More recently, Bocking and Cameron4 
have described the electrodeposition of nickel alloyed hard gold. Such deposits are widely 
used for the selective electrodeposition of electrical connectors. They presented details of 
the hardness and wear characteristics of the deposits produced. They also described the results 
of some initial studies of the crystal structure of these deposits. It was established that whilst 
there were many similarities between HSSJE deposits and those produced by more conventional 

methods, there were some differences in the wear behaviour. 

This paper describes the results of the examination of both pure and nickel aNoyed hard gold 
deposits produced by HSSJE using X-ray diffraction techniques CARD) and compares these 
with those produced by more conventional methods. Possible reasons for the differences in 

the wear behaviour are suggested. 

2BACKGROUND 

References 1-3 give a complete background to experimental studies on the HSSJE of both 

pure gold and copper deposits. However,, some necessary information on the mechanisms of 
deposition and the types of deposit will be given here. When electrodeposition is carried out 

using HSSJE, a deposit spot is produced in the jet impingement region. 7le spot thickness 

profile is approximately Gaussian with over 85% of 'deposition occurring within the 
impingement region. The maximum deposit thickness is obtained at thejet centre line. Figure 

I shows the profile over one half of a typical deposit and is presented as thickness against R, 

where R is defined as the ratio of the radial distance from the centre line to the nozzle radius. 
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It was found that by using a citrate based electrolyte containing 0.17M, gold, pure gold 
deposition rates at the jet centre line as high as 3.4 pm sec-1 at a current density of 6.0 A cm-2 

could be achieved whilst maintaining a high quality deposit. In order to attain these deposition 

rates, a high electrolyte velocity was required. Most of the work in these studies was carried 
out using a 0.4mm diameter nozzle and the highest deposition rates were obtained with jet 

velocities of 18 m sec-1. This was equivalent to a Reynolds Number, Re = 120000. It has 

also been shown4 that gold alloy deposits can also be produced at deposition rates of up to 
3.0 pm sec-1 at cuff ent densities of up to 9.0 A CM-2. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL 

Samples -of HSSJE pure -gold deposits were I prepared using the 0.17M electrolyte developed 
in the' previous studies. For thegold alloy deposition, it was decided to use a proprietary 
electrolyte. 

A number of proprietary electrolytes designed for high speed gold alloy electrodeposition are 

.., 
currently available. A preliminary study of deposition rates and deposit morphologies obtained 

using a number of these proprietary electrolytes indicated that Ronovel N (supplied by Lea 

Ronal) exhibited the most promising performance. It was found that a gold metal concentration 
of 20 g dM-'3 (0.1 M) gave the highest deposition rates in conjunction with HSSJE, up to 3.0 

pm sec-1. All subsequent studies were carried out with this electrolyte. The basic Ronovel 
N electrolyte contains as part of its formulation 'an additive referr ed to'as "booster". This 

additive is claimed to extend the current density range of the electrolyte. lbree electrolytes 
were prepared, one with no nickel, but containing booster, the other two containing booster 

and 1.9 g dm-3 and 3.0 g dm-3 of added nickel respectively. 

Glass substrates, 1.5 X 1.5 cm, metallised using sputtered coatings of chromium followed by 

gold OW A and low A respectively) were used for this study., Samples of HSSJE gold 
alloy deposits for XRD examination were prepared over a current density range of between 
3.0 and 16.0 A CM-2 with differing quantities of nickel and/or addition agent (booster) in the 
deposit. In the case of HSSJE pure gold, samples were produced over a current density range 
of between 1.0 and 8.0 A CM-2. The samples consisted of an array of 25 identically produced 
spots plated onto the substrates. Prior to XRD examination, the chromium/gold layers not 

Me Reynolds Number is a dimensionless term that expmeses fluid motion, taking into account the nozzle diameter And the 
01"WYta viscosity. It is defined as Re - Ud/vwbem Uw velocity in cm wc-1, d- nozzle diameter in CM am vM the 
electrolyte Viscosity in Cm2 WC-1. 
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covered by the deposited spots were stripped using commercially available stripping solutions. 
As the metallised layers were extremely thin, the stripping operation left the HSSIE spots 
virtually unaffected. 'Ile centre-line thickness of the spots in the array was maintained above 
15.0, um and confirmed by measurement using a Dektak Surface Profilometer after the XRD 

examination had taken place. 

For comparison, a series of1control samples were prepared for XRD examination by con- 

ventional vat deposition methods. One set were produced from a Ronovel N electrolyte 

containing 1.7 g din-3 nickel over the cuff ent density range 3.0 - 40 mA CM-2. A ftirther set 

of samples were produced over the same cuff ent density range from an Auronal MRN bath 

also containing 1.7 g dm-3 nickel, which is identical to the Ronoval N but contains no booster. 

These samples were used to study the influence of the booster. Pure gold samples were 

produced from a typical acid ýitrate electrolyte containing 0.06M gold, over a current density 

range of 1.0 to 20 mA CM-2. These deposits covered the same total surface area of the substrate 

as that covered by the jet plated spot array. 

The X-ray diffraction data was acquired using an Siemens D5000 X-ray Powder Diffractometer 

(Bragg-Brentano geometry) equipped, with, a diffracted beam ýmonochromator*((Cuka). 
Measurements of diffracted intensity were carr ied out over the 20 range 3()*to 90r. Corrections 

to the angular positions and breadth of the diffraction peaks derived from the samples, required 
to compensate. for various instrumental and physical effects were applied. -To determine these 

corrections, eachsample was dusted with a fine layer of powdered silicon (@ 11im in size). 
The positions and Full Widths at Half Maximum (FWHM) intensity of the silicon peaks which 
bracketed those from the gold were used to calculate the appropriate corrections to position 

andwidth. Using the precisely known lattice parameter of silicon it was possible to interpolate 

a corr ection to the position of the gold peaks and thus calculate an accurate value for the lattice 

parameter for each line. The corr ection for line broadening was made by assuming Gaussian 

models for the observed profiles, instrumental and corrected diffraction profiles. 

Data was derived from an analysis of the position, intensity and FWHM of the first five 

diffraction peaks recorded from the gold deposits. In the Bragg - Brentano geometry, the 

diffraction pattern originates only from those crystallographic planes which are essentially 

parallel to the surface of the sample. The 111,200,220 and 311 reflections are therefore 
derived from quite separate and distinct crystallites within the deposit. Only the III and 222 

reflections are derived from the same crystallites. Considerable care therefore needs to be 

exercised in interpreting data from samples which do not exhibit a true crystallographic random 

orientation. 
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I, 
Lattice parameters were calculated from the angular positions of the first five lines'(1 11,200, 
220,311 and 222) in the diffraction pattern from each of the samples. 

In order to demonstrate the difference in preferred orientation between the samples the 
intensities of the first four lines of the X-ray diffraction pattern are expressed as a percentage 
of the sum of the intensities of these lines. The relevant intensities for a randomly oriented 
sample were also calculated and these are shown as horizontal lines in the Figures. 71is form 

of presentation permits a rapid graphical means of assessing and demonstrating the differences 
in preferred orientation between samples. 

For the purposes of this paper, crystallite size will be defined as a single, coherent diffracting 
region. This is not always the same as the true crystallite size, D, as will be explained below, 
but is used for convenience. The full width at half maximum intensity of the Kaý line corrected 
for instrumental broadening was used to calculate the crystallite size using the Scheffer 
equation. 

(O. gx) 
(1cose) 

where B =the broadening of the diffraction line measured at its half width maximum intensity 
(radians), t =diameter of the crystal particle X= radiation wavelength and 0= angular position 
in degrees. 

It was noted that the crystal] ite size values calculated from thebroadening of the III reflections 
using the Scherrer equation were significantly greater than the values derived from the 222 

reflections. Ile crystallite §izes calculated for the two planes should be the same; that they 
are not, suggests that the Scherrer model employed, which attributes all the intrinsic line 
broadening to crystallite size effects, is an over-simplification. On the basis of this information 

samples were selected for a more detailed analysis in order to separate the contribution to the 

observed line broadening from crystallite size and strain (RMS) effects. - 71is was undertaken 
using the method of Warren aýd Averbachs. Ile successful application of this type of analysis 
requires as many unique orders of reflection as possible. However, for an FCC metal examined 

using copper radiation, the number of accessible reflections with multiple orders is just 2, the 
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111 (222) and the 200 (400). In this study, line overlap problems combined with low peak 
intensities ruled out the use of the hOO reflections so that only the iII and the 222 peaks were 
used for the analysis. 

In order to accomplish the analysis a better defined instrumental line broadening standard was 
required. This was achieved by producing a pure gold powder and annealing it to the point 
where no further improvement in the resolution of the ka, and k% lines could be achieved. 
It is particularly difficult to obtain a suitable gold powder commercially and anneal it in this 

way due to its tendency for grain growth and sintering. Therefore, a powder was specifically 
produced*. Ile observed diffraction lines were corrected for instrumental broadening by 
dividing the Fourier Transform of the diffraction lines derived from the sample by the Fourier 
Transform of the appropriate line from the standard as described by Stokes6. It Was found 

necessary to subtract the signal derived from the blank glass substrates from that of the samples 
prior to calculating the transform, in order to obtain a level base line required for an accurate 
analysis. 

The full application of this analysis yields the mean column length (riA) and its distribution 

and the RMS strain and its distribution. The apparent cell size is a3 and no, the number of 
cells in the average column length, is determined by a linear extrapolation of the real part of 
the Fourier Transform of the (000) reflection. 

The cell size (a) is determined by the angular range over which the diffraction profile is 

analysed and is given by: - 

I- Ih = 2a3/Xsin(q) 

1= 2a3tAsin(q) 

I+ Ih = 2a3tAsin(q) 

*A 50 & dm-, solution of sold chloride was produced by dissolving pure gold powder in aqua-regis and evaporating to Dear dryness. Concentrated hydrochloric acid was added and re-evsporated until all oxides of nitrogen were removed. The solution 
*48 then adjusted to the correct concentration using de-ionisi: 4 water. It was necessary to produce gold grains with a size in 
the region of 10 ý_ with a well ordered structure. 7his me-ant they had to be nucleated and grown very slowly. It had been 
shown that such a structure could be achieved by reducing the gold chloride using acetone &I room temperature. A 100 nil 
"nVIC Of the gold chloride was placed on a magnetic stirrer at a temperature of 35*C and 30 n-J of acetone was added. Stirring 

&$ continued for a period of 3 hours after which the sitniple was cooled to ambient and allowed to stand for a period 3 days. 
At the end of this period, a layer of gold powder was wen at the bottom of the beaker that had merged to form a thin film. A 
Piece of this film was cleaned in de-ionised water and mounted on a glass slide so that the X-ray diffraction Pattern from the film could be recorded. Ile resolution of the 6 doublet was determined for the first five lines in the X-ray diffraction pattern from the film- 'I'lle film vies then subjected to a numberof annealing operations at 350*C until no further improvement resolution Of the doublets was obtained. The total time of annealing to obtain this condition was 5 hours. 
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, where cl and q are the start and end of the diffraction profile, q is the positionýof the peak, 
x is the wavelength of the radiation employed and I is a reflection order as in MI. In order 
to simplify the subsequent calculations, it is convenient to choose scan ranges so that a3 is the 
same for all reflections used in the analysis. In this study, a cell size of 2.4 x d,,, was used. 

Close and careful examination of the diffraction patterns from these samples showed both the 
III and 222 diffraction peaks overlapped with their nearest neighbours, the 200 and 311 peaks 
respectively. This was also true for the specially prepared reference gold sample used to 
determine instrumental broadening, In the present study, data was collected over an angular 
range of ± 10% centred about the 111/200 and 311/222 lines. 

In order to obtain adequate representation of the diffraction profiles in the *tails" of the peaks 
(where mostof the crystal I ite size and strain information is contained) avariety of mathematical 
functions were fitted to the experimental data and the parameters for the best fits used to 

calculate model diffraction profiles. Pearson 7, Split Pearson 7 and three different pseudo 
Voigt (mixed Cauchy and Gaussian) type functions were employed in the modelling. 

The modelled III and 222 diffraction profiles were calculated at 1024 data points over an 

angular range of 16 and 20" respectively. Fourier transforms were calculated using an FI-7 

routine. Ile instrumental contribution 
, 
to the diffraction'data was removed by'dividing the 

FTof the samples by the FTderived from the precipitated and annealed gold powder described 

above. The Fourier coefficients of the 000 reflection were calculated using the extrapolation 
procedures described by Warren and Averbach'. This method enables the individual con- 
tributions of crystallite size and strain to line broadening to be evaluated. The contribution 
to broadening from crystallite size (column length) is independent of the order of reflection 

whilst that from strain is dependent on the order of reflection. Because of this, the two 

contributions may be resolved. Ile mean crystallite sizes were calculated by extrapolating 
the linear region of the real part of the 000 transform to obtain N. The mean column lengths 

(crystallite size) and RMS strains are listed in Table 1. 

In addition to- crystallite size and RMS strain, layer sequence faults on the III plane may also 

contribute to line broadening. - The contribution of stacking and twin faults to line broadening 

may be identified once the"strain and size contributions have been established. Ile effective 

crystallite size, D. fr comprises for the (I 11) plane 

I /D. ff= I/ D+ (I. Sa+f3)*F3/4 



where D is the true crystallite size, a is the stacking fault probability, p is the twin fault 

probability and a is the lattice parameter. The stacking fault probability may be established 
by measuring any relative shift between the III and the 200 peaks. The probability may then 
becalculated. Twin fault probabilities maybe calculated from any asymmetry of the diffraction 

peaks that have been reconstructed from the inverse Fourier transform produced during the 
Warren and Averbach analysis. However, it was not possible to accurately calculate the twin 
fault probabilities because the deposit was highly oriented in the III direction. Twin fault 

probabilities are usually calculated for the 100 (200) reflections. Due to the high degree of 
texture, the 200 signal was very weak and could not be used for the analysis. Table I also 
includes the stacking fault probabilities where these were significant. 

Metallurgical Microsection was carried out on a number of samples in order to observe any 

resolvable microstructures. The gold deposit was etched using a proprietary gold stripper 
dissolved in an alcohol/water mixture. 

4 RESULTS 

The results of the XRD analysis are presented in Figures 2 to 9 and Table 1. - As would have 

been expected, there were considerable differences between the pure and alloy gold deposits 

so each will be presented separately. 

4.1 Pure gold deposits 

Figure 2 shows the lattice parameters and orientation of the major first and second order 
reflections for a deposit produced under conventional conditions. The normal operating 
current density range for this electrolyte was between 3 and 7 mA CM-2. 

Analysis of the data from Figure 2(a) showed that all planeý generally exhibited the same 
lattice parameter, although a slight increase was observed with increasing current density. 
Ile average lattice parameter of 4.077 was close to that of pure gold, which is generally 
accepted as being 4.0786 A at 25-C. It is thought that the single point of the 220 plane that 
deviates from this is due to experimental error. 
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It was noted that, on calculating the crystallite size using the Scheffer method, a significant 
variation was observed, depending on the reflection. This was particularly evident at the 
higher current densities. An analysis of this is difficult as the line broadening observed has 
been assumed to be purely due to crystallite size and ignores the existence of strains and faults 

that may also contribute. Analysis of the III reflection using the Warren and Averbach 

method indicated that such an assumption was invalid as the crystallite size was found to be 

considerably greater (See Table 1). The actual crystallite size after correcting for strain was 
in the region of 0.23 Wn. No evidence of faulting was observed. 

Figure 2(b) shows the degree of preferred orientation, of the deposit. It can be seen that by 

comparison with the expected ratios of the various planes (parallel lines) that there is a distinct 

'31 Itexture over the normal current density range of`1 1-7 mA cm-1., Above this, the deposit 

tends towards a more random orientation. 

The RMS strain of the conventional deposits was independent of current density over the 

range analysed and was comparatively low, calculated to be < e2 >=0.000035. 

The above measurements of a conventional deposit were necessary to compare and contrast 

with those produced under jetting conditions. Whilst a direct comparison cannot be made 
due to the orders of magnitude difference in the current densities applied, in terms of the 

morphological characteristics ie the structural changes that occurred with increasing current 
density, a comparison was considered tobe valid. Figure 3 shows similar graphs for samples 

-*produced from the 0.17M citrate gold using a Re.. No., of 12,000. The maximum current 
density under which useful deposits could be produced was found to be 6.0 A CM-2. The 

lattice parameter of each of the crystallites was slightly smaller than the bulk, value, with an 

average value in the region of 4.075 A. However, at current densities below 2.0 A cm-2, the 
lattice parameter exhibited a smaller size. 

The crystallite size of the jetted sample calculated using 
' 
the Scheffer equation was in the 

region of 200 A for all but the, III plane which showed a size of around 300 A. It must be 

remembered that this method of estimating the crystallite size assumes all line broadening is 

attributable to grain size. . The fact that the 222 planes were not the same as the III planes 
indicate that this assumption was incorr ect. Further analysis of the line broadening revealed 
that this difference was due to residual strain, which over the current density range measured 

averaged < e2 >-=0.000 1275. There was- no evidence of either twin or stacking faults, 

except for a very low probability of a=0.007 at a low 
* 
cuffentdensity. Ile crystallite size 

of the III plane as determined by the Warren and Averbach method was found to be between 

320 to 350 A. 
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Ile preferred orientation of the jetted sample was found to be strongly 220 above a current 
density of 2.0 A CM-2. Below this value, aIII orientation predominated, 

The RMS strain observed in these samples given in Table I was nearly an order of magnitude 
greater than for deposits produced under conventional conditions. There was, however, no 
clear relationship with current density. 

Polished and etched micro-sections of jetted samples can be seen in Figures 12 and 13. These 

showed that there were few structural features apparent at current densities below 6.0 A cm-1. 
Above this value, fan shaped, cell-like structures could be observed. These cells became 

apparent after a thickness of about 8 um had been achieved. Figure 13 shows examples of 
these cells. Below 8 lim, the cell structure was integral with the rest of the deposit but as the 
thickness increased, the cell "wall" exhibited a discontinuity. Extrapolation of the wall line 

showed a coinciding point close to the substrate surface. Topographically, these cells appear 

as nodules, increasing in size with increasing current density as well as deposit thickness. 
These structures clearly resemble the "rounded mounds" described by Nakahara7who studied 
the structure and morphology of gold alloy deposits. He concluded that such structures formed 

as a result of an inhibition process that forced a small crystallite size to be produced as well 

as forming the rounded mound structure. . 

4.2 Alloy gold deposits 

Figure 4 shows the data obtained from deposits produced conventionally using a Ronovel N 

electrolyte, whilst Figure 5 shows that obtained from the Auronal MRN. In addition to the 
XRD data, the deposit hardness is shown. 

'T'he effect of the booster can be clearly established under conventional deposition conditions 
by comparing Figures 4 and 5. Figure S(b) shows that in the case of the Auronal MRN, a 
distinct III texture is formed between 10 and 15 mA CM-2, the normal operating range of this 

electrolyte. Indeed, below this range, the deposit appearance was matt. Above this range, 
the deposit showed signs of *burning* at the edges of the sample. Figure 4(b) shows that 

with, the addition of the booster, the III texture was predominant above 5 mA CM-2, with the 

apparent suppression of other growth directions. Pure gold, as has been seen earlier, possessed 
a distinct 311 texture under conventional deposition conditions. It would appear, therefore, 
that aIII texture is one of the necessary conditions for the effective performance of a nickel 
hardened alloy gold. Hardness measurements showed that the deposits with the booster were 
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15% harder than those withoýt, up to a current density of 15 mA CM-2. It'Can also be seen 
that the booster reduced the effective lattice parameter compared to those deposits produced 
in its absince. 

The lattice parameter of the conventional deposits without booster exhibited a mean lattice 

parameter - 0.27% less than that of annealed gold and remained essentially constant with 
current density. Ile values for all the planes were comparable within the overall accuracy 
of measurement. The lattice parameter of the conventional deposit containing booster was 
also lower than that of annealed gold, the mean value being -0.33% less than that of pure 
gold and showed a small increasing linear dependence on current density. However the 220 

planes were significantly larger and were comparable to those of the electrolyte without 
booster. 

In both cases, the crystAite'size of the III planes as determined by the Scherrer equation 
was greater than for the other measured planes. The calculated value for the III reflection 
was -350 A for deposits produced at the lower current densities, decreasing to -200 A with 
increased current density. The crystallite sizes calculated for the other planes measured Were 
typically in the region of 100 A. In the case of the samples produced from the electrolyte 

containing booster, closer analysis using the Warren and Averbach analysis revealed that'a 

significant RMS strain contributed to this difference as can be seen from Table 1. In addition, 

a slight asymmetry of the reconstructed peaks suggested that some twin faulting was present 
but as explained earlier, no accurate measurements of their magnitude could be made. 

Figures 6 and 7 show the data calculated from samples produced by jetting from electrolytes 

containing 60 crn' dm-3 and 80 CM3 dm-3 booster respectively but no nickel. Figures 6(b) and 
7(b) show the preferred orientation. It can be seen that with increasing current density, the 
III component of orientation rises rapidly to around 60% at the expense of the 220 component. 
The contributions from the 200 and 311 remained fairly constant and close to their values 
expected in a random sample. Ibis is consistant with aIII texture. 

Figure's 6(a) and 7(a) show the influence of the booster on the lattice parameter. There is a 

general trend of a reduction in the lattice parameter for all planes with increasing current 
density. It will be noted that the 200 plane exhibited a significantly smaller lattice parameter 
than the other planes. This would suggest that a distortion of the lattice was being created 
due to the incorporation of the booster (or breakdown product of it) within the 100 (200) 

planes. 
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As was observed in the previous samples, the III planes exhibited a larger apparent crystallite 
sizp than the others as determined using the Scherrer equation. For both concentrations of 
booster, the III plane was found to be in the region of 300A whilst that of the other measured 
planes was in the region of 150 A. This may be attributed to both stacking faults as well as 
residual strain as can be seen from Table 1. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the influence of nickel under jetting conditions. The addition of nickel 
to the electrolyte appeared to reinforce the effects of the booster with a greater degree of III 

texture being seen. at current densities below 9.0 A cm-1. Above this cuff ent density, the 
deposit tended towards a more random orientation unlike those samples containing booster 

alone. 

Ile presence of nickel reduced the lattice parameter of most of the planes examined to below 
4.07 A at low current densities, increasing to slightly above 4.07 A. 71iis latter value was 
about the same as that for the samples containing booster alone. Examination of Figures 8(a) 

and 9(a) revealed that the lattice parameter of the 200 plane fell with increasing cuff ent density, 

similar to that of the samples, with booster alone. With relatively large concentrations of 
nickel in the electrolyte, the 311 and the 220 also exhibited reductions in the lattice parameter, 
particularly at high current densities. 

The crystallite size of the III planes as determined by the Scherrer equation was in the region 
of 200 A whilst that of the other planes was in the region of 100 A. Again, further analysis 
revealed that both stacking faults and RMS strain contributed to this difference. 

To summarise, both the booster and the nickel induced aIII preferred orientation but it was 
clear that the booster exhibited the greater influence over a wide cuff ent density range. The 

evidence provided by the measurement of the lattice parameter indicated that the presence of 
both booster and nickel reduced these values to below the pure gold value, probably due to 
incorporation of the additives within the lattice. Indeed, the evidence indicated that certain 
planes incorporated a larger proportion of these materials. The true grain size for the III 

plane, after correction for residual strain and stacking faults, indicated that for all the jetted 

samples, a small crystallite size in the region of 200 to 300 A was produced. The nickel had 

a slight influence in reducing the crystallite size further under jetting conditions. However, 

under conventional deposition conditions, it appeared to be the main cause of the reduction 
of crystallite size. 
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Figure 10 shows the effect of current density and nickel in the electrolyte on the hardness of 
thejetted deposits. It can be clearly seen that a decrease in the current density as well as an 
increase in the nickel in the electrolyte reduced the hardness. This is unusual as under 
conventional deposition conditions, it is generally accepted that increasing the nickel in the 
electrolyte leads to an increase in the hardness. Figure II shows the relationship between the 
hardness and the nickel in the deposit for different concentrations of nickel in the electrolyte. 
It is evident that the quantity of nickel incorporated in the deposit is not the only factor 

governing the hardness but is also a function of the nickel concentration within the electrolyte. 

Figure 14 shows a microsection of a typical alloy gold deposit produced using HSSJE. As in 

the case of a pure gold jetted deposit, fan-like cells leading to a rounded mound structure can 
be seen. No other internal structural features could be resolved using optical microscopy. 

5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 Pure gold deposits 

I 

Some of the more important physical and structural properties of pure gold deposits produced 
using HSSJE have been examined during the course of this experimental work. These 

properties have been compared to deposits produced under more conventional deposition 

conditions. Conventional pure gold deposits from a citrate electrolyte exhibit a crystallite 
size of around 0.2 jum (after accounting for strain and faulting) for the III planes and have 
hardness values of around 100 kg mm-2. These deposits exhibit a 311 preferred orientation. 
Such a texture has been observed by other workers. 9-9. It was not possible to obtain data on 
the 311 crystallites as higher orders of reflection could not be obtained with this experimental 
method. However, examination of the lattice parameters would suggest that no sticking faults 

were present as they are all the same size. These samples exhibited the lowest RMS strain 
for the III planes of all the samples examined over the current density range analysed. 

When deposits are produced from the same electrolyte using HSSJE, both the structure and 

morphology are significantly altered. This results from both intrinsic changes in the deposit 

structure due to the deposition conditions as well as the interaction with the electrolyte flow. 

The intrinsic changes result from the very high rates of deposition. Ile crystallite size is 

considerably reduced to a value in the region of 200 A, a tenfold reduction. Such a reduction 
is the most likely cause of the increase in the deposit hardness, increasing to a value of up to 
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200 kg mm-2, the hardness showing an increase with increasing cuff ent density. Despite the 
high hardness observed with this type of gold deposit, it has been shown2 that good ther- 
mocompression bonding properties were retained. Ile surface appearance of jetted deposits 
is smooth and featureless, gradually developing smooth rounded mounds with increasing 

current density. This rounded mound morphology is similar to that developed in the case of 
alloyed golds. 

A 220 preferred orientation develops which, as has been suggested by Lin et al'O- in their 
study of the effects of additives on gold deposits, may be caused by ads6rbed species. A 

slight reduction in the lattice parameter is observed, which may be due to the incorporations 

of small quantities of foreign species. Ibis would not be surprising at such high rates of 
deposition as the speed at which growth takes place can easily bury surface adsorbed species 
within the deposit. The evidence suggests that the reduction in the crystallite size during 
HSSJE is a result of inhibition of crystallite growth as a result of some adsorption effect. It 

has been shown by Eisenmann". that during gold deposition, growth proceeds via an adsorbed 
AuCN species and CN- is produced from the reaction. It is known that CN- can strongly adsorb 
onto gold surfaces and it is likely that this species is responsible for the crystallite growth 
mechanism observed here. It is important to note that for both the conventional and jetted 

pure gold deposits, the lattice parameter of each of the measured planes was consistent for 

each deposition method. This would suggest that the crystallite structure was fairly well 
ordered. No structural faults were detected, except for a very low probability at low current 
densities. This means that D, ff =D and the true crystallite size is as shown in Table 1. 

5.2 Alloy gold deposits 

In the case of the alloy gold, conventional deposits produced from the Ronovel N electrolyte 

exhibited RMS strains higher than the equivalent pure gold samples. However, no evidence 

of stacking faults was seen from studies of relative peak shifts. There was a slight asynunetrY 
of the peaks. Unfortunately, the twin fault probability cannot be calculated from the III peak. 
Therefore, whilst it is known that twin faults existed within the deposit, their contribution 
could not be measured. It is therefore most likely that in this case D. fr < D. it is possible 
that a significant contribution to broadening is due to twin faulting. Nakahara7- has studied 
transition metal hardened gold deposits produced under conventional deposition conditions, 
using the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) and observed similar topographic features 

as in this study, with the deposit surface exhibiting "rounded mounds" or small nodules. It 
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was found that''ihe 'rounded mounds observed exhibited a strong III orientation with a 
crystallite size of between 200 and 300 A. it was concluded that such a structure formed as 
a result of inhibition of lateral growth by adsorbed species, presumably transition metal 
complexes. Mie same inhibiting molecules adsorbed on the top surface of the growing planes 
and caused continuous nucleation leading to the small crystallite size and high hardness. A 
high number of twins were observed within the structure. It is evident that gold nickel alloy 
deposits produced conventionally shared a number of morphological features with both jetted 

pure and alloy gold deposits but some significant differences were observed in the micro- 
structure. 

In the case of the jetted samples, similar values of Dff were observed for the conventional 
Ronovel N and jetted deposits containing only booster. The presence of nickel however led 

to a reduction of -25% in this value. There appeared to be no direct dependence of D., on 
current density. It is generally accepted that increasing the current density in simple electrolyte 
systems leads to a reduction in crystallite size. These results would suggest that in the case 
of the conventional deposits, an inhibition process as envisaged by Nakahara was operative. 
The fact that a similar crystallite size was observed under jetting conditions suggests that 
inhibition processes were also responsible for the small crystallite size and not an influence 

of increased cuff ent density. The exact nature of this process is unclear and difficult to identify 

as there are a number of possible inhibiting species. These include AuCN, CN-, booster and 
transition metal cyanide complexes. It is most likely that there is an'equilibrium between the 

adsorbates which alters depending on the prevailing concentration and deposition conditions. 
Tbestructural properties are therefore altered, depending on the natureof the inhibiting species 
incorporated within the deposit. 

One of the most significant . differences in physical propertiei between the conventionally 
produced gold alloy deposits and those produced byjetting is the influence of nickel additions. 
Conventionally produced pure gold deposits exhibit a hardness in the region of 100kg mm-2, 

whilstietted pure gold deposits manifest a hardness in the region of 200 kg MM-2 as do those 

produced from electrolytes containing booster. When nickel was added to a conventional 

electrolyte as in the case of the Auronal MRN, the hardness increased from 100 kg nun-2 to 
between 150 and 200 kg MM-2. Similar hardness values were observed when nickel was added 
to the Ronovel N electrolyte containing only booster. In the case of the electrolyte containing 

only nickel, there was a tendency for an increasing deposit hardness with increasing current 
density. In the case of the electrolyte containing booster and nickel, the opposite trend was 

seen. The hardness of the nickel containing deposit produced using HSSJE, is reduced pro- 



portional to the quantity of nickel added to the electrolyte, from 2W kg mm-2 down to as low 

as 110 kg mm-2. There is no direct evidence to explain this behaviour as the jetted samples 
containing booster both with and without nickel exhibited similar structures in terms of RMS 

strain and stacking faults. The main difference was the reduction in the crystallite size in the 

case of the nickel containing sample. This alone was insufficient to account for the change in 
hardness as no current density dependence was seen in terms of the crystallite size. However, 

a linearly increasing current density dependence was observed in the lattice parameters. The 

nickel in the deposit reduces with increasing current density and there is an empirical linear 

relationship for alloys whose individual component structures are similar between the lattice 

parameter and the atomic percent of an alloy constituent (Vegards Law) This would imply 

that some of the nickel was being incorporated within the lattice in the form of metal atoms. 
It is known that when transition metals are added to a gold electrolyte, conventionally produced 
deposits incorporate the majority of the transition metal in the form of a cyano- complex. A 

change in the way in which the transition metal interacts with the deposit is the most likely 

explanation of the reduction in hardness observed. It is clear from Figures 10 and II that the 

change in the hardness is a function of the nickel in the electrolyte and not that in the deposit. 

This tends to confirm the inhibition mechanism as the main influence on the hardness changes 

observed. 

It is further suggested that the change in the inhibition process is responsible for the change 
in the wear characteristics observed in the study by Bocking and Cameron . 4. They found that 
jetted deposits showed some reduction in the wear resistance particularly with thicker Coatings. 
There was also evidence that the wear mechanism was abrasive in nature. Such abrasive wear 
is not observed in gold alloy deposits produced from properly controlled electrolytes under 
conventional deposition conditions. DeDoncker and Vanhumbeek'2- have suggested that in 

the case of gold cobalt alloys, the wear behaviour is strongly related to the proportion of 
cobalt present as metal to that present as a cobalt ion complex, with high values of the latter 
being required, for good wear resistance. If the cobalt concentration in the electrolyte was 
too high, the incorporation of the complex within the deposit was suppressed leading to too 
high a value of metallic cobalt in the deposit. Such deposits exhibit abrasive wear behaviour. 
In addition, Antler13- has found that in order to obtain good wear resistance, the deposit must 
have a low ductility as well as a high hardness. Such a combination would not be expected 
from a deposit in which the alloying constituent was present purely in the metallic phase. 
Nakahara7- has suggested that it is the inhibition dueto the nickel complex and its incOrPOration 
into the deposit that is responsible for the crystallographic structure observed in gold nickel 
alloys. It would seem to follow, therefore, that due to the high rates of deposition achieved 

I 
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in HSSJE, the inhibition process is changed, with much less of the nickel complex being 
incorporated into the deposit but as metal 

' 
within the gold lattice. Ilis would explain the 

reduction in thewear resistance observed by Bocking and Cameron. 
I 

6 CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that theuse of HSSJE ran significantly alter the micro-structure of both 

pure and alloy gold deposits. Pure gold deposits become much harder, proportional to the 

applied current density. However, despite there being a reduction in crystallite size and an 
increase in RMS strain, no direct dependence on current density could be observed in the 

micro-structure. HSSJE causes a change in the texture, from a 311 for conventional deposits 

to a 220 under jetting conditions. Such a change in preferred orientation usually results from 

the use of organic additives that inhibit the electrocrystallisation process. Gold alloy deposits 

showed the greatest change compared to those produced conventionally. Whilst the texture 

remained generally a III preferred orientation for both methods of deposition, the 

micro-structure was altered considerably. It was found that although the morphology and 

crystallite size was similar for both, being in the region of 200 to 300A and the nickel in the 
deposit was similar, the microstructure exhibited significant changes. Under conditions of 
HSSJE, a high stacking fault probability was observed which was not seen in deposits produced 

conventionally. It is thought that this change comes about as a result of a change in the surface 

adsorption/inhibition process resulting from deposition at very high current densities. As a 

result, less nickel, in the form of a cyano complex, is incorporated into the deposit. 71is 

would explain the reduction in the wear resistance of jetted deposits as the incorporation of 
the non-metallic inhibitor is responsible for the good wear characteristics of conventional 
deposits of this type. On the basis of the evidence presented in this and previous work on 
HSSJE, that whilst pure gold deposits were found to be harder and possess a finer grain 

structure, physical properties such as thermocompression bonding characteristics were not 

significantly affected., However, significant differences were observed in the structure of the 

nickel gold alloys that appeared to influence some of their physical properties. Indeed, under 

thetest conditionsgiven in theprevious study, 4 wear resistanceof HSSJEdeposits was reduced. 

This does not necessarily mean that the process cannot be applied to the gold plating of 

connectors. What will be required, however, is a greater understanding of the mechanisms 

by which the nickel and nickelo-cyanide complex is incorporated within the deposit and the 

factors that control the ratio of metal to complex within the deposit. 
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SAMPLE C. D. D.,, k 

(111) 
D,, )L 

(111) 
D.. A 

(222) 
< e3 > 
(111) 

cl 
(111) 

Ka 

g dnrs 

Booster 

cm, 
dn3, -s 

Hardness 

kg inrrra 

Pure Au Conv. 3.0 mA/cml 2352 744 
v 

540 O. OOW35 n/d 0 
I 

0 101 
- 

Pure Au Conv. 7.0 mAlcm2 2321 960 551 0.000035 u/d 
1 

0 0 102.4 

Pure Au Jetted 2.0 Alcm2 324 326 198 0.00011 0.007 0 0 163.9 

Pure Au Jetted 4.0 A/ml 350 349 206 0.00015 n/d 0 0 198.9 

Pure Au Jetted 6.0 A/cml 335 327 215 0.000115 nld 0 0 203.5 

Pure Au Jetted 8.0 A/cm2 329 1 304 205 0.000135 n/d 0 0 204.1 

Ronoval N Conv. 10.0 mA/cm2 261 104 128 1 0.00015 n/d 1.7 60 198 

Ronoval N Conv. 40.0 mA/cml 254 107 128 0.000135 n/d 1.7 60 130 

Ronoval N Jetted 3.0 A/cm' 324 340 209 0.000115 0.021 0 60 200.1 

Ronoval N Jetted 9.0 A/cm2 289 307 189 0.00013 0.022 0 60 212.2 

Ronoval N Jetted 

- 

3.0 A/cml 

I 

191 182 104 

- 

0.00017 

- 

pocw pcak 

ramAdiou 

1.9 60 127 

Ronoval N J:; 
ý 

f 

9.0 Alcml 200 1 201 128 

ý0.00015 

1 0.027 1.9 60 170 

TABLE 1. Crystallite size, RMS strain and stacking fault probabilities for some samples for 

the (I 11) planes only. Note n/d = not detectable, n/m = not measurable. 
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Figure 1. A typical selectivity plot showing selectivity as a function of the current density. 
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Figure 2. (a) Lattice parameter and (b) preferred orientation data for conventionally produced 

pure gold deposits. 
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Figure3. (a) Lattice parameter and (b) preferr ed orientation data for HSSJE pure gold deposits. 
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Figure 4. (a) Lattice parameter (b) preferred orientation and (c) hardness data for Ronovel N 
deposits produced conventionally. 
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Figure 5. (a) Lattice parameter (b) preferred orientation and (c) hardness data for Auronal 
MRN deposits produced conventionally. 
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Figure 6. (a) Lattice parameter and (b) preferred orientation" data for HSSJE Ronovel N 

deposits produced from an electrolyte containing 60CM3dM-3booster but no nickel. 
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Figure 7. (a) Lattice parameter and (b) preferred orientation data for HSSIE Ronovel N 

deposits produced from an electrolyte containing 80CM3dm-3 booster but no nickel. 
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Figure 8. (a) Lattice parameter and (b) preferred orientation data for HSSJE Ronovel N 
deposits produced from an electrolyte containing 60CM3dm-3 booster and 1.9 g dm-3 nickel. ' 
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Figure 9. (a) Lattice parameter and (b) preferred orientation data for HSSJE Ronovel N 

deposits produced from an electrolyte containing 60CM3dm-3 booster and 3.0 g dM-3nickel. 
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Figure 10. Ile effect of 
* 
current density and nickel in the electrolyte on the hardness of gold 

nickel alloy deposits produced by HSSJE. 
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Figure 11. The relationship between the hardness and the nickel in HSSJE deposits for diff6rent 
concentrations of nickel in the electrolyte. 
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Figure 12. A microsection of a pure gold deposit produced using HSSJE. Current density 

6.0 A CM-2, Re. = 12000, Temp. = 55-C. X 1000. 
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Figure 13. A microsection of a pure gold deposit produced using HSSJE. Cuff ent density 

7.0 A CM-2, Re. = 12000, Temp. = 55-C. X 1000. 
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Figure 14. A microsection of a nickel/gold alloy deposit prWuced using HSSJE. Current 

density = 6.0 A cm-2, Re. = 10600, Temp. = 55, -C. Nickel in the electrolyte = 3.0 g dm-3. 

x 1000. 


